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1. Introduction

0. Introduction

This book is about the syntactic behavior of subjects and complementizers, and
about the properties of the model of grammar that should explain this behavior.

Complementizers are often deleted. From a cross-linguistic point of view, this is a
robust tendency. However, languages differ with respect to the extent to which they
delete complementizers. In some of them, complementizers are absent altogether.
Other languages pronounce complementizers in a smaller or greater number of
contexts. A parallel with phonology can easily be drawn. [,anguages tend to avoid
codas. Again, this is a robust tendency, although some languages show a strict CV-
syllabification, while others are more liberal. It seems that whenever codas are
realized, some other phonological requirement interferes and prevails. Similarly,
context- and language-dependent complementizer pronunciation can be blamed on the
interference of other syntactic requi rements.

In the early 1990s, Pa'rl Smolensky and Alan Prince introduced Optimality
Theory (OT, see Prince & Smolensky, 1993). This theory allowed them to view
grammar in terms of the interaction of conflicting grammatical tendencies. An OT
grammar consists of a set of simple statements about linguistic objects (constraints)
to which linguistic objects must comply. Since these constraints are in conflict
with each other, it is impossible for linguistic objects to satisfy all of them. Hence,
constraints are violable. Smolensky and Prince propose that these violable
constraints are ranked and that constraint violation is allowed as long as it is
minimal. Violation of a lower-ranked constraint is only permitted if this leads to
satisfaction of a higher-ranked constraint. Consequently, the higher the rank of a
constraint in the individual language, the more contexts there are in which we can
observe its effect OT is a theory of markedness.

This means that the question of whether and in which contexts codas or
complementizers are realized depends on the relative rank of the pertinent
constraints. The fact that the distribution of codas and complementizers varies fiom
language to language can thus be related to the differences in constraint ranking that
determine the grammars of individual languages.

Also subjects exhibit a marked syntactic behavior, in the sense that they
often do not behave on a par with objects and adjuncts. The contexts in which the
syntax of subjects actually differs from that of objects and adjuncts is language-
dependent; so-called subject-object asymmetries are not universal. Again, we seem
to deal with a phenomenon that can (and arguably should) be explained in terms of
constrai nt i nteracti on.

Hence, an attempt to explain these and related aspects of the syntax of
complementizers in OT terms seems warranted. In the first section of this chapter,
the basic properties of OT will be introduced. Subsequently, in section 2, we
illustrate the way in which OT can be applied to syntax with an analysis of subject-
auxiliary inversion in English. Special attention will be paid to English do-support.
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This analysis, based on a flexible approach to phrase structure, seryes as a model for
analyses of syntactic problems proposed in subsequent chapters. The third and final
section presents an outline of the book.

l. Optimality Theory

This section introduces the basic properties of OT. We will focus on the set-up of
OT grammar, on tableaux as graphic representations of the evaluation procedure, on
"tied" constraints, and on the notion harmonic boundedness.

1.1. The set-up of OT grammar

An OT grammar can be schematically represented as in figure 1. The generator (Gen)
is a function which gives a (potentially infinite) set of candidate analyses for each
input. According to the principle of inclusiveness, Gen produces all those analyses
of the input that "are admitted by very general considerations of structural well-
formedness" (McCarthy & Prince, 1993), such as the universal properties of phrase
structure. In the minimal case, inputs consist of simplex linguistic objects. In
syntax, the minimal input is a set of words, while the candidate set is the set of
structures (including sentences) that Gen can build from these words.

i nput- 16-|- candidate r"t-lEill-ffiH
Figure I

Candidate sets are evaluated with respect to a particular ranking of the
constraint inventory Con. This output-oriented procedure is usually referred to as

Eval. Each member of Con is a simple statement about the form of the output,
possibly in relation to the input. It is often assumed that Con is universal (cf.
Ellison, to appear, for an evaluation of this assumption).

Because of the conflict between constraints, ily linguistic structure will
violate at least some of the constraints. However, constraint violation need not lead
to ungrammaticality, since constraints are violable and ranked; those structures that
minimally violate full rankings are optimal, and by definition, grammatical. An
output structure minimally violates a ranking if all alternative structures that have
an equal or better score on the lowest-ranked constraint score worse on the ranking
dominating this constraint. If the constraint inventory is universal, parametrization
can be fully reduced to differences in constraint ranking.

1.2. Tableaux: ranking and re-ranking

Imagine the abstract constraint set Con = {CONI, CON2, CON3, CONa}, and the
abstract candidate set {A, B, C, D, E, F} associated with the input I. Let us suppose
that the members of this set incur the constraint violations specified in (1).
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(1) A violates CON1 (twice), CON3 (twice), and CONa (once).

B violates CONr (twice), and CON2 (once),

C violates CONI (once), CON3 (once), CON4 (twice).
D violates CON1 (once), and CON2(once).
E violates CONI (once), and CON3 (twice).
F violates CONI (once), CON2 (once), and CON3 (once).

Eval should decide which of the members of {A, ..., F} are optimal. This
depends on the ranking of the members of Con. Irt us consider the language L1, in
which CON1 outranks CONr, CON2 outranks CON3, and CON3 outrsnks CON4
(conventional notation: CONI >> CON2 >> CON3 >> CON4). The evaluation of {A,
..., F) in L1 is given in tableau (2). In OT tableaux, the top row gives the
constraint ranking from left to right. In subsequent rows, constraint violations are
given for each output structure. Each star represents one violation. In tableau (2),
candidate C is optimal because all candidates that have an equal or better score on
CON3 (i.e. B, D, and F) score worse on the ranking CON1 >> CON2.

It is easiest to locate optimal candidates by reading tableaux from left to
right. For each column, starting with the leftmost constraint, we have to determine
which candidates incur the lowest number of violations. These candidates proceed to
the next constraint, while all others are eliminated from the evaluation. This
procedure is repeated until only one candidate survives, or until there are no
constraints left. In tableau (2), candidates A and B violate the highest-ranked
constraint CONI twice, whereas the other four candidates do so once. Hence, the
second violation of CONI incurred by A and B is fatal, and these candidates are

excluded from further evaluation. Fatal violations are accompanied by exclamation
marks; cells to the right of fatal violations are shaded because they are irrelevant for
the evaluation. When we move on to CON2, two of the remaining candidates (D and
F) incur one violation, whereas the other two (C and E) incur none. Therefore, only
C and E continue. Finally, candidate E is eliminated by CON3, since it incurs one
more violation than C. This means that candidate C is optimal, and by definition
grammatical.

Alternative rankings of the four constraints in Con produce languages distinct
from L1. Let us associate the ranking CON4 >> CON3 >> CON2 >> CONI with the
language L2. The evaluation of {A, ..., F} in La with respect to I proceeds as in
tableau (3). In this tableau, only candidates A and C violate the highest-ranked
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constraint CON4. Hence, these two candidates are excluded from funher competition.
Only two of the remaining four candidates do not violate CON3, viz. B and D. These
two candidates continue, and survive the next constraint (CON2), which is violated
once by both of them. Finally, the lowest constraint in the ranking, CON1, produces
a winner. Candidate D violates this constraint once, whereas candidate B does so
twice. Hence, candidate D is optimal and, by definition, grammatical. Notice that
exclamation marks directly follow fatal violations. Candidate C, for instance,
violates CoN4 twice. Since the first violation is fatal, it is followed by an
exclamation mark. For candidate B, on the other hand, the second violation of CONI
is fatal. Hence, the second asterisk in the cell is accompanied by an exclamation
mark.

(3)

Thus, each of the twenty-four possible rankings of these four constraints
Ieads to a distinct grammar. Since our candidate set {A, ..., F} has only six
members, two grammars G; and Q -uy select the same optimal candidate. This is
in principle coincidental; other candidate sets may distinguish between G and Q.

1.3. Tableaux: tied constraints

In tableaux (2) and (3), all constraints are ranked with respect to each other.
However, in subsequent chapters, we assume that constraints can be "in a tie". If the
constraints CON1 and CON, are in a tie (notation: CON, o CON), the mutual
ranking of CONI and CON.; is not specified.l Let us return to the constraint set Con
and the candidate set (A, ..., F) of the previous subsection. Imagine a language I4
characterized by the ranking CON2 >> CON3 o CON4 >> CONr (COttt, and CONa
are in a tie). The tableau associated with the evaluation of the candidate set {A, ...,
F) is given under (4). The dotted line marks the tie.

Furthermore, (i) all constraints that outrank @N, outrank CoNi, (ii) all constraints that outrank
CoNl.outrank CON;, (iii) all constraints that are outranked by Qni are outranked by CONj, and
(iv) dll constraints that are outranked by CoN, are outranked by Con;.
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There are two ways to interpret tableau (4). According to the first
interpretation, the tied constraints CON3 and CONa behave like one complex
constraint. This would mean that the violations of these constraints incurred by each
candidate are added up. The evaluation of candidate set {A, ..., F} in accordance with
this interpretation is given in tableau (5). There are three candidates (A, C, E) that
do not violate the highest-ranked constraint CON2. These candidates are evaluated
with respect to the complex constraint CON3 & CON4. Since candidates A and C
incur one more violation than candidate E, the latter candidate will be optimal.

(s)

Alternatively, if constraints are in a tie, any fully specified ranking which
does not contradict the original underspecified ranking may be used during the actual
evaluation. The ranking CON2 >> CON3 o CON4 >> CON, is compatible with
both CON2 >> CON3 >> CONa >> CONI and CON2 >> CONa >> CON3 >> CON1.
This would mean that L3 is a mix of La (characterized by CON2 >> CON3 >> CON4
>> CONr) and L5 (characterized by CON2 >>CON4 >> CON3 >> CONr). In other
words, all candidates that are optimal in tableaux (6) and (7) (candidates C and E) are
optimal in tableau (4).
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Following Pesetsky (1997,1998) and Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear), we
the second interpretation, which will play an important role throughout this

(8) Constraint tie (Pesetslq, 1998):
The output of a set of tied constraints is the union of the outputs of
every possible ranking of those constraints.

The following conventions are used in tableaux
(borrowed from Broekhuis & Dekkers, to appear):

(9) Conventions:

containing two tied constraints

a. *> = fatal violation if the tie is read from left to right.
b. (* = fatal violation if the tie is read from right to left.
c. *! 

= fatal violation in both directions.
Note that only candidates incurring fatal violations in both directions of a
tie lose: <* & *; = *./

Let us use these conventions in tableau (4), repeated here under (10). There
are three candidates that do not violate CON2, viz. A, C, and E. If the tie between

CON3 and CONa is read from left to right, the second violation of CON3 incurred by
A and E (marked by the sign >) is fatal. Consequently, candidate C is optimal. If the
tie is read from right to left, the first violation of CONa incurred by A and C
(marked by the sign <) is fatal, which means that candidate E is optimal. Hence, the
two readings together produce both C and E as optimal candidates (the only two

(7)

adopt
book:
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candidates that are
brackets).

(r0)

not marked with an exclamation mark or with two pointed

'uage Lj coN2 CONq CON4 coNl

A +*> <* ,kt*

B *f |lrf,

C !g * *<* *
D *t *

E ne **> +

F ,1. I ,t !f

1.4. Harmonically bound candidates

A language-independent tableaux in which constraint violations are marked for the
members of the by now familiar candidate set {A, ..., F} is given in (11). Often, the
question of whether a specific candidate is optimal depends on the constraint ranking
characterizing the language in question. Sometimes, however, a candidate will not
be able to win under any ranking. This is what happens if the candidate is
lmrmonically bound by some other candidate.

(11)

coNr coN2 coN3 coN4

A :F* ** *
B **:*
C + ,1. **
D * *

E *\
I

**
F *!* *

A candidate C1 is harmonically bound by some candidate C2 iff C1 incurs all
constraint violations C2 does, but not vice versa. In that case, C1 will lose under
any ranking. In tableau (11), candidate E harmonically binds candidate A: candidate E
violates CONr once and CON3 twice, whereas candidate A also incurs a second
violation of CONI as well as a violation of CON4. As a result, candidate A will lose
under any ranking. The same holds for candidates B and F, which are both
harmonically bound by candidate D.

2. OT applied to syntax

In this section, we illustrate how OT can be applied to syntax by means of a
concrete analysis of English subject-auxiliary inversion and da-support. The analysis
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is adapted from Grimshaw (1997), and presupposes her Extended X-bar Theory
(Grimshaw, 1991, 1997).

2.1. Subject-auxiliary inversion

In the interrogative (12), the w/r-element is parsed in its left-peripheral scope
position and the auxiliary precedes the subject. In declaratives, on the other hand, no
such preposing takes place, and subject-auxiliary inversion is illicit, as is shown in
(13).

(12) Which books will he read?

(13) a. He will read these books.
b. "Will he read these books.

Let us assume that the question of whether wft-movement takes place depends
on the mutual ranking of the constraints PARSE-w/r and STAY defined in (1a).
PARSE-wh is violated for each w/r-element that does not appear in its scope
position, while STAY is violated for each occurrence of a movementtrace.2 Clearly,
these two constraints conflict. lf a wh-element moves to its scope position to
satisfy PARSE-urIr, STAY is violated. If, on the other hand, the wft-element stays in
situ, STAY is satisfied, but PARSE-wft is violated. The fact that wft-elements are
fronted in English suggests that PARSE-wh outranks STAY.

(14) a.. PARSE-wIz: Parse w/r-elements in their scope position.
b. STAY: Traces are prohibited.

Let us assume for the moment that PARSE-wh requires that wh-elements
appear in a left-peripheral specifier position. In the case of (12), SpecIP cannot host
which books, since the subject occupies this position. Hence, CP is needed to
provide us with the necessary specifier. Let us suppose that which books moves to
SpecCP. All things being equal, this leads to the structure in (15).

(ts) [6p which books; lc@] [rp he will [yp read r,]ll

This structure contains an empty head. Grimshaw (1997) argues that empty
heads are marked. She introduces the constraint in (16), which requires that heads be
realized. Heads are realized whenever they are occupied by syntactically or
semantically substantive material, such as (traces of) phonetically realized material
or, as is the case for I, temporal information (see section 2.2 below).

2 PnRsB-wft corresponds to Grimshaw's OP-SPEC, given in (i). Our chorce for the term PARSE-lvh
will become clear in chapter 2. The defimtion of thrs constraint will be revrsed rn that chapter. For
now, it suffices to assume that any left-peripheral specifier qualifies as a scope posrtion. Notice
that this makes the definition of Parse-wfi more restnctive than that of OP-SPEC, which allows
operators to appear in any specifier position. Nothing depends on this. See also fmtnote 5.
(i) oPERATOR rN spECrFrER (op-spEC):

Syntactrc operators must be in specifrer posrtion.
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OBLIGAToRY HEADS (OB-HD): A projection has a head.

The auxiliary is moved to C to satisfy OB-HD. Since movement is costly,
this entails a violation of STAY. The fact that movement nevertheless takes place
should be attributed to the fact that OB-HD outranks STAY in English. Since
PARSE-wh also outranks STAY, the English ranking is as given in (17).3

(17) English ranking: PARSE-wb >> OB-HD >> STAY

The evaluation of English interrogatives is given in tableau (18). Candidate
(l8c) is optimal, since it is the only structure that violates neither PARSE-wft, nor
OB-HD.

(16)

(18)

In (19), it is illustrated that the presence of CP in English declarative clauses does
not serve any purpose; all candidates vacuously satisfy PARSE-wft. Therefore, the
presence of CP will always entail additional violations of OB-HD or STAY.

(le)
lish P-wh OB-HD STAY

a. hp he [1 will] [yp read these books]l 6
b. [cp lc@l [rp he will [vp read these books]l] ,(f

c. [cp [c willi] [r, he [r 4] [vp read these books]l] *t

Thus, CP is projected if this is required by the constraint ranking. Note that
alternative rankings lead to different functional structure. If SIAY outranks PARSE-
wh, no overt wft-movement will apply, and CP will not be projected. This seems to
be true for a wft-in-situ language like Chinese, as is illustrated in (20), taken from
Huang (1982).

Ni kanjian-le shei?
you see-PERF who?

For an argument in favor of the rankrng OP-SPEC (-PeRSE-wh)>> OB-HD, the reader rs
referred to Grimshaw (IW7:396).

a. [rp he [1 will] [yp read which books]
b. [cp which books, lc@l [rp he [r will]

c. [cp which books, 1" will,l [1p he I r;l

[vp read ril]l
d. [cp [s will,] [p he [r tr] [vp read which

(20)
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At the same time, constraint ranking determines how projected functional
structure is realized. For instance, in languages which rank STAY higher than OB-
HD, I-to-C movement does not take place. These languages may resort to other
means to prevent a violation of OB-HD. A Canadian French example, taken from
Lefebvre (1979), is given in (21). In this example, the complementizer que is
inserted in C, which satisfies both OB-HD and STAY.4

(21) a. Quand que Marie viendra?
when that Marie come-FUT
'When will Marie come?'

b. [gp quand [c gue] [p Marie viendra]I

2.2. Do-support: a subject-object asymmetry

Let us return to English subject-auxiliary inversion. When a w/r-phrase other than a
subject is fronted, the subject and the auxiliary are clearly inverted. This follows if
head movement is caused by the need to fill the head of the CP created to host the
wlr-phrase. If no wft-movement applies, CP is absent, and no inversion is attested.
Hence, the declarative clause in (l3a) and the interrogative clause in (12) should be
parsed as in (22a) and (22b), respectively.

(22) a. [rr he h will] [w read these books]l
b. [sp which books; 1. willil [rp he [1 til [vn read t;]ll

However, it is less clear how to parse (23).In this example, the sentence-
initial wft-phrase is a subject. The observed order of constituents matches that in
(27a) (because the clause starts with the sequence subject-auxiliary) as well as that in
(22b) (because the first two elements in the clause are the wh-element and the
auxiliary).

(23) Who will read these books?

The sffuctures in (2a) show that the linear order in (23) is compatible with both an
IP and a CP analysis. In (24a), the wlz-subject is parsed in its Case position, and the
auxiliary has remained in I. In (24b), on the other hand, the w/r-subject has moved
from SpecIP to SpecCP. This movement is string-vacuous because the auxiliary has
undergone I-to-C raising.

(24) a. [1p who I will] [yp read these books]I
b. [sp who; 1. wil\l [rp r, [r ril [vr read these books]]l

Grimshaw urgues in favor of the analysis given in (24a). If wft-elements are
in their scope position as soon as they appear in a (left-peripheral) specifier

4 Th" question of whether this insertion is actually permitted will depend on the rank of a constraint
like TEI- (see Pesetsky, l9l, 1998; Broekhuis & Dekkers, to appear), which will be rntroduced in
the next chapter. This constraint prohibits the pronunciation of function words such as
complemenuzers.
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position, then both structures in (2a) satisfy PARSE-wlz. This means that the
presence of CP will always lead to unnecessary violations of (at least) STAY.
Tableau (25) (= Qail) shows that candidate (a) is the only structure that does not
violate any of the three relevant constraints.s Hence, it is optimal.

(2s)

So far, the motivation for the absence of CP in the presence of a wlr-subject
has been theory-internal. However, let us turn to the examples in (26). lf a
declarative main clause lacks an auxiliary, its interrogative counterpart will contain
do iff the wlz-phrase is not a subject.

(26) a. He read these books.
b. Which books did he read.
b'. *Which books he read?
c. Who read these books?
c'. *Who did read these books?

Let us assume that the structures associated with the examples in (26a-b)
correspond to those in (22a-b). This means that (26a) should be analyzed as an IP.
The structure is given in (27a). In (26b), on the other hand, the order auxiliary-
subject signals the presence of CP. This leads to the structure in (27b), in which the
w/r-object has moved to SpecCP, while the auxiliary did occupies C. When we turn
to (26c), the three possible structures in (27c-c") are compatible with the attested
word order. However, (27c'-c") are unlikely parses as long as we want to maintain
that interrogative main clauses in English do not allow empty Cs or Cs filled by a
lexical verb. If (26c) is analyzed as in (27c), on the other hand, the presence of did
can be directly linked to the presence of CP.

(27) a. [rp he [r ] [vp read these books]I
b. [sp which book, [c didJ [rp he [1 riJ [vn read t ]ll
c. [p who [r J [vp read these books]l
c'. [sp who, lc @l [rp r, [r ] [yp read these books]ll
c". [gp who, 1. readrJ trp r, [r /il [vn r., these books]]l

Nouce that candidate (25d) does not vrolate Gnmshaw's (L997) original constraint CF-SPEC
formulated in footnote 2. However, if we substitute OP-SPEC for PansE-wft in ableau (25), the
candidate in questron will still be suboptimal, due to its violauon of Srey.

lt

a [rp who [1 will
b. [cp who; [6 fi) hp /, [1 will] [yp read

c. [cp who, [6 wil\J [rp r, [r ,;] [vp read

d. [cp [6 willj [1p who [, r,] [up read
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Before we go and examine (26b-c) in further detail, let us first consider the
position of the verb in (26a). A classical paradigm is given in (28) and (29). In
French, VP adverbs follow rather than precede the finite lexical verb, while the
opposite holds for English.

(28) a.

b.

(29) a.

b.

Jean embrasse souvent Marie.
Jean kisses often Marie
'Jean often kisses Marie.'
*Jean souvent embrasse Marie.

*John kisses often Mary.
John often kisses Mary.

[rphe [r ] [vp read these books]l

[rp he I read,] [yp I these books]l

[lphe tr did] [yp read these books]]

This suggests that the finite lexical verb is in a higher position in French than it is
in English. Let us hypothesize, in accordance with standard assumptions, that in
English, the verb stays in its base position, while it moves to I in French:

(30) a. [1p Jean [1 embrassei] [vp souvent [,ro r, Marie]l]
b. [1p John [r ] [vp often [yp kisses Mary]]l

The structures in (30) suggests that a constraint requiring that the inflected
verb be parsed in I interacts with Sray. Let us assume that verbs move to T to
satisfy PARSE-T, which is violated for each finite V that is not parsed in a position
containing Tense features (i.e. I). When PARSE-T outranks STAY, the inflected verb
will raise to I, as in French. The absence of V-to-I movement in English can be
reduced to the ranking STAY >> PARSE-T. Note that V-to-I movement is not needed
to satisfy OB-HD because I contains temporal information and therefore counts as a
realized head (sectionZ.l above).

(31) PARSE-T: Pronounce inflected V in a position containing Tense
features.

Let us return to (27a), repeated in (32a). The verb is in its base-position
inside the VP. Alternative structures are given in (32b-c). Structure (32b), in which
the verb has moved to I, is eliminated by STAY, which outranks PARSE-T. Next to
V-to-I movement, there is the possibility of pronouncing did in I, as in (32c)
(containing non-emphatic difi. fi did is base-generated in I, this does not entail a
violation of STAY.

(32) a.

b.
c.

However, (32c) does not surface in English. Let us assume that this is due to an
economy constraint disallowing words:6

Alternatively, do-support could be banned by a faithfulness constraint prohibiting syntactrc
elements that are not contained in the input. However, not only does do-support lnvolve da-
insertion, it also changes the finite lexical verb rnto an infinitive. Ttris rarses intricate questions
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NOWORD: Words are prohibited.

13

(33)

This constraint is violated for each word contained in a given structure. Clearly,
NOWORD is a violable constraint, since winning candidates always contain words
(cf. Ackema & Neeleman, to appear). For now, let us assume that words essential to
the semantic interpretation of the sentence cannot be omitted. We will return to this
point in detail in chapter 3. Like STAY, NOWORD outranks PARSE-T, witness the
ungrammaticality of (32c). The evaluation of the structures in (32) is given in
tableau (34). V-to-I raising (candidate (3ab)) is excluded due to the high rank of
STAY, while NOWORD eliminates candidate Qac) containing didin I, which incurs
one more violation than candidate (3aa) does. Hence, candidate (3aa) is optimal. The
ranking STAY >> NOWORD is irrelevant here, but will be crucial below.

(34)

Enslish STAY NOWORD PARSE-T

a. [p he [r ] [vp read these books]l !e **** rt

b. [phe [1 read,] [yp d these books]l *l *rf**

c. [phe [r did] [yp read these books]l *****t

Main clause object interrogatives are evaluated in tableau (35). The ranking
we have established for English is PARSE-wh>> OB-HD >> {STAY, NOWORD} >>
PARSE-T. The highest-ranked of these consffaints, PARSE-w/2, eliminates candidates
(35a-e) because the wh-phrase does not appear at the left edge of the clause.
Candidates (35f-h), on the other hand, incur a fatal violation of OB-HD because they
contain an empty C. Notice that although I is not occupied by (a trace of) a
phonetically realized head in (35a) and (350, this does not lead to a(dditional)
violation(s) of OB-HD because I contains temporal information.T This leaves us
with candidates (35i-j). In (35j), didhas moved to C, while in (35i), the lexical verb
has done so. Because the lexical verb originates from inside the VP anddid from I,
(35i) contains one more trace than (35j). Therefore, (35j) is optimal under the
ranking STAY >> NOWORD, and correctly predicted to be grammatical. If we had
assumed the opposite ranking, (35i) would have been optimal because this candidate
contains fewer words than (35j) does.

about the nature of the relation between the input and the output. We will argue in subsequent
chapters that syntactic elements can freely be inserted as long as the drstribution of formal
features rs kept constant. When using *WonD instead of a faitMulness constraint, thrs allows us to
circumvent inpuroutput problems. See chapter 2 (in particular section 4.2) for further discussion.
Cf. Gnmshaw (1997: 382), who argues that IP is absent in English clauses that do not contarn an
auxiliary. The special status of IP will be further discussed in chapter 2.
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In main clause subject intelrogatives, the same ranking selects a candidate
lacking do-support. In tableau (36), candidates (d) and (e) violate PARSE-w& because
the wh-element does not appear in left-peripheral position. All other candidates
satisfy this constraint, irrespective of whether the w/r-phrase occupies SpecIP or
SpecCP. Candidates (35f-h), in which C is empty, incur fatal violations of OB-HD.
Among the remaining five candidates, there are only two that do not violate STAY,
i.e. (36a) and (36c). Since (36c) incurs five violations of NOWORD, and (36a) only
four, (36a) is optimal.

a. hp he [r ] [yp read which

b. [rp he I read;] [w r, which

c. [rp he [r did] [yp read which

d. [cp [6 read,] [rp he [r t ]
[yp r, which books]]l

e. [cp [c didi] [rp he [r ri]

[yp read which books]ll
f. [cp which books; lc @)

lrp he tr I [w read l,]l]

B. lcp which books, lc a]

h. [cp which books; lc a]
lrp he [r did] [w read a]ll

i. [cp which booksi 1. readrl

[rphe [r ri] [vp ri r,]]l
j. [cp which books, 1. didll [r



En lish

a. fupwho tl ] [w read these

b. [rp who [1 read,] [yp r, these

c. [p who [r did] [yp read these

d. [cp [s read,] [pwho tr r,] tw
; these booksl]l

e. [cp [c didi] [pwho [r t] [vp

f. [cp who, [g a) l1pt, [r ] [vp
read these books

B. [cp who, [6 al ltpl, [, readll

[yp l; these books]]l
h. [cpwho; [s @)lwr, [r did]

[yp read these books]]l
i. [cpwho, [s readrl 1,.ti [1 {J

[yp r; these books]ll
j. [cpwhoi 1" didlJ trpa tr d

[,gp read these books]ll

I NTR ODUCTI ON

In sum, the subjecrobject asymmetry in (26) can be reduced to a difference in
clause size, as in (37).

(37) a. [6p which book, [c didr] [rp he [r t ] [vp read rrl]l
b. [p who h ] [vp read these books]l

This is because our constraint ranking requires that main clause interrogatives in
English be analyzed as IPs when they are introduced by a wft-subject, and as CPs
when they start with some other wh-element. At the same time, the ranking relates
the possibility of do-support in interrogatives to the presence of CP.

2.3. Extended X-bar Theory

In this chapter, we have implicitly adopted an approach to phrase structure along the
lines of Grimshaw's Extended X-bar Theory (1991 , 1997). According to Grimshaw,
functional projections do not select their lexical complements. Rather, functional
projections are extended projections of lexical heads.

In standard X-bar Theory, each projection has exactly one head. In the tree
diagram in (38), NP and N' are headed by N, DP and D' by D, VP and V'by V, IP
and I' by I, and CP and C' by C. Other relations cannot be captured in terms of
projection alone. Some of these relations could be cases of selection. For instance,
it could be that C selects IP. Other relations can only be captured in terms of

15
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dominationo e.g., N is dominated by DP. However, although N is also dominated by
IP, the relation with this element is less intimate because a lexical projection (VP)
is interfering. According to Grimshaw, DP is an extended projection of N, while IP
is not.

(38)

\,,
/ \,,o

/\

/\
DP

/\

N

Grimshaw (1991) makes a distinction between the notions perfect
headlprojection ard extended headlprojection. The notion perfect heqd and perfect
projection are synonymous with the notions head and projection in standard X-bar
Theory. In (38), IP is a perfect projection of I, and not of V; N is a perfect head of
N, and not of DP, etc. The notions extendcd head and extended projection are defined
in (39): an extended head must be dominated by its extended projection (clause (a)),
an extended head must share its categorial features with its extended projection
(clause (b)), no projections that are not extended projections of the head in question
may intervene between the extended head and the extended projection (clause (c)), and
each extended projection has only one lexical extended head (clause (d)).

CP

\
/

C'

\

/
IP

v'

V

D'

\
N

/
D

\

P

\

/

(3e)

a.
b.
c.
d.

c is the extended head of p, and p is an extended projection of c iff (a),
(b), (c) and (d) hold:

B dominates cr.

c and B have identical categorial features.
if y dominates ct and F dominates T, y is an extended projection of cr.

if 0 is an extended projection of o nnd a is lexical, 6 is a perfect
projection of o.
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Let us illustrate this with some examples. In (38), CP, C', IP, I', VP, and V'are
extended projections of V, and V is the extended head of these projections.
Similarly, I is the extended head of I', IP, C', and CP, and these projections are
extended projections of I. However, IP is not an extended projection of D or N, both
because IP is verbal while D and N are nominal, and because this would mean that
IP would have two lexical extended heads (V and N).

Grimshaw (1997) argues that OT syntax associates the optimal extended
projection with a given lexical structure. Functional sffucture is freely added by Gen
and Eval determines how much of this structure is really needed on top of a given
lexical projection, as in the analysis of subject-auxiliary inversion presented above.
In principle, functional projections have no intrinsic semantic or syntactic content;
they are dependent on the information on the lexical head of the extended
projection.8 Syntactic information associated with the lexical head is transmitted to
the functional domain through movement (or percolation).

Extended X-bar Theory also has repercussions for the theory of selection.
Grimshaw (1991) distinguishes between syntactic (c-selection) and semantic
selection (s-selection). Lexical heads c-select for syntactic category, which means
that a verb does not c-select an IP, but rather a verbal extended projection. As a
result, c-selection will never prefer an IP to a CP or a VP. Again, the actual choice
between different instantiations of verbal extended projections will be made by Eval.
As we will see in subsequent chapters, this makes it possible, for instance, to reduce
the presence or absence of complementizers across languages (see the examples in
(40)) to the presence or absence of CP.

(40) a. Obligatory complementizers (French):
Je pense *(que) le hdsident de la R6publique a d6guis6 la vdrit6.
I think that the president of the Republic has covered-up the truth
'I think that the French president has covered up the truth.'

b. Optional complementizers (English):
I think (tha$ the President has covered up the truth.

c. No complementizers (Chinese):
Paul juede zongtong satruang-le.
Paul thinks president lie-PERF
'Paul thinks the President has lied.'

S-selection, on the other hand, is for semantic type. In chapters 4 and 5, we will
examine this type of selection in more detail.

3. Outline of the book

In this book, we examine a variety of subject-object asymmetries and other aspects
of the syntax of subjects and complementizers which will all be linked to clause
size, along the lines of the analysis of do-support presented above. Economy
constraints play a central role throughout.

The book consists of five chapters. In chapter 2, we will present our model
of syntax in more detail. The starting-point will be Chomsky's (1995) Minimalist

t7

E Wittr the exception of IP, see fmtnote 7.
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Program. It will be argued that the syntactic system developed within this program
should not be considered an alternative to OT syntax, since the two theories are
largely complementary. While OT is output-oriented, the Minimalist Program
focuses on derivations. This will ultimately lead us to adopt a revised version of
Broekhuis & Dekkers' (to appear) Derivations & Evaluatio,ns framework, an OT
syntax in which Chomsky's syntactic system serves as a generator.

Chapter 3 focuses on the left periphery of the relative clause. We will
examine the issue of deletion of syntactic material in general, and of
complementizers and relative pronouns in particular. The size of relative clauses gets
special attention. Subject-object asymmetries in this clause type are related to the
presence or absence of CP, just like do-support in English main clause
interrogatives.

Chapter 4 will be entirely devoted to subject-object asymmetries in the
context of long uzft-movement. The first part of the chapter consists of an overview
of the ways in which the so-called Complementizer-trace Phenomenon has been
accounted for since the early 1970s. In the second part, we will propose an
alternative analysis, again based on variable clause size, i.e. on the presence or
absence of CP.

In chapter 5, we will examine the left-periphery of French Stylistic Inversion
in several clause types. In this construction, the subject appears in postverbal
position, whereas in the unmarked case, subjects precede the verbal complex in
French. The analysis put forth shows that variable clause size allows us to explain
more than subject-object asymmetries. Whereas Stylistic Inversion is traditionally
analyzed as CP, we will argue in favor of a uniform IP analysis. In general,
Stylistic Inversion clauses have an SVO counterpart that should be analyzed as CP.
It will be argued that a number of differences between Stylistic Inversion and SVO
clauses can be reduced to this difference in clause structure.

Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions drawn in this book.



L Derivations & Bvaluations

0. Introduction

In the early 1990s, Noam Chomsky launched his Minimalist Prograrr (published in
Chomsky, 1995). The main objective of this program is to reconsider which
notions are really indispensable in a theory of language. Of course, minimal
redundancy as such is not worthy of a special program; it should be a structural
target in linguistic inquiry. However, the justification of the program is found not
so much in the goal of a perfect model of language itself, but rather in the rigorous
way Chomsky tries to reach it.

The Minimalist Program should be considered a reaction against the
Principles & Parameters (P&P) framework which dominated the eighties. With four
levels of representation, phrase markers of immense proportions, complicated
conditions on both the application of transformations and the occurrence of their
traces, ad-hoc definitions of auxiliary notions such as government and command, a
proliferation of indices, and a host of empty categories, P&P was an empirically
powerful, but formally intricate model of syntax. In the Minimalist Program,
Chomsky frees us in one step from most of the aforementioned notions. The
starting point is minimal redundancy, instead of a maximal empirical adequacy:

[W]e seek to determine lust how far the evidence really carries us toward attributing
specific structure to the language faculty, requrring that every departure from
"perfection" be closely analyzed and well molvated. (Chomsky, 1995: 9)

The term Minimalist Program is often used to refer to the result of
Chomsky's recent work. However, we will use it in its original, more dynamic
meaning, and propose several important modifications of the model of syntax put
forth in Chomsky (1995) that Iead to a simpler model or an increase in empirical
adequacy.

The main characteristics of Chomsky's (1995) model of syntax are sketched
in section l. Section 2 focuses on economy of derivation. We will propose a
unification of two of the main economy conditions as well as a reformulation of
feature strength in terms of optimality-theoretic constraint interaction. The empirical
advantages of this step will be discussed in section 3. This Ieads us to a model of
syntax whereby representations are derived in an impoverished Chomsky-style
computational system, and evaluated as in OT. Further properties of this
Derivations & Evaluations framework, which is originally proposed in Broekhuis &
Dekkers (to appear), are presented in section 4.

l. The computational system

This section presents the syntactic system proposed by Chomsky (1995). V/e will
focus on the reduction of levels of representation (section 1.1), on the motivation
for movement (section 1.2), and on structural locality (section 1.3).
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1.1. Levels of representation

Since the late 1970s, it has been assumed that grammar consists of four levels of
representation: D-Structure, S-Structure, Logical Form, and Phonetic Form. These
levels are organized in a T-shaped system:

PF

figure I

According to Chomsky (1995), however, a two-level system should suffice, since
the task of grammar is to pair up sound and meaning. In his terminology, one level
is needed to feed the articulatory-perceptual (A-P) system, while the other provides
the conceptual-intentional (C-I) system with instructions. This gives the grammar
in figure 2.

figure 2

The computational system producing LF representations (henceforth the
computational system or C rr) consists of three operations. The operation Select
takes elements from the numeration. The numeration (N) is a set of lexical items
arbitrarily put together. Each member of N must be selected exactly once. Merge
creates structures by assembling the selected members of N. Move transforms these
structures. C,1 targets a syntactic representation that is interpretable by the C-I
system. Since grammar relates sound and meaning, the LF module must feed the PF
module at some pornt (Spell-Our). The representation present at the point of Spell-
Out should not in any way be considered a level of representation comparable to S-
Structure. Spell-Out feeds the PF component. This component transforms spelled
out structures so that they can be interpreted by the A-P system.

Since the minimal set-up of grammar in figure 2 lacks D-Structure and S-
Structure, the two internal levels of representation in figure 1, we should wonder
whether the conditions and principles that hold at these levels in the P&P model can
be reformulated so that they apply either at LF or at an arbitrary point in the
derivation, in accordance with figure 2.

Let us start with D-Structure. In P&P, D-Structure functions as the interface
between the lexicon and the computational system. It represents arrays of lexical

LF

\/
S-Stnrcture

,\
I

D-Structure

LF PF

T
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items in accordance with X-bar Theory (or with a less uniform set of re-write rules
in earlier stages of the theory). Crucially, D-Structure precedes the transformational
component that gives us S-Structure and Logical Form. Chomsky (1995) advocates
an alternative approach, whereby phrase structure is built up transformationally, i.e,
by the application of the aforementioned Merge. This operation successively
transforms pairs of syntactic objects into larger structures. The operation Move is
defined along the same lines as Merge, with the additional condition that one of the
merged objects originate from inside the other object. Thus, Chomsky returns to the
generalized transformations he postulates in his early work (see Chomsky, 1975):

(l) a. Merge: Take a pair of syntactic objects (o, F) and replace them by a
new combined syntactic object y.

b. Move: Take a pair of syntactic objects (.r, F), o contained in B, and
replace them by a new combined syntactic object y.

Contrary to the re-write rules responsible for generating D-Structure, Merge
does not necessarily apply before Move. This has several positive side-effects. Let
us, for instance, take the sentences in (2). In (2a), John and he cannot be co-
referential, while in (2b) they can. Following Lebeaux (1988), Chomsky argues that
this asymmetry is due the fact that the relative clause in (2b), being an adjunct, may
be inserted after movement of the wlz-phrase, while the complement clause in (2a)
must be inserted before wh-movement has applied. He further supposes that
movement transformations leave behind traces in the form of a copy of the moved
element. This gives the LF-representations in (3). Now, (3a) violates Condition C
of the Binding Theory (see Chomsky, 1981; see also chapter 4) because John is c-
commanded by the coindexed he.In (3b), on the other hand, no such violation takes
place because the clause containing John has been inserted after the wft-phrase has
moved from the position where it is c-commanded by he.

(7) a. Which claim that John, was asleep was he*;4 willing to discuss?
b. Which claim that John, made was he,7, willing to discuss?

(3) a. [which claim [that John, wffi asleep]l was he; willing to discuss [which
claim [that Johnr wffi asleep]l

b. [which claim [that Johnl made]l was he; willing to discuss [which claim]

Let us now turn to S-Structure. Chomsky makes a distinction between two
classes of potential evidence in favor of this internal level of representation:

a. There are syntactic principles that apply at S-Structure.
b. In some languages the operation a applies overtly, while in others o

applies covertly.

Let us start with (4a). Clearly, we cannot dispense with S-Structure if there are
syntactic principles that refer to it. The three most likely candidates are Case
Theory, Binding Theory, and Bounding Theory. Since our minimal syntax is of a
highly derivational nature and disposes of one syntactic interface (LF), these
conditions should be re-interpreted as conditions that apply at an arbitrary point in

(4)
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the derivation or at LF. It seems that this is indeed possible. In this section, we
limit ourselves to the Binding Theory. Case Theory is discussed in section 1.2
below, in conjunction with (4b). We will briefly address Bounding Theory in
section 4.3.

There are reasons to take the Binding Theory not to hold at S-Structure, but
rather at LF. Broekhuis & den Dikken (1993) give the examples in (5) (which are
not mentioned in Chomsky, 1995). Example (5a) is compatible with the idea that
(Principle A o0 the Binding Theory applies at S-Structare. Bill c-commErnds himself
and is in the binding domain of this anaphor. Therefore, Bill binds himself. John,
on the other hand, does not bind himself becawe it is not contained in the binding
domain.l In (5b), himself is c-commanded by John, but not by Bill. Hence, it is
incorrectly predicted that himself can only be bound by John. This suggests that
Principle A can also be satisfied before the NP containinghimself moves to its
scope position.

(5) a. John; does not know that Bill, saw a picture of himselfqTr.

b. Johq does not know which picture of himselta Bil\ saw.

Remember that we are assuming that movement leaves a copy. This means
that the LF representations of (5) are as given in (6). In (6b), which picture of
himself undergoes movement to the lower SpecCP, and leaves a copy in its Case
position. In (6a), a picture of himselfdoes not undergo A'-movement.

(6) a. John does not know that Bill saw [a picture of himselfl
b. John does not know [which picture of himselfl Bill saw [which picture

of himsel{l

Chomsky (1995) argues that Principle A is satisfied if some copy of the
anaphor is locally bound at LF.2In (6b), John can bind the anaphor contained in the
lower SpecCP and Bill can bind the anaphor dominated by the complement of the
Iower verb. A binding ambiguity is the result. In (6a), on the other hand, only one
copy is available, which can only be bound by Bill.3 Hence, no ambiguity arises.

One could argue instead that we have the choice of applying binding
conditions either at D-Structure or at S-Structure. In (5a), himself is bound by Bill
at both D-Stnrcture and S-Structure. The structures are given in (7).

lf himself is contained in an NP that occupies the object posrtion of the lower clause, as in (5a), its
binding domain (governing category) is the lower clause (or rather, the lower IP). If, on the other
hand, the NP occupies the lower SpecCP, as in (5b), the binding domain is the hrgher clause (or
rather, the higher IP). See Chomsky (1981) for details.
For expository riaasons, we will ignore some of the technical details of Chomsky's analysis, which
include Quantifier Raising and deleuon.
Vanden Wijngaerd (1994) argues that himself is not necessarily interpreted as an anaphor. This
allows him to posnrlate that Binding Theory invariably applies to elements in their base position.
However, if this were correct, we would inconectly predict that (5a) is ambrguous on a par with
(sb).
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(7) a. D-Structure:
John does not know that Bill, saw [a picture of himself,]

b. S-Structure:
John does not know that Bill; saw [a picture of himself;]

For (5b), on the other hand, D-Structure and S-Structure are distinct, as shown in
(8). A binding ambiguity is the result: if we choose to apply Frinciple A at D-
Structure, Bll/ binds himself, while at S-Strucntre, John binds himself.

(8) a. D-Structure:
John does not know Bill, saw [which picture of himselfi]

b. S-Structure:
John; does not know [which picture of himself,] Bill saw ,

However, this leads to the prediction that anaphors can only be bound in the
Case or the scope position of the NP they are contained in. As noted by Broekhuis
& Den Dikken (1993), this prediction is falsified by the binding ambiguity in (9).
This example suggests that himself can also be bound in an intermediate position.

(9) Which picture of himself,r, doesn't Johni know that Bill; saw?

If movement applies successive cyclically (see section 4.3 below),which picture of
himself moves from its Case position to the higher SpecCP via the lower SpecCP,
as in (10). This means that both the Case position and the intermediate SpecCP
contain a copy. Like in (6b), lohn binds the intermediate occulrence of himself
whereas Bill binds the lower occunence. Hence, (9) is correctly predicted to be
ambiguous by Chomsky (1995).

(10) [which picture of himsel{f doesn't John know [which picture of himsel{l
that Bill saw [which picture of himselfl

Furthermore, binding ambiguities disappear whenever the wh-phrase is
interpreted in situ for independent reasons. Example (11) is only ambiguous under
the non-idiomatic reading, i.e., when take a picture is interpreted literally, meaning
'pick up a picture', instead of 'photograph'.

(11)

(rz) a.

b.

John wondered which picture of himself Bill took.

N on- idionwtic reading :
John, wondered which picture of himself,4 Bill, took.
Idiomuic reading:
John; wondered which picture of himself*,4 Bill., took.

Chomsky argues that whenever the wft-phrase forms a semantic unity with the verb,
it must be interpreted in its base position. If this is correct, the idiomatic reading
does not allow binding by John, as shown in (l3b), because this requires that the
w&-phrase be inteqpreted in its scope position. Under the non-idiomatic reading, on
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the other hand, the wft-phrase can be interpreted in both positions (as in (13a)), and
ambiguity is predicted.

(13) a. Non-idiomatic reading:
John wondered [which picture of himselfl Bill took [which picture of
himselfl

b. Idiomatic reading:
John wondered Bill took [which picture of
himsel{l

In sum, in order to be able to abolish the levels of D-Structure and S-
Structure, Chomsky reformulates re-write rules in terms of Merge, and assumes that
Binding Theory applies at LF and movement leaves copies visible at LF. In several
respects, this even leads to an increase in empirical adequacy of the system.

1.2. Movement

In the preceding subsection, we have presented some of Chomsky's arguments in
favor of the idea that Binding Theory need not refer to S-Structure. Let us now turn
to the class of potential evidence in favor of S-Structure given in (4b), which
concerns parametrization. Section 1.2.1 focuses on head movement. In section
1.2.2, movement of maximal projections will be examined.

1.2.1. Head movement

We argued in chapter 1, following traditional assumptions, that inflected verbs move
to I (Aux) in French, whereas they stay in their base position inside the VP in
English. This explains the distribution of VP adverbs such as souvent and often.
The relevant smrctures are repeated in (14).

(14) a. [p Jean [1 embrassei] [w souvent [yp r; Marie]ll
b. [p John L ] [vp often [yp kisses Mary]ll

In earlier stages of the theory, the verb used to be associated with inflectional
morphemes by either raising V to I (French) or lowering I to V (English). These
two types of affixation took place at S-Structure. However, the lowering operation
in English goes against the uncontroversial assumption that moved elements must
c-command their traces.

Chomsky (1995) circumvents this problem by adopting a lexicalist view on
inflectional morphology whereby verbs enter the syntax fully inflected. He argues
that the verb moves to I to license its inflection in an abstract fashion. This may
happen overtly (French) or covertly (English). One way of implementing this idea is
by assuming that the condition that requires V to move to I applies at S-Structure in
French, and at LF in English. However, this would mean that we still need S-
Structure.

Chomsky proposes a reformulation in terms of PF interpretability. He argues
that the finite verb bares g-features and tense features which must be checked in the
course of the derivation. Features are checked as soon as they are in a local relation
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(see section 1.3 below) with a head endowed with matching features. Features
matching those on the verb are located in I. Hence, the verb will have to move to I
to have its features checked. This is rather similar to the OT analysis presented in
chapter 1, according to which the inflected verb moves to I in order to be parsed in a
position containing tense features.

According Chomsky, parametrization can be reduced to the fact that,
depending on the language and the feature, features are checked either before or after
Spell-Out. Chomsky distinguishes between strong and weak features. On the
assumption that unchecked features as such are not interpretable at LF and unchecked
strong features are not interpretable at PF, strong features must be checked before
Spell-Out and weak features may be checked after Spell-OutJ

Thus, the difference between French and English in (14) can be reduced to
feature strength, In French, the features on the verb are strong. As a consequence,
the verb must move to I before Spell-Out. In English, on the other hand, these
features are weak, which means that verb movement can take place covertly. Since,
in any case, V-to-I movement must apply before LF (where both weak and strong
features must have been checked), the examples in (14) have identical LF
representations:

(15) Logical Form:
a. [p Jean [1 embrasse,] [w souvent [yr r, Marie]ll
b. [1p John [1 kisses,] [u, often [yp t, Mary]ll

By formulating the trigger for overt movement in terms of PF
interpretability, Spell-Out remains an arbitrary point in the derivation: if it applies
too soon, this will lead to a representation which is uninterpretable at PF and
therefore ungrammatical. In other words, no reference is made to an internal interface
such as S-Structure.

At this point, we are incorrectly predicting that English V-to-I raising is
optional. Since the inflectional features are weak in this language, Spell-Out leads
to an interpretable PF structure both before and after V has moved to I. However,
verb movement in English does not apply overtly at all, which suggests that
movement must apply after Spell-Out if possible. This follows from Chomsky's
principle of Procrastinate, based on the assumption that covert movement is cheaper
than overt movement:

(16) Procrastinate (Chomslcy I 995 : I 98):
Minimize overt syntax.

If overt movement is more expensive than covert movement, and if derivations must
be as economic as possible (see section 2 below), then movement which can lake
place after Spell-Out rnust take place after Spell-Out. Thus, like in our OT analysis
of chapter 1, parametrization of V-to-I movement is related to the interaction

Cf. Chomsky (1995: ch. 4), where it rs argued that not all unchecked weak features are
untnterpretable at LF. We leave this matter aside, since it is not directly relevant for the
phenomena discussed here (see, however, chapter 3). See Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear) for
some speculatrons on feature interpretability and deletion at LF.
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between economy and the requirement that V move to I (to check features or to
satisfy a constraint).

At first sight, Procrastinate seems to refer to S-Structure in an implicit
manner, since it makes an explicit distinction between overt and covert movement.
However, in section 2.2, we will show that the intended effects of this principle can
be maintained without the existence of S-Structure. Let us assume for now that (16)
is indeed compatible with a grammar lacking this level of representation.

1.2.2, Movement of a maximal projection

If the approach sketched for parametrization of verb movement is correct, it can be
extended to other word order phenomena. lrt us take the examples in (17), and focus
on the assignment of nominative Case and the position of the subject.

(17) a. Frerrch:
Marie voyait I'accident.
Marie saw the-accident
'Marie saw the accident.'

b. Welsh:
Gwellodd Mair y ddamwain.
saw Mair the accident
'Mair saw the accident.'

(Ouhalla, 1991)

Suppose that these examples have the structures in (18), in which the French
subject is in SpecIP and its Welsh counterpart in its base-position SpecVP (see

Ouhalla, 1991). In both languages, the verb has moved to I. Since nominative Case
is generally associated with Tense, let us further assume that I assigns Case to the
subject in both languages. In a model of syntax that disposes of S-Structure, the
structural relation that should hold between the subject and I at this level of
representation can be parametrized: I assigns nominative Case to its specifier in
French (Case assignment under spec-head agreement), and to a constituent in its c-
command domain in Welsh (Case assignment under government). Alternatively, it
could be that Case is uniformly assigned under spec-head agreement and that
parametrization is due to the fact that this happens at S-Structure in French, and at
LF in Welsh. LF representations are given in (19). The latter option again
presupposes a lexicalist view on inflection.

(18) S-Stucture/Spell-Out:
a. [rpMariq 1, voyaitJ [vp /, /j I'accident]l
b. [rp [, g*elloddr] [yp Mair q y ddamwain]l

(19) l,ogical Form:
a. [pMatiq [l voyaitJ [vp fi /j I'accident]l
b. [pMair, [1 gwellodd;l [w t,try ddamwain]l

As a second alternative, we might generalize feature checking, and assume that
nominative Case is licensed in the local domain of I (more particularly in SpecIP,
see section 1.3 below) in all languages. The parametrization illustrated in (17)
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would then be due to the fact that in some languages, the nominative Case feature is
strong (French), while in others it is weak (Welsh). This leads to identical LF-
structures (given in (19)), but distinct structures at Spell-Out (given in (18)). Again,
parametrization is reduced to PF interpretability.

In short, generalizing the feature checking approach to movement of maximal
projections leads to a uniform view on movement, in which a theory of Case
assignment which refers to S-Structure is no longer needed.

1.3. Local relations

Feature checking always proceeds in the following way: some element a, endowed
with unchecked features, moves to the local domain of some head X which bares
matching features. The local domains of X which Chomsky considers to be crucial
in synta.:r are given in (20).5

27

(20) a. Internal domain:

b. Minimal domain:

c. Minimal residue:

o is in the internal domain of X iff a is the
sister of X.
a is in the minimal domain of X iff o is
immediately dominated by a projection of X.
a is in the minimal residue of X iff o is in the
minimal domain of X and o is not in the
internal domain of X.

Let us illustrate these definitions with the aid of the tree diagram given in
(21).ZP is in the internal domain of X because ZP is a sister of X. ZP is also in
the minimal domain of X because it is immediately dominated by X', a projection of
X (notice that all elements in the internal domain of X are also in the minimal
domain of X). Consequently, it is not in the minimal residue of X. Since W and YP
are not sisters of X, these elements are excluded from the internal domain of X. The
fact that they are, on the other hand, in the minimal domain of X implies that they
belong to the minimal residue of X.

(21)

The formulation of the definitions is ours. Dominatron should be understood here as an irreflexive
relation that holds for categories rather than segments. Hence, in (21) below, W is immediately
dominated by X', rather than by X or itself. c and p are sisters iff o and p are immedrately
dominated by one and the same category. Note that these definitions only hold for trivial charns.
See Chomsky (1995: ch. 3) for definitions of local domains of non-tnvial head-movement chains.
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(22) a. Internal domain of X:
b. Minimal domain of X:
c. Checking domain of X:

{w)
{w, YP, ZP}
{w, YP}

Chomsky assumes that features on o are checked if o appears in the minimal
residue of a head X containing matching features. If o is a head, it is adjoined to X
(see section 1.2,1 above). If, on the other hand, cr is a maximal projection, it should
appear as the specifier of X (see section 1.2.2 above). The internal domain is
relevant for selection.

However, Bobaljik & Thrriinsson (1997) argue that the checking domain
should be identified with the minimal domain, rather than the minimal residue.
From a minimalist perspective, this is superior to Chomsky's point of view, since
it reduces the number of domains C* refers to. If the internal domain is included in
the checking domain, the notion minimal residue has lost its rationale and can be
eliminated from the theory. Therefore, we will assume, until proof to the contrary is
given, that only the internal and the minimal domain are local domains. Concretely,
this means that, for instance, an internal argument can directly check the Case
features of a verb for whom it is a sister.

If, indeed, syntactic relations are as local as suggested here, a notion such as

head-government cannot be maintained, unless it is defined in terms of sisterhood.
Among the P&P notions formulated in terms of government, Case Theory and the
Empty Category Principle (ECP) figure most prominently. We have seen in section
1.2..2 that Case Theory can be reduced to Checking Theory. In chapter 4, we will
examine the ECP (which crucially depends on a more liberal view on possible
syntactic relations than the ones given above) in detail, and propose a reformulation
in terms of economy.

2. Economy

Throughout Chomsky (1995: ch. 3-4), it is assumed (i) that movement is
expensive, and that (ii) movement is more expensive before Spell-Out
(Procrastinate, see section 1.2.1 above). However, it is difficult to determine how
exactly Chomsky implements these general ideas in his computational system. This
is the result of a conflict between two forces: on the one hand, it seems natural to
interpret economy conditions in a global fashion, while on the other, Chomsky
aims at a syntactic system that only disposes of local conditions.

Section 2.1 focuses on these two interpretations of economy of movement.
In section 2.2, we will examine Procrastinate in more detail, and argue for a
generalized and global approach to economy.

2.1. Global versus Local Economy

Economy conditions, which come in different flavors, can all be reduced to one
general maxim: do not do anything costly. Applied to the operation Move, economy
prevents movement. Since movement is a well-established syntactic transformation,
economy cannot be absolute or inviolable; it is violated if this serves a higher
pu{pose.
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In Chomsky's computational system, this higher purpose is either the
elimination of syntactic features as such or the construction of a representation that
is interpretable at the interfaces. At first sight, these two goals seem
interchangeable. At closer scrutiny, however, they are not. The choice between them
depends on whether we choose for a global or a local interpretation of economy:

(23) a. Global Economy (see Chomsky, 1995: 200):
Movement is legitimate if it is necessary for convergence at LF.

b. Local Economy (Chomslq, 1995: 257)
o can target K only if a feature of either cr or K is checked by the
operation.

If economy is interpreted globally, it is possible only after the derivation has

been completed to evaluate whether all steps have been necessary for convergence.
This presupposes so-called reference sets, which are comparable to candidates sets in
OT. According to Chomsky (1995: 227), reference sets contain all possible
convergent representations based on a single numeration (a set of lexical items, see

section 1.1 above). Numerations are reminiscent of inputs in OT (see chapter l). A
simple way to ensure that economy is respected is by choosing the member of the
reference set containing the smallest number of movement traces. It is crucial that
reference sets only contain convergent derivations. Otherwise, representations
lacking any movement traces would always be selected. To put this in OT
terminology: convergence outranks economy.

Local Economy, on the other hand, applies at each step in the derivation. It
requires that each individual movement transformation result in feature checking.
Chomsky (1995: 228) argues that a local interpretation of economy reduces the
computational complexity of the syntactic system because it would lead to a
reduction of the number of derivations to be evaluated at the interface.
Unfortunately, he does not prove this. Even if he had provided proof, Global
Economy does not lead to a computational problem as long as we are able "to find a
ready algorithm to reduce computational complexity", as Chomsky (1995:228)
remarks in relation to the fact that he is forced to adopt a global interpretation of
Procrastinate (see section 1.2 above and section 2.2 below). We follow him on this
point, and assume that as long as the increase in computational complexity induced
by the global conditions of our grammar may be annulled by performance
algorithms, computational matters are not relevant in a theory of linguistic
competence. Another argument in favor of Local Economy could be that it does not
presuppose the existence of numerations and reference sets. However, numerations
and reference sets are required anyway if Procrastinate is a global condition.6

Note that Chomsky (1995: 227) assumes that l-ocal Economy needs also a reference set and a
numeratron. Thrs is related to the fact that he formulates the operatron Move in terms of attraction
and closeness. A target attracts the closest element that can check its features. Hence, at each
point rn the derivation, a reference set listing possible next steps is needed to determrne which of
them is most economrcal. Thus, we would end up with two rypes of reference sets: one for local
evaluation (Local Economy), and one for global evaluaton (hocrastinate). This is a considerable
complicaton of the system. In this book, we will not go into the issue of the closeness condition on
movement. Chomsky's formulation of this condition crucially relies on the assumption that
movement always results in feature checking, which we will reject. See Ackema & Neeleman
(1998) for an alteruative, global interpretation of the closeness condiuon.

29
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It would be incorrect to assume that Local Economy anticipates the
uninterpretability of unchecked features at LF; it only reflects the idea that
movement is feature-driven. An example will illustrate this point. Let us suppose
that (24b) is the numeration that is needed to construct the sentence in (24a). Since
(24b) contains all the right elements, Qaa) converges. A minimally distinct
numeration is given in (25b). This numeration does not lead to an interpretable LF
(and PF) representation, since it does not contain an element that can check the
nominative feature on T. In the optimal case, it will lead to (25a), which does not
converge because it lacks a subject.

(M) a. Ethel kisses Billy.
b. {Billy1u""1, kisses, Ethellnoml}

(25) a. *Kisses Billy.
b {Billy1"""1, kisses}

Clearly, the ungrammaticality of (25a) is the result of LF (and PF)
uninterpretability, rather than of Local Economy. This shows that Local Economy
forces us to adopt two independent conditions which both refer to feature checking:
(i) a principle stating that representations containing unchecked features do not
converge, and (ii) Local Economy itself. In this respect, Global Economy is the
more general principle, since it does not refer to feature checking. Besides the fact
that general nature of Global Economy is attractive in itself, it has two other
advantages. First, it allows us to have economy interact with more than only the
requirement that features be checked, which increases the empirical scope of the
system, as we will see in section 3 as well as in subsequent chapters. Second,
Global Economy subsumes Procrastinate. Let us start with the latter point.

2.2. Generalized Economy

In section L.2, we have seen that Chomsky attributes parametrization to the
interaction between the economy condition Procrastinate, repeated here in (26), and
feature strength.

(26) Procrastinate (Chomslq, I 995 : I 98):
Minimize overt syntax.

Chomsky considers Procrastinate a global principle (see in particular
Chomsky, 1995: 228). This is not so surprising, since if it were local, it would
have to be formulated along the lines of (27), which is modeled on (23b). Clearly,
the local (27) is unacceptable. It refers to Spell-Out, which amounts to an implicit
re-introduction of the level of S-Structure.T

In Chomsky (1995: ch. 4), it is assumed that strong features are not located on the moved element,
but rather on the attracting head (see footnote 6). Overt subject movement, for instance, is due to
a strong feature on I. Chomsky (1995: 234) notes that "the descriptive property of strength is
[(i )] ".
(i) D is canceled if a [endowed with a strong feature] rs in a category not headed by a.
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(n) local Procrastinate:
cr targets K before Spell-Out only if a strong feature of either o, or K is
checked by the operation.

This also holds for the original definition of Procrastinate in (26), which
refers to overt syntax. In this light, we should wonder whether we really need
Procrastinate as an independent principle. Notice that (26) can be reformulated as in
(28b). This formulation is similar to that of Global Economy in (23a), repeated here
as (28a). It would be interesting to see if the two conditions in (28) can be reduced
to one single economy principle.

(28) a.

b.

Global Economy :
Movement is legitimate if it is necessary for convergence at LF.
Procrastinate:
Overt movement is legitimate if it is necessary for convergence at PF.

The simplest way to implement this idea is by taking LF representations as

inputs for the PF component. This allows us to have both conditions in (28)
operate on one and the same reference set, which is the first step toward a single
economy condition. In fact, this can be considered a natural extension of Chomsky's
(1995: ch. 4) views on movement. He argues that the operation Move is primarily
interested in formal features. Therefore, in the minimal case, Move only affects the
formal features that should be checked. Case feature checking, for instance, would
only involve movement of the Case feature. Overt movement departs from this
minimal scenario, since it involves movement of entire categories (consisting of
syntactic structure, as well as categorial, phonological, and, possibly, semantic
features). Clearly, category movement is more expensive than movement of isolated
formal features. If only category movement can check strong features, we can
reformulate Global Economy and Procrastinate in terms of feature and category
movement:E

(2e) a. Global Economy ( reformulated ) :
Formal features move if this is necessary for convergence at LF.

b. Procrostirwte (reformulated):
Formal features carry along their category if this is necessary for
convergence at PF.

These two conditions in (29) can be reduced to a single one, based on the idea
that movement of syntactic material in general is expensive:

The statement in (i) expresses that the maxrmal projection of a head X can only be embedded in a
larger structure if the strong features of X have been checked. If elements can only be embedded
rn a larger structure before Spell-Out (which follows if all members of the numeration must have
been used before Spell-Out), (i) ensures that strong features must be checked before Spell-Out,
except when (and this is remarkable) they are located in the hrghest head of the total structure. Be
this as it may, (r) should not be considered a principle that can be substituted for Procrastinate,
smce it does not follow from (i) that covert movementr?rfls, apply after Spell'Out.
Chomsky (1995: 262) postulates the principle in (i), wluch has the same effect as (29b).
(i) F [a formal feature] carries along just enough matend for convergence.
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(30) Gencralized Global Economy:
Syntactic material moves if this is necessary for convergence.

According to (30), no movement at all is preferred. If a formal feature moves, or
even worse, if a formal feature moves and carries along its category, this must lead
to convergence.

Now that we reduced the two economy conditions to one general one, we
need only one syntactic sEucture for both interfaces. Instead of making a distinction
between overt and covert movement, we distinguish between movement of formal
features in isolation and movement of formal features carrying along the category.
I-et us return to our French and Welsh examples in (17), repeated here as (31).

(31) a.

b.

Marie voyait I'accident.
Marie saw the-accident
Gwellodd Mair y ddamwain.
Saw Mair the accident

As stated in section 1.2.2, the subjectmoves to SpecIPin French, while it
remains in SpecVP in Welsh. Although the Welsh subject is not parsed in the
checking domain of I, it is associated with it for Case and agreement purposes. To
put this in terms of feature movemenfi the Case and g-features of the Welsh subject
move to the checking domain of I in isolation. Chomsky (1995: 270) argues that
because isolated features do not qualify as maximal projections, they behave like
heads and adjoin to the target. In French, the formal features of the subject pied-pipe
the entire category. Thus, the examples in (31) have the structures in (32).e

(32) a. [pMariq [,voyaill [w t, t l'accident]l
b. [p [r FF(Mair)i [r gwelloddr]l tw Maiq y r; ddamwainll

Let us take a closer look at the evaluation procedure. Recall that Chomsky
assumes that economy conditions evaluate reference sets, and that a reference set
contains all structures and only those structures built from an identical set of lexical
items (a numeration). The numerations underlying the structures in (32) are given in
(33).

(33) a. |tf = {voyait, l', Marie, accident, F*1to
b. N = {gwellodd, y, Mair, ddamwain, F*}

A subset of representations that can be constructed from these two
numerations is given in (34). Some of these structures are excluded from the
reference set. In (34a-a'), the features of the subject are in situ. These representations
contain unchecked features. As a consequence, they cannot be interpreted at LF.
Representations which are uninterpretable at LF are marked with the symbol f. The
structures in (34a) and (3ab), on the other hand, crash at PF. These structures lack

FF(") stands for (a subset o0 the formal features of c, the charn (FF(")i, ..i) rs the result of
movement of (a subset of) formal features of c, and the chain ("i , fi) is brought about by
movement of the category of c.

F* represents the functional heads in N. See section 4.2 below for a discussion of related issues.l0
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category movement of the subject although this movement is necessary because the
nominative Case feature is strong in English. Uninterpretability at PF is marked
with the symbol f. Reference sets only contain representations which are not
marked with f or fr the Welsh reference set contains options (b'), (c'), (d'), (e'),
whereas (c), (d), (e) are members of the French reference set.

(34) No movement of (the formal features ofl the subject
a.t/t[rp I voyaiq] [yp Marie l, l'accident]l
a'. f [p [1 gwellodd,] [w Mair r, y ddamwain]l

Movement of the formal features of the subject:
b. t [rp [r FF(Marie); I voyaillJ [vrMarie, ti l'accident]l
b'. [p [r FF(Mair] [r gwellodd;]] tw Mair, t, y ddamwainlJ

Movement of the entire subject:
c. [p Marie, 1, voyailJ [wt, ,l l'accident]l
c'. [rp Mair, I gwelloddr] [vpr, l, ddamwain]l

Movement of the entire subject and movement of the formal features of
the object:

d. [p Marie, [1 FF(l'accident[ [ voyaitl]] [wl, t1 I'accidenlll
d'. [p Mairi tr FF(y ddamwain)r [r SwellodQ]] [vp t, tuy ddamwainill

Movement of the entire object and movetnent of the forrnal features of
the subject:

e. [p l'accident, [r FF(Marie)i h voyaitl]] [vpMarie; tr r, ]l
e'. [p y ddamwain, [1 FF(Mair)r [r gwelloddr.]l [ypMair, tr r, ]l

The options in (34) are given in order of costliness. In accordance with Generalized
Global Economy, we should simply pick the highest-ranked representation not
marked with the symbols f or f, i.e. the French (3ac) and the Welsh (34b'). Notice
that movement that does not result in feature checking is illegitimate since there
will always be cheaper representations available in the reference set. Recall that we
proposed in section 1.3 that heads can check the features of their complements. If
this is correct, accusative case can be checked in situ. As a result, the structures in
(34d-e') involve unnecessary movement of (the formal features o0 the object.
Consequently, these stnrctures are excluded by (30).

3. Toward constraint interaction

This section focuses on the possibility of reducing movement parametrization to
constraint interaction, rather than feature strength. This leads to a more natural view
on movement parametrization (section 3.1) as well as to an extension of the
empirical scope of the system (section 3.2).

3.1. Parsing phonological features

Thus far, we have assumed that pied-piping contributes to PF interpretability
because isolated feature movement is insufficient to check strong features and
unchecked features are uninterpretable at PF. However, it is not clear wfty isolated
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feature movement does not lead to strong feature checking and why strong features
are uninterpretable at PF.

It is possible to establish a more direct relation between pied-piping and PF
interpretability. If the position of formal features is first and foremost relevant at
LF, and if the position of phonological features is a PF matter, pied-piping ensures
that LF information is pronounced at PF. This suggests that the form of the
syntactic surface structure is determined by the two forces given in (35). According
to (35a), (phonological) features must stay where they are, whereas (35b) forces
them to move wherever their formal features move.

(35) a. STAY: Do not move syntactic material.
b. PARSE-F: Pronounce constituents in the same position as their formal

feature F.

In OT, condition (35a) can be interpreted as a violable constraint (see chapter
1), and (35b) as a family of violable constraints. Each member of this family
(PARSE-wh, PARSE-Case, etc.) requires that phonological features be parsed in the
same position as the individual formal feature. OT-style constraint rankings can now
be held responsible for movement parametrization. If the individual parse constraint
outranks STAY, the formal feature in question pied-pipes the category; if SIAY
outranks the parse constraint, the formal feature moves in isolation. Applying this
to the example above, PARSE-Case outranks STAY in French, while the reverse is
true for Welsh:ll

(36) a. French:
b. Welsh:

PARSE-Case >> STAY
STAY >> PARSE-Case

Let us examine the evaluation of the French and Welsh examples in (31) in
more detail. Recall (see section2.l) that a candidate/reference set contains all
structures produced by Gen/Csr oD the basis of a given numeration which conyerge
at LF, and only those structures (this assumption will be revised in section 4.2).
The evaluation of the French example is given in (37). In this tableau, a non-
exhaustive list of output analyses of the input is given. Movement of formal
features incurs one violation of STAY, and pied-piping incurs two.12 PARSE-Case is
violated whenever the subject is not parsed with its formal features in the checking
domain of I. We have established that in French, PARSE-Case outranks STAY. As a
result of this ranking, candidates (37a) and (37d) will lose because they violate
PARSE-Case. STAY has to decide between the remaining two candidates. Since (37c)
incurs one more mark on STAY than (37b) does, the latter is optimal. Notice that

See Broekhuis (1998) for a more tradiuonal, but essentially similar approach to Case movement.
Cf. Costa (1996, 1997, 1998), who argues for an OT analysis of Case assrgnment that is not
feature-based.
Each moved feature leads to a vrolation of Srey. However, for the sake of simplicity, we will
only distrngursh between (a) no movement (no violation of Srnv); (b) movement of formal
features only (one violation of STAY); and pred-prping of the category (rwo vrolations of SIAY).
In most tableaux that will follow in this book, we will simplify matters even more, and only mark
the vrolations of STAY caused by movement of the category. Thrs has no theorehcal
consequences. Note that violatrons of STAY resulting from verb movement are omrtted from
tableaux (37) and (38). This omission is innocent.

II
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this additional violation of STAY is caused by the fact that candidate (37c) involves
movement of the formal features of the object to I, whereas candidate (37b) does not.

French (N = t, l', Marie, accident, F* P-Case STAY

a. [p tr FF(Marie); I voyait]l [vpMarie; t; l'accident]l *l {r

b. [rp Marie; [1 voyaig] [vpr, ,i l'accident]l !s **
c. [rp Marie, [1 FF(l'accident), [1 voyaitl]l [vp r, ,r

l'accidentl-l

*.** I

d. [rr l'accidenq [r FF(Marie\ [r voyaitx]l [vpMarie;
,r. ,i ]I

*l {r**

Welsh is characterized by the opposite ranking. This leads to the evaluation in (38).

In this tableau, it is STAY that plays a decisive role. Candidate (38a) is optimal
because it violates Sfey only once, whereas the other candidates do so twice or
more.

(38)

Welsh (N = {gwellodd, y, Mair, ddamwain, F* STAY P-Case

a. lrp tr FF(Mair), [r gwelloddr]l [vp Maiq
r, y ddamwainll rF

* *

b. [,p Mai4 [ gwelloddi] [vp r, r, ddamwain]I **!
c. [rp Mair, tr FF(y ddamwain)r [r gwelloddL]l [vpr, /r

y ddamwainrll

** l*

d. [p y ddamwain, I FF(Mair): [r gwelloOdil] lvp Mairi
tk t, 1l

*rf l* fi

Two remarks are in order. First, tableaux (37) and (38) clearly illustrate that
STAY actively constrains both movement of formal features and pied-piping of
phonological features. In (37), STAY decides between candidates (b) and (c), since it
disprefers movernent of formal features. In (38), on the other hand, STAY
distinguishes between movement of formal features in isolation and pied-piping of
phonological features, with the result that candidate (a) rather than candidate (b) is
optimal.

Second, candidates involving movement of formal features in isolation which
does not result in feature checking are harmonically bound by candidates which do
not involve such movement (see chapter I for a definition of harmonic
boundedness). Harmonically bound candidates lose under any constraint ranking.
Hence, movement of formal features always results in feature checking.

3.2. Feature strength versus constraint interaction

From an empirical point of view, the choice between feature strength or constraint
ranking is innocuous as long as we restrict ourselves to parametrization of feature-
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driven movement. However, there are other syntactic forces that determine the input
to the PF component. These concern linearity, deletion, insertion, silent structure,
superfluous structure, information packaging, and so on. By way of an illustration,
a preliminary discussion of some of the issues that will be examined in detail in
subsequent chapters are presented in this section.

Section 3.2.1 focuses on deletion in the complementizer domain, one of the
central issues of this book. Whereas deletion can successfully be reduced to
constraint interaction, as Pesetsky (1997,1998) shows, it is doubtful if this
phenomenon can be captured in terms of feature strength.l3 In section3.2.2, we will
study the influence of information structure on word order, and conclude that not all
aspects of movement can be stated in terms of feature checking. We will return this
issue in chapter 5.

3.2.1. The complementizer domain

Pesetsky (1997, 1998) observes that linear order plays a central role in
complementizer deletion. Consider the French examples in (39). In the absence of an
overtly realized pronoun, the complementizer que is pronounced, as in (39a).
Example (39b) illustrates, on the other hand, that whenever the relative pronoun is
pronounced, que is absent.

(39) a. la femme que je connais
the woman that I know
'the woman I know'

b. la femme avec qui j'ai dans€

the woman with whom l-have danced
'the woman I danced with'

Pesetsky argues that (externally headed) relative clauses should be uniformly
associated with the structure in (a0). If so, the examples in (39) conespond to the
structures in (41). In (41a), the relative pronoun is deleted, while the
complementizer is pronounced. (4lb) shows the reverse deletion pattern.

(40) [cp [(P) pronoun] [s complementizer] trp...]l

(41) a.. [cp [qui] [c 9ue] [rp ...]l'a
b. [6p [avec eui] [c que] trp ...11

Traditionally, these facts are analyzed in terms of filters. Chomsky & Lasnik
(1977 , henceforth C&L) argue that clauses in which both the relative pronoun and
the complementizer are pronounced violate the Doubly Filled Comp Filter (DFCF)
given in (42). The DFCF presupposes an exocentric approach to phrase structure, in
which both operators and complementizers occupy the Comp position. The DFCF

l3 Chomsky (1995: ch.4, fn. 66) suggests that phenomena like complementizer pronunciation and
verb-second follow from phonologrcal considerahons, rather than from feature checkrng. Thrs is
in line with the sprrit of this book.l4 See Kayne (1976) for arguments in favor of analyzing que ?s a complementizer, rather than a
relative pronoun. Notice that the deleted relative pronoun in SpecCP is identified with qui, which
will be motivated in chapter 3.
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states that each Comp may contain at most one element. If the examples in (39)
have the underlying structure in (42b), then the DFCF requires that either avec qui
ar que be deleted.

(42) a. *[con,p wlr-phrase q], I * e

b. [s, [co-p (avec) qui que] ...1

In chapter 3, we will go into the empirical flaws of the DFCF (or any
equivalent filter formulated in terms of endocentric phrase structure). For now, it
suffices to note that according C&L, these and similar instances of deletion call for
an output-oriented analysis. They treat them as "contextual dependencies that cannot
be formulated in the narrower framework of core grammarn'(C&L: 432). The notion
core grarnmar stands for the transformational component in C&L's framework,
which corresponds to Chomsky's (1995) Cr1 or Gen in OT. If C&L's statement is
correct, an analysis in terms of output constraints is promising.

According to Pesetsky, patterns like the one in (41) follow from the
interaction of the three constraints in (43). REC makes a distinction between deletion
of relative pronouns embedded in a PP and deletion of those that are nol Pesetsky
assumes that prepositions have semantic content, whereas relative pronouns do not
(see also C&L: 466). As a result, the deletion of PPs containing a relative pronoun
violates REC, whereas that of bare relative pronouns does not. The second
constraint, LE(CP), is an alignment constraint (see McCarthy & Prince, 1993)
which is violated whenever the first pronounced element in a CP is not a
complementizer or some other function word from the extended projection of the
verb. Finally, TEL prohibits the pronunciation of complementizers and other
function words.

)l

(43) a.

b.

RECOVERABILITY (REC): A syntactic unit with semantic content
must be pronounced.ls

LEFIEDGE(CP) (LE(CP)): The first pronounced word in CP is a
function word related to the main verb of
the CP.

c. TELEGRAPH (TEL): Do not pronounce function words.

Pesetsky argues for French that these constraints are ranked as in (a ).

(M\ French: REC >> LE(CP) >> TEL

We simplified Pesetsky's definition of REC. The original definition, grven in (i), rs too complex to
qualify as a possible OT constraint, since it expresses matters that can be captured in terms of
interaction of simpler constraints (cf. Broekhuis & Dekkers, to appear).
(i) Recoverability (REC): A syntactrc unit with semantic content must be pronounced

unless it has a sufficiently local antecedent.
Furthermore, the definition rn (i), because it allows deletion of PPs in the context of a local
antecedent, inconectly predicts that (iib) should be acceptable next to (iia) (see chapter 3 for an
analysis of English relative clauses). The formulation in (43), on the other hand, correctly
excludes (iib), as pointed out by JoSo Costa (p.c.).
(ir) a. John cuts the meat with the knife with whrch he has cut the cheese.

b. *John cuts the meat with the knife (that) he has cut the cheese.

l5
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Let us add the operation Delete, given in (45), to Gen/Crr. This operation can freely
be applied during the derivation.

(4s) Delete: remove the phonological matrix of syntactic units.

Restricting ourselves to the complementizer domain, we now have the choice
between the four options in (a6).

(46) a. [cp [(P) pronoun] [6 complementizer] hp...ll
b. [cp [(P) pronoun] tg eoffiplementizerl tp ...11

c. [gp [e]prenounl [s complementizer] [rp...]l
d [sp [(P)'prononn] ts e€mptementizerl trp ...11

Evaluations are given in tableaux @7) and (48). In tableau (47), deletion of
the relative pronoun does not violate REC because it is not embedded in a PP.
Furthermore, LE(CP) prefers elements in SpecCP to be deleted because this ensures
that the complementizer occurs in CP-initial position. As a result, candidate (47c) is
optimal, and Tnl is irrelevant.

(47)

In tableau (48), a different pictures emerges. When avec qui is deleted, the
preposition is not recoverable, which excludes the candidates (48c) and (48d). The
second constraint, LE(CP), does not decide between the two remaining candidates
(a8a) and (a8b) because it is violated by both. In this case, TEL plays a crucial role
because it prefers candidate (48b) over candidate (48a): only the former involves the
deletion of the function word que.This is an example of the emergence of the
unmarked (see McCarthy & Prince, 1994): due to the low rank of TEL, the
unmarked status of structures that do not contain function words can be witnessed on
the surface only in a subset of syntactic contexts.

(48)

a. la femme [sp qui [c Que] [rp je connais]l
b. la femme [ep qui [cque] [p je connais

c. la femme [cp eur [ceue] [rp je connais]] ra
d. la femme [ep eur [c que] [rp je connais]l

a. la femme [6p avec eui lcque] [rp j'ai dans6]l
b. la femme [6p svec gui [ceue] [rri'ai dans6]] Ds

c. la femme [cp afee-qui [cOuel [r, i'ai dans6

d. la femme [6p areequi [cque] [pj'ai dans6]l

In subsequent chapters, it will
a range of related phenomena, and

be shown that these three constraints explains
that their mutual ranking is responsible for
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differences between languages. Now, if feature strength can only account for
movement parametrization, while constraint interaction can also account for
deletion, the latter should be preferred to the former.

3.2.2. Information packaging

Another domain of syntax which is hard to capture in terms of feature checking is
information packaging, i.e. the syntactic encoding of pragmatic information. It has
often been pointed out that in cases like (a9) (Heavy NP Shift) and (50) (Italian
"Free" Inversion), word order optionality is only apparent. The application of these
"rules" is not optional if their interpretational effects are taken into account.
Although C&L do not discuss these cases, they would probably analyze them in
terms of stylistic rules (see Rochemont, 1978), which, Iike deletion and filters, are
I ocated outside the transformational component.

(49) Ttbizarren ( 1994):
a. Max put all the boxes of home furnishings in his car.
b. Max put in his car all the boxes of home furnishings.

(50) Grimshaw & Samek-l-odovici (1995):
a. Gianni ha gndato.

Gianni has screamed
'Gianni has screamed.'

b. Ha gridato Gianni.

Let us start with the examples in (49). Example (49a) displays the unmarked
order. In (49b), all the boxes of home furnishings is interpreted as narrowly
focused.l6 This pragmatic information is marked syntactically by the inverted order
of the NP and the PP. This inversion can be analyzed in two ways. Either the NP is
moved righnvard, or the PP is moved leftward. In either case, a syntax based on the
hypothesis that movement applies in order to check features (Chomsky, 1995) will
not be able to map this pragmatic information onto syntactic structure in a
straightforward manner. Let us suppose that focused elements are endowed with a
[+foc] feature and, therefore, must move to the checking domain of a Focus Phrase.
Now, if the NP is moved, it should end up in a right-branching specifier of this
FocP to check its feature. However, right-branching specifiers are not
uncontroversial from a conceptual point of view. If we allow them in our theory,
they are not likely to occur in an SVO language like English. If the PP moves, on
the other hand, it is even less likely that the NP will be able to check its [+foc]
feature.

It seems more plausible that the focus interpretation of the NP in (49b) is
due to its right-peripheral position. In OT syntax, a significant amount of attention
has been paid to the crosslinguistic tendency to align focused constituents with the

l6 By ignoring the influence of prosody (the werght of the shifted NP, the role of stress assrgnment,
etc.) on word order, we are simplifying matters considerably. Possibly, prosody medrates between
information structure and syntax. For instance, focus has an affinity with primary stress (on
utterance level) and primary stress with the righrperiphery of the sentence (see Zubizarreta,
1994, among others).

39
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right edge of the clause, which is generally attributed to an alignment constraint
such as ALIGN-/oc given in (51a) (see Broekhuis, 1998; Costa, 1996, 1997, 1998;
Dekkers, 1997; Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici,1995: Samek-Lodovici, 1996). This
constraint is in conflict with the economy constraint STAY. STAY can be held
responsible for the fact that (49b) is syntactically marked. Irrespective of whether it
is the NP or the PP that moves, (49b) involves one more movement step than
(a9a). The fact that this order surfaces indicates that ALIGN-/oc outranks STAY.

(51) a.

b.

ALIGN-/ac Align focused constituents with the right edge of the
verbal extended projection.

STAY: Traces are prohibited.

Like in (49), the difference in word order in (50) gives rise to interpretational
differences. In (50b), the subject is focused, whereas in (50a) it is not. Again, focus
interpretation is associated with the right edge of the sentence. There seem to be two
forces at work. On the one hand, focused constituents tend to appear in clause-final
position to satisfy ALIGN-/oc.I? On the other hand, PARSE-Case requires that
subjects be parsed in SpecIP (section 3.1 above).

In Italian, ALIGN-/oc outranks PARSE-Case. The examples in (50) show that
focused subjects appear at the right edge of the sentence. In English, on the other
hand, PARSE-Case outranks ALIGN-foc. lrrespective of whether the subject is
focused or not, it appears in preverbal position:

(52) a. *Has screamed John.
b. John has screamed.

The evaluations are given in tableaux (53) and (54).

(s3)

(s4)

It seems problematic to reduce information packaging to feature strength.
According to C&L, "stylistic rules" apply outside the scope of the transformational
component. Nevertheless, these rules lead to differences in word order brought about

l7 This analysis is largely inspired by Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici (1995). They assume that the
poswerbal subject in Itahan is adjoined to VP. We will not go into this matter, since satisfaction or
violation of AI-lCNy'oc depends on the linear, rather than the hierarchical position of the focused
element. Accordingly, the syntactic structure of the candidates in tableaux (53) and (54) is
underspecified.

a. [rp [1 FF(Gianni) [r ha]l gridato Gianni
b. Lp Giannir*po"r [r ha] gridatol

FF(John) tr hasll screamed

b. [rp Johnl*6,*1 [r has] screamedl
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by movement transformations. If we choose adopt the feature strength approach, we
have to assume a second transformational component (post-Csj responsible for
phenomena such as the ones examined in this subsection.

However, depending on the language, information packaging can have a
substantial influence on word order, and, for instance, annihilate the effect of Case-
driven movement. This suggests that information-driven movement should not be
treated as belonging to the periphery of language contrary to what the introduction
of the second component implies. More importantly, post-Cr1 firovernent as such is
a complication of the system which should be avoided if possible. In OT, on the
other hand, the degree of discourse-configurationality follows from the ranking of
discourse-configurational constraints such as ALIGN-/oc. Since these directly interact
with non-discourse-configurational constraints such as PARSE-Case, no second
transformational component is needed.

In combination with the conclusions drawn in the previous subsection: if we
substitute constraint ranking for feature strength, information packaging and deletion
can be accounted for. This enlarges the scope of the system considerably and no
auxiliary modules of syntax need to be postulated.

4. Derivations & Evaluations

We have constructed a model of syntax (henceforth Derivatibns & Evaluations or
DA.D consisting of two parts: Gen/C* is responsible for deriving representations,
which are subsequently evaluated with respect to a constraint ranking. Both
Chomsky's system and "standard" OT syntax are set up in a similar way: syntactic
objects are generated and subsequently evaluated.

D&E resembles "standard" OT syntax in the sense that the evaluation
procedure is more powerful than Chomsky assumes. Constraints conflict with each
other, and their ranking explains syntactic patterns within and across languages.
However, Gen plays a more prominent role in D&E than it does in "standard" OT
syntax. D&E acknowledges that any generative grammar must be explicit about the
way in which structures are produced, even if the explanatory power of the grilmmar
is not primarily associated with this generative device.

The properties attributed to OT syntax in chapter I also hold for D&E. In
addition, Gen is identified with C"r. In this section, we will examine three issues
that deserve further attention. Section 4.1 focuses on feature checking in Extended
X-bar Theory, a point that is specific for D&E. Subsequently, we will address two
topics that are relevant in OT syntax in general: candidate set membership (section
4.2) and the division of labor between EvaI and Gen (section 4.3).

4.1. Features and Bxtended X-bar Theory

We have argued in chapter 1, following Grimshaw (1997), that functional structure
is freely available in Gen, and that constraint ranking determines how much of this
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structure is really needed in a language.ls This is also the view adopted in D&8.
Ideally, all syntactic information is associated with the lexical head. However, we
depart from this ideal situation by assuming that in the verbal extended projection,
there is one functional head that is intrinsically associated with features, i.e. I (see
Broekhuis, 1998, for a similar point of view).

All other functional heads lack formal features. Nevertheless, they can
project, if necessary, for the purpose of feature checking. This follows if the notion
minimal domain (see section 1.3 above) is defined in terms of extended projections
rather than perfect projections, which leads to the definition in (55b) (cf. (20b)). The
definition of the notion internal domain remains unchanged.

(55) a. Internal domain: o is in the internal domain of X iff a is the
sister of X.
o is in the minimal domain of X iff cr is
immediately dominated by an extended

b. Minimal domain:

projection of X.

In (56), ZP is immediately dominated by CP. It follows from (55b) that ZP
is in the minimal domain of I, since CP is an extended projection of I. Il as we
argued in section 1.3, the checking domain is identified with the minimal domain,
ZP can check features on L

(s6)

\I'
,/\

I

In this book, we will restrict ourselves to interrogative and relative features.
Let us assume, following Rizzi (1991), that these are located in I. As such, they
may be checked by an element in either SpecIP or SpecCP.le The actual position in
which these features are checked depends on constraint ranking. For instance, the
English ranking requires that interrogative subjects be parsed in SpecIP, and
interrogative objects in SpecCP, as we saw in chapter 1. Similar conclusions are

See Nash & Rouveret (1996) for a non-OT proposal along the same lines. They introduce so-
called proxy heads, empty heads which are available, if necessary, for feature checking
purposes.
Along the same lines, features on V may be checked rn a higher projection. In ECM-
constructions, for instance, the object of the matrix verb is the external argument of an embedded
predicate, and therefore not in the mrnimal domain of its Case-assigner. This may trigger
movement to a specifier position in the functional domain of V corresponding to SpecAgrOP.
Similarly, negation may turn out to involve the checkrng of a feature on V. We leave this for
further research.

CP

\
/

/
ZP

C

C'

\

/
IP

l8

l9
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drawn for relative clauses in chapter 3. In chapter 5, we will argue that also non-
subjects may move to SpecIP to check features.

Whereas overt wft-movement can target both SpecIP and SpecCP, overt
nominative Case movement always seems to be to SpecIP. Let us tentatively
assume that operators such as wft-phrases @nnot appear in SpecIP if the subject
checks nominative Case in SpecCP because dr-phrases must c-command the whole
clause that is interpreted as being in their scope. If this requirement is not met, the
sentence will be uninterpretable in the semantic component.2o

4.2. Candidate set membership

Up until now, we have been assuming that structures are in competition with each
other if they are based on a single numeration (a set of words). However, Broekhuis
& Dekkers (to appear) notice that the acceptability of both examples in (58) is
incompatible with this assumption. These examples would have to be in one
candidate set because they are based on the same numeration, which is given in (57).

(57) N = {game, Bob, the, wonders, thinks, who, Hank, lost}

(58) a. Bob wonders [who, Hank thinks [r, lost the game]

b. Bob thinks Hank wonders [who,lost the game]

However, it is not likely that the sentences in (58) compete with each other. If these
sentences were in competition, (58a) would lose because it contains more movement
traces than (58b). The fact that both structures in (58) do in fact surface suggests
that they survive distinct evaluations. Hence, the assumption that members of
candidate sets are based on identical numerations is too weak.

Notice that although the two sentences are composed of the same words, they
receive distinct semantic interpretations. In this light, it seems plausible that the
semantics of output structures play a crucial role in the evaluation procedure in one
way or another. And indeed, there exists a broad consensus that semantic
interpretation has an influence on the evaluation procedure, although the formal
implementation of this idea is subject to debate. Two viewpoints are found in the
OT literature.

Some authors (e.g. Ackema & Neeleman, to appear; Broekhuis & Dekkers,
to appear) argue for a semantic identity requirement on candidate sets: only structures
that have an identical (or non-distinct) semantic interpretation may enter in
competition with each other. Thus, the two structures in (58) are in distinct
candidate sets and will not be in competition, simply because they have different
meanings. This approach presupposes an algorithm that prevents the comparison of

20 Tradrtronally, lt is assumed that there are designated posinons for each type of element that should
be hcensed (operators are hcensed rn SpecCP, subjects are licensed rn SpecIP, etc.). In Chomsky
(1995), thrs follows from the assumptron that features are located in fixed positions (operator
features are located in C, whereas the nominafive Case feature is located in I, therefore operators
check features in SpecCP, and subjects rn SpecIP). At first sight, this rigid view on syntax seems
supenor because it excludes the possibilrty of licensing nominatrve elements in SpecCP. Be this as
rt may, it still leaves us with the quesuon of why elements are licensed or checked rn these fixed
positions. Furthermore, it also forbids operators to be licensed in SpecIP. One of the objectives of
this bmk is to show that this is an incorrect assumption.
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semantically distinct structures. However, it is unclear how to construct such an
algorithm. Moreover, it is not obvious that we really need it because only
syntactically relevant aspects of meaning matter in candidate evaluation.

This is implicitly acknowledged by the proponents of the alternative
approach, who assume that structures are evaluated with respect to a(n
underspecified) semantic target specified in the input. According to Legendre et al.
(1995: 610), "Inputs consist of [...] skeletal structures containing predicate-argument
structure and scope informationo'. Hence, the structures in (58) are optimal analyses
of distinct inputs. The structure in (58a) is faithful to the predication and scope
information given in (59a), and the one in (58b) to that in (59b).

(s9) a. t... V ... [Q, t... V ... I x, V ...]lll
b. t... V ... t... v ... [Q, I xi V ...]1ll

This presupposes a syntax for inputs: if the input is structured, this structure must
be generated in one way or another. In other words, we would need a second
generator, a significant complication of our system. However, Legendre et al. (1995:
610) state that "each output for an input contains that input" (the scopal information
in (59a), for instance, is contained in the output in (58a)), which could mean that
this complication is unnecessary. If we find a way to make use of this information
contained in the output, we might be able to circumvent the problem of having to
postulate an input generator.

The information conveyed by I-egendre et al.'s inputs resembles the syntactic
structure we are assuming. The structures in (60) correspond to those in (58). The
three verbal extended projections contained in these structures are labeled EP1, EP2,

and EPl. Crucially, the position of the [+wh] feature differs in the two
representations: in (60a), it is located in EP2 (on I), while in (60b), it is situated in
EP3 (again on I). The simplest way to prevent the structures in (60) from competing
with each other is by prohibiting the comparison of representations in which formal
features are associated wittr different extended projections.

(60) a. [rpr ... V ... [npz ... [+wh] ... V ... [eps ... V ...]lI
b. [rpr ...V ... [Bpz ... V ... [npr ... [+wh] ... V ...lll

This follows from the principle in (61). In order to be able to verify if features have
an identical distribution in two representations R1 and R2 (condition (6lc)), each
extended projection in R1 must have exactly one correspondent in R2, and vice versa
(condition (61a)), and the structural relation between the two extended projections in
R1 must be identical to the structural relation between their correspondents in &
(condition (6lb)). Let us assume that if extended projections have moved, only their
base-position is relevant.
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(61) The two representations R1 and R2 are members of one candidate set iff
(a)-(c) holds.
Each extended projection in R1 has exactly one colrespondent in R2 and

vice versa.
The structural relation between (the base-position of) two extended
projections in R1 is identical to the structural relation between (the

base-position of) their correspondents in R2.

Each extended projection in R1 is composed of the same set of formal
features as its correspondent in R2.

Notice that according to condition (61), Rr and R2 can be based on distinct
numerations as long as these contain the same formal features.

Condition (61) is an illustration of the fact that next to the advantages of
D&E over mainsfieam minimalist syntax, it is also fruidul from an OT perspective,
since it enables us to solve the problem of candidate evaluation in a natural manner.
Features are one of the driving forces behind movement. At the same time, they
determine which structures may enter in competition with each other. Hence, we do
not have to take recourse to structured inputs or semantic conditions on candidate
sets, unlike alternative OT models of syntax.

Whether (61) is appropriate or not is largely an empirical matter. For
instance, it follows from (61) that we are free to introduce lexical items that do not
contain formal features in our candidate structures. In other words, members of a
candidate set need not be composed of the same set of words. If formal features are
those properties of lexical items that are involved in feature checking, elements
which do not play a role in movement transformations, such as the complementizer
that in (62), are freely inserted.

(62) a. I think that the President has covered up the tmth.
b. I think the President has covered up the truth.

In chapters 3 and 4, we will argue that CP is only projected in examples like (62) if
the complementizer is pronounced. The relevant structures are given in (63).
According to (61), these two structures are contained in one candidate set. The
structure in (63a) consists of five extended projections (labeled ER, ..., EP5) which
each have a correspondent in (63b). The structural relations between these five
extended projections as well as their featural content are identical in both structures.
There is only one difference between the two structures: EP3 in (63a) contains a CP
(with a pronounced head), whereas its correspondent in (63b) does not. However, the
CP in (63a) is not involved in feature checking.zl Hence, its presence or absence in
EP3 is innocent in the lieht of (61).

2l Note that non-insertion and deletion are two drstinct phenomena. In chapter 3, we will see that
although elements that move or attract must be contained in each member of the candidate set,
they can, in princrple, be deleted (see also section 3.1 above, where relative pronouns are deleted
after movement).
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(63) a.

b.
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[epr [ep2 I] think [cp=sps that [1p [6pa the President] has covered up [rps
the truthlll]
[ept [ppz I] I think hp=rp: [Ep4 the President] has covered up [Bp5 the
truthlll

Also the two examples in (6a) are in one candidate set, in accordance with the
analysis put forth in chapter 1.

(64) a. Who read these books?
b. *Who did read these books?

The structures are given in (65). Each extended projection in (65a) has its
correspondent in (65b). Relations between extended projections are identical in both
structures. Furthermore, formal features are identicaliy distributed over the extended
projections. The fact that EP1 contains more words in (65b) than in (65a) is again
inelevant.

(65) a. [epr [ep2 who] read [Bp3 these books]l
b. [rpr [sp2 who] did read [Bp3 these books]l

In sum, the examples in (62) and (64) provide evidence for the assumption
that a candidate set need not be based on a single numeration. Furthernore, we will
argue in chapter 4 that similar to that, complementizers with clear semantic content
(e.g. fin embedded yes-no questions) can freely be omitted. This, as we will see, is
incompatible with a semantic identity requirement.

4.3. On the division of labor between Eval and Gen lC*

Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear) argue that constraints should only be considered a
member of the constraint set Con if they are violable. If a particular constraint is
universally undominated, it should be reformulated as a principle that is operative in
Gen/C*r, the locus of universal linguistic statements. Pesetsky's REC (see section
3.1 above) might be such a constraint: in Pesetsky (L997,1998), as well as in
Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear) and in the chapters 3-5 of this book, it always
appears as the highest-ranked constraint. Broekhuis & Dekkers argue that it should
be replaced by the condition on the operation Delete given in (a5). Such a condition
can be formulated along the lines of (66).

(66) Do not remove the phonological matrix of syntactic units with
semantic content.

Another inviolable principle of language is that w&-movement does not
apply from subjects or adjuncts, as illustrated in (67a) and (67b) respectively (see
Huang, 1982). Movement from complements, on the other hand, is not prohibited,
as shown in (67c). These and similar facts call for a theory of possible extraction
domains (Bounding Th*ry).Although Bounding Theory has played a central role in
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generative syntax since Ross (1967), Chomsky (1995: ch. 3-4) is silent about it
(see however Zwart, 1997).

(67) a. *Who are pictures of on sale?
b. *Who did Mary cry after John hit?
c. What do you think that John will do?

If the pattern in (67) is indeed universal, it seems likely that the application of the
operation Move is restricted in Gen/C* by a subjacency condition such as the one
in (68), which states that all maximal projections intervening between the source
and the target of movement must belong to the same extended projection.

(68) If a moves to the minimal domain of X, every maximal projection
dominated by XP and dominating a is a sister of an extended head of
xP.

The structures in (69) correspond to the examples in (67a-b). In these
structures, the wh-phrase moves to the minimal domain of C. ZP is dominated by
CP, and it dominates r,. Hence,ZP qualifies as an intervening maximal projection if
it is not the sister of an extended head of CP. ZP is a subject in (69a) and an adjunct
in (69b). Since neither subjects nor adjuncts are sisters of heads, (68) excludes both
sbrrctures.

(69) a. [sp who, [c are] Lp [zp pictures of 4] on sale]l
b. [.r who, [c did] [rp Mary cry lzp after John hit ri]]l

In (70), on the other hand, ZP is the sister of the verb think, an extended head
of CP. Therefore, ZP does not count as an intervening projection. However, if who
moves to the matrix clause in one step, the lower IP and VP still count as
intervening nodes because their sisters C and I are not extended heads of the matrix
CP. Since C and I are extended heads of the lower CP, this can be remedied by
moving who through the lower SpecCP. Thus, (68) implies successive cyclicity.
Hence, if (68) is part of Gen/Cnr-, all movement is successive cyclic.

(70) [gp what, [c do] [rp you think [zecp ,, that [1p John will [yp do a]l]ll

In sum, we should examine for each condition on movement or
pronunciation whether or not it is violable. Until there is evidence for the
violability of a particular condition, it should be formulated as a principle in
Gen/C*t.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have argued in favor of D&8, an OT syntax in which the
generator resembles Chomsky's (1995) computational system C+rr-. A generator in
OT syntax should be simple and universal: two requirements met by Crr.
Furthermore, it should overgenerate in such a way that it produces candidate sets that
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are rich enough to be successfully evaluated with respect to constraint rankings. Gr
also qualifies in this respect, provided that the operation Move applies freely (contra
Chomsky), and the operation Delete is added to the system. Although a generative
grammar is by definition explicit about the way in which it produces outputs, little
attention has been paid to the contents of the generative module in OT. This void is
filled if the generator is identified with a Chomsky-style computational system.
This step has several positive side-effects. For instance, it allows us to relate the
existence of universally ungrammatical structures to specific properties of Gen/Qrr.
Also, a feature-based generator obliterates the need for a structured input or a
semantic identity requirement on candidate sets, both of which are problematic.

Compared to Css as developed in Chomsky (1995), D&E allows us to
circumvent any (indirect) reference to Spell-Out, and to unify Fewest Steps and
Procrastinate. Furthermore, various syntactic phenomena which are difficult or
impossible to capture in terms of feature strength, such as the influence of
information structure on word order and complementizer pronunciation, receive a
natural explanation in OT syntax such as D&8. By reformulating feature strength in
terms of constraint interaction, a general constraint-based theory of syntactic
parametrization with a wider empirical range and greater typological power than
standard minimalist syntax can be constructed.

In chapters 3-5, aspects of the syntax of subjects and complementizers will
be analyzed within D&E. The focus will lie on constraint interaction, since in
principle all parametrizing power of D&E (and therefore a substantial part of its
explanatory adequacy) is located in the evaluation procedure. Nevertheless, the
specific properties we have attributed to the Gen/Cs, play an implicit role
throughout. They receive explicit attention whenever necessary.



3. On the left-periphery of the relative clause

0. Introduction

We have seen in the previous chapter that according to Pesetsky (1997, 1998),
pronunciation patterns in the left-periphery of relative clauses follow from the
interaction of a small number of violable constraints. In the 1970s, these facts were
analyzed in terms of surface filters. Both approaches are output-oriented: some device
(a collection of surface filters, an OT evaluator) filters out the ungrammatical
oulputs produced by an overgenerating transformational component.

In section 1, Pesetsky's OT analysis will be compared to Chomsky &
I-asnik's QW, henceforth C&L) approach based on surface filters. It turns out that
although C&L successfully describe deletion phenomena in the English relative
clause, their analysis cannot be canied over to French in a straightforward marner.
Since this problem does not arise for Pesetsky, the OT approach seems more
powerful than an approach in terms of surface filters.

Section 2 deals with some problematic properties of Pesetsky's proposal
originally noted by Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear). On the basis of observations
about relative clauses in (varieties of1 Dutch, the relation between semantic content
and deletion, and the non-universality of the doubly filled Comp phenomenon will
be accounted for.

Finally, in section 3, the analysis is reformulated in accordance with the
spirit of Extended X-bar Theory. Particular attention will be paid to the subject-
object asymmetry found in relative clauses. An approach in terms of clause size will
be proposed, along the lines of the analysis of do-support given in chapter 1. Also,
prepositional relatives will be examined in more detail. We will argue that in cases
of preposition stranding, clause size plays again a central role.

1. Filters versus constraint interaction

1.1. Filters

In C&L's analysis of deletion in the complementizer domain, the Doubly Filled
Comp Filter (henceforth DFCF), given in (1), plays a central role. This filter
eliminates structures in which the Comp position is filled with two elements.

(l) *[co*p wft-phrase p], p * e

French examples of doubly filled Comps are given in (2). In these examples,
(avec) qui conesponds to the wlr-phrase in (1), and que to 9. Hence, the DFCF filters
them out.
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(2)
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*l'homme qui +re je connais
the man who that I know
'the man I know'

*la femme avec qui que j'ai dansd

the woman with whom that I-have danmd
'the woman I have danced with'

C&L argue that violation of the DFCF can be circumvented by applying the rule of
Free Deletion in Comp (FDC) given in (3). FDC deletes elements in the Comp
domain.

(3) In the domain of Comp, delete [o e] where o is an arbitrary category and
q an arbitrary structure.

French uses this rule to delete the relative pronoun in (2a), and the complementizer
in (2b). This leads to the grammatical examples in (4).

a. l'homme qur que je connais
b. la femme avec qui que j'ai dans€

Let us consider the effect of (1) and (3) on the examples in (2) and (4) in
more detail. In the 1970s, it was assumed that both operators and complementizers
occupied the Comp position. This means that the general structure of relative
clauses is as given in (5). Random application of FDC produces the four structures
in (6). Only (6a) is ruled out by the DFCF.

(5) [s'[co-p [(P) pronoun]; complementizerl ...fi

(6) a. [s' [co-p [(P) pronoun], complementizerl ... fi
b. [s'[co-p [(P) pronoun]r eomp}eraentizer] ... ,,
c. [s'[co*p t(P)-eroneun], complementizer] ... t;
d. [s'[co*p t nerearctm]; eomplementizer] ... 11

In French, prepositional relatives have the structure in (6b), whereas their non-
prepositional counterparts correspond to (6c). This raises two crucial questions.
First, why do prepositional relatives have a different surface structure than their non-
prepositional counterparts? And second, why is option (6d) excluded altogether in
French?

C&L answer the first question by postulating a recoverability principle for
deletion. According to this principle, only elements that do not have semantic
content may be deleted. C&L assume that relative pronouns and complementizers
lack semantic content, whereas for instance nouns, interrogative pronouns, and
prepositions do not. As a result, relative pronouns and complementizers can freely
be deleted, whereas nouns, interrogative pronouns, and prepositions must be
pronounced. Hence, the recoverability principle makes a distinction between
prepositional and non-prepositional relatives. If the relative pronoun is embedded in
a PP, deletion is forbidden because the preposition is not recoverable after deletion.

b.

(4)

...1



(7)

(8)
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If, on the other hand, the relative pronoun appears without a preposition, deletion is
allowed:

a. I'homme qu que je connais
b. *la femme a#cG-qqi que j'ai dansd

The joint action of FDC, the DFCF, and the recoverability principle makes
correct predictions for prepositional relatives, as we can see in (8). The
recoverability principle forces the overt realization of avec qui.This excludes (8c-d).
The remaining ungrammatical option (8a) is excluded by the DFCF. Hence, (8b) is
the only correct surface form.

a. *la femme avec qui que j'ai dans€
b. la femme avec qui qge j'ai dansd
c. *la femme av€cqui que j'ai dansd
d. *la femme ev€equi{u€ j'ai dans6

Notice that this provides us with a partial answer to the question of why (6d)
is not available in French: in prepositional relatives, this leads to a violation of
recoverability. However, this question should still be answered for non-prepositional
relatives, since the recoverability principle allows all four options in (9), whereas
the DFCF only filters out (9a).

a. *l'homme qui que je connais
b. *l'homme qui que je connais
c. l'homme qur que je connais
d. *l'homme qui{n€ je connais

When we turn to English, the DFCF, FDC, and the recoverability principle
together correctly predict the surface form of non-prepositional relatives. In (10), it
is shown that only the doubly filled Comp option is ungrammatical, which is
exactly what we predict if both the relative pronoun and the complementizer can
freely be deleted.

(10) a. *the book which that he read yesterday
b. the book which that he read yesterday
c. the book whi{# that he read yesterday
d. the book whieh+hat he read yesterday

Also the prepositional construction behaves as expected: the DFCF filters out (l la)
and recoverability eliminates (1 I c-d).

(11) a. *the book about which that he talked yesterday
b. the book about which that he talked yesterday
c. *the book abeus+rhich that he talked yesterday
d. *the book abeug-rrhieh+lmt he talked yesterday

(e)
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It seems plausible that the contrast between the ungrammaticality of the
French (9d) and the grammaticality of its English counterpart in (10d) is related to
the fact that in clausal complements of epistemic verbs, the complementizer is
obligatorily pronounced in French, but not in English:

(LZ) a. Je pense *(que) le Pr6sident de Ia R€publique a ddguisd la v6rit6.
I think (that) the President of the Republic has covered-up the truth
'I think the President of France has covered up the truth.'

b. I think (tha$ the President has covered up the truth.

However, the relation between (9) and (12a) cannot straightforwardly be
captured in terms of an additional filter. The obligatory pronunciation of the
complementizer in (l2a) could be attributed to (13), a language-specific filter
banning complementizer-less clauses. In combination with the DFCF, FDC, and
the recoverability principle, it would correctly rule out all options in (9) except for
(9c). However, it would also rule out the acceptable (8b).

(13) *[co-p eompteme*izer ]

As an alternative to (13), we could postulate a filter that bans empty Comp
positions, which, again, would have to be active in French and inactive in English.
This filter would allow (8b). However, it would also allow the unacceptable (9b).t

In sum, the filter-based approach to deletion patterns in relative clauses
proposed by C&L correctly describes English, but cannot straightforwardly be
carried over to French. Pesetsky's analysis, on the other hand, is more successful.

1.2. Constraint interaction

In chapter 2, we saw that Pesetsky reduces deletion in the French relative clause to
the interaction of the three violable constraints given in (14). LE(CP) requires that
CPs start with a function word related to the main verb, TEL forbids the
pronunciation of function words, and REC, like C&L's recoverability principle,
prohibits the deletion of meaningful elements.z

(14) a. LEFIEDGE(CP) (LE(CP)): The first pronounced word in CP is a
function word related to the main verb of
the CP.

b. TELEGRAPH (TEL): Do not pronounce function words.
c. RECOVERABILITY (REC): A syntactic unit with semantic content

must be pronounced.

In French, these constraints are ranked as in (15).

The DFCF can be reformulated in accordance with an endocenkrc view on phrase structure, as in
(i). The condition in (i) causes the same problems as the origrnal DFCF does.
(i) Do not pronounce both the head and the specifier of CP.
In section 2, we will examine the notion semantic content in detail. In the same section, TEL rs
reformulated.
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(ls) French: REC >> LE(CP) >> TEL

Let us first briefly recapitulate the evaluation of French relative clauses. In
tableau (16), the relative pronoun is not embedded in a PP. Consequently, it is
recoverable after deletion, and REC is irrelevant. Option (16c) is the only candidate
that does not incur a violation of LE(CP), and is therefore optimal.3

(16)

In tableau (17), deletion of the PP containing the relative pronoun leads to a
violation of REC. Consequently, candidates (17c-d) are eliminated. The remaining
two candidates each incur a violation of LE(CP). As a consequence, TEL plays a
decisive role and eliminates the marked (l7a).

(17)

Tableau ( 18) shows that the obligatory
complementizer in clausal complements (example
ranking in (15). Deletion of the complementizer
while pronunciation is marked because of TEL.
French, the complementizer must be pronounced.

(18)

pronunciation of the French
(12a)) follows directly from the
leads to a violation of LE(CP),
Since LE(CP) outranks TEL in

In OT, constraint rankings define grammars. This means that Pesetsky's
analysis makes typological predictions. \U'hereas grammars in which LE(CP)
outranks TEL are characterized by obligatory complementizers (if no other
constraints interfere), grammars defined by the opposite ranking lack
complementizers. Rint Sybesma (p.c.) informs us that Chinese is such a language:

a. l'homme oui oue ie connais

b. l'homme qui

c. I'homme eui que ie connais rs
d. I'homme sui-€u€ ie connais

a. la femme avec qui

b. la femme avec qui eue i'ai dansd

c. la femme a+€€-sr$ oue i'ai dansd

d. la femme avcc{r}i{lJ€ i'ai dans6

a. oue le P. de la R. a ddsuisd la v6ritd rs
le P. de la R. a d6euis6 la v6rit€

All tableaux in sections I and 2 are revised in secnon 3.
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Paul juede zongtong sahuang-le.
Paul think president lie-PERF
'Paul thinks the president has lied.'

The evaluation of Chinese complement clauses is given in (20).

(20)

In English, both options are
follows if LE(CP) and TEL are in a
both possible rankings are available
language, which disposes of both
compl ementi zer pron unci ation:

(2t)

available, as shown in (12b) above. This
tie in English. If two constraints are in a tie,
(see chapter 1). Hence, English is a hybrid
the French and the Chinese strategy for

In order to evaluate English relative clauses, we now only have to rank REC
with respect to the tie between LE(CP) and TEL. The fact that in prepositional
relatives, the PP containing the relative pronoun may not be deleted, just like in
French, suggests that REC outranks LE(CP):

(22) a. the book about which that I talked
b. *the book abeut+vhieh that I talked

Tableaux (23) and (24) show that this ranking makes the correct predications
for relative clauses. In the non-prepositional construction (tableau (23)), REC plays
no role again. Since LE(CP) and TEL are in a tie, only candidate (23a) is eliminated
because it violates both constraints, while the three alternative structures violate
only one of them.

(23)

lish REC LE(CP) TEL

a. the book which that he read *; <*
b. the book which that he read r€ *>
c. the book u&ich that he read ra <*
d. the book *hieh+het he read !s :F>

In tableau (24), only candidates (a) and (b) satisfy REC; the other two
candidates contain a deleted preposition. The tied constraints LE(CP) and TEL decide

LE(CP) TEL

a. that the President has covered up the truth 0€

b. chet the President has covered up the truth 3s
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in favor of candidate (24b) because it only violates LE(CP), whereas the alternative
1Ua\ also violates TEL.

(u)

We may conclude that Pesetsky, unlike C&L, successfully accounts for the
French facts because he substitutes the more general LE(CP) for the more specific
DFCF. Due to its general formulation, this constraint can play a crucial role in
excluding doubly filled Comp structures, as well as any other structure that does not
start with a complementizer. As a consequence, LE(CP) enables us to exclude (9b)
and (9d), the two illicit French structures that were problematic for C&L's analysis
in the previous subsection. Moreover, LE(CP) plays a central role in explaining
pronunciation patterns in the left-periphery of complement clauses, again unlike the
DFCF. This will be further examined in chapters 4 and 5.

Another empirical domain in which LE(CP) seems relevant is the left-
periphery of infinitival relative clauses. Pesetsky argues that next to that, elements
like for and ra found in infinitival relative clauses count as function words with
respect to LE(CP). In this book, however, we will restrict ourselves to tensed
clauses. Some particularly intricate problems that arise in infinitival relative clauses
are discussed in Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear). A few of these will be briefly
mentioned in footnote 9.

2. Recoverability

Although Pesetsky's constraint-based approach seems to have a greater empirical
power than C&L's theory of filters, it cannot immediately be carried over to a
language like Dutch, in which relative pronouns must also be pronounced when
they are not embedded in a PP. In this section, we will reconsider the notion
semantic content, which plays a central role in Pesetsky definition of REC. This
allows us to capture the Dutch facts, and, at the same time, forces us to revise our
analysis of English and French.

2.1. Relative clauses in Dutch

In Dutch, nouns can be distinguished on the basis of the article they appear with:
non-neuter singular nouns take the article de, while their neuter counterparts take the
article het.ln the plural, this gender distinction is neutralized; the article de is used
in all cases. The two groups also take different demonstratives: de-nouns can be
combined with the demonstratives deze and die, while het-nor.urns take the
demonstrative pronouns dit and dat. This is demonstrated in (25).

a. the book about which that I talked
b. the book about which thet I talked
c. the book abeut-rrhieh that I talked
d. the book abeus+Aieh+hat I talked
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(25) a. de man - deze man - die man
the man this man that man

a'. de mannen - deze mannen - die mannen
the men these men those men

b. het boek - dit boek - dat boek
the book this book that book

b'. de boeken - dez-e boeken - die boeken
the books these books those books

Relative pronouns are homophonous with the demonstrative pronouns die and dat.
The distribution of these two elements (illustrated in (26)) is again determined by
gender and number. A remarkable property of Dutch relative pronouns is that they
cannot be deleted.a As such, they are problematic for Pesetsky's analysis.

(26) a. de man die ik gisteren zag
the man diel yesterday saw
'the man I saw yesterday'

a'. de mannen die ik gisteren zag
the men die I yesterday saw

b. het boek dat ik gisteren las
thebook darl yesterday read

b'. de boeken die ik gisteren las
the books die I yesterday read

Since the Dutch complemenfizer is obligatorily pronounced in examples like
(27), LE(CP) must outrank TEL. Let us assume that like in French and English,
REC outranks LE(CP) and TEL, which will be motivated below. This leads to the
prediction that Dutch relative clauses behave fully on a par with their French
counterparts, since the two languages are characterized by an identical ranking of the
relevant constraints.

(27) Paul denkt *(dat) de President heeft gelogen.
Paul thinks that the President has lied
'Paul thinks the President has lied.'

The evaluation of direct object relatives is given in tableau (28).Like in French,
candidate (28c), in which the relative pronoun is deleted and the complementizer is
pronounced, is predicted to be grammatical. This is incorrect (illicit optimal
candidates are marked with the sign e), at least for the pronoun die.

4 The assumption that dat in (29b) is a relative pronoun will be rejected in sectron 2.3.



a. de man die dat ikzag
het boek dat dat ik las

b. de man die dat ik zag
het boek dat dat ik las

c. de man die dat ik zag
het boek dat dat ik las

d. de man diedet ikzag
het boek de+det ik las
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It seems that bare relative pronouns behave on a par with their prepositional
counterparts in English and French, which cannot be deleted either. If we assume
that Dutch relative pronouns are not recoverable after deletion, the correct candidate
turns out to be optimal. This is shown in tableau (29). Candidates (29c-d) incur fatal
violations of the high-ranked REC. The remaining two candidates both violate
LE(CP). Since only (29a) violates TEL, (29b) is optimal. Notice that a lower rank
of REC would have resulted in the optimality of the (29c).

(2e)

Of course, we should wonder why deletion of Dutch relative pronouns
violates REC. Broekhuis & Dekkers argue that the possibility of deletion depends on
the presence or absence of g-features on the element in question. An indication that
this is indeed the case comes from the Aarschot dialect.

2.2. The Aarschot dialect

In the standard varieties of English, French, and Dutch, the Doubly Filled Comp
Filter is surface-true in relative clauses.s This is not the case, however, in for

Thrs is not necessarily true for non-standard varieties of these languages. We saw in chapter 1

that Canadran French allows doubly filled Comps; the examples rn (30) and (31) show that the
same holds for several varieties of Durch. Doubly filled Comps are common rn interrogative
clauses in colloquial Durch. The examples in (i) show that a wft-phrase can be followed by either
of, dat or ofdat. Geographic considerations seem to play a more prominent role in the distributron
of doubly filled Comps in relatives than they do rn the drstributron of doubly filled Comps in
interrogatlves. We leave this for further research.

a. de man die dat ikr.ag
het boek dat dat ik las

b. de man die da+ik zag
het boek dat dat ik las

c. de man die dat ikzag
het boek det dat ik las

d. de man diedat ik zag
het boek datdat ik las
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instance the Aarschot dialect, spoken in the Belgian part of Brabant. In this variety
of Dutch, a relative clause introduced by a relative pronoun may contain the
complementizer da. This doubly filled Comp structure is always available, except
with the singular neuter relative pronoun da, as the ungrammaticality of (30b)
shows.6

(30) Aarschot dialect (Pauwels, 1958):
a. de stoelen di (da) kapot zijn

the chairs di ttatbroken are
'the chairs which are broken'

b. *'t kind da da valt
the child da that falls
'the child who is falling'

b'. 't kind da valt
c. 't kind van wie (da) 'k spreek

the child of whom that I talk
'the child I am talking about'

The same seems to hold for Middle Dutch (see Verwijs & Verdam, 1889). Examples
are given in (31).7

(31) Middle Dutch:
a. den breef, den dat dat karspel danrp gegeven heffi

the letter den that the parish then given has
'the letter the parish gave then'

b. die wile, in dewelke dat alle ... sullen horen de stemme
the time in which that all will hear the voice
'the time when everyone will hear the voice'

The existence of doubly filled Comp structures is remarkable because
Pesetsky's constraint inventory rules them out: any ranking of REC, LE(CP) and
TEL bans doubly filled Comp configurations. The problem is that the (a)-candidates
in (32) and (33) will not surface under any ranking of the constraints in question
because they are harmonically bound (see chapter 1) by the (b)-candidates.

(i) Ik weet niet wie (of) (dat) hrj grsteren heeft gezien.
I know not who if that he yesterday has seen.
'I do not know who he saw yesterday.'

Throughout this book, notions such as English, French and Dutch are used to refer to the standard
vanety of the lang"age in question unless indicated otherwise.
The situation in the Aarschot dialect is in fact more complicated than suggested in the main text.
The dialect disposes of the three relative d-pronouns given in (i).
(i) a. d, [di]: [feminine] or [-singular]

b. die ldrel: lmasculine, +singularl
c. da IMI: [neuter, +singular]

More precrsely: among the many examples of doubly filled Comps rn Middle Dutch relattve
clauses given in Verwijs & Verdam (1889), no examples of the sequence dat dat are found. Of
course, this means that it is only plausible that Middle Dutch lacks these examples, since it could
be that Venvijs & Verdam overlooked them.
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REC LE(CP) TEL

a. [cp [P pronoun] [6 complementizer] ...I 'T
*

b. [cp [P pronoun] [g eomp+effi€ntizerJ l *

c. lcp tp+rensun] [6 complementizer] ...1 * *

d. [cp t+pronsun] tc eemptementizer] ...1 ,F ,F

REC LE(CP) TE-
a. [cp [pronoun] [6,complementizer] ...1 * *

b. lcp [pronoun] [c eomp]e,mentizerl .. *

c. [cp tpreneun] [g complementizer] ...1 *

d. [cp tpronoun] tc eemp+ementizerl ...1 *

The fact that there are languages in which the (a)-candidates surface suggests
that a fourth constraint must be in play. Let us take this constraint to be
Grimshaw's (1997) OB-HD, introduced in chapter 1, and repeated in (3a).

(34) OBUGATORY HEADS (OB-FID): A projection has a head.

If, like in Standard Dutch, deletion of both di(e) and van wie violates REC,
the evaluation of the candidate sets related to the examples in (30a) and (30c) takes
place as in tableau (35), in which OB-HD and TEL are in a tie. In languages such as

Standard English, Standard Dutch, and Standard French, in which doubly filled
Comps do not appear in the relative clause, TEL outranks OB-HD.

(33)

(3s)

The unacceptability of (30b) is still a problem. Clearly, the low-ranked
constraints in tableau (35) are not responsible for this. However, if we assume that
deletion of the relative pronoun da does not violate REC, the desired result follows.
This is illustrated in tableau (36).8 The stars in parentheses will be discussed in
section 2.3.

Alternatively, the impossibilrty of the sequence da(t) da(t) might be the result of a constraint
disallowing the occurrence of two adjacent phonetically identical elements. However, such an
expansion of the constraint inventory rs not necessary, since da da is ruled out on independent
grounds in section 2.3 below.

a. [cp di(e)/van wie [6 da] [rp ...]l !s
b. [cp di(e)/van wie [c da] hp ...11 3s

+i(e),qan-wie [c da] [rp ...]l



a. [cP da [c da]hp ...1I

b. [cp da [cda]tp ...11

c. [cp da [cda][p...]l cr
d. [cp da [eda]lrp ...]l
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The next step is to account for the fact that not all relative pronouns are
recoverable after deletion. This forces us to reconsider the notion of semantic
content, which plays a key role in Pesetsky definition of REC.

2,3. Semantic content

In the Dutch determiner system, three q-features play a role, viz. [tsingular],
[*neuter] and [tdefinite]. In Kester (1996: 94ff .), it is argued that [+singular],
[+neuter], and [-definite] are unmarked in Dutch on the basis of the distribution of
the attributive suffix -e, among other things. Attributively used adjectives appear
with this suffix, unless the DP has the aforementioned unmarked features, as

illustrated in figure 1.

sinsular plural
non-neuter neuter non-neuter neuter

definite de oude man
the old man

het oude boek
the old book

de oude mannen
the old men

de oude boeken
the old books

indefinite een oude man
an old man

een oud boek
an old book

oude mannen
old men

oude boeken
old books

Figure I . The inflection of attributively used adjectives

Let us assume that only marked features are syntactically present. If so, the
presence of at least one of the pertinent features can be taken to be a necessary
condition for licensing the attributive suffix. The assumption that only the marked
features are assigned to lexical elements (unmarked features being inferred by default)
allows us to reconsider the notion semantic content.It seems that g-features qualify
as semantic content. This is in line with Chomsky's (1995: ch. 4) assumption that
a subset of formal features, including g-features, are +Interpretable.

(37) If a syntactic unit is marked with one or more g-features, it has semantic
content.

In the domain of relative pronouns, only number and gender features seem to
be relevant. Since the relative pronoun dat does not contain the marked features
[-singular] and [-neuter], it can only have a singular, neuter noun as its antecedent.
This is illustrated in (38). The relative pronoun die, on the other hand, is specified
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for at least one of these features. In (39a), it takes a non-neuter (singular) noun as its
antecedent, and in (39b) a (neuter) plural one.

(38) a.

b.

c.

(3e) a.

b.

het boek dat ik las
the book dat I rcad
'the book I read'

*de man dat ik zag
the man dntl saw
'the man I saw'

*de boeken dat ik las
the books darl read
'the books I read'

de man die ik zag
the man diel saw
'the man I saw'
de boeken die ik las
the books die I read
'the books I read'

Provided that no other features are involved, we may conclude that the relative
pronoun die is a meaningful element, whereas dat is not. This means that only the
deletion of die violates REC, which, for the Aarschot dialect, leads to the correct
evaluations in tableaux (35) and (36).

Let us now turn to the question of the stars in parentheses in tableau (36).
Broekhuis & Dekkers argue that also TEL should be formulated in terms of semantic
content. This would mean that pronunciation of meaningless relative pronouns such
as da in the Aarschot dialect violates TEL, and that the stars in question must be
added to tableau (36). Although this reformulation has no influence on our analysis,
let us assume that it is essentially correct.

(40) TEL (revised): A syntactic unit without semantic content must be
deleted.

In tableau (41), Standard Dutch relative clauses containing die are evaluated.
In accordance with (37), candidates (alc-d) violate REC because die is not recoverable
after deletion. The two alternative options both violate LE(CP). Since only (41a)
violates TEL, (4lb) is optimal. OB-HD is irrelevant.

(41)

a. de man diedat ik
b. de man die det ik
c. de mandi€dat ik
d. de mandie Cet ik
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So far, this matches the evaluation in tableau (29). However, the evaluation
of relative clauses containing dat proceeds in a different way, since this element,
being the unmarked relative pronoun, is freely deletable. The correct evaluation is
given in tableau (42). All candidates satisfy REC, whereas only candidate $2c)
satisfies LE(CP). As a result, (42c) is optimal.

(42)

This means that the element dat should be analyzed as a complementizer, and not as
a relative pronoun, contrary to what was implied in tableau (29).

2,4. The English relative clause revisited

Our reformulation of the definition of REC has implications for the analysis of
English relative clauses because the pronouns who and which contain features. The
former refers to humans only, whereas the latter must be combined with a noun that
refers to non-human entities. In other words, these pronouns are associated with the
features [+human] and [-human], respectively (cf. C&L: fn. 46). It is likely that
these features qualify as semantic content on a par with q-features. If so, deletion of
who and, which violates REC, contrary to what is suggested in tableau (23). The
revised evaluation is given in tableau (43).

(43)

Tableau (a3) differs from tableau (23) in that only the (b)-candidate is
acceptable; the candidates (c) and (d) (optimal in tableau (23)) are now excluded
because they violate REC. This leads us to the question of why the manlbook (that)
he sawlreadis acceptable in English. It seems as if English, like Dutch (and French,
see section 2.5 below), disposes of an unmarked relative pronoun. A likely candidate
would be that, based on the homophonous demonstrative pronoun. Since gender and
number do not play a role in the English determiner system, this pronoun, like the
article tfte, would not be marked for these features (in accordance with this claim,

a. het boekdat dat ik las
b. het boekdat det ik las
c. het boek Cet dat ik las
d. het boekdat det ik las

a. the man who that he saw
the book which that he read

b. the man who that he saw
the book which that he read

c. the man whs that he saw
the book which that he read

d. the man whe that he saw
the book whi€h thet he read
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English does not exhibit attributive inflection, cf. the discussion of Dutch in section
2.3 above). Hence, it would be unmarked, on a par with Dutch dat. As a result,
deletion would not violate REC. It will be argued in section 3.2 that pronominal
that surtaces in subject relatives.

In tableau (44), relative clauses containing that are evaluated. Candidates
(44c) and (aad) are optimal because (i) all candidates satisfy REC, (ii) (4ac) is the
only candidate that does not violate LE(CP), (iii) (44d) is the only candidate that
does not violate TEL, and (iv) LE(CP) and TEL are in a tie. OB-HD is irrelevant.

(44)

inelish REC LE(CP) TEL OB-HD

a. the man/book that that he saw/read *> *<*
b. the man/book that that he saw/read {c> <* *
c. the manibook thet that he saw/read oe <*
d. the man/book +het that he saw/read rs *> {t

We should wonder whether structures containing w&-based relative pronouns
are in the same candidate set as those containing that.This depends on whether both
types of pronouns are composed of the same formal features. Let us assume that

_they are not. Besides the fact that that is not marked for p-features, while wft-
pronouns are, the observation that wlz-pronouns appear in a wider range of relatives
than that (which can only be used in restrictive relatives) increases the likelihood of
featural distinctness. This goes against Broekhuis & Dekkers, who assume that, in
accordance with their semantic identity requirement on candidate sets, wholwhich and
that are contained in one candidate sele However, in the present version of D&E,
identity of formal features rather than semantic identity defines candidate sets.
Empirical evidence in favor of two candidate sets will be given in section 3.3.

Broekhuis & Dekkers argue that infinrtrval relative clauses provide emprrical evidence in favor of
this assumptron. Example (ia) illustrates that the relative pronoun which is excluded from English
drrect object relatives. This fotlows rf (ia) is blocked by (ib). Because which is not deletable, (ib)
must contain the relative pronoun that.Hence, the corresponding structures in (ri) must be in one
candrdate set.
(r) a. *a nice novel which to read rn the train

b. a nice novel to read in the train
(ir) a. a nice novel [.* whlch, [1p to read t, in the train]]

b. a nrce novel [sp that, [p to read t, rn the tran]]
Broekhurs & Dekkers remark that Dutch rnfinitival relafive clauses do not contain pronounced
relative pronouns erther. This is illustrated in (rir). It is unlikely that (iiib) contarns the deleted
pronoun dat (as in (rvb)) because roman rs marked wrth the feature [-neuterJ. Broekhuis &
Dekkers argue, however, that it is not evrdent that (iiib) should be analyzed as a rela0ve clause to
begin with. If, indeed, it should not, this might throw new light on the status of the English
examples in (i). We leave this for further research.
(iii) a. *een leuke roman dre om in de rein te lezen.

a nice novel die COMP in the train to read
'a nrce novel to read rn the traln'

b. een leuke roman om in de trein te lezen.
a ilce novel COMP in the train to read
'a nlce novel to read in the trarn'

(iv) a. een leuke roman [", die, om [,r I, rn de treln te lezen]]
b. een leuke roman [cp daq om [,. ]; rn de tretn te lezen]I
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2.5. The French relative clause revisited

Until now, we have followed Pesetsky and analyzed the French (45a) as in (45b).
However, there are two questions that should be answered now that we have
reformulated REC. First, why are bare relative pronouns recoverable after deletion in
French? And second, is there any evidence that the deleted element should be
identified with qut?

(45) a. l'homme que je connais
b. I'homme [6p ![ur, que [p je connais t,]l

In order to answer these questions, let us turn to the prepositional
construction, in which relative pronouns are generally pronounced (see section 3
below for an account of this fact). Two types of relative pronouns are used as the
complement of prepositions, both of which are homophonous with interrogative
pronouns. First, there is the class of lequel-based pronouns: lequel [+singular,
+masculi ne), laq uelle f+singular, -masculin ef le sq uels, [-singul ar, +masculine],
lesquelles [-singular, -masculine]. These pronouns are almost exclusively used in the
prepositional construction.t o

(46) Grevisse ( 1980):
a. l'homme sous lequel la marine franEaise s'6tait relevde

the-man under whom the navy French REFL-was pulled-through
contre l'Angleterre
against England
'the man under whom the French navy pulled through against England'

b. une retraite aprEs laquelle je soupire
a retreat after which I Iong
'a retreat I am longing for'

Clearly, the lequel-based relative pronouns are marked for gender and number.
Consequently, they do not qualify as deletable relative pronouns when they are not
embedded in a PP. Even if one of them should be considered unmarked, it would be
unclear why the others hardly ever surface in the non-prepositional construction.

The second type of relative pronoun used in the prepositional construction is
qui,where it can only be used if its antecedent is human.ll

The use of lequel-based pronouns in subject relatives, as in (i), is rare. Their use in direct oblect
relauves is even rarer.
(i) Grevisse ( 1980):

Il y a une 6dition de ce liwe laquelle se vend fort bon march6.
there rs an edition of thrs book whrch REFL sells very cheap
'There is an edition of this book which is sold cheap.'

Qui is sometimes used wrth personified non-human or with animal antecedents. Furthermore, qui
does have a [-human] counterpart quoi. However, relative quoi can only be used with a very
limited inventory of antecedents. Therefore, we will rgnore it here. See Grevisse (1980) for
parflculars.

l0

ll
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(47) Grevisse (1980):
l'homme i qui je parle
the man to whom I talk
'the man I talk to'

This gives the following paradigm of relative pronouns which can be embedded in
PPs:

+sinsular -sinsular
+masc -masc +masc -masc

+human ot[ out oul qul

=human lequel laouel lesguels Iesouelles

figure 2

Figure 2 indicates that qui is only marked for the feature [+human]. This feature
distinguishes qui from the lequel-based pronouns. However, if the relative pronoun
is not contained in a PP, this opposition disappears, since lequel-based relative
pronouns are almost exclusively restricted to the prepositional construction (cf.
footnote l0). Thus, qui is the only remaining form in the paradigm. Hence, it is
unmarked, and freely deletable. In section 3.2,we will argue that this unmarkedqai
in fact surfaces in subject relatives, and show that it can also be used with non-
human antecedents.

2.6, Recoverability as an inviolable principle

We suggested in chapter 2 that REC might not be a violable constraint. Unlike
LE(CP) and Tet, it always seems to be the highest-ranked constraint, and is
therefore never violated by an optimal candidate. In chapter 2, we formulated the
following condition on the operation Delete in Gen/Crr:

(48) Do not remove the phonological matrix of syntactic units with semantic
content.

Let us assume that the absolute recoverability condition in (48) should indeed
replace Pesetsky's REC. In line with this, REC will be excluded from the tableaux
from now on, and so will any candidate that violates it.

3. Relative clauses in D&E

Pesetsky assumes that relative clauses are always CPs, even if this leads to empty
projections. So far, we have implicitly followed him on this point. However, in
D&E, like in any other OT syntax which incorporates Extended X-bar Theory,
empty projections are suspect, since they are more likely to cause constraint
violation than constraint satisfaction. In this section, we will examine the
possibilities Extended X-bar Theory offers us in the study of relative clauses.
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In section 3.1, complementizer placement in complements of epistemic verbs
will be reduced to the presence or absence of CP. The general point in subsequent
sections is that several properties of relative clauses can be reduced to variable clause
size in a similar fashion. Section 3.2 focuses on subject relatives, which will be
analyzed as IPs, along the lines of Broekhuis & Dekkers. Prepositional relatives are
examined in section 3.3. We will argue that in English, preposition stranding
sometimes reduces the size of the relative clause. Section 3.4 is devoted to direct
object relatives.

3.1. A note on clausal complements

We saw in section 1.2 that parametrization in the lefrperiphery of complements of
epistemic verbs can be reduced to the mutual ranking of LE(CP) and TEL. If LE(CP)
outranks TEL, complementizers are obligatory (French). Complementizers are
optional if the two constraints are in a tie (English). The ranking TEL >> LE(CP)
defines languages that lack complementizers (Chinese):

(49) a. Obligatory complemcntizers (French):
Je pense *(que) le Pr€sident de la R6publique a d6guisd Ia vdrit6.
I think (tha$ the President of the Republic has covered-up the truth
'I think the President of France has covered up the truth.'

b. Optionnl complementizers (English):
I think (tha$ the President has covered up the truth.

c. No complementizers (Chinese):
Paul juede zongtong sahuang-le.
Paul thinks president lie-PERF
'Paul thinks the President has lied.'

According to Pesetsky, the complement clauses in (49) are CPs, irrespective
of whether the complementizer is pronounced or not:

(50) a. [cp gue [p le Prdsident de la Rdpublique a ddguisd la vdrit6]l
b. [6p that [p the hesident has covered up the truth]l
b'. lcp that [p the President has covered up the truth]l
c. [cp eomp [p zongtong sahuang-le]I

However, as soon as we accept Extended X-bar Theory, it is possible to analyze
complementizer-less clauses as IPs. We will claim, following Grimshaw (1997) and
Doherty (1997), among others, that CP is indeed absent in many cases in which a
clause is not introduced by a complementizer.

In (5la), NOSTRUC is defined, an economy constraint prohibiting the
presence of maximal projections.l2 Here, we are interested in the fact that this

l? See Bresnan (to appear), and Costa (1998), among others, who postulate similar constraints. We
will see in subsequent subsections that TEL still plays a role, and assume that in the languages
under scrutiny, it is lower-ranked than in the analyses by Pesetsky and Broekhuis & Dekkers.
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constraint prefers IPs to CPs.l3 Pesetsky's LE(CP) is adapted to Extended X-bar
Theory in (5lb).

(51) a. NOSTRUCTT]RE (NOSTRUC):

b. LEFTEDGE(VEP)(LE(VEP)):
Maximal projections are prohibited.
The first pronounced word in a full
verbal extended projection is one of
its functional extended heads.

The typology in (49) follows from the possible rankings of NOSTRUC and
LE(VEP). Under the ranking LE(VEP) >> NOSTRUC, complementizers are
obligatory, as in French. In tableau (52), candidate (a) is the only structure that does
not violate the high-ranked LE(VEP).

(s2)

French LE ryEP) NOSTRUC

a. [cp eue hp le P. de la R. a d6guisd la vdrit6]l lg *
b. [cp que [p le P. de Ia R. a ddguisd la v6rit6]I *l rF

c. [rp le P. de la R. a d6guis6 la v6rit6] *t

If NOSTRUC outranks LE(VEP), on the other hand, complementizers do not
occur. The evaluation of Chinese is given in tableau (53). Candidate (53c) is
optimal, because it satisfies NOSTRUC, while the two CP candidates do not.

(s3)

Finally, complementizers are optional if the two
English is evaluated in tableau (54), where candidate (b)
violates both constraints, contrdry to candidates (a) and (c).

(s4)

Iish LEffEP) NOSTRUC

a. [cp that fup the President has ...]l cr <*
b. [cp that [1p the President has ...]l *(> 4*
c. [p the President has ...J EF *y

Notice that the (b)-candidates in (52)-(54), in which CP is projected and the
complementizer is deleted, are harmonically bound by the (c)-candidates, in which

13 Unless mentioned otherwise, violations of NOSTRUC are only marked with a star if the candidate
in ques[on contains a CP. This is done for expository reasons only.

constraints are in a tie.
is eliminated because it

sahuang-lell
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CP is absent. This means that empty CPs are banned under all rankings if no other
constraints interfere.

In chapter 4, we will give empirical evidence for the IP analysis of
complementizer-less clausal complements. But first, Iet us examine the
consequences of this re-analysis of complementizer placement for the relative clause.

3.2. Subject relatives

Consider the examples in (55), and compare them to those in (56). When the subject
is relativized in English, only two of the three options available in direct object
relativization are grammatical. The ungrammaticality of (55c-c') illustrates that
subject relatives must be introduced by either wholwhich or that. Pesetsky does not
account for this asymmetry.

(55) a. the man who saw Bill
a'. the book which caused 3 scandal
b. the man that saw Bill
b'. the book that caused a scandal
c. *the man saw Bill (ungrammatical as an NP)
c'. *the book caused a scandal (ungrammatical as an NP)

(56) a. the man who Bill saw
a'. the book which Bill read
b. the man that Bill saw
b'. the book that Bill read
c. the man Bill saw
c'. the book Bill read

The ungrammaticality of (55c-c') is sometimes referred to as the anti-that-
trace effect. The (seemingly) reverse phenomenon (the that-trace effect) is found in
the context of long movement (see chapter 4, which is entirely devoted to this type
of subject-object asymmetry). Whenever a subject is extracted from the complement
of an epistemic verb, the otherwise optional complementizer that is left
unpronounced:

(57) a. Who do you think (*that) saw Bill?
b. Who do you think (that) Bill saw?

The problematic nature of this contrast between relative clauses and long
movement leads C&L to adding the descriptive unless-clause to the definition of the
That-Trace Filter in (58) (see chapter 4). Note that (58) does not rule out the
examples in (55c-c'). It only implies that the examples in (55b-b') are grammatical.

(58) *[5'that 
[Np e] ...1, unless S'or its trace is in the context: [,{p NP I

In the P&P framework, subject-object asymmetries are reduced to the Empty
Category Principle (ECP, see chapter 4). This principle states that Eaces have to be
locally governed. On the traditional assumption that both the relative clauses in (55)
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and the complement clause in (57a) are CPs, and that relative clauses without an
overt relative pronoun have the operator Op in SpecCP, the relevant smrctures are as
given in (59) and (60).

(59) Subject relatives:
a. [., Op, [6 that][,r r, saw Bill]l
b. *[., Op, [c @][p rr saw BilU]

(60) Long subject movement:

[cp r, Lcall.*r, saw BilU]
*[.r I, [c that][,' r, saw Bill]l

In both cases, SpecIP contains a movement trace. Paradoxically, this trace is
Iicensed (governed, in ECP-terminology) in the relative clause when the
complementizer is pronounced, and in the complement clause when it is deleted.

3.2.1. The pronunciation of unmarked relative pronouns

In D&E, however, a uniform CP analysis of subject relatives is not very likely.
Relative pronouns move to their clause-initial position if the constraint PARSE-re/,
given in (61), outranks SrRY.

(61) PARSE-re/: Pronounce constituents in the same position as their
[+rel] feature.

Recall that formal features either move in isolation and adjoin to a head with a
matching feature, or they carry along the whole category to the specifier of this head
(see chapter 2). Only in the latter case is the coresponding PARSE-F constraint
satisfied. In chapter 2,we located the [+rel] feature as well as the [+wh] feature in I,
following essentially Rizzi (1991). Hence, in order to satisfy PARSE-reJ, the relative
pronoun must be pronounced in the minimal domain of I, i.e. in SpecIP or any
higher specifier within the functional domain in question. In English, French, and
Dutch, pronounced relative pronouns always appear in clause-initial position, which
indicates that PARSE-rel outranks STAY.

Because the [+rel] feature is located in I, relative subject pronouns need not
move to SpecCP to satisfy PARSE-rel.Movement to SpecIP suffices. In this
position, the relative subject pronoun can check both its [+rel] feature and its Case
and g-features. In other words, the IPs in (62e-f1 are competition with the CPs in
(62a-d). Clearly, the IP options will be preferred by STAY and NOSTRUC, since they
are composed of fewer traces and Iess structure.la

l4 PARSE-re/ is omitted from the tableaux in this section for expository reasons, since only
candidates that satisfy thrs constralnt are senous competitors. This is related to the fact that
relative sublect pronouns can check their [+rel] feature in their case position. Unhke relative
subject pronouns, relahve object pronouns cannot check their [+rel] feature in their case position.
Therefore, PARSE-re/ will be included in the tableaux rn sections 3.3 and 3.4.

a.

b.
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(62) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

C HAPTER 3

the man [gp [relative pronoun], [c that] [p /; saw BilU]
the man [gp [relative pronoun]i [c that] [1p { saw BilU]
the man lsp lretafive-pronoun], [c that] [1p /, saw Bill]I
the man [6p [re]ati+-e-pronounl, [c that] [p f, saw BilU]
the man [p [relative pronoun] saw Billl
the man t,o tre+ative-pronounl saw Billl

STAY outranks LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC in English, a ranking that will be
motivated in chapter 4.15 Relative clauses containingwho are evaluated in tableau
(63).t6 Since who is marked for the feature [+human], only options in which the
relative pronoun is pronounced are given; structures in which who is deleted violate
the inviolable recoverability condition in Ger/C*. STAY eliminates candidates (63a-
b), since they contain one more trace than (63c) does. Hence, (63c) is optimal and
correctly predicted to be grammatical.

(63)

Relative clauses containing pronominal that are evaluated in tableau (64).
The candidate set in (64) is larger than the one in (63), since it also contains
structures in which the unmarked relative pronoun that is deleted. Like in (63), the
CP candidates incur fatal violations of STay. This leaves us with (64e-fl. Both
candidates are predicted to be optimal because they only incur a violation of
LE(VEP). This outcome is incorrect because of the unacceptability of (640.

l5 The alternative rankrng LE(VEP) o NoSTRUC >> STAY would not have led to fundamentally
different predtctrons rn this sectron. In tableau (64) and (66) below, the (c)-candidates would
have been optrmal next to (64e-0 and (66e). As a result, the example rn (i) would have been
ambrguous because of its compatibility with the two structures in (ii).
(r) a. the man that saw Bill

= (64c) = (66c)
- (64e) = (66e)

The evaluation of relative clauses containing whoandwhich is identical. In (63) and subsequent
tableaux, the evaluation of relative clauses containing who caries over to the evaluatron of
relauve clauses contarning which, and vice versa.

(ii) a. the man L, th4 that [,, r, saw Bill]l
b. the man [,, that saw Bill]

LE ruEP) NOSTRUC

a. the mm hp who, that [1p I; saw BilU]

b. the man [cp who, that [rp ti saw BilU]
c. the mzn [rp who saw Bill]

l6
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(64)

Broekhuis & Dekkers propose, however, that (640 is not in the candidate set
to begin with because it violates the recoverability principle in (48) and therefore
cannot be produced by Gerr/C,rr. They argue that A-chains qualify as meaningful
elements because they carry a o-role, and that consequently, elements in Case and
thematic positions (e.9. that in (64e-f)) cannot be deleted, irrespective of whether the
moved element itself has semantic content.

Let us formulate this in more general terms. Any 0-marked chain must
contain one phonetically realized link. This can happen in three ways. First, if no
movement takes place, the head of the trivial e-marked chain must be pronounced in
its base position. Second, if Case movement has applied, the head of the chain must
be pronounced in its Case position. And third, recoverability can be satisfied by
creating a chain containing (i) a trace in the thematic position in question, and (ii) a
Case-marked trace. Case-marked traces count as phonetically visible material. The
paradigm in (65) shows that a Case-marked fface intervening between want and ro
prevents wanna-contraction. PRO, on the other hand, does not give rise to such an
effect (see Chomsky, 1981).

(65) a. Who do you wanna see?

a'. Who, do you want PRO to see /;?

b. *Who do you wanna see Bill?
b'. Who, do you want l; to see Bill?

In tableau (64), candidate (f) violates recoverability because that is deleted
although it is in a e-marked chain. All other candidates do satisfy recoverability
because that is pronounced (candidates (a), (b), (e)) or in an A'-chain (candidates (a-
d)).

Hence, the evaluation of clauses containing relative that as a subject proceeds
as in tableau (66). The candidate set lacks (640. As a result, only candidate (66e) is
optimal, which accounts for the ungrammaticality of (55c-c'). Notice that
accordingly, that in (55b-b') is analyzed as a relative pronoun, rather than as a
complementizer, which strengthens the claim made in section 2.4 above that
English disposes of the unmarked relative pronoun fftar.

LE (vEP) NOSTRUC

a. the msn [r, that, that [,o t, saw Bill]]
b. the man [cp that, that [1p /, saw Bill]I
c. the man [cp that, that [1p /; saw BilU]
d. the ffiirn [., fu, that [,o r; saw Bill]]
e. the man [rp that saw Bill]
f. the rnflr [,o that saw Bill]
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Furthermore, if STAY again outranks LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC, we predict a
similar pattern for French. Like English, French shows a subject-object asymmetry
in relative clauses. Subject relatives are introduced by qui, whereas direct object
relatives are introducedby que.

(67) a. I'homme qui a vu Bill.
the-man qui has seen Bill
'the man who has seen Bill'
I'homme que Bill a vu.
the-man that Bill has seen
'the man Bill has seen'

Subject relatives are evaluated in tableau (68). The CP candidates (68a-d) are
ruled out because they violate the high-ranked $IAY. The only remaining candidate
is the IP option in (68e).17 Like in English, the counterpart of (68e) in which the
relative pronoun qui in SpecIP is deleted cannot be produced by Gen because this
leads to a violation of the recoverability condition given in (48).

(68)

French STAY LE ruEP) NOSTITUC

a. I'homme [cp qui, que [yp I; a vu Bill]] *t ,1. *
b. l'homme [". qui, que [,o ri a vu Bill]] *t * *
c. l'homme [cp guri que llptia vu Bill]l *f *
d. I'homme [cp eut qpe [ro ri a vu BilU] ,(f * *
e. l'homme [,o qui a vu Bill] rcr tf

In other words, we correctly predict that the relative pronoun qui is
pronounced if it is a subject. Moreover, the examples in (69) provide evidence for
the claim made in section 2.5 above that in non-prepositional contexts, qui is arr
unmarked relative pronoun. In these examples, qui is clearly indifferent to number
and gender features, and it is compatible with both human and non-human
antecedents. As such, it does not contain any features that qualify as semantic

l7 If STAY had been ranked lower, candidate (68c) would have been opumal. This would have led
to the incorrect predictron that l'homme qu'a vu Bill ('the man who saw Brll') is grammatical.
Notice that l'homme qu'a vu Bill is grammatical in French if it is interpreted as a direct object
relative clause ('the man who Bill saw'). We will return to thrs pornt in detail rn chapter 5.

b.

a. the mm L, that, that [ro 4 saw BilU]
b. the man ["o that, that [1p f; saw Bill]I
c. the man Lo that, that [,, f; saw Bill]l
d. the man [cp diat, that [ro r, saw Bill]l
e. the ffirx [rp that saw Bill]
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content. Consequently, it should be freely deletable after A'-movement has applied.
However, since economy prefers relative subject pronouns to be parsed in their Case
position, this A'-movement does not take place. Consequently, deletion of qui, like
deletion of tlrut in English subject relatives, violates recoverability.

(69) a. le livre qui a fait scandale
the book quihw made scandal
'the book which caused a scandal'

b. la femme qui travaille
the woman qni works
'the woman who is working'

c. les discours qui charment
the words qui charm
'the words which charm'

d. les hommes qui dorment
the men qui sleep
'the men who are sleeping'

In sum, the peculiar behavior of relative subject pronouns can be related to reduced
clause size, along the lines of the analysis of do-support presented in chapter 1. This
Ieads to a uniform analysis of subject relatives in English and French. The subject-
object asymmetries in (55)-(56) and (67) follow from the fact that relative direct
object pronouns must undergo A'-movement. Consequently, as we will see in
section 3.4, they are deleted.

3.2.2. Purity of extended projection

We now predict that doubly filled Comps are universally unacceptable in subject
relatives. Recall that we related the grammaticality of doubly filled Comp structures
to the relatively high rank of OB-HD. However, OB-HD prefers pronunciation of C
only if the presence of C is required to satisfy other constraints. In tableau (70), the
grammar-independent evaluation of subject relatives containing a non-deletable
pronoun is given. Since (70c) harmonically binds the other two candidates (among
which the doubly filled Comp structure (70a)), this candidate will win under any
ranking.

(70)

LE NO TEL ON- STAY
ffEP) STRUC HD

a. [cp [rel. pron.], Comp [ro r, ...]l :1. :$ *i {c

b. [cp [rel. pron.], €omp [rp r, ...]l * * + ,(

c. [rp [rel. pron.] ...1 ,k

This clearly does not correspond to the facts. Example (30a), repeated in (71),
shows that the Aarschot dialect allows doubly filled Comps in subject relatives.
Since doubly filled Comps presuppose the presence of CP, candidate (70c) must be
ruled out on independent grounds in this variety of Dutch.
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de stoelen di (da) kapot zijn
the chairs di rhat broken are
'the chairs which are broken'

It is argued by Vikner (1997) that the presence or absence of CP depends on
the rank of Grimshaw's PURE-EP, which prohibits movement to the perfect head of
this node (see also Broekhuis, 1998; Grimshaw,1997).18

(72) PI-rRrry oF EXTENDED PROJECTTON (PURE-EP):
No movement into the highest head of a subordinate extended
projection.

Among other things, this means that whenever V-to-I movement takes place,
and I is the highest head in the subordinate clause, PLIRE-EP is violated. Violation
of PURE-EP can be circumvented by the presence of a CP on top of the IP, provided
that no movement takes place to the head of this protective CP:

(73) a. [rp .. [r Vi] [vp .. ,, ..]l ==+ violation of PURE-EP
a'. [cp [rp .. [r Vi] [vp .. ti ..J]l + satisfaction of PURE-EP
b. [rp .. [r ] [vp .. V ..]] +, satisfaction of PURE-EP
b'. [cp [rp .. [r ] [vn .. V ..]ll + satisfaction of PURE-EP

This means that if PURE-EP is high-ranked, V-to-I movement will force the
presence of CP. Traditionally, Dutch is analyzed as a language in which IP is head-
final. The tensed verb moves to the head of this IP. Accordingly, the embedded
clause in (74a) has the structure in (74b).te

(74) a. Ik hoorde dat Herman Brood op een nieuwe brommer rijdt.
I heard that Herman Brood on a new moped rides
'I heard that Herman Brood rides a new moped.'
[gp dat [p Herman Brood [vp op een nieuwe brommer [v ,iJJ tr rijdt ]11

If this analysis carries over to the Aarschot dialect, the occurence of doubly
filled Comps in subject relatives suggests that PURE-EP is dominant in the
Aarschot dialect. This is shown in tableau (75). The high-ranked PURE-EP
eliminates candidate (75c). The remaining two options have an equal score on

According to Grimshaw, PURE-EP also prohibits adlunction to the highest node of the extended
projection. See chapter 4 for more detailed study of the effects of this constraint.
See Zwart (1997) for an alternative analysis which is in accordance with Kayne's (1994)
universal base hypothesis. Zwart argues that the Dutch IP is head-medial and that only the formal
features of V move to I (and subsequently to C). This is incompatible with the analysrs presented
here because PURE-EP is not sensitive to movement of formal features. We argued in chapter 2
that in both main and subordinate clauses in Englrsh, only the formal features of V move to I. In
chapter 4, we will argue that PURE-EP outranks LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC. If this is correct,
movement of isolated formal features to I should not violate RJRE-EP when I is the highest head
in the extended projection, since this would lead to the prediction that CPs are obhgatorily present
in English, which is inconsistent with the analysis presented in this chapter and chapter 4.
Consequently, if the obligatoriness of CP in Dutch is due to the hrgh rank of RIRE-EP, overt V-tol
movement must take place in Dutch. See also Broekhurs (1998), who follows Zwart's assumption
that the Dutch IP is head-medral, and argues that PunE-EP foices the presence of CP because a
hght verb moves to I.

b.

18

t9
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LE(VEP), NOSTRUC, STAY, as well as on the tie between TEL and OB-HD.
Consequently, they are both correctly predicted to surface.20

(7s)

The evaluation of subject relatives containing the deletable pronoun da (see
example (30b-b') above) is given in tableau (76). Candidate (76c) is optimal because
it is the only candidate that does not violate the high-ranked RJRE-EP or LE(VEP).
Notice that the IP option in (76e) violates both these constraints.

(76)

Let us assume that Standard Dutch and the Aarschot dialect differ only with
respect to the mutual ranking of TEL and OB-HD (TEL outranks On-gn in Standard
Dutch, whereas these constraints are in a tie in the Aarschot dialect). Hence, PLJRE-
EP is in the same stratum in both varieties of Dutch. This means that Standard
Dutch should lack any sign of subject-object asymmetries in relative clauses. The
examples in (77) and (78) show that this is correct.

Note that the mutual ranking of LE(VEP), NOSTRUC, and STAY is immatenal rn tableaux (75)-
(76) and (79)-(80). PURE-EP must outrank NOSTRUC, STAY, TEL, and OB-HD. The tie between
TEL and OB-HD is responsible for the fact that doubly filled Comps are optional in the Aarschot
dralect (see section 2.2 above). Note further that the violations of Smy caused by verb movement
are ignored rn tableau (75) and subsequent tableaux. Thrs rs done for expository reasons only.

TEL ON-
HD

a. lcp di, da [,. /, kapot f,

b. [cp di, da [,, t, kapot r,

[1zijn;]ll
c. [rp di kapor /i h zijni]l

TEL OB.
HD

a. [cp dq da trp I I 11valllll
b. [cp da, da [rp r, ,i tl valt;]l]
c. [cp da, da [1p { /; h

da [ro t, t,Ltvalt,]]]

20
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Subject relatives:
de vrouw die werkt
the woman die works
'the woman who is working'
de kinderen die spelen
the children die play
'the children who are playing'
het kind dat speelt
the child dat speelt
'the child who is playing'

Object relatives:
de wouw die ik gisteren zag
the woman die I yesterday saw
'the woman I saw yesterday'
de kinderen die ik gisteren zag
the children die I yesterday saw
'the children I saw yesterday'
het boek dat ik gisteren las
the book datl yesterday read
'the book I read yesterday'

b.

(78)

The evaluation of subject relatives containing die is given in tableaux (79).
PURE-EP eliminates candidate (79c). Both remaining options violate LE(VEP),
NOSTRUC, and STAY. Since (79a) violates TEL, whereas (79b) does not, the latter
candidate is optimal.

(7e)

Subject relatives based on the relative pronoun dat are evaluated in tableau
(80). Candidate (80c) is optimal because no other candidate satisfies both LE(VEP)
and PURE-EP. In other words, dat in (77b) should be analyzed as a complementizer.

b.

die, dat [,, r,
b. [cp die, dat [,, /i ,i [r
c. [rp die r, [, werktJ]I



dat [,o rr ,i[r speelq]ll

b. [cp dat, dat Lyp t,tr1, speeltJJl

dat [,o r, t; [y speelt]ll Eir

d. [cp datt dar Lp ri ,t [r speeltj]]l

e. [,o dat f, 1, speelt,]l
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PURE-EP has no effect on the outcome of the evaluation of English subject
relatives in (63) and (64). We established in chapters I and 2 that English lacks V-
to-I movement. As a result, subordinate IPs will not violate H.IRE-EP. French, on
the other hand, is traditionally andyzed as a V-to-I language (see again chapters 1

and 2). This means that in this language, subordinate IPs do violate PURE-EP. If
PURE-EP outranks STAY, as in tableau (81), the l'homme que travaille, rather than
I'homme qui travaille,ispredicted to be grammatical, which is incorrect.2l

(8t1

Hence, PURE-EP must be lower-ranked in French. Tableau (82) shows that if
this constraint is dominated by at least STAY, its effect is annulled. In chapters 4
and 5, we will give further evidence for the violability of PURE-EP in (Old and
Modern) French.

(82)

21 TEL and oB-HD are omrtted from tableau (81) because they play no role rn the evaluafion
because of their low ranking.

a. la femme hp qui' que [,r r, ravaille]l
b. la femme ["o qui, que [,o r, travaille]]

c. [a femme hp qpri que [,, r, travaille]l r?
d. la femme [.o qur, e1ue [rp t, travaille]]

e. la femme [,, qui travaille]

a. la femme [cp gu gue [rp /, travaille]l

b. la femme hp qui, que [,, r, travaille]l

c. la femme [., qur, Que [rp r, havaille]]

d. la femme [cp gui gw [r, t, travaille]l

e. la femme [,o qui travaille]
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In sum, subject-object asymmetries arise in relative clauses whenever STAY
outranks LE(VEP) in languages which lack V-to-I movement (English) or rank
PURE-EP in a relatively low stratum (French).

3.3. Prepositional relatives

In English, there are two types of prepositional relatives. One option is to pied-pipe
the preposition with the relative pronoun, as in (83). This option is only possible
with #z-pronouns; relative that clarnot be pied-piped.

(83) a. the book about which I talked yesterday
b. *the book about that I talked yesterday

Alternatively, the preposition is stranded in its base position.22 The
examples in (84) show that in this case, the relative clause is introduced by either
which, that, or by none of these two elements. The grammaticality of (84c) is
particularly interesting. On the assumption that all relative clauses without an overt
relative pronoun result from the deletion of that, that seems to be a legitimate
complement of a preposition. This means that we should wonder, among other
things, why that is always deleted in the prepositional construction. This is not a
trivial question, since complements of prepositions which do not A'-move out of
the PP cannot be deleted. Because they are not in a chain with a Case-marked trace,
deletion would lead to a violation of condition (48).

(84) a. the book which I talked about yesterday
b. the book that I talked about yesterday
c. the book I talked about yesterday.

In section 3.2, we argued that relative pronouns move to clause-initial
position to satisfy PARSE-rel. ln this respect, relative pronouns behave on a par
with wft-phrases: both move to a specifier in the minimal domain of I to satisfy a
PARSE-F constraint. However, contrary to wft-phrases, relative pronouns :ue often
deleted. Whenever they are, there can be no mismatch between the position of the
formal and the phonological features of the relative pronoun. Since the rationale of
PARSE-F constraints is the prevention of such mismatches, they will be silent
about the position of deleted elements. In other words, PARSE-re/ is irrelevant
whenever the relative pronoun is deleted.

So far, we have established that in English, STAY outranks LE(VEP),
LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC are in a tie, and PARSE-rel outranks SfRv. If TEL is lower-
ranked than originally proposed by Pesetsky, this leads to the ranking in (85).

(8s) English: PARSE-re/ >> STAY >> LE(VEP) + NOSTRUC >> TEL.

22 The question of why some languages allow extrachon from PPs, whereas others do not, is largely
an independent problem. Since an analysrs of the general phenomenon of preposition stranding
goes beyond the scope of this dissertation, we will simply include structures exhibiting preposition
strandrng rn the candidate set whenever the language rn question allows them in general.
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Let us start with the evaluation of wh-relatives. Since which and who cannot
be deleted, PARSE-rel will always be violated whenever they do not move to a
clause-initial specifier. This is what eliminates candidate (e) in tableau (86). The
other four candidates have an equal score on STAY as well as on LE(VEP) +
NOSTRUC. However, the low-ranked TEL prefers deletion of the complementizer,
with the result that candidates (86b) and (86d) are correctly evaluated as optimal.23

Let us now turn to that-relatives. The structures in (87) cannot be generated,
and are, therefore, not members of the candidate set. In all three cases, deletion of the
relative pronoun would not be recoverable because it is not in a chain with a Case-
marked trace.

(87) a. [6p about thaq [c that] [p I talked r,]l
b. [sp about thaq [c thrt] [1p I talked l,]J

c. [p I talked about that]

The structures in (88), on the other hand, are contanned in the candidate set,
since there is no principle of Gen/Cr,- that excludes them.2a In these structures, the
relative pronoun has adjoined to the PP. This movement leaves a Case-marked
trace.25 Consequently, tlwt can be deleted without violating recoverability.

In tableau (86), STAY outranks TEl. Srnce Enghsh lacks doubly filled Comps in relative clauses,
TEt outranks OB-HD (see sechon 2.2 above). Consequently, SIAY outranks OB-HD. In chapter 1,
however, we have established that OB-HD outranks STAY. This contradiction rn the English
constraint rankrng disappears if we are prepared to assume that the hrgher-ranked Srly prohibrts
traces of head-movement, while the lower-ranked STAY takes XP traces into consideration. In
future research, it should be investigated if this distinction has a firm empirical basis. Notice that
the unification of economy proposed in chapter 2 is a fully independent issue because tt concerns
the opposiuon economy of movement versus economy of overt movement.
This point should be underlined wtth force, since the representations ln (88) might be consrdered
controversial from a traditional perspective. Recall that rn the present verslon of D&8, movement
need not result rn feature checking (cf. Broekhurs, 1998; Brookhuis & Dekkers, to appear). As
long as the structures in (88) do not vrolate any pnnciple of Gen/C*,- and converge at LF, they
must be taken rnto consideration.
Recall that features can be checked in a srsterhood configuratron (see chapter 2). Consequently,
tlnt in (88) can check rts Case feature rn its base position.

z3

24

a. [cp about which, [6 that] [,,I

b. [cp about which, [c that] hp I

c. [cp which, [s that] [rp I talked
about r,]J

d. [cp which; [c that] [rp I talked

I talked about whichl

25
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(88) a. [rp I talked lpp thaq [pp abouui]ll
b. [,, [6 that] [p I talked [pp that, [pp about /i]ll
c. [rp [c Sat] [rp I talked [pp saq [pp about 4]ll

The evaluation is given in tableau (89). Candidates (89i-j) are excluded by
PARSE-re/, since they contain a relative pronoun that is pronounced outside the
minimal domain of I. Notice that candidates (89g-h) and (89k) do not violate
PARSE-re/ because this constraint is insensitive to deleted elements. STAY does not
decide between any of the remaining candidates. However, LE(VEP) + NOSTRUC
does. Candidates (89d), (899), and (89k) are optimal because they violate only one of
the two tied constraints, whereas the others violate both of them. TEL is irrelevant.

(8e)

In sum, the examples in (90) conespond to the structures in (91). The fact that (90a)
is compatible with both (90a) and (9Oa') should be considered the result of the fact
that the position of deleted relative pronouns is irrelevant, rather than an instance of
structural ambiguity. In fact, both examples in (90) are compatible with other
structures than the ones given in (91), such as those in which the deleted relative
pronoun is adjoined to VP.26

(90) a. the book that I talked about
b. the book I talked about

26 For this reason, structures corresponding to candrdates (89g-h), as well as those in which deleted
relative pronouns have moved to other adjunction sites will be omitted from subsequent tableaux
in this chapter (the relevant tableaux are: (92), (105), (107), and (108)).

English

a. [cp about that [6 that] [,o I talked t,]l
b. [cp about that [6 thatJ [.o I talked r,]l

c. [cp thaq [6 that] [,o I talked about r,]l

d. [cp thaq [c that] [,r I talked about /,]l
tg

e. [cp thaq [6 thfi] [Ie I talked about r,]l

f. [cp thaq [c $at] [p I talked abouu,]l
g. [cp [c that] [1p I talked [pp t@ [pp

abouqllll !s
h. [cp [c that] [rp I talked [pp that, [pp

I talked about thatl
I talked [pp thaq [pp about r,]ll

k. [ro I talked [pp thaq [pp about r,]]l 0€
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(91) a. [cp thaq [6 that] [,, I talked abouu;]l
a'. [p [c that] [1p I talked [pp t@ [pp about r1]ll

b. [p I talked L,P @ [PP about ,,]ll

Prepositional relatives in English provide an argument in favor of the
hypothesis that relative clauses containing wft-pronouns and those containing rftat
belong to separate candidate sets (see sectian 2.4 above). In tableau (92), the
structures in (86) and (89) are evaluated as one candidate set. This leads to the
incorrect prediction that only candidates (92i) and (92n) are optimal because there are
no other structures that satisfy PARSE-rel and incur only one mark on the tie
between LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC. In other words, we would incorrectly predictthe
book about which I talked and the bookwhich I talked about to be ungrammatical.zT

(e2)

Another advantage of the present analysis is the fact that (89b) (= (92g)) is
eliminated in a principled way. Broekhuis & Dekkers have to postulate the ad-hoc
constraint in (93) to prevent that pronounced pronominal that is pied-piped.

(93) nlcp lpp P that] C trp ...1I

27 In retrospect, (ia) should have been included rn tableau (86). However, slnce this structure
violates the high-ranked PARSE-rel,the omission is innocenl Nouce that (ib) rs excluded from the
candrdate set because it vlolates recoverability.
(r) a. [yp I spoke [pp whrch, [pp [about] t;lll

b. [1p I spoke [pp rvSieh; [pp [about] t,lll

a. [cp about whichi [c that] [,* I talked r;]l

b. [cp about which; [c that] [10I talked r,11

c. [cp which, [6 that] [,,I talked about l,]l
d. [cp which, [c that] [,o I talked abouu,]l

e. [p I talked about which
f. [cp about thaq [6 that] [,o I talked 4]l
g. [cp about that, [g that] [,p I talked t ]l
h. [cp that [s that] [,o I talked about r,]l

i. [cp thaq [c that] [,0 I talked about ri]l ,s
j. [cp that, [c that] [rp I talked about 4]J

k. [cp fleaq [c thatJ [rp I talked about t ]l
l. [rp I talked about that

m. [p I talked [pp thal [pp about /
n. [rp I talked [pp that, [pp atrout
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The core of Broekhuis & Dekkers' problem is that they follow Pesetsky and assume
a tie between LE(VEP) and TEL. This tie does not distinguish between candidate
(89b) and (89d), as tableau (94) shows.

(e4)

This situation does not arise in an analysis based on economy of representation.
Both candidates violate NOSTRUC. This is shown in tableau (95). The violation of
LEryEP) incurred by candidate (95a) is fatal.

(es)

Broekhuis & Dekkers propose a similar ad-hoc constraint for Dutch, which is
given in (96). This constraint rules out the examples (97a-b), which show that d-
pronouns cannot be pied-pip"d. However, the status of (96) is different from that of
(93). Dutch d-pronouns, unlike English that, cannot be merged in the complement
position of prepositions, irrespective of whether the preposition is subsequently
stranded or pied-piped; also the examples in (97c-d) are ungrammatical. This
illustrates that Dutch prepositions are not subcategorized for these pronouns.

(%) *[cp [pp P die/dat] C trp ...1I

(97) a. *het boek over dat ik sprak
the book about datl talked
'the book I talked about'

b. *de man over die ik sprak
the man about die I talked
'the man I talked about'

c. *hetboek dat ik over sprak
the book datl about talked
the book I talked about'

d. *de man die ik over sprak
the man die I abnlut talked
'the man I talked about'

Instead of d-pronouns, Dutch invariably merges l4l-pronouns in the
prepositional construction. If the antecedent is human, wie is used. Wat, the non-
human counterpart of wie in interrogatives and free relatives, is illicit in the
prepositional construction. Instead, the R-pronoun waflr is used:

about thaq [s that] [rp I talked r,]l ia
b. [cp that, [c that] [1o I talked about

a. [cp about thaq [6 that] [rp I talked r,]I

b. [cp thaq [c thatJ hp I talked about 4]l GF
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(98) a. de man over wie ik sprak
the man about whom I talked
'the man I talked about'

b. *het boek over wat ik sprak
the book about what I talked
'the book I talked about'

b'. het boek waarover ik sprak
the book where-about I talked
'the book I talked about'

The same observation can be made for other types of pronouns. Prepositions
can be combined with, for instance, the accusative personal pronouns hem, haar and
hen whenever these refer to humans. Accusative pronouns which do not refer to
human entities (the personal pronoun het, or, for instance, the demonstrative
pronouns die en dat), on the other hand, are not found in the complement of a
preposition. Instead, R-pronouns are used. Compare (98) with (99).

(99) a. Ik heb over hem/haar/hen gesproken.
I have about him/her/them talked
'I have talked about him/her/them.'

b. *Ik heb over het/dat/die gesproken.
I have about it/that/those talked
'I have talked about it/thaUthose.'

b'. Ik heb daarover gesproken.
I have there-about talked
'I have talked about it/thaUthose.'

Since the relative pronouns die and, dat,like the personal and demonstrative
pronouns in (99b), are not marked with the feature [+human], Broekhuis & Dekkers'
(96) should be reduced to the more general condition that only [+human] pronouns
and R-pronouns combine with prepositions. In English, such a selection restriction
does not exist: the relative pronouns which md that (as well as, for instance, the
personal pronoun ir, see the grammatical English translation of (99b)), may appe:r
in the complement of a preposition.

Wie obligatorily pied-pipes the preposition. Preposition stranding is only
allowed with R-pronouns like waar:

(I00) a. *de man wie ik over sprak
the man who I about talked
'the man I talked about'

b. het boek waar ik over sprak.
the book where I about talked
'the book I talked about'

Notice thatwanr cannot be deleted in (100b), although it is in a chain with a
Case-marked trace, as shown in (101). This must be due to its featural content.
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(101) a. het boek waar dat ik [over r;] sprak.
b. *het boek \#aar dat ik [over r,] sprak.

Whereas wie is clearly [+human] , waar is
human and non-human antecedents. Broekhuis &
all speakers accept [+human] wutr:

(102) a. Vodeman waarover ik sprak
the man where-about I talked
'the man I talked about'

b. Vode man waar ik over sprak.
the man where I about talked
'the man I talked about'

found in combination with both
Dekkers note, however, that not

It seems that this is sufficient to qualify waar as a marked pronoun. As a result, the
deletion of waar violates recoverability, irrespective of whether it is in a chain with
a Case-marked trace or not.

Finally, in French, preposition stranding is disallowed in general, which
meills that the relative pronoun does not appear in a chain with a Case-marked trace.
Consequently, it is obligatorily pronounced, irrespective of its featural content. The
relevant examples in (46) and (a7) are repeated in (103):

(103) a. l'homme sous lequel la marine franEaise s'6tait relev6e contre
I'Angleterre

b. une retraite aprEs laquelle je soupire
c. I'homme i quije parle

In conclusion: preposition stranding is a necessary condition for deleting the
relative pronoun in the prepositional construction. If the preposition is pied-piped,
the relative pronoun heads a trivial o-marked chain. Consequently, it must be
pronounced to avoid a violation of the recoverability condition. A further effect of
this condition is that the deleted relative pronoun itself is not allowed to be marked
with g-features or other semantic features.

3.4. Direct object relatives

In this final section, we will examine whether the analysis of subject and
prepositional relatives presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3 is compatible with the
properties of direct object relatives observed earlier in this chapter.

Let us start with English. The evaluation of relative clauses containing awh-
pronoun is given in tableau (104). PARSE-re/ eliminates (lMc-d) because which is
not parsed in the minimal domain of I (notice that (104d) illustrates that movement
of a pronounced relative pronoun to a position outside the minimal domain leads to
suboptimality). The other two candidates have an equal score on STAY, LE(VEP),
and NOSTRUC. However, (104b) does not violate TEL, whereas (10aa) does, with
the result that the former structure is optimal.
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(104)

Tableau (105), which evaluates relative clauses containing pronominal that,
mentions more candidates than tableau (104) because that is recoverable after
deletion if it has moved out of its base position. Like (104c-d), candidates (105e-f)
violate PARSE-rel. The remaining candidates violate STAY. The tie between
LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC eliminates (105a-b) and (105d) because they violate both
constraints, contrary to (105c) and (105g). Due to the irrelevance of TEL, (105c) and
(105g) are optimal. As in tableau (92), an IP structure in which silent that has
moved to a position outside the minimal domain of I, i.e. (1059), is among the
optimal candidates.z8

(l0s)

Dutch direct object relatives containing the non-recoverable pronoun die are
evaluated in tableaux (106).2e Candidate (106c) is ungrammatical because it violates
the high-ranked PARSE-rel. Options (106a-b) have an equal score on all constraints
except for the low-ranked TEI-. This constraint prefers (106b) over (106a). Hence,
(106b) is optimal.

?I The remarks made in footnote 24 with respect to (88) also apply to (105g).
29 The rankrng of PuRE-EP and PARSE-reI ii irrelevant in tableau (106). Sie section 3.2.2 above for

further comments on the Durch ranking. PURE-EP is left unmentioned in the English tableaux
because this constrarnt has no effect rn languages lackrng V-to-I movement.

a. lcp which, [1- that] [rp he read 4]l
[c that] [rphe read ri]lb. [.'" which. [,^ that'l ['"he read rrll €

c. [1p he read which]

d. [rphe [vpwhich [yp read r;]ll

thatl [phe read r;]l
thatl [phe read r;]l

c. [cp tha[ [c that] [rp he read t,]] rB
thatJ hphe read r,]l

B. [rp he [vp thaq [yp read
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When we evaluate structures containing the unmarked pronoun dat, we have
to consider candidates in which the pronoun is deleted and those in which it is not,
like we did in tableau (105) for English. In tableau (107), candidates (e-g) violate the
high-ranked PURE-EP. PARSE -rel is irrelevant. Among the four surviving
candidates, only (107c) does not violate LE(VEP). Hence, this candidate is optimal.

(107)

In French, direct object relative clauses always contain the unmarked pronoun
qui. As a result, the evaluation proceeds more or less on a par with that of dat-based
relative clauses in Dutch. In tableau (108), candidates (e-0 incur a fatal violation of
Parse-reL The other five candidates all violate STAY once. PURE-EP eliminates
(108g). This leaves us with (108a-d). Sffucture (108c) is the only candidate that does
not violate LE(VEP). As a result, this candidate is optimal, and correctly predicted
to be grammatical.

(108)

a. [cp diq [6 dat] [rp ik r, zael]
b.[cpdiel [6 dat] [rp iktizag)l Gr

datl [rp ik r; las]l
b. [cp dat, [c dat] [rp ik r; Ias]l

dat [c dat] [1rik ri las]l
d. [cp datr [c dat] [rp ik t, las]l

ik dat lasl
f. [1o ik [vpdat [r, r; las]ll

ik [vp dati [vp ri las]]I

a. lcp gui, [c que] [1pje connais r;]l
b. [cp euii [c que] [pje connais r;]l
c. [cp ggr, [c que] [1pje connais r,]l

ls
d. [cp ettri [c que] [rpje connais ri]l
e. [rp je connais qui]
f.[roje [vpQuii connais [vp4]ll

[yp Qur; connais [vp ,i]]]
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In sum, we correctly predict that direct object relative clauses in English,
Dutch, and French are realized as in (109), (110), and (111), respectively.30

(109) a. the book [6. which, [c that] [lphe read /,]l
b. the book lcp that, [6 that] [rphe read l,]l
c. the book [rp he [vp tfiaq [w read r,]ll

(l l0) a. de man [6p die, [c dat] hp ik ,, zagll
b. het boek lcp dat, [c dat] [1pik r, las]l

(111) la femme [6p eur, [c gue] [pje connais t;]l

This outcome matches the analysis of object relatives as proposed in sections I and
2 above, the only exception being that the relative clause contained in the English
the book he read is now analyzed as an IP rather than as a CP.

4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have examined Pesetsky's analysis of the left-periphery of
relative clauses. More than a filter-based approach to left-periphery phenomena does,
it allows us to account for pronunciation patterns in the complementizer domain and
their crosslinguistic distribution.

We have proposed several modifications to increase the empirical scope of the
analysis. They concern the contexts in which pronouns are recoverable after deletion,
the motivation for movement of the relative pronoun, and the size of the relative
clause. We have argued that e-roles, q-features, and semantic features such as

[thuman] count as semantic content and, therefore, play a central role in matters of
deletion. Furthermore, we have proposed that pronounced relative pronouns move to
clause-initial position to satisfy PARSE-rel. The position of deleted relative
pronouns is not determined by this constraint. And finally, we have argued, in line
with Extended X-bar Theory, that relative clauses are not always CPs. Depending on
constraint ranking and syntactic context, some of them should be analyzed as IPs.

These revisions lead to an analysis which subsumes the fundamental insights
of Pesetsky's original proposal. At the same time, they explain why subject-object
asymmetries arise in relative clauses, why the choice between preposition stranding
and pied-piping has an influence on deletion in the left-periphery, why Dutch
relative pronouns do not behave on a par with their English and French counteqparts,
and why doubly filled Comp structures are not universally ungrammatical.

In chapters 4 and 5, it will be illustrated how the present analysis of relative
clauses can be used as a foundation on which a general account of left-periphery
phenomena can be built.

30 Note that the position of the deleted relatrve pronouns in (109b-c), (110b) and (111) rs rmmaterial
(see section 3.3 and footnote 26 above).
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4 Subj ect-object asymmetries
From surface filters to economy

0. Introduction

In chapters I and 3, we examined subject-object asymmetries in interrogative main
clauses and in relative clauses, and analyzed them in terms of clause size. This
chapter will be entirely devoted to another type of subject-object asymmetry: the so-
called Comp-Trace Phenomenon (CTP), found in contexts of long movement.l

In some languages, special strategies are used when w/r-subjects are extracted
from clausal complements. In English, for instance, the otherwise optional
complementizer that is deleted, whereas in French the complementizer que is
replaced by the elementqui.

English:
a. *Who do you think that will read the letter?
a'. Who do you think will read the letter?
b. What do you think (tha$ John will do?

Frerrch:
a. *Qui crois-tu que lira la lettre?

who think-you that read-FUT the letter
'Who do you think will read the letter?'

a'. Qui crois-tu qui lira la lettre?
who think-you qui read-FUT the letter
'Who do you think will read the letter?'

b. Que crois-tu que Jean fera?
what think-you that Jean do-FUT
'What do you think that Jean will do?'

In languages such as Dutch and Spanish, on the other hand, no such asymmetry is
attested, Examples are given in (3) and (a).

(3) Dutch:
a. Wie denk je dat de brief zallezen?

who think you that the letter will read
'Who do you think will read the letter?'

b. Wat denk je dat Frits zal doen?
what think you that Frits will do
'What do you think that Frits will do?'

The chorce of termrnology will become transparent in subsequent sections. That-trace effect is the
more commonly used, but less accurate tenn.
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(4) Spanish (Vos, 1994):
a. eQud autor dices que escribi6 esta novela?

which author say-2SG that wrote this novel
'Which author did you say wrote this novel?'

b. cQu6 novela piensas que escribi6 Cervantes?
which novel think-2SG that wrote Cervantes
'Which novel do you think that Cervantes wrote?'

This chapter consists of three sections. In section 1, we will give an
overview of the literature on the CTP of the last three decades. This overview
illustrates how subject-object asymmetries are analyzed in syntactic frameworks
based on a static view on phrase structure (Perlmuuer's, 1971, analysis, reviewed in
section 1.1, is exceptional in this respect). At the same time, it allows us to present
some of the general problems which arise in the analysis of the CTP. In section 2,
we will introduce Grimshaw's (1997) OT approach to the CTP. Grimshaw relates
the CTP to a violable government constraint. If this constraint is sufficiently high-
ranked, CP is not projected in the context of long subject movement. Thus, she
reduces the CTP to a matter of clause size. In section 3, Grimshaw's government-
based approach will be reformulated in terms of economy in accordance with the
analyses of subject-object asymmetries presented in earlier chapters. Particular
attention will be paid to long movement in weak island contexts.

l. From surface filters to the Empty Category Principle

In the 1970s, the CTP was analyzed in terms of surface filters. Section l.l focuses
on analyses by Perlmutter (1971) and Chomsky & Lasnik (1977). Subsequently, in
section 1.2, we will review a proposal by Pesetsky (1982) which could be
characterized as a precursor of the analyses in terms of the Empty Category Principle
(ECP) proposed in the 1980s.2 Two types of ECP approaches are examined in
section 1.3.

1.1. Surface filters

Perlmutter (1971) assumes that English exhibits the CTP because the surface filter
in (5) bans tensed clauses without a subject:

(5) Any sentence other than an Imperative in which there is an S that does
not contain a subject in surface structure is ungrammatical.

(Perlmutter, 1971)

He further argues that if the complementizer is dropped in English, the embedded
clause loses its clausal status. This is due to the Ross' (1967:26) rule of S-Pruning
given in (6). S-Pruning deletes the embedded node S whenever it does not branch.
Thus, it bleeds the filter in (5).

A manuscnpt versron of Pesetsky (1982) circulated in 1978 (see the brbliography in Chomsky,
1981), and should therefore be consrdered pre-ECP.
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(6) S-Pruning: Delete any embedded node S which does not branch
(i.e., which does not immediately dominate at least
two nodes).

The structure in (7a) shows that when the complementizer is present, S

branching. Consequently, no pruning takes place. When the complementizer
absent, on the other hand, S only dominates VP, and is therefore deleted:

,/t\
S-pruning

VP

COMP VP

The ungrammaticality of (2a) indicates that the filter in (5) is also active in French.
However, Perlmutter does not indicate why French chooses to replace que by qui as

an alternative to the English pruning strategy.
Perlmutter concludes from the grammaticality of (4a) that Spanish lacks the

filter in (5). He relates this to the fact that Spanish is a pro-drop language, i.e. a
language in which subject pronouns may be deleted, as in (8).

(8) Spanish:
Hemos trabajado todo el dia.
have-lPl worked all the day
'We have worked all day.'

(Perlmutter, l97l)

French and English, on the other hand, in which (5) is active, do not allow deletion
of subject pronouns, as shown in (9)-(10).

is
is

b.(7)

S

I

VP

(e)

(10)

English:
a. *Have worked all day.
b. We have worked all day.

French:
a. *Avons travailld pendant toute la journ6e.

have worked during all the day
b Nous avons travailld pendant toute la journ6e.

we have worked during all the day
'We have worked all day.'

The picture Perlmutter sketches is disturbed by the ungrammaticality of the Dutch
example in (11a). If (5) does not distinguish between subject extraction and pronoun
deletion, we would expect (1la) to be grammatical on apar with (3a), which is
incorect. Perlmutter argues that these Dutch facts are accidental, and underlines that
the implication goes only one way: if a language has the CTP, it does not allow
pronoun drop, but not vice versa (henceforth Perlmutter's Generalization).
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( I 1) Dutch:
a. *De hele dag hebben gewerkt.

the whole day have worked
b. De hele dag hebben we gewerkt.

the whole day have we worked
'We have worked all day.'

Chomsky & Lasnik (1977, henceforth C&L) re-analyze the CTP in terms of
the more specific filter in (12). This filter (theComp-Trace Filter, henceforth CTF)
prohibits complementizers that are immediately followed by a trace.

*[s' that [Np e] ..], unless S' or its trace is in the context: h. NP _..]3(tz)

On the assumption that the canonical subject position is situated immediately to the
right of the complementizer, and that subject extraction leaves a gap in this
position, subject extraction leads to (13a) in English. This structure is filtered out
by the CTF. As a consequence, (1a) is correctly predicted to be ungrammatical.
Since English allows complementizer deletion, the alternative (13b) is available to
circumvent the CTF.

(13) English:
a. *[5'that 

[Np e] ..1

b. [5,that [Np e] ..I

The French (l4a) is filtered out on a par with (13a). Since complementizers
are obligatory in clausal complements in French, C&L argue that a rule other than
that of complementizer deletion is used to escape the effects of the CTF. In French,
que is changed into qui, and again the CTF does not apply. Hence, (2a') is
grammatical.

(14) French:
a. *[5'Que 

[r.rp e] ..1
b. [5'qui [Np e] ..1

C&L argue that contrary to Perlmutter's (5), the CTF in (12) is universal. In
their view, it is unlikely that (12) is not universal because "[i]t is difficult to see
how it could be learned as EUr otherwise unmotivated complication of the grammar".
CeL are able to assume that the CTF is not violated in pro-drop languages because
it refers to traces. In Spanish, for instance, the CTF rules out (15a). At first sight,
this seems to predict that this language exhibits the CTP. However, according to
C&L, pro-drop languages such as Spanish dispose of the rule of Subject Deletion.
By assumption, this rule deletes not only subject pronouns as in (8), but also
subject traces. Consequently, Spanish also disposes of a strategy to bleed the CTF.
The rule of Subject Deletion creates the structure in (15b), which is not filtered out
by the CTF.

3 W" will ignore the uzless-clause here because it is only relevanl rn relative clauses (see chapter
3).
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(15) Spanish:
a. *[s'Que [up e] ..I
b. [5'eue [Np-e] ..1

The Dutch facts are a more serious problem for the claim that (12) is
universal. C&L's approach can be considered a reformulation of Perlmutter's in the
sense that both approaches relate the CTP to the impossibility of pro-drop. As a
consequence, the fact that Dutch is a non-pro-drop language which does not exhibit
the CTP is as problematic for C&L as it is for Perlmutter. C&L (in their footnote
55) allude to the possibility that the Dutch facts do fit into their approach. They do
not specify, however, how this should be done.

Maling & Taenen (1978) remark that Dutch does not entirely lack empty
subjects. They argue that a distinction should be made between two (non-regional)
varieties. In one of these (Dutch A), the examples in (16) without the dummy
subject er are accepted, while in the other (Dutch B), they are not.

(16) a. Gisteren werd (er) door het hele dorp gedanst en gezongen.
yesterday was there by the whole village danced and sung
'Yesterday the whole village danced and sung.'

b. Hij vertelde dat (er) hier gisteren nog veel mensen werkten.
he told that there here yesterday still many people worked
'He told that many people were still working here yesterday.'

They funher report that speakers of Dutch B reject sentences like (17a) (taken from
Perlmutter, 1971, and corrected for spelling mistakes). In other words, Dutch A
allows Comp-trace configurations, whereas Dutch B does not.a

(17) a. Wie vertelde je dat gekomen was?
who told you that come was
'Who did you tell had come?'

b. Wie vertelde je dat er gekomen was?
who told you that there come was
'Who did you tell had come?'

This leads Maling &7-aenen to propose the generalization given in (18). They argue
that (18) does not follow from trace theory, and conclude that, as aconsequence,
C&L's CTF cannot be universal.

(1 8) Filter t(12)l is valid for all languages with obligatory dummy subjects,
and only these.

Maling &Taenen's conclusion seems correct, as we will see below, although
the Dutch facts are more complex than they suggest. As Bennis (1986) points out,
tlere are in fact sentences, such as (19), in which er-drop is accepted by all speakers

4 So-" speakers who do not accept (1?a) find (16) without er more or less acceptable. It seems
that rn general, (17a) is consrdered less acceptable than (16) withouter. This is a first indrcation
that matters are not as clear-cut as Maling & Taenen suggest.
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of Dutch. If the correlation in (18) were correct, Bennis' observation would entail
that the CTF is not active in Dutch at all.

(19) In Amsterdam wordt (er) vaak gevochten.
in Amsterdam is there often fought
'In Amsterdam, there are a lot a fights.'

This is in line with the examples in (20), which illustrate that subjects are freely
extractable in Dutch, provided thater is inserted whenever this is required.

(20) a. Wie denk je dat (*er) het zal opmerken.
who think you that there it will notice
'Who do you think will notice it?'

b. Wie denk je dat *(er) komt.
who think you that there come
'Who do you think will come?'

When we compiue (20) to the examples in (21) and (22), the possibility of er-drop
turns out to be a separate issue. The presence or absence of er depends on the
presence or absence of material such as the direct object pronoun het. Bennis argues
that the distribution of expletive er is narrowly related to the degree of known
information conveyed by the clause. Due to the presence of het, the embedded
clauses in the (a)-examples in (20)-(22) are more presuppositional than the (b)-
examples. Consequently, er will be absent, irrespective of whether wft-movement
has applied or not.5

(21) a. Wie zal (*er) het opmerken?
who will there it notice
'Who will notice it?'

b. Wie komt *(er)?

who comes there
'Who will come?'

(22) a. Ik hoop dat (*er) niemand het zal opmerken.
I hope that there nobody it will notice
'I hope that nobody will notice it.'

b. Ik hoop dat *(er) iemand komt.
I hope that there someone comes
'I hope that someone will come.'

C&L correctly predict that (20b), when containing er, is grammatical. This
example corresponds to the structure in (23). Since the subject trace is not adjacent
to the complementizer dat, the CTF does not rule out this structure.

5 (ln)transrtrvity as such does not play a role here, slnce er occurs in the context of both classes of
verbs:
(i) a. Ik hoop dat er iemand komt. (= (2h\)

b. Ik hmp dat er iemand een opmerkrng maakt.
I hope-that there someone a-remark irakes
'I hope that someone will make a remark.'
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[5'dat er [e] ..1

Problems arise in the case of (20a), where er must be absent. The three
structures that could underlie this sentence nre given in (24). The two structures in
Qail and (24c) are ruled out because they involve deletion of the subject trace;
Dutch, contrary to Spanish, does not dispose of a rule of Subject Deletion, witness
the ungrammaticality of (l1a). The structure in (24b), on the other hand, is filtered
out by the CTF, since the trace is adjacent to the complementizer because er has
been deleted.

(?A) a. [s'dut H ..]

b. [5,dat er [e] ..1

c. [5,dat erff ..]

In other words, the grammaticality of (20a) without er seems to falsify the
claim that the CTF is universal. The assumption that the subject trace follows the
expletive is crucial here. If we assume instead that the expletive can be substituted
for the subject trace, and that this expletive may subsequently be deleted, the
universality of CTF can be maintained. The derivation would be as given in (25).
First, the subject moves to the main clause. Subsequently, the resulting subject
trace is replaced by er. And finally, er is deleted. This leaves us with a representation
which is not filtered out by the CTF, as predicted.
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(25) a.

b.

Step I (movement of the wh-phrase):
[5'dat [wie] ..1 .+ [5'dat [e] ..1

Step II (the subject trace is replaced by er):

[s'dat te] ..I =+ [5,dat [er] ..I
c. Step III (deletion of er):

[5'dat [er] ..1 :+ [5'dat ter] ..1

However, Maling & Zaenen point out that if er contributes to the
interpretation of the sentence (which seems to be true for reasons given above),
semantic interpretation must precede deletion. C&L arrive at the same conclusion:
"deleted elements must undergo semantic interpretation" (C&L: 431). If so, the
derivation in (25) is illicit. Hence, the grammaticality of (3a) and (20a) indeed
falsifies the universality of the CTF.

As a consequence, C&L's analysis of the CTP has no real 
"6v41tages 

over
Perlmutter's from a conceptual point of view. Both Perlmutter's (5) and C&L's
CTF are language-specific. In fact, C&L's approach is less economic than
Perlmutter's: whereas Perlmutter postulates only one filter, and thus establishes a
direct link between the paradigms in (l)-(a) and (8)-(l l), C&L connect the CTP and
pro-drop only indirectly. They explain the ungrammaticality of (1a) and (2a) on the
one hand, ild (9a) and (10a) on the other, by referring to distinct properties of
grammar, viz. the CTF and the rule of Subject Deletion. However, this
complication allows them, in principle, to account for Dutch by stating that in this
language, the CTF is inactive. Furthermore, in section 1.3.2, we will present a set
of English facts which C&L's CTF, contrary to Perlmutteros filter in (5) and most
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other notions which have been proposed to account for the CTP, explains in a
strai ghdorward manner.

1.2. The Nominative Island Condition

Pesetsky (1982) argues that C&L's CTF is not an irreducible property of language.
It should rather be seen as the result of the combined action of C&L's Doubly Filled
Comp Filter (DFCF) and Chomsky's (1980) Nominative Island Condition (NIC).
These are defined in (26).

(26) a. DFCF: *[co,op c p] (o and B immediately dominated by Comp)
b. NIC: A nominative anaphor cannot be free in S'

We saw in chapters 2 and 3 that the DFCF rules out sentences like (27a). The NIC,
on the other hand, bans (27b). This condition implies that nominative anaphors
must be in the same clause as their antecedent. Since the anaphor herself is in the
lower clause, while its antecedent Ethel is part of the higher clause, (27b) violates
the NIC.

(27) a. *I wonder [co*p how that] Billy will fix this.
b. *Ethel says [s, that herself hates Billy].

In languages that do not allow doubly filled Comps, one of the elements in
Comp must be deleted by the rule of Free Deletion in Comp (see chapter 3). In the
case of long w&-movement, this means that either the intermediate trace or the
complementizer in Comp must be deleted, as in (28). Pesetsky argues that
nominative variables are anaphors in English. If so, they must be bound within
their S'. The only potential binder is the intermediate trace in Comp. As a

consequence, this element cannot be deleted. Thus, (28b) violates the NIC. The
structure in (28a), on the other hand, does not violate this condition. Because the
complementizer that is optional, (28a) is the only grammatical structure in English.

(28) a. [.. [s,[co,,,p /,] [s /it*no-r ..]]l
b. [.. [s,[co*p that] [s tit*ro.t ..]]J

The NIC is only relevant for nominative elements. As a consequence,
Pesetsky predicts that deletion of the intermediate trace in the context of long wft-
movement of non-subjects is possible. This means that both options in (29) are
available: non-subjects can be extracted whether or not the complementizer is
pronounced. In other words, English is correctly predicted to be a CTP language.

(29) a. [.. [s,[co,,p ri] [s .. fit_no,nt ..J]l
b. [.. [s'[con,p that] fu ../,1_no,,'t ..1]l

Pesetsky's account of the ungrammaticality of the English CTP carries over
to French, if in this language, nominative variables are also anaphors. Aecording to
Pesetsky, ungrammaticality can be circumvented in French by applying the rule in
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(30). This rule transforms a Comp containing a trace and que into qui in the context
of an S containing a nominative trace. Since (30) produces a Comp which only
contains qui,it bleeds the DFCF. Hence, qrzf must be substituted for queinthe
context of long subject movement, which means that (2a'), unlike (2a), is predicted
to be grammatical.

(30) [co-p WH'/t, que] --- [con,p qui, ] I 

- 
[s x [Iit*no-t] y ]

Pesetsky accounts for Perlmutter's Generalization by claiming that both
nominative traces and dropped pronouns are null NPs and that the NIC treats both
types of null NPs on a par. In languages in which pronouns cannot be dropped, null
NPs are anaphoric, whereas in pro-drop languages, they are not. The fact that
Spanish is a pro-drop language suggests that null NPs in this language are not
anaphoric. Because nominative traces are null NPs, and null NPs are not anaphoric
in Spanish, Spanish should not exhibit the CTP. This is correct.

Of course, this raises the by now familiar problem with respect to Dutch. Its
non-pro-drop character forces us to claim that nominative null NPs, and therefore
nominative traces, are anaphoric. As a consequence, we predict that the CTP is
found throughout Dutch, which is incorect. This leads Pesetsky to propose that the
fact that null NPs are not subject to the NIC is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for (referential) pronoun drop. They should also be interpretable. Pesetsky
argues that verbal morphology in Dutch is not rich enough to identify empty
pronouns. Thus, Pesetsky underlines that pro-drop presupposes the absence of the
CTP, but not vice versa, in line with Perlmutter's Generalization.

Although Pesetsky reduces the CTP to the independently needed NIC and
DFCF, he has to stipulate for each language if null NPs are subject to the NIC, just
like Perlmutter has to specify for each language if the filter in (5) is operative.
Unlike Perlmutter, however, Pesetsky predicts that if a language does not allow pro-
drop, but does allow doubly filled Comps, it does not exhibit the CTP. Although
Pesetsky reports that he has not found any languages of this type, the doubly filled
Comp varieties of Dutch (see chapter 3) seem to fit the description.

1.3. The Empty Category Principle

The idea that anaphors and wh-traces should be treated on a par is incompatible with
the theory of binding developed in Chomsky's influential Lectures on Government
ard Binding (1981). This leads Chomsky to introduce the Empty Category Principle
(ECP), a licensing condition restricting the occurrence of (in principle) all traces.

1.3.1. A disjunctive approach

According to the Binding Theory presented in Chomsky (1981), the examples (3la)
and (31b) should be treated on a par. In both cases, the anaphor herself is in the
lower clause, while its only potential antecedent is in the higher clause. The
ungrammaticality of both examples follows if all anaphors (nominative or not)
must be locally bound. Elements are bound if they are coindexed with a c-
commanding element. In Chomsky's Binding Theory, only elements in A-positions
qualify as potential binders.
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(31) a. *Ethel thinks that herself hates Billy.
b. *Ethel thinks that Billy hates herself.

The examples in (32) illustrate that anaphors contrast with referential
expressions and non-anaphoric pronouns, which must be free (cannot be bound) in
their local domain. Hence, these elements fall under different principles of the
Binding Theory than anaphors do.

(32) a. Ethel thinks that he; hates himsel(.
b. *Ethel thinks that he, hates him;.
c. *Ethel thinks that hq hates Billy;.

Like referential expressions and non-anaphoric pronouns, and unlike anaphors,wh-
traces must be free in their local domain, as the Strong Cross Over example in (33)
illustrates.

(33) tWho, does Ethel think (tha$ hq hates r,?

More particularly, wh-traces behave like referential expressions. Unlike non-
anaphoric pronouns, these must be free everywhere, i.e., they cannot be coindexed
and c-commanded by any element:

(34) a. He, thinks that Ethel hates him,.
b. *He, thinks that Ethel hates Billy,.

Binding Theory subsumes most of the NIC. However, Chomsky remarks
that it does not explain the ungrammaticality of the general structure in (35), and the
specific structures in (36), although these are reminiscent of the NIC. In (35)-(36),
elements are intervening between who (or rather: its trace in the embedded Comp)
and the variable in subjectposition: Bin (35), howin (36a), thatin (36b), and fin
(36c).

(35) *[s'o p [s r INFL VP]1, where F * a.

(36) a. *who, do you wonder [5' how [5 4 solved the problem]l
b. *who, do you think [s, that fu t; saw Bill]I
c. *who, do you wonder [s'if [s /, solved the problem]]

Chomsky argues that this residue of the NIC follows from the more general
Empty Category Principle (ECP). This principle requires that traces be properly
governed. Proper government is a disjunctive notion in Chomsky (1981): a trace
must be governed by a lexical head or by its antecedent. Head-government and
antecedent-government receive distinct definitions. If the governor is a head, all
maximal projections that dominate this head dominate the governee, and vice versa.6
In the case of antecedent-government, on the other hand, the node that immediately

6 In other words, the governor and the governee m-command each other. M-command is defined in
footnote 9.
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dominates the governor dominates the governee, and all maximal projections that
dominate the governee dominate the governor.T Chomsky's definition of the ECP as

well as the relevant auxiliary notions are given in (37)-(a1).
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(37)

(38)

(3e)

ECP: [p e] must be properly governed

c properly governs B if and only if G governs B and cr is lexical.

Consider the structure in (i):
(i) [, .. F .. cr .. B ..], where

a. a = Xo or is coindexed with B

b. where 4 is a maximal projection, if 0 dominates p then q

dominates o
c. o, c-cofillTlands B

In this case, o governs B

(40) o c-commands B if and only if
(i) cr, does not contain B

(ii) rrriil ,ri,:I,J, 1', is the maximar sequence such that

$ru;i;;Hli+:,}"#i3i,iH* 
then either (r) a domina,es p,

(41)

Chomsky (1981) suggests that subject traces in English are never properly
head-governed. In structure (36b), for instance, the subject trace is not governed by
saw because this verb is dominated by the lower VP, a maximal projection that does
not dominate the subject trace. The subject trace is not governed by think either
because the lower S' is intervening. Consequently, subject traces'must be properly
antecedenr-governed in grammatical English sentences. In the context of long
movement, only intermediate traces in Comp could qualify because according to
(37)-(41), no maximal projections may intervene between the governor and the trace.
Chomsky assumes that the examples in (36) correspond to the structure in (42a). In
this structure, the intermediate trace is adjoined to Comp. On the assumption that
the intermediate trace is dominated by Comp, it does not c-command the trace in
subject position. Consequently, the examples in (36) violate the ECP. Chomsky
further assumes that when that is absent, as in (42b), the Comp node is deleted or
invisible. As a result, the intermediate trace c-commands the trace in subject

In other words, the governor c-commands the governee, and the governee m-commands the
governor. See footnote 9 for definitions.
In Chomsky's definition, the relahon between 5 and a rs assumed to be one of domination, as in (i),
instead of immediate domrnation, assumed in (4O). However, this would entail that a always
governs p if the latter does not contain the former, whrch is not in line with Chomsky's intentions.
(i) Then if 6 dominates a, then either (I) 6 dominates p, or (II) [ = y, and y1 domrnates p
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position. Thus, the subject
occupies Comp.

(42) a.
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trace is only properly governed if no overt material

b.

S'

./
Comp
/\

/ Comp

/ht
ti that

if

S'

/\IS
//
ti tl

Chomsky proposes a similar explanation for the French paradigm in (2). The
structure in (43a) is excluded along the same lines as (42a)- The structure in (43b),
on the other hand, is saved because Pesetsky's quelqui rule given in (30) has applied.
This rule turns Comp into a proper governor because, by assumption, qui is
coindexed with the subject trace. Hence, (43b) is in accordance with the ECP. Notice
that this still does not provide us with a genuine explanation for the que-qui
alternation, since it remains unclear why a rule like Pesetsky's (30) would apply in
French.

(43) a.

Chomsky accounts for Perlmutter's Generalization by arguing that in
languages like Spanish, long subject movement applies from postverbal position
(see also Rizzi, 1982, among many others). The examples in (44) show that the
Spanish subject may appear in postverbal position, contrary to its English
counterpart. Chomsky assumes that the subject in the Spanish (44a) is adjoined to
the VP, as in (45). The subject is governed by V in this position, since both
elements are dominated by the same set of maximal projections (VP and S' in the
case of a simple sentence). Hence, the subject may be extracted from this position.

(44) a. Contesto Ia pregunta Juan.
answered the question Juan
'Juan answered the question.'

b. *Answered the question John.

b.

S'

S

,/
tr

./

"'r'
guii

./ \_
Comp S

G,/
ti que ti

S'

\u

/
ti

(4s) lvp [vp V -.] 4

(Torrego, 1984)
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The ECP treats intervention effects in the Comp domain as one general
phenomenon. In retrospect, the same is true for earlier approaches to the CTP. Also
Perlmutter's (5) filters out the general structure in (42a) because it contains an
empty subject position. The same holds for C&L's CTF, if it is generalized as in
(a6). Similarly, Pesetsky (1982) would rule out @2a) because it violates the DFCF,
irrespective of whether how, that, or foccupy Comp.

(46) *[s, [co,,p "] [np e] ..1 (a*fr)

Chomsky argues that the ECP also accounts for the ungrammaticality of the
examples in @7). These examples are ungrammatical because they result from illicit
A-movement.

(47) a. *John, was asked how t, to solve the problem
b. *John; was known how I, to solve the problem
c. *John, was preferred r, to win
d. *John; is illegal4 to participate

If the embedded clauses in (a7) are analyzed as S', the possible corresponding
structures are as given in (a8) and (49). In (48), the subject of the infinitival clause
moves directly to the subject position of the matrix clause to be Case-marked. As a
result, there is no intermediate trace that can govern the trace in the subject position
of the lower clause, and the ECP is violated. In (49), on the other hand, intermediate
traces are present. Nevertheless, besides the fact that (49a-b) violate the ECP because
a wh-phrase intervenes (which leads to the illicit structure in (42a)), all four
structures are ungrammatical because they are result of improper movement since
John is moved to an A-position via an A'-position.

(48) Violation of the ECP:
a. John; was asked [5, how [5 /, to solve the problem]l
b. Johnl was known [s' how [s r, to solve the problem]]
c. John; was preferred fu, [r 4 to win]l
d. John, is illegal [s'[s /t to participate]l

(49) Improper movement:
a. John, was asked [s,d how [s r, to solve the problem]]
b. John, was known [s,I, how [5I, to solve the problem]]
c. John; was preferred fu' It [s t, to win]]
d. John, is illegal [s'ri [s f; to participate]l

The generalized CTF in (46), on the other hand, only filters out (47a-b). The
same is true for Perlmutter's filter in (5). In (50), the examples in (47) are analyzed
in accordance with Perlmutter's assumptions about phrase structure. The first two
structures, (50a-b), are filtered out by (5) because the ernbedded S does not contain a
subject. The rule of S-Pruning given in (6) cannot be applied in these examples,
since the clause contains overt material outside VP. Such material is absent in (50c-
d). Consequently, S is deleted in these examples, and (5) is respected.
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(50) a. John was asked [show [vpto solve the problem]l
b. John was known [5 how [wto solve the problem]l
c. John was preferred [ypto win]
d. John is illegal [vp to participate]

Finally, the combination of the DFCF and the NIC (Pesetsky, 1982) would not rule
out any of the examples in (47) because the trace in the embedded clause does not
occupy a nominative Case position.

However, the conclusion that the ECP transcends the domain of A'-
movement is premature. It is not evident that (47) should be treated on a par with
the cases of illicit A'-movement in (36). One of the characteristics of the examples
in (36) is that their counterparts involving object movement are (more) acceptable.

(51) a. ??Whaq do you wonder [5, how [s Bill solved 4]l?
b. Whaq do you think [s' that Bill [s solved r,]l?
c. ?Wha! do you wonder [s' if [s Bill solved r,]l?

No such effect occurs in the case of NP movement. This is illustrated by the
ungrammaticality of the examples in (52), in which the internal argument of solved
moves to the subject position of the higher verb to be assigned nominative Case. It
cannot stay in its base-position because passive morphology prevents solved from
assigning accusative Case.

(52) a. *The problem, was wondered how to be solved t,.
b. *The problem; was known how to be solved r;.

c. *The problem, was preferred to be solved t
d. *The probleml is illegal to be solved r,.

Unlike their counterparts in (47), these examples are not excluded by the
ECP in conjunction with the ban on improper movement. Although the ban on
improper movement again prevents the presence of an intermediate trace in the
Comp position of the intermediate clause, the ECP is respected when these
intermediate traces are absent. In all four structures in (53), the trace is governed by
solved, which qualifies as a proper governor because it is a lexical head.

(53) No violation of the ECP, no improper movement:
a. The problorni was asked [5, how [5 to be solved r,]]
b. The problem, wuls known [s, how [s to be solved r;]l
c. The problem, was preferred [s' [s to be solved 4]]
d. The problem, is illegal [s' [s to be solved 4]l

On the assumption that traces of NP-movement are anaphors, the
ungrammaticality of the examples in both (47) and (52) might be due to the Binding
Theory. Clearly, S'is a barrier for NP-movement and always seems to close off the
binding dornain for anaphors. If the Binding Theory is formulated in such a way that
it acknowledges CP as the largest possible binding domain for anaphors, then the
ungrammaticality of the two sets of examples follows.
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Finally, let us return to the Dutch facts (which are not discussed by
Chomsky, 1981). One might argue, following Broekhuis (1992), that just like their
Spanish counterparts, Dutch subjects may be extracted from a position other than
SpecIP, which would be head-governed by V. Even if one accepts Broekhuis'
arguments, the observation that there are languages in which subjects can be
extracted from SpecIP across an overt complementizer still stands. Maling &
Zaenen's (1978) examples in (5a) show that Icelandic does not exhibit the CTP.
Kosmeijer (1993) notes that in the absence of a preverbal topic or expletive, the
Icelandic subject appears between the complementizer and the finite verb. On the
assumption that the finite verb is in I, and given that the examples in (54) do not
contain a preverbal topic or expletive, the subject must have been extracted from
SpecIP.

(54) a. Hver sagdir pf ad hefdi bordad petta epli?
who said you that had eaten this apple
'Who did you say had eaten this apple?'

b. Fetta er madurinn, sem peir segja ad hafi framid glapinn.
this is man-the that they say that has committed the crime
'This is the man whom they say has committed the crime.'

In conclusion, the ECP as formulated in this section makes the same
predictions and leads to the same problems as its precursors. At the same time, it
relies on more intricate definitions, and is of a disjunctive nature. Since it is not
clear if the ECP can be generalized so that it also holds for traces of A-movement,
we should be careful about considering Chomsky's (1981) ECP an improvement of
the theory.

1.3.2. A conjunctive approach

We have seen in the previous subsection that Chomsky (1981) reduces the CTP to a
lack of antecedent-government in the presence of an overtly realized complementizer.
Crucially, Chomsky (1981) has to assume that overtly realized complementizers
reduce the c-command domain of wft-phrases (or their traces). Rizzi (1990) remarks
that in the endocentric approach to phrase structure developed in the course of the
eighties, the question of whether the complementizer is overtly realized does not
influence the c-command domain of other elements. In (55), the trace in SpecCP c-
commands the trace in SpecIP, irrespective of whether the complementizer is present
or not.

(55) a.

IP
/

r03

b.

CP

,/\
C'

n--
CIP
l/

that ti

CP

,4.
C'

,4*.
ti

C

Ia\
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This is acknowledged by Chomsky (1986), who attributes the
ungrzrmmaticality of (55a) to the Minimality Condition given in (56), rather than to
a violation of the c-command requirement.

(s6)

(s7)

o does not govern B in [(57)] if y is a projection of o excluding o.

.. c,.. h .. 0.. F..l

The diagrams in (55) correspond to the structures in (58), which, being instances of
the general structure in (57), are excluded by the ECP because the Minimality
Condition in (56) blocks antecedent-government. Consequently, we would expect
both (55a) and (55b) to be ungrammatical, contrary to fact. Chomsky (1986)
therefore proposes that the null complementizer in (58b) does not count as an
intervening element because it is feature-less (by assumption), contrary to its overt
counterpart in (58a). Thus, Q, contrary to that, is not a possible o in the sense of
(56). Hence, (58a) violates the ECP, whereas (58b) does not.

(58) a. ..ri .. [c,that .. r, ..]
b. .. /, ..[c, @.. ti..)

Chomsky (1986) thus adopts a rigid view on Minimality, whereby both
types of government can be blocked by a potential head-governor. One of the
objections against this Rigid Minimality formulated by Rizzi (1990) pertains to the
relation between the CTP and wh-island phenomena established in the previous
subsection. Rizzi notes that in w/r-island contexts, adjuncts pattern with subjects,
while in the standard CTP context, adjuncts behave like objects. This is shown in
(5e)-(60).

(59) a. ??Which probleml do you wonder how.;John could solve /; rr?
b. *Which studenq do you wonder how, I, could solve the problem t?
c. *How, do you wonder which problem, John could solve I 4?

(60) a. Which problem, do you think (tha$ John could solve t;?
b. Which studenq do you think (*that) /, could solve this problem?
c. How, do you think (tha$ John could solve this problem f,?

If (60b) containing overt thnt is ruled out because the trace in SpecIP is not properly
governed (neither head-governed, nor antecedent-governed), one would a priori expect
that the unacceptability of (59b) follows in the same way, i.e, that overt elements in
the complementizer domain also block proper government of adjunct traces. Clearly,
this is incorrect, since it would lead to the prediction that (60c) is only grammatical
without overl that.

Therefore, Rizzi (1990) argues for a conjunctive approach: traces must be
both formally licensed (properly head-governed) andidenafied (governed or bound by
their antecedent). According to Rizzi, the ECP only consists of the formal licensing
requirement given in (61). According to (61), traces must be properly head-governed,
i.e., they must be c-commanded by an appropriate head (A, N, P, V, Agr, or T).
Head-government respects Relativized Minimality defined in (63). Accordingly, no
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other element of the silme type (a head-governor in the case of head-government)
may intervene between the governor and the governee.

(61) ECP: A nonpronominal empty category must be properly
head-governed.

(62) Xhead-governsYitr
(i) x E {A, N, P, V, Agr, T}
(ii) X c-commands Ye
(iii) no barrier interveneslo
(iv) Relativized Minimality is respected

(63) Relativized Minimality: X d-governs Y only if there is no Z such that
(i) Zis a typical o-governor for Y,
(ii) Z c-commands Y and does not c-command X

The identification requirement, on the other hand, is defined as in (64). It
requires that traces be associated with their antecedent through binding or antecedent-
government.

(64) Identification: A non-pronominal empty category must be bound or
antecedent-govemed.

Only if the moved element carries a referential e-role can it be associated with its
trace through binding. This follows from the definition of binding in (65) in
combination with the requirement given in (66). Arguments carry referential e-roles,
which means that they can identify their movement traces by c-commanding them,
in accordance with (64)-(66).

(65) XbindsYiff
(i) X c-commands Y
(ii) X and Y have the same referential index

(66) A referential index must be licensed by a referential o-role.

Adjuncts, on the other hand, do not carry a referential o-role. Hence, they cannot
bind their traces. Instead, they must govern them. Antecedent-government is defined
in (67). Like binding, antecedent-government presupposes a c-command relation
between the antecedent and the trace. Unlike binding, however, it also requires that
Relativized Minimality (given in (63)) be respected. In the case of wh-movement,
this means that no other #r-element may intervene between the antecedent and the

9 See Rrzzr (1990: 32), where it is argued that the governor c-commands, rather than m-commands
the governee. The relevant defirutions are given in (i).
(r) 

^- 
a c-commands p iff c does not dominate p and there exists a y that immediately
dominates a and domrnates p.

b. c m-commands S rff a does not dominate p and every maximal projection that dominates
s also dominates p.

l0 Since this condition rs irrelevant in the present drscussron, we will not define the notion barrier
here.
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trace it should govern. Accordingly, adjunct movement is sensitive to intervening
operators. Argument movement, on the other hand, is not, because identification can
take place through binding.

(67) Xantecedent-governsYiff
(i) X and Y are nondistinct
(ii) X c-commands Y
(iii) no barrier intervenes
(iv) Relativized Minimality is respected

Thus, Rizzi separates the two asymmetries in (59) and (60). Subject-object
asymmetries are reduced to the ECP because objects (and adjuncts), contrary to
subjects, are always properly head-governed. Adjunct-argument asymmetries follow
from the identification requirement because arguments only have to c-command their
fface, whereas adjuncts also have to respect Relativized Minimality.

Let us focus on subject-object asymmetries.l I According to Rizzi, these are
due to the ECP. Object and adjunct traces iue properly governed by V or T.l2 Like
Chomsky (1981), Rizzi argues that pro-drop languages lack the CTP because they
allow subject extraction from a head-governed position in the postverbal domain.
Subject traces in SpecIP, on the other hand, violate the ECP because, by
assumption, C is not a proper governor. This rules out subject traces in SpecIP.
However, subject traces in SpecIP are not categorically excluded. In English, for
instance, subject traces are allowed to appear in this position if the complementizer
is Ieft unpronounced.

Rizzi assumes, therefore, that the overt complementizer that is not a proper
governor, whereas its empty counterpart is. He argues that C is only able to
properly govern the trace in SpecIP, if C is in its agreeing form. A complementizer
is agreeing if it is coindexed with I as a result of subject movement from SpecIP to
SpecCP. The subject is coindexed with I through spec-head agreement.
Subsequently, it moves to SpecCP, where it is coindexed with the complementizer,
again through spec-head agreement. Finally, the complementizer is coindexed with I
by transitivity. This is shown in (68). Rizzi stipulates that the agreeing
complementizer has no phonetic matrix in English.

(68) [cp ri [c ], [rpl, tr ]i ..]l

This also accounts for the ungrammaticality of (59b). The ECP forces the
subject to move through the lower SpecCP because this establishes a spec-head
relation with C, which is necessary to turn C into a proper governor. However,
since this specifier is already occupied by how, who has to skip this position, with
the result that there is no agreeing complementizer available to properly head-govern
the trace in SpecIP.

:l Adjunct-argument asymmetries are briefly examined in section 3.3.1 below.tL This only holds for VP adverbs. Rizzi (199O: 46) argues that "sentsntial adverbs [e.g. wfty], in
order to be properly interpreted, simply require to have the clause they modify in therr immediate
c-command domain". In other words, they can be base-generated in SpecCP. Thus, the ECP is
vacuously satisfied because no trace is present. See chapter 5 for a discussion of the syntactic
behavior of the French pourquoi ('why').
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This account of the ungrammaticality of the CTP depends on the stipulation
that only @ qualifies as an agreeing complementizer in (60b). At the same time, it
has to be stipulated that the reverse is true in English relatives. As we saw in
chapter 3, the empty complementizer cannot be used in subject relatives:

(6e) the man that/*g killed his neighbor (relative clause)

Rizzi argues that also in languages other than English, a distinction is made
between agreeing and non-agreeing complementizers. In French, for example, the
quelqui alternation (see (2)) would be an instance of the same phenomenon: Rizzi
analyzes qui as the agreeing counterpart of que. However, the English empty
complementizer and French qui have a different distribution. The examples in (70)
and (71) show that French qui, unlike the English null complementizer, can only be
used in the presence of a subject gap.

t07

(70) a.
b.

(71) a.

b.

Who do you think that/a Paul has seen?

Qui crois-tu que/*qui Paul a vu?
who think-you that/qui Paul has seen
'Who do you think Paul has seen?'

I think thaila Paul has seen Mary.
Je crois que/*qui Paul a vu Marie.
I think thatlqui Paul has seen Marie
'I think Paul has seen Mary.'

Even worse, qui appears in subject relatives, again unlike the English null
complementizer. Compare (72) with (69).

(72) la femme *que/qui a tud son voisin
tle woman thatlqui has killed her neighbor
'the woman who has killed her neighbor'

Dutch displays yet another paffern. The overt complementizer dat behaves on a par
with the English null complementizer. The examples in (73) show that althoughdat
licenses subject traces, it also appears in clauses from which no subject has been
extracted.

(73) a. Wie denk je dat de brief zal lezen?
who think you that the letter will read
'Who do you think will read the letter?'

b. Ik denk dat Hans de brief zal lezen.
I think that Hans the letter will read
'I think Hans will read the letter.'

Another problem for Rizzi's ECP account is raised by Culicover (1993).
Culicover remarks that subject movement across the overt complemenlzetthat does
not give rise to unacceptability when adverbials intervene, as shown in (74) and
(75).
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(74) a. This is the tree that I said thatjust yesterdny had resisted my shovel.
b. #This is the tree that I said that had resisted my shovel.

(75) a. Leslie is the person who I said that under no circumstances would run
for President.

b. *Leslie is the person who I said that would run for President.

Notice, first, that these facts are straightforwardly explained by C&L. Their
CTF only filters out structures in which complementizers are adjacent to the subject
trace, which means that intervening adverbial expressions save the construction. The
accounts of the CTP proposed in Perlmutter (1971) and Pesetsky (1982) are not
immediately successful because these do not focus on the linear position of the
complementizer and the subject gap.

Culicover argues that the sentential adverbials in question license a Polarity
Phrase (PolP) dominating IP (see also Culicover, 1991). Furthermore, negative
adverbials trigger I-to-Pol movement, both in main and subordinate clauses (see also
section 2.2.1 below):

(76) a. (I said that) jasr yesterday the tree had resisted my shovel.
b. (I said that) under no circumstances would Leslie run for President.

Q7) a. [cp [c that] [po1p just yesterday [p6 alhp the tree [1 had] [yp resisted my
shovelllll

b. [cp [c that] [po1p under no circumstances [po; wouldi] [rp Leslie [l ,,] [vp
run for PresidentllJl

The examples in (74)-(75) force us to ,tssume that the presence of a sentential
adverbial somehow licenses a proper head-governor. The closest head-governor in the
structure proposed by Culicover is Pol. If Rizzi's ECP analysis of the CTP is
correct, Pol should be a proper head-governor. Culicover argues that especially the
grammaticality of the negative example in (75a) constitutes a problem for Rizzi's
analysis. Since negative adverbials trigger auxiliary movement to Pol, the
grammaticality of (75a) is unexpected because English usually does not allow
structures involving both auxiliary raising and subject movement, as shown in (78).

(78) a. *Who did see Billy?
b. [6p whoi 1. did;l trp 4 [r /.;l [vr see Billy]ll

The ungrammaticality of sentences like (78) leads Rizzi to argue against the proper
head-governor status of auxiliaries in C in English. More generally: C only qualifies
as an agreeing head (and, therefore, as a proper governor) if it is not associated with
a phonological matrix. In (79b), the w/r-subject has moved to SpecCP. This
movement licenses coindexation of I and C, just like in (68). By assumption, if C
is left unpronounced (i.e., if no I-to-C movement or that-insertion takes place), C is
an agreeing complementizer. Thus, C properly governs the subject trace in (79b).
Hence, this structure is well-formed.
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(79) a. Who saw Billy?
b. [sp who; [c ]i [rp 4 [r l; [yp saw Billy]ll

Culicover argues that the contrast between (75a) and (78) Ieads to a paradox:
in the former example, the auxiliary should be able to function as a proper governor,
while in the latter, it should not. However, Culicover does not consider the full
paradigm. When we compare the examples in (80) to those in (81), it turns out that
long subject movement from an embedded clause containing a negative adverb is not
compatible with da-support (see Rizzi, 1991), just like clause-internal subject
movement.

(80) a, *Who did see Billy?
b. Who saw Billy?
c. Who would see Billy?

(81) a. *the man who
b, the man who
c. the man who

think that never did help her
think that never helped her
think that never would help her

In Rizzi's analysis of subject-auxiliary inversion as well as our own (see

chapter l), the impossibility of do-support in the presence of an interrogative
subject signals the absence of I-to-C movement. In other words, the
ungrammaticality of (80a) (and the grammaticality of (80b)) suggests that no I-to-C
movement takes place in (80c). It is likely that this carries over to Culicover's I-to-
Pol movement, i.e., that the ungrammaticality of (81a) (and the grammaticality of
(81b)) signals the absence of auxiliary movement to Pol in (81c).

This implies that if the presence of the adverbials in (74a) and (75a) licenses
a PolP, the head of this phrase is empty in both cases. Let us assume that empty
Pol, Iike empty C, qualifies as a proper governor (provided, of course, that the
subject moves through its specifier to ensure the necessary coindexation with I
(AGR)).13 If so, the subject trace in SpecIP does not violate the ECP. However,
this still leaves us with the intermediate trace in SpecPolP. The only potential
governor for this trace is C, which is not a proper governor in Q$-Q5) because it
hosts the complementizer that. Consequently, the intermediate trace in SpecPolP
violates the ECP. Possibly, this violation of the ECP is innocent; it could be that
intermediate traces are deleted at LF.

Be this as it may, it remains unclear how we can exclude the presence of
PolP in cases where the adverbial is absent, as in (74b) and (75b). We are forced to
assume that the adverbials in (74a) and (75a) are adjoined to PolP, since SpecPolP
must remain available for the subject. Since adjuncts do not agree with the head of
the phrase to which they are adjoined, it is unlikely that the adverbials in (74)-(75)
license the presence of PolP. However, if PolP is freely available, we predict that
English does not exhibit the CTP. If we assume, on the other hand, that PolP is
absent in the presence of the adverbials in question (i.e., that these adverbials do no

13 We have no explanation for the fact that negative inversron is not compatible with long subject
movement. In subsequent sections, we will return to the pattern m (74)-(75), and assume that both
the negative and the positive adverbial are adjoined to IP. The analysis we will eventually propose
accounts for the observailon that subjects can move across that only if a sentential adverbial is
present, irrespective of whether this adverbial tnggers inversion or not.
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license this projection), the ECP would rule out the (a)-examples in Q$-Q5) on a
par with the (b)-examples.

In sum, a major advantage of Rizzi conjunctive approach to the ECP is that
it enables us to make a distinction between two types of asymmetries. The
identification requirement singles out adjuncts in certain contexts, whereas the
formal licensing requirement (the head-government requirement) distinguishes
between subjects and other constituents. Let us assume that this distinction is
essentially correct. The empirical success of Rizzi's formal licensing condition itself
is due to the fact that it does not categorically exclude Comp-trace configurations.
However, this is at the expense of the explanatory adequacy of the theory, since it
forces us to stipulate for each individual complementizer if it is a proper governor,
and it does not explain why intervening adverbials obliterate the CTP.

2. The CTP reduced to constraint interaction

In the previous section, we have given an overview of the ways in which the CTP
has been analyzed since the early 1970s. In C&L and subsequent work, Comp-trace
configurations are banned by a filter or principle which does not apply whenever the
complementizer or the preverbal subject trace is absent. The absence of
complementizers is directly observable. Evidence for the absence of preverbal subject
traces, on the other hand, is circumstantial, and related to the question of whether the
language allows null subjects.

Analyses along these lines raise problems on two levels. First, problems
arise on an empirical level. The CTP is not universal: there are languages which
allow the sequence of an overt complementizer and a trace, such as Icelandic and
Dutch. Furthermore, French shows that there are other, more intricate, mechanisms
than simple complementizer deletion to which non-pro-drop languages can resort in
order to prevent the CTP from occurring. Second, C&L do not explain why the
sequence Comp-trace leads to ungrammaticality. In subsequent ECP-based
approaches, this question remains unanswered. Chomsky (1981, 1986) argues that
the subject trace cannot be properly linked to its antecedent because the
complementizer intervenes. However, it is not evident that chains resulting from
movement of maximal projections are sensitive to intervening heads in general.
Rizzi (1990), on the other hand, claims that the sequence Comp-trace is illicit
whenever a specific complementizer does not qualify as a proper governor. Of
course, this does not answer our question either, since it is determined in the lexicon
whether a complementizer qualifies as a proper governor or not.

We will start this section with a review of Grimshaw's analysis of the CTP
in terms of constraint interaction. Like Rizzi (1990), Grimshaw uses head-
government as a central notion. However, in contrast with Rizzi, Grimshaw does
not make a distinction between complementizers that qualify as proper governors,
and complementizers that do not. Rather, Extended X-bar Theory allows her to
blame the CTP on a difference in structure between clauses in which the
complementizer is pronounced and those in which they are not. This is reminiscent
of the original approach by Perlmutter (1971). Because Grimshaw formulates her
formal licensing condition as a violable constraint, she predicts that Comp-trace
configurations are not universally excluded. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, it will be
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shown that the ranking of constraints determining complementizer pronunciation
plays again a crucial role.

2.L. The violability of head-government

Grimshaw's view on projection and selection makes phrase structure more flexible
than is often assumed (see chapters l-3). This makes it possible that clauses lacking
an overt complementizer are analyzed IPs. Thus, (82a) could correspond to either of
the two structures given in (83a-b).la

(82) a. I think Billy will see them.
b. I think that Billy will see them.

(83) a. I think [p Billy will meet them]
a'. I think Lcp a [1p Billy will meet them]l
b. I think [gp that [1p Billy will meet them]l

Structure (83a') violates OB-HD (which bans empty heads, see chapters 1 and
3), whereas (83a) and (83b) do not. Since it is not obvious that there are other
constraints which prefer (83a') over either (83a) or (83c) (see also section 2.2
below), the latter two structures harmonically bind the former structure. As a result,
the embedded clause in (82a) should be analyzed as an IP. To put it in more general
terms: CP is projected iff the complementizer is pronounced in the present syntactic
context. The evaluation is given in tableau (84).

(84)

Enplish OB-HD

a. I think [rp Billy will meet them] Er
a'. I think Lcp @ [1p Billy will meet them]l ,Fl

b. I think [6o that [rp Billy will meet them]l 0s

This view on complementizer-less clauses plays a central role in Grimshaw's
analysis of the CTP. She points out that in (85a), the trace in SpecIP is governed
by the matrix verb. This is not the case in (85b) because CP intervenes.

(85) a. who; do you think [1p l, will see them]
b. who, do you think [.o that hp r, will see them]]

This leads her to postulate T-LEX-GOV, given in (86). This constraint is
violated whenever a trace is not governed by a lexicalhead (the head of the lowest
perfect projection in an extended projection, see chapter l). Grimshaw assumes that
heads only govern their complement and the specifier of this complement, which
means that T-LEX-GOV makes a distinction between (85a) and (85b). If CP

l4 Grimshaw does not consider the structure in (i), containing a deleted complementizer. Since (i) rs
equivalent to (83a') in D&8, these two structures are interchangeable.
(i) I think [Cp that [1p Billy will meet them]l

tll
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intervenes, the matrix verb does not govern the trace in SpecIP. If, on the other
hand, CP is absent, no such intervention effect occurs, and SpecIP is governed.
Thus, (85b) violates T-LEX-GOV, whereas (85a) does not. Grimshaw also introduces
the more general T-GOV, which requires that traces be governed by a head,
inespective of the nature of this head. The ranking of T-GOV with respect to T-LEX-
GOV is irrelevant in the present discussion.

(86) a. T-LEX-GOV: Trace is lexically governed.
b. T-GOV: Trace is governed.

Let us start with the evaluation of subject extraction. In tableau (87), both
candidates respect T-GOV because either the matrix verb or the complementizer
governs the trace in SpecIP. It is T-LEx-Gov that decides between the two
candidates, since only in (87a) is the trace governed by a lexical head, i.e. the matrix
verb.

(87)

However, when objects or adjuncts are extracted, the presence or absence of
the CP-layer has no repercussions. Object extraction violates neither T-GOV nor T-
LEX-GOV, since the trace left behind is governed by the lower verb, which qualifies
as a lexical head.

(88)

By definition, adjuncts are adjoined, rather than in a specifier or complement
position. Consequently, if, as Grimshaw assumes, heads only govern their
complement and the specifier of this complement, traces of adjunct movement are
not governed. Consequently, they violate both T-GOV and T-LEX-GOV. This means
that again, the presence or absence of CP is of no influence:

(8e)

Notice that if Grimshaw had assumed that adjuncts are governed by the lower V (see
the review of Rizzi, 1990, in section 1.3.2 above), the outcome would have been
the same. Adjuncts would have behaved on a par with objects, i.e. they would have

do you think [,o r, will see them]
that ['" /, will see them

a. who, do you think they will see fil
think [6p that [p will see r;l

a. when, do you think [1p they will see them r,] Gr

b. when, do you think [6p that [rp they will see them r1]l E
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satisfied both government constraints, so that the evaluation of adjunct extraction
would have been as given in tableau (90).

In sum, whenever an element originates from a position other than SpecIP, the
absence of CP will not be of any influence, which is exactly what we want to
express.

So far, T-GOV has not played a decisive role. It seems that the only context
in which this constraint does play a role is in subject relatives. We have seen in the
previous chapter that if the subject is relativized in English, that cannot be omitted
(unless, of course, a relative wft-pronoun is present).

(91) a. *the man killed his neighbor (ungrammatical as an NP)
a'. the man that killed his neighbor
b. the man (thaO his neighbor killed

On the assumption that relative clauses are adjuncts, and that adjuncts are not
governed, SpecIP cannot be governed by an external head, so T-LEX-GOV will
always be violated. As a result, the otherwise second-best option of government by
the complementizer leads to optimality, since this prevents a violation of T-GOV.
Although the intuition behind this account of the anti-rftal,.trace effect is clear, its
exact implementation is not trivial. To keep her theory consistent, Grimshaw has to
assume that candidate (92a) is available. This representation contains a trace, but no
operator. Because she does not present any detailed analysis of relative clauses, it is
hard to see if this type of structure should be allowed. If it should, the evaluation of
English subject relatives proceeds as in tableau (92), where candidate (b) is optimal
because it violates only one of the two government constraints.

(e2)

The evaluation of object relatives is given in tableau (93). Like in tableau
(88), the object trace is governed by the verb, with the result that the two
government constraints are satisfied by both candidates.

1t3

(e0)

a. wheni do you think hp they will see them r,l !€
b. when, do you think [gr that [1p they will see them ri]] la

a. the m:rn [rp r killed his neighbor

b. the man [cp that [p t killed his neighbor]l

a. the marr [rp his neighbor killed r]
b. the man [cp that hp his neighbor killed r]l ocr

(e3)
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Grimshaw's analysis of the anti-that-trace effect is not without problems.
Besides the problem of the operator in (92a) and (93a), T-GOV is a constraint with a
doubtful status because any candidate that violates this constraint will also violate
T-LEX-GOV. It seems reasonable to assume that entailment relations between
constraints should be prohibited in a restrictive theory of possible constraints.
Furthermore, T-GOV seems construction-specific; Grimshaw only uses T-GOV to
account for English subject relativization. It is not clear if this constraint can be put
to use elsewhere. The subject-object asymmetry in French relatives (see (94)), for
instance, is not a candidate, since T-GOV could not possibly distinguish between que
and qui in favor of the latter element.

(94) a. *l'homme qu'a tud son voisinls
the-man that-has killed his neighbor
'the man who killed his neighbor'

a'. I'homme qui a tu6 son voisin
the-man quihas killed his neighbor
'the man who killed his neighbor'

b. I'homme que son voisin a tud
the-man that his neighbor has killed
'the man his neighbor killed'

b'. *l'homme qui son voisin a tu6
the-man qui his neighbor has killed
'the man his neighbor killed'

At best, T-LEX-GOV could do so, if one assumes thatqui, contrary to que,isa
lexical complementizer. This is shown in tableau (95), where only candidate (c)
satisfi es both government constraints:

(es)

French T-G T-L-G

a. I'homme [rp I a tud son voisin] *l *
b. l'homme [cp eue [rp t atu€ son voisin]] *l

c. I'homme [cp gui hp , a tu6 son voisin]l 0a

However, in addition to the fact that we now have to stipulate which
complementizers qualify as proper governors, this makes incorrect predictions for
object relativization. Object traces are governed by the lexical head of the extended
projection in which they are contained. Tableau (95) demonstrates that as a result,
the choice for a specific complementizer (or no complementizer at all) is irrelevant.

15 This example rs acceptable if son voisin is interpreted as a postverbal subject ('the man hrs
neighbor killed'). These cases are analyzed chapter 5.
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c. I'homme [cp eui [rp son voisin a ud r
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(%)

In chapter 3, we argued that the obligatoriness of the French complementizer
is due to the interaction of the constraints LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC. LE(VEP)
requires that verbal extended projections start with a complementizer, while
NOSTRUC bans syntactic structure. If LE(VEP) outranks NOSTRUC, CP will be
projected to host a left-peripheral complementizer. Tableau (97) shows that this
ranking excludes candidate (a). However, it does not explain why the (c)-candidate in
(96) and (97) is ungrammatical.

(e7)

The problem is that qui can only occur in the context of a subject gap (see

section 1.3.2 above). The examples in (2), repeated in (98) ((98b') has been added),
show that a pattern similar to that in (94) is found in the case of long wll-
movement.

(98) a. *Qui crois-tu que lira la lettre?
Who think-you that read-FUT the letter
'who do you think will read the letter?'

a'. Qui crois-tu qui lira la lettre?
Who think-you qui re.ad-FUT the letter
'who do you think will read the letter?'

b. Que crois-tu que Jean fera?
what think-you that Jean do-FUT
'What do you think Jean will do?'

b'. *Que crois-tu qui Jean fera?
what think-you qui le,an do-FUT
'What do you think Jean will do?'

Once more, wrong predictions are made. The candidates (a) and (c) in tableau (99)
violate neither of the two government constraints. The trace in candidate (99a) is
lexically governed by the matrix verb, while its counterpart in candidate (99c) is
governed by qui, which, by assumption, also qualifies as a proper governor. As a
result, both structures should be grammatical, contrary to fact.
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a. I'homme hp son voisin a tui rl
b. I'homme [.o que [,o son voisin a tud f]l Gr

c. l'homme [cp gui hp son voisin a tud r]] r;
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(ee)

French T-GOV T*LEX-GOV

a. V [rp r lira la lettre] r]
b. V [cp Que [1p r lira la lettre]l *t

c. V [cp Qui [rp I lira la lettre]l !s

One could argue that (99a) is eliminated by LE(VEP), as in tableau (100):

(100)

However, this would lead to the prediction that qui,like 4ae, should be able to
appear in clausal complements, which is incorrect:

(101) a. Je pense que le Prdsident de la Republique a ddguis6 la vdrit€.
I think that the president of the republic has covered-up the truth
'I think the French President has covered up the truth'

b. *Je pense qui le Prdsident de la Republique a d6guisd la v6rit6.
I think qui the president of the republic has covered-up the truth

According to tableau (102), candidate (d) should be grammatical on a par with
candidate (b), since both candidates only violate the low-ranked NOSTRUC.

(102)

French LE
(VEP)

NO
STRUC

a. V [rp le P. de la R. a ddguisd la vdrit6] *t
b.V [cp eue [rp le P. de la R. a ddeuisd la vdrit6]l sa :f

c. V [cp que [p le P. de la R. a d6guis6la vdritd]l *f *
d. V [cp Qui [rp le P. de Ia R. a d6guis6la vdrit€]l a *

The only way to save this analysis is to state that qui can only be used in
conjunction with subject movement. However, this would be a mere restatement of
the problem.

In chapter 3, we argued that the remarkable behavior of French and English
subject relatives is due to their IP-status. For reasons of economy, the relative
pronouns tlrut and 4ai occupy SpecIP instead of SpecCP whenever they function as a
subject. Because these in principle deletable pronouns are not in a chain with a
Case-marked trace when they appear in SpecIP, they are not recoverable. Hence, they

C HAPTER 4

a. V [rp t lira la lettre]I
b. V [.'" oui [', r lira la lettrell rs
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must be pronounced.16 In other words, (91a') and (94a') correspond to the sffuctures
in (103).

(103) a. the man [p that tr ]tw killed his neighborll
b. l'homme [p {ui [r a] [vp tud son voisin]l

If this analysis is correct, no additional constraints are needed, the construction-
specific T-GOV can be dispensed with, and the remarkable behavior of subject
relatives in French and English are treated on a par.l7

In conclusion, although Grimshaw's account of subject-object asymmetries
in relative clauses is far from unproblematic, she does provide us with a simple
analysis of the CTP. In this analysis, SpecIP is a privileged position because it is
potentially governed by the lexical head of a higher extended projection. Thus, the
CTP has a clear, structural cause, and no stipulations with respect to proper head-
goyernors (Rizzi, 1990) or intervening elements (Chomsky, 1981, 1986) have to be
made.

2.2. Complementizer pronunciation

An explanation of the CTP in terms of the left-peripheral position of the subject
trace in IP complements raises the question of how Grimshaw's T-LEX-GOV
interacts with other constraints which determine the shape of the left edge of
complement clauses. In the following two subsections, we will examine
Grimshaw's analysis of complementizer pronunciation in more detail and conclude
that it should not replace the D&E analysis of left-periphery phenomena presented in
chapter 3.

2.2.1. Purity of extended projection revisited

In Grimshaw's analysis of complementizer placement in complements of epistemic
verbs, CP is present if the complementizer that is pronounced, and vice versa (see

section 2.1 above). This enables her to explain the paradigm in (104)-(105) (see
section 1.3.2 above). If a sentential adverbial precedes the subject in a subordinate
clause, the complementizer is obligatory pronounced:

(104) a. *She thought never in her life would she accept this solution.
b. She thought that never in her ffi would she accept this solution.

(105) a. *She believes yesterday John went to see the doctor.
b. She believes that yesterdfly John went to see the doctor.

Grimshaw analyzes this phenomenon in terms of the constraint HJRE-EP. We saw
in chapter 3 that this constraint prohibits movement into the perfect head of a

SpecIP rs only an A-position if the nomrnative Case feature rs checked there. If SpecIP is used to
check other features, deletron is possible, as we wrll see in chapter 5.
The more rntricate problem of why qui is substrtuted for que in the context of long subject
movement will be addressed rn chapter 5 (appendrx).

tt7

t6

l7
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subordinate extended projection. Grimshaw argues that in addition, PURE-EP bans
adjunction to the highest node of a subordinate extended projection.

(106) PuRrTy oF EXTENDED PROJECTTON (PURE-EP):
a. No adjunction to the highest node in a subordinate extended projection;
b. No movement into the highest head of a subordinate extended

projection.

PURE-EP is violated by the complementizer-less examples in (1M)-(105) if
these are analyzed as in (107a)-(108a) given below. In (107), negative inversion has
applied, which Grimshaw analyzes as movement of the inflectional head to a higher
head X in the extended projection. If, as in (107a), XP is the highest node in the
extended projection, PURE-EP is violated. In (107b), on the other hand, C is the
highest head of the extended projection. Since complementizers do not move into
this position, PURE-EP is not violated.

(107) a. She thought [xp never in her life fu would;] [p she I f1] accept this
solutionll

b. She thought [cp [g that] [1p never in her life fu would;] [1p she [1 r;]
accept this solutionllJ

The presence or absence of CP has a similar influence on structures in which
adverbials that do not trigger negative inversion precede the subject, for which
Grimshaw assumes that they are adjoined to IP. In the absence of CP, this
adjunction leads to a violation of PURE-EP. In (108a), IP is the highesr node in the
subordinate projection. Since the adverbial is adjoined to this node, RIRE-EP is
violated. In (108b), on the other hand, this adjunction structure is protected by CP,
which prevents a violation of PURE-EP, just like in (107b).

(108) a. She believes hp yesterday [rp John went to see the doctor]l
b. She believes [cp [c that] [p ]esterday [rp John went to see the doctor]ll

The evaluation of the two constructions is given in tableau (109). Candidates
(109a-a') violate PURE-EP, since these involve movement into the head of a
complement, or adjunction to a complement. This still leaves us with the
possibility that CP is present and its head is left unpronounced (candidates (109c-
c')). However, this possibility is excluded because it violates OB-HD. Candidates
(109b-b') are optimal. In sum, in order to be able explain (lO+)-(105) in terms of
PURE-EP, it is crucial that, as Grimshaw claims, the complementizer is pronounced
in complements of epistemic verbs if CP is present.
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(10e)

Enslish PI.JRE.EP OB-HD

a. V [xp ADV [x Vi] trp .. r, .ll
a'. V [rp ADV [rp ..]J

*l

b. V [cp that [yp ADV [x V,] trp .. a .lll 6
b'. V [cp that [rp ADV [rp ..]ll
c. V [cp that [xp ADV [x Vi] trp .. r, .lll
c'. V [cp that [rp ADV [rp ..]]I

*l

Grimshaw suggests that PURE-EP might be responsible for complementizer
placement in general. Vikner (1997) argues that in V-to-I languages, PURE-EP is
violated whenever CP is absent in the subordinate clause. In languages lacking such
movement, on the other hand, PURE-EP is irrelevant.l8 This led us to assume in
chapter 3 that Dutch subordinate clauses are invariably CPs because Dutch is an I-
final V-to-I language in which PURE-EP has a high rank.

According to Vikner, complementizers are obligatory in languages such as

French and Icelandic because V moves to I. Hence, CP must be projected to avoid a
violation of PURE-EP, and the complementizer must be pronounced to satisfy OB-
HD. In English and Danish, on the other hand, no V-to-I movement takes place. As
a result, CP need not be projected (if PURE-EP is not otherwise violated, as in
(104)-(105)), and complementizers may remain silent (henceforth Vikner's
Generalization).

(1 l0) V-to-l:
a. V [lp [l Vi] .. /, ..] ==+ violation of PURE-EP
b. V [cp [c ] [rp [r Vi] .. ,, ..]] + satisfaction of PURE-EP
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(l I l) No V-to-l:
a. Vhplrl..V..l
b. v [cp [c ] [rp tr ] ..v ..ll

+ satisfaction of PURE-EP
+ satisfaction of PURE-EP

V-to-I languages are evaluated in the otherwise language-independent tableau
(112). In this tableau, candidate (112a) violates PURE-EP, while candidate (112c)
without overt complementizer violates OB-HD. These two candidates are
harmonically bound by candidate (112b) because this candidate does not violate these
two constraints. Consequently, candidate (112b) is predicted to be optimal
irrespective of the ranking of PURE-EP and OB-HD if no other constraint interferes.

(1 12)

I 8 Whether or not V-to-I movement takes place depends on the rank of PARSE-T (see chapter 1).
We will ignore Parse-T to keep the tableaux as srmple as possible.

PURE-EP OB-HD

[rp [r V,] .. ,, ..ll
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If no V-to-I movement takes place, the (again otherwise language-
independent) evaluation proceeds as in tableau (113). All candidates satisfy Rlnf-
EP. Candidate (113c) violates OB-HD. Again, the ranking of these two constraints
is irrelevant, but this time both the IP option and the CP option in which the
complementizer is pronounced are grammatical unless some other constraint
interferes (see below).

(1 l3)

However, we should not rush into the conclusion that Vikner's PURE-EP
account could replace the analysis of complementizer placement in terms of
NOSTRUC and LE(VEP) presented in chapter 3. PURE-EP (in combination with OB-
HD) allows complementizer'less clauses in certain contexts, but does not prefer
them. An additional constraint such as NOSTRUC is needed to explain the lack of
complementizers in a language like Chinese (see chapter 3). Furthernore, there are
languages with optional complementizers in which V raises to I. Scorretti (1991)
observes that in medieval varieties of Romance languages, complementizers are
often optional. Two Old French examples are given in (114). On the basis of
Vikner's Generalization, we would predict that in Old French, V does not raise to I.
However, this goes against standard assumptions about Old French clause sffucture,
according to which this head movement does take place (see De Bakker, 1997, and
references therein). Again, this would mean that a constraint such as NOSTRUC
should outrank (or be in a tie with) PURE-EP. A similar point can be made for
Ottawa-Hull French, in which complementizers can also be omitted (Martineau,
le88).

(l 14) Old French (Scorretti, l99l ):
a. Ele set bien _ so est la voie.

she knows well this is the way
'She knows very well that this is the way.'

b. Or veit li patriarches _ deus i fait vertuz.
now sees the patriarch God there makes miracle
'The patriarch sees now that God performs a miracle there.'

a. [rp L ] ..V ..1

b. [cp Comp trp [r ] .. V ..ll
c. [cp €ome trp tr ] .. V ..lI
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(115) Ottawa-Hull French (Martineau, 1988):
a. Je pense 

- 
c'est ga.

I think it-is that
'I think that's it.'

b. Me semble 
- 

il aime ga.

to-me seems he likes it
'It seems to me that he likes it.'

c. Faut 
- 

tu penses i ton avenir.
must you think about your future
'You have to think about your future.'

The alignment constraint LE(VEP), on the other hand, is needed to account
for the fact that complementizers need not be pronounced if CP is projected. We
have seen in previous chapters that in cases in which SpecCP is filled with overt
syntactic material, complementizers are often deleted. Furthermore, in the next
chapter, we will present evidence in favor of the claim that even in Modern Standard
French, tensed subordinate clauses should be analyzed as IPs in some contexts. This
means that in both Old and Modern French, PURE-EP is violable.

In sum, Vikner's Generalization is not surface-true. This is precisely what we
expect if it is attributed to the violable PLIRE-EP. The rank of PURE-EP with
respect to constraints such as LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC will determine the extent to
which its effect is observable.

2.2.2. Obligatory complementizers in D&E

We argued in chapter 3 that complementizers must be pronounced in clausal
complements if CP is projected and its specifier is empty. In the language-
independent tableau (116), candidate (c), in which CP is projected andthat is deleted,
is harmonically bound by the other two candidates. Hence, this structure will not be
optimal under any ranking.

(1 16)

LEruEP) NOSTRUC

a. V [rp ..] *

b. V [co Comp [lp .
*

c. V [cp €ome [rp ..]l * *

Just like in Grimhaw's analysis, this leads to the prediction that in contexts
in which CP is projected for independent reasons while its specifier is empty, the
complementizer is obligatorily pronounced. One such context is created by the
presence of left-peripheral adverbials in English, as in (104)-(105) above. These
adverbials lead to a violation of t'tlRE-EP in the absence of a protective CP. Tableau
(117) illustrates that the obligatoriness of the complementizer indicates that RJRE-
EP outranks NOSTRUC. Candidates (ll7a-a') violate PURE-EP. The tie between
LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC prefers candidates (117b-b'), since these only violate
NOSTRUC, while (117c-c') also violate LE(VEP).

121
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(1 17)

C HAPTER 4

lish P-EP LE(VEP) NOSTR

a. V [p ADV [rp ..]l
a'. V [xp ADV [x Vi] [rp .. ti .]l

*l !f

b. V [6p that hp ADV trp ,.]ll rs
b'. V [cp that ftp ADV [x Vi] [rp .. ri .]lI

{(

c. V [cp that hp ADV trp ..]ll
c'. V [cp that [xp ADV [x Vi] hp .. ri .lll

*! *

Tableau (118) shows that if we had assumed that NOSTRUC (and LE(VEP),
by transitivity) outranks P[IRE-EP, also candidates (a-a) would have been optimal.

(1 18)

lish LEffEP) NOS]I. P-EP

a. V hp ADV [p ..]l ?
a'. V [xp ADV [x Vi] trp .. 4 .ll

*> *

b. V [cp that [1p ADV tp ..]ll ra
b'. V [cp that [xp ADV [x V,] [rp .. li .l]l

<*(

c. V [cp that [1p ADV trp ..]ll
c'. V [cp that [xp ADV [x Vi] trp .. r, .lll

rt> (x

Note that if we substitute TEL for NOSTRUC in (117), in accordance with the
analyses by Pesetsky (1997,1998) and Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear), incorrect
predictions are made. This is illustrated in tableau (119). Again, candidates (a-a')
violate PURE-EP. However, the tie between LE(VEP) and TEL does not decide
between the two remaining candidates, since they each violate only one of the two
constraints:

(r le)
lish P-EP LEryEP) TEL

a. V [rp ADV tp ..]l
a'. V [xp ADV [x Vi] [rp .. ri .]l

,kl ,l+

b. V [sp that hp ADV [p ..]ll [3r

b'. V [cp that [yp ADV [x V,] [rp .. ri .]lI
<*

c. V [cp that hp ADV tp ..]ll r]
c'. V [cp that [xp ADV [x Vi] [rp ..ti .]ll

*>

2.2.3. Complementizers and ryft-extraction

Let us consider the interaction between T-LEX-GOV, LE(VEP), and NOSTRUC.
Since English is a CTP language, T-LEX-GOV must outrank LE(VEP) <>
NOSTRUC. In tableau (120), T-LEX-GOV eliminates candidates (b) and (c).
Consequently, candidate (120a) is optimal.
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(120)

inplish T-LE(-GOV LETVEP) NOSTRUC

a.V[pr..] 3e tl.

b. V [cp that [1p r ..]l *l rB

c. V [cp that [rp r ..]l *f * *

If LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC outrank T-LEX-GOV, the result is as given in tableau
(121). Candidates (121a-b) both survive the tie between LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC,
and T-LEX-GOV is irrelevant. This ranking defines the class of languages with
optional complementizers lacking the CTP.

(t2t)
Enplish' LEffEP) NOSTRUC T-LE(-GOV

a.V[rpt..] B *>

b. V [cp that [rp r ..]l Er <* *
c. V [cp t]at [p r ..]l rl.> <* *

It seems that such languages exist. Sobin (1987) notes that not all speakers
of English exclude Comp-trace configurations. The variety of English in which
Comp-trace configurations are allowed (henceforth English') is characterized by the
ranking in tableau (121). This means that the optionality of the complementizer is
not a sufficient condition for the CTP to occur, which is predicted in the present
analysis.

Let us return to the CTP-variety of English. The ranking we have established
so far is given in (122). Only the mutual ranking of T-LEX-GOV and PURE-EP is
not determined.

(r22) English: {T-LEX-GOV, PURE-EP} >> LE(VEP) + NOSTRUC

In order to establish whether T-LEX-GOV dominates PURE-EP or not, we
should look at the influence of the presence of sentential adverbials on
complementizer pronunciation in clauses from which a subject has been extracted.
The extraction facts raised by Culicover (1991, 1993) which we examined in section
1.3.2 seem to qualify. The relevant examples are repeated in (123)-(124). Despite the
fact that the subject has been extracted, the complementizer is obligatorily
pronounced, which is clearly due to the presence of the adverbial.

(123) a. This is the tree that I said thatjnst yesterday had resisted my shovel.
b. *This is the tree that I said that had resisted my shovel.

(ll+) a. Leslie is the person who I said that under no circumstances would run
for President.

b. *Leslie is the person who I said that would run for President.
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If T-LEX-GOV outranks PURE-EP, the evaluation proceeds as in tableau (125), in
which T-LEX-GOV eliminates candidates (b) and (c).re As a result, candidate (a) is
incorrectly predicted to be grammatical.20

(tzs)
lish T-L-G P-EP LEffEP) NOSTR

a. V [p ADV hp r..]l rr t *
b. V [cp that [,* ADV [rp r ..J]l *l rF

c. V [cp that [rp ADV [rp r ..]ll *t * *

However, under the alternative ranking given in tableau (126), candidate (a)
incurs a fatal violation of PURE-EP. The other two candidates have an equal score on
T-LEX-GOV. The tie between LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC prefers (126b) over (126c),
which leads to the correct prediction that the (a)-examples in (123)-(124), contrary to
the (b)-examples, are grammatical.

(126)

In sum, PURE-EP outranks T-LEX-GOV in English. This ranking allows us
to reduce the absence of subject-object asymmetries in the context of wh-extraction
from embedded clauses containing a sentential adverbial to the fact that they contain
a complementizer which is obligatorily pronounced for independent reasons.

2.3. The non-universality of the CTP

If the interaction between the constraints LE(VEP), NOSTRUC, and T-LEX-GOV are
rightfully held responsible for the CTP in English, we predict there to exist
languages that do not exhibit the CTP. Whenever a language ranks LE(VEP) higher
than NOSTRUC and T-LEX-GOV, subjects should be able to move across a
complementizer. This is shown in tableaux (127), in which candidates (a) and (c) are
eliminated by the high-ranked LE(VEP), and candidate (b) is optimal. Thus, the
ranking LE(VEP) >> {NOSTRUC, T-LEX-GOV} defines the class of languages in
which complementizers are obligatory and the CTP is absent. Icelandic and Dutch
are such languages.2l

Notice that both types of adverbials given in (123\-(124) are adjoined to IP. See secfion 1.3.2 and
footnote 13 above for particulars.
Candidate (125a) satisfies T-I-EX-GOV provided that the adverb adjoined to IP does not block
head-government. If it does block government, the desired result follows: (125a) would incur a
fatal violation of PURE-EP, and (125c) would be eliminated by the fie between LE(VEP) and
NOSTRUC.
Durch and Icelandic are V-to-I languages. Consequently, subordinate IPs violate PURE-EP. We
have argued in chapter 3 that in Dutch, PURE-EP outranks LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC. This suggests

l9

20

a. V [rp ADV [rp r ..]l
b. V [cp that [p ADV [rp, ..]ll ,e
c. V [cp that [1p ADV [p 1..]ll

2l
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(127)

A further prediction is that languages with optional complementizers do not
necessarily show the CTP. If LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC are in a tie, the ranking of T-
LEX-GOV with respect to this tie determines whether or not the language exhibits
the CTP. In the previous subsection, we have noted that the two rankings in
tableaux (128)-(129) correspond to two distinct varieties of English.

(128)

(t2e)
o I Comp. no CTP LEffEP) NOSTRUC T.LD(-GOV

a. V [rp r..] rs *>

b.V [cp Comp [rp r..]l ig <:r *
c. V [cp €ome [rp t..]l *> (x rt

If T-LEX-GOV >> LE(VEP) is responsible for the CTP, and LE(VEP) >>
NOSTRUC for obligatory complementizers, we would expect that a language such as

French, in which complementizers are obligatory and subject movement is marked,
is characterized by the ranking T-LEX-GOV >> LE(VEP) >> NOSTRUC. Tableau
(130) shows, however, that this expectation is not borne out. The only candidate
that satisfies T-LEX-GOV is (130a), which is therefore optimal. We now incorrectly
predict that French simply drops the otherwise optional complementizer in the
context of subject movement. Rather, French replaces que by qui. We leave this
problem aside for the moment, and return to it in the next chapter. There, it will be
argued that non-subjects can also be moved to and extracted from SpecIP, which
leads to IP-complementation.

that PURE-EP, rather than LE(VEP), rs responsible for the optimality of the CP candidate. A
similar argument mrght hold for Icelandrc. Note that this does not effect the pornt made here:
although Comp-trace configurations are marked, they nevertheless surface when hrgher-ranked
constrai nts interfere.

a. V [rp 1..]

b. V [cp Comp hp t..ll !s
c. V [cp €omp [rp r..]

b. V [ep Comp [rp r..]l
c.V [cp €omB [rp , ..]l
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(r30)

C HAPTER 4

Languages lacking complementizers are characterized by the ranking
NOSTRUC >> LE(VEP). Tableaux (131)-(133) show that no matter how T-LEX-
GOV is ranked with respect to these two constraints, candidate (a) will always be
optimal. This leads to the prediction that complementizers do not show up in long
subject movement if they are otherwise absent. We leave this prediction for possible
falsification in the future, since Chinese, the only language in our sample which
lacks complementizers, is a wh-in-situ language, which makes our predictions
difficult to test.

(131)

(132)

(133)

No Comp, no CTP NOSTRUC T-LE)(-GOV LE(VEP)

a. V [p r..] B .f

b. V [cp Comp [rp r..]I *f |r

c. V [cp eomp [rp t..]l rlc I * *

Let us return to Perlmutter's generalization. We saw above that there is
consensus in the literature about the idea that in pro-drop languages, subject
extraction does not leave a trace in the canonical subject position (SpecIP): it is
possible in these languages to extract subjects from a postverbal position governed
by the verb. So far, we have only been considering the three candidates in (134a-c).
If indeed subjects can be extracted from postverbal consffuction, also the structures
in (13ad-0 will be serious competitors.22

22 The structures rn (134d-0 will of course also compete in non-pro-drop languages. Notice that we
are simplifying matters considerably here. In the Romance pro-drop languages, sublects seem to
move to SpeclP in many cases. For instance, in ltalian, as we saw in chapter 1, subjects occur in

a. V hp r..l

c. V [cp €omp [rp r..]I
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(134) a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

(13s)

[wh, .. Vr [r* /, .. Vz.. ,,..]]
Lwh .. Vr [cp Comp [p /, ..V2.. 4..]]l
fwhi .. Vr [cp €€mp [rp f, .. Vz.. ri..]ll
lwhi ..Vr hp .. Vz .. r ..ll
lwh, .. Vr [cp Comp [rp .. Vz.. ,..]ll
lwh, .. Vr [cp €omp [rp .. Vz.. ,..]ll

It can be proven that if T-LEX-GOV, LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC have to decide
between (134a-f), the ranking of T-LEX-Gov is irrelevant, and the CTP will always
be absent. The only two structures that violate T-LEX-GOV are (135b-c1.2:
However, these two candidates, like (1350, are harmonically bound by structure
(135e), which means that they will not be optimal under any ranking of the three
constraints. Since (135a), (135d), and (135e) are the only three candidates that are
not harmonically bound, and T-LEX-GOV does not decide between them, the ranking
of this constraint does not play a role in determining the optimal member of the
candidate set given in (134).

This is exactly what we want to express: whatever is otherwise responsible for the
CTP (the ranking of T-LEX-GOV in the present analysis) is irrelevant in languages
in which the subject may be extracted from postverbal position.

3. Toward a unified account of subject-object asymmetries

In previous chapters, we have seen that subject-object asymmetries in matrix
interrogatives, as well as in relatives can be captured in terms of economy. The
constraint STAY prefers w/r-subjects to remain in their Case position, where they
can check their Case as well as their operator features. An important advantage of an

posWerbal position only if they receive a focus interpretation. SVO, on the other hand, seems to
correspond to the pragmatically unmarked order. It may be that the rnherent focus interpretauon
of wlr-elements is somehow responsible for the possibility of subject extrachon from postverbal
position. Since there are many more or less subtle differences between the individual Romance
langrreges concerning the syntax and interpretation of poswerbal subjects and we want to focus
on the general picture, we will simply assume, following Chomsky (1981), Rizzi (1982, 1990) and
many others, that in pro-drop languages, subject extractlon from postverbal positron is not
excluded by rndependent principles or constrarnts. Hence, unlike in non-pro-drop languages,
(l3,ld-0 are in crucial competition with (134a-c).

Lt The question of whether the poswerbal trace violates T-LEX-GOV or not rs rrrelevant because
each candrdate in (135) contains it.

T-LEX-GOV LF.(VEP) NOSTR

a. Vr [rp Ii .. Vz.. ,i..]
b. V, [.-o Com t; ..Y2.. ti ..]l

e. Vr [6p Comp [rp ,. Vz .. , ..]l
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analysis along these lines is that STAY, unlike T-LEX-GOV, is an independently
motivated notion in the D&E framework. Furthermore, this constraint is formulated
in such general terms that a simpler condition on the occurrence of traces is
inconceivable. Unlike the ECP or any other government-based formal licensing
condition on traces, STAY simply prohibits traces in any syntactic context. In this
light, it seems worthwhile to investigate whether an economy account of the CTP
holds water.24

3.1. Long subject movement

In section 2, we did not go into the question of whether movement chains contain
intermediate traces. Only candidates such as the ones in (136) were mentioned.

(136) a. who; do you think [1p r, will see them]
b. who, do you think [gp that [lp t, will see them]l
c. who, do you think [cp that fto 4 will see them]l

However, the subjacency condition proposed in chapter 2 requires that
movement apply successive cyclically, i.e., that movement from one extended
projection to another involve moyement through the specifier of the highest node of
the lower extended projection. Accordingly, (136b-c) cannot be produced. Let us,
therefore, replace them by structures that do contain an intermediate trace:

(137) a. whq do you think [p 4 will see them]
b. who, do you think [6p r, that [1p 11 will see them]l
c. who, do you think [gp t, that [1p r, will see them]]

Option (137a) distinguishes itself in two ways from its competitors in
(137b-c): both T-LD(-GOV and STAY prefer the former representation over the latter
two. Due to the fact that in the absence of CP, SpecIP is a position from which wft-
phrase can directly be moved into a higher clause without violating successive
cyclicity, IP-complementation is preferred for reasons of economy. If, like we have
been assuming for T-LEX-GOV, STAY outranks the tie between LE(VEP) and
NOSTRUC, subject extraction in English is evaluated as in tableau (138). This
tableau shows that candidates (138b-c) incur one more violation of the high-ranked
STAY than (138a), with the result that the latter option is correctly predicted to be
grammatical (cf. tableau (120)).

(r38)

Enslish STAY LEffEP) NOSTR

a. V [rp t, will see theml 6 ,( *
b. V [cp d that [1p 4 will see them]l {.* I *
c. V [cp ,i that [1p 4 will see them]l **! rt i*

24 Earlier economy analyses of the CTP (developed independently of each other) can be found in
Dekkers (1995) and Deprez (1994).
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The Culicover facts in (123)-(124) show that PURE-EP annihilates the effect
of STAY. If an adverbial is adjoined to IP, CP must be present to prevent a violation
of PURE-EP. Consequently, if PURE-EP outranks STAY, IP-complementation will
not be an option. In tableau (139), the high-ranked PURE-EP correctly rules out
candidate (a). Whereas Smy does not decide between the rwo remaining candidates,
the tie between LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC does: candidate (139b) is optimal because it
only incurs a violation of NOSTRUC, while (139c) also violates LE(VEP) (cf.
tableau (126)).

(13e)

The ranking LE(VEP) + NOSTRUC >> STAY defines the class of languages
in which complementizers are optional, and the CTP is absent. 'We noted in section
2.2..3 that this characterizes the variety of English in which long subject movement
can occur in the presence of that.In tableau (140), the tie between LE(VEP) and
NOSTRUC eliminates candidate (c), and STAY does not decide between the two
remaining candidates.

(140)

lish' LE(VEP) NOSTR STAY

a. V [rp r, will see them] rs *> *
b. V [cp f; that [1p I, will see them]l ls 4* t{t*

c. V [cp ri that [rp r, will see them]l *y 4* **

Tableaux (140) shows that when STAY is low-ranked, it has no influence on
complementizer pronunciation, with the result that the CTP will be absent. In
tableaux (141), the same is illustrated for Ianguages with obligatory
complementizers, such as Dutch and lcelandic. The high-ranked LE(VEP) is violated
by candidates (l4la) and (1a1c). Consequently, (141b), in which CP is present, and
the complementizer is pronounced, is optimal (cf. tableaux (127)). The mutual
ranking of NOSTRUC and STAY is irrelevant.

(141)

Oblipatory Comn. no CTP LEffEP) NOSTR STAY

a.V[1pt..] *f !F

b. V [cp r, Comp [rp ri ..]] cF rf rts*

c. V [cp ,i eomp [rp ri ..]I x! * +*

a, V [rp ADV
b. V [cp r; that [1p ADV [p ,r ..J]J ls
c. V [cp ,i that [rp ADV trp a..]ll
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Finally, we predict that languages which lack complementizers do not exhibit
the CTP. Like in (131)-(133), the IP candidate is optimal in the following three
tableaux:

(142)

(143)

(144)

When we compare the tableaux (138)-(144) to their counterparts in the
previous two subsections, it turns out that for each candidate, the number of
violations of Stey equals the number of violations of T-LEX-GOV plus one (or
plus two, if VP-internal traces are taken into consideration). Since all candidates
incur this additional violation of STAY, it will not have any affect on the outcome
of the evaluation. In other words: in the absence of CP, long wft-movement from
SpecIP can occur in one step (which leads to fewer violations of STeV), while its
fface is governed by the matrix verb (which prevents a violation of T-LEX-GOV).
Hence, STAY can be substituted for T-LEX-GOV without changing the predictions
made. This move is attractive because STAY is an independently needed constraint,
whereas T-LEX-GOV is specifically designed to account for the CTP. In previous
chapters, STAY played a central role in the reduction of other subject-object
asymmetries to clause size. If T-LEX-GOV is replaced by STAY, this leads to a
generalized economy approach to subject-object asymmetries.

Let us conclude this section by returning to the pro-drop languages. Unlike
tableau (135), tableau (145) mentions only one IP candidate (notice that like in
tableau (135), no ranking is specified). This is because candidate (135d) is identical
to (135a) if the intermediate trace necessary to satisfy successive cyclicity is added in
SpecIP. In tableau (145), candidates (b-c) are harmonically bound by candidate (d),
which means that they will not be optimal under any ranking. Since these two
candidates violate STAY three times, whereas the other three do so twice, the ranking
of this constraint, just like the ranking of T-LEX-GOV in tableau (135), is
irrelevant.

b. V [cp r, Comp [1p r; ..]l
c. V [cp ri €offip [rp ri ..]I

No Comp. no CTP NOSTR LE(VEP) STAY

a. V [p, ..] !s * IF

b. V [cp r, Comp [1p f, ..11 *f **
c. V [cp ri €omp [rp ,, ..]l *f {q .f*

c. V [cp r; €omp [ro ,i ..]I
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(r4s)

Consequently, we still predict that all pro-drop languages lack the CTP, irrespective
of the ranking of STAY.

3.2. Long object and adjunct movement

Both T-LEX-GOV and Sfey can be held responsible for the difference between rrylr-

movement from SpecIP and that from any other position in the clause. Only in the
former case will IP complements be preferred by these two constraints. Whenever
wlz-elements originate from a position other than SpecIP, the presence or absence of
CP does not have an influence on the question of whether the trace that is left
behind is governed. The same holds for the number of traces, provided that we are
prepared to assume that even in absence of a CPJayer,wh-movement should be able
to apply in a successive cyclic fashion.

If successive cyclic movement were impossible in the absence of CP, the IP-
option would not compete in the evaluation of long w/r-movement of non-subjects.
Tableau (146) shows that this would lead to the incorrect prediction that
complementizers are always pronounced in this syntactic context. The core of the
problem is that candidate (146b), in which the complementizer is deleted, is
harmonically bound by candidate (146a), which contains a pronounced
complementizer.

(146)

Therefore, it is necessary to assume that an escape hatch for non-subjects is
also available in IP complements. Let us suppose that non-subjects may land in a
second specifier of the complement.2s If so, the evaluation of English object

25 This second specifier position does not host overt material. Let us suppose that this is due to a
constrarnt bannrng perfect projections wrth multiple specifiers. Traces should be invisible to thrs
constraint. This is in line with the fact that phonologically empty material is in general rnvisible m
constrarnts. Exceptions are SIAY (for obvious reasons), and EPP. As we will see in chapter 5, EPP
requires that the specrfier of IP be filled wrth a category, rather than with phonological features.
Alternatively, the intermediate trace could be adjoined to IP. This presupposes a minor
reformulation of the sublacency condition postulated rn chapter 2 so that elements adjoined to the
top node of an extended projection count as belonging to thrs extended projection. Traces must
then be rnviuble to PURE-EP, which prohibits adjunction to top nodes of extended projectrons.
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a. Vr [lp /, .. Vz .. I, ..]
b. Vr [ep /i Com
c. V1 [6'p /, €offie [rp /, .. Vz .. /, ..]]
d. Vr [cp ,, Comp [rp .. Vz .. tt ..

e. V1 [gp f1 €€me [rp .. Vz .. ,, ..]l

a. V [ep I that [rp they will see r,]l B
b. V [cp ,i that [1p they will see l,]l
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extraction proceeds as in tableau (147). In this tableau, STAY is violated by all three
candidates, and the tie between LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC eliminates candidate (c).
Hence, candidates (147b-c) are optimal, which is correct. More particularly, since all
three candidates incur two violations of STAY, this constraint will be irrelevant
under any ranking.

(147)

Enslish STAY LE(VEP) NOSTR

a.V [rp r, they will see t,] rs ** *5'

b. V [cp fi that [1p they will see ri]l Gr ** .qt#

c. V [cp r, that [p they will see r;]l ** *5, 4*

Note that if TEL is substituted for NOSTRUC (as proposed by Broekhuis &
Dekkers, to appear; Pesetsky, 1997, 1998; see also chapter 3), we do not have to
assume a second specifier of IP. This is demonstrated in tableau (148). Since (148b)
is not harmonically bound by (1a8a), both candidates will be optimal. However,
since both the obligatoriness of complementizers in the context of sentential
adverbials and the impossibility of pronouncing the relative pronoun that in
prepositional relatives (see chapter 3) do not follow from a tie berween LE(VEP) and
TEL, we rcject an analysis along these lines.

(r48)

Like Grimshaw's analysis in terms of T-LEX-GOV, an economy-based
analysis predicts that adjunct extraction behaves on a par with object extraction:

(14e)

ish STAY LETVEP) NOSTR

a. When, do you think [p r, they will
see them r;l rs

:1.* r*}r

b. When, do you think [6p ri that [p ti
they will see them tll

,F* a6lt

c. When, do you think [sp 4 that [,p r,
they will see them rill rs

** *> ,4:F

Since both types of extraction involve movement from positions that are not
potentially left-peripheral, all structures produced by Gen/Q* will involve the
additional movement step necessary to avoid a violation of successive cyclicity. As
a result, STAY does not influence the question of whether or not CP should be
projected. Therefore, object and adjunct extraction do not affect complementizer
pronunciation.

will see r;ll
b. V [cp ri that [p they will see r;]l !s
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3.3. Subject-object asymmetries in weak island contexts

So far, we have focused on subject-object asymmetries occurTing in the context of
wh-extraction from complements of epistemic verbs. However, similar asymmetries
occur in the context of w/r-islands, as we have seen in section 1. The examples in
(150) show that the elements how and fl, which create wft-islands, block long
subject movement, just like that:

(150) a. *Which student do you wonder how could solve the problem?
(Rizzi, 1990)

(Vos, 1994)

The examples in (150) contrast with those in (151). Although object
movement across how and fis degraded, it does not lead to full unacceptability as in
the case of long subject movement.
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b. *Who do you think that saw Bill?
c. *Which student did John ask if knew Bill?

(151) a.

b.
c.

??Which problem do you wonder how John could solve? (Rizzi, 1990)
Who do you think that Bill saw?

?What did John ask if Bill knew? (Vos, 1994)

In this section, we will examine if our econorny approach can also caprure
subject-object asymmetries in the context of these and other weak islands. Section
3.3.? focuses on subject-object asymmetries caused by intervening
complementizers, while section 3.3.3 is devoted to intervening wft-phrases. But
first, let us first briefly go into the general phenomenon of weak islands.

3.3.1. Weak islands

Weak islands are characterized by the fact that they cause adjunct-argument
asymmetries. In (152)-(154), it is shown that although wh-movement across a
negative expression or from an interrogative or factive clause is in principle
permitted, it leads to ungrammaticality if the moved element is an adjunct. The
examples in (153)-(154) are taken from Cinque (1990).

(152) Wh-lsland:
a. ??Which problem, do you wonder howi John could solve /, r.;?

b. *How, do you wonder which problemi John could solve /, /,?

(153) Iwter (negative) island:
a. To whoml didn't you speak r,?

b. *Howi didn't you behave l,?

(154) Factive island:
a. To whom; do you regret that you could not speak 4?
b. *How; do you regret that you behaved r;?
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Weak islands should be distinguished from strong islands such as subject and
adjunct islands, which are not sensitive to the nature of the moved elements: they
block both adjunct and argument movement. The examples in (155)-(156) are again
taken from Cinque (1990). The ungrammaticality of these examples follows from
the subjacency condition on movement we introduced in chapter 2. We will ignore
strong islands here.

(155) Subject island:
a. *Which books, did [talking about [] become difficult?
b. *How, would [to behave r,] be inappropriate?

(156) Adjunct island:
a. *To whom, did you leave without speaking r,?

b. *How, was he fired after behaving 4?

At first sight, subjects seem to pattern with adjuncts in weak island
contexts. The examples of subject extraction in (150a) and (157), for instance, are
ungrammatical on a par with the examples of adjunct extraction in (152b) and
(154b), respectively.

(157) *Who do you regret (tha$ punished the children? (Zlbirarreta, L982)

Recall that Rizzi (1990) argues, however, that these two asymmetries should
not be treated on a par (see section 1.3.2 above). In his view, adjunct-argument
asymmetries are caused by the requirement that traces be identified by their
antecedent, while subject-object asymmetries are due to a formal licensing
requirement. Among the indications that such a distinction is on the right track is
the observation that adjunct extraction is not sensitive to the presence of that, while
subject extraction is. Compare (158) with (150b).

(158) How do you think (that) John could solve this problem?

Subjects, on the other hand, are not sensitive to inner islands, while adjuncts
are. Examples are given in (159).

(159) a. Who, don't you think John met t,?
b. Who, don't you think met John r,?

c. *How, don't you think John fixed his car r;?

Furthermore, in a null-subject language such as Italian, subjects pattern with
objects rather than with adjuncts in weak island contexts. Examples of wft-islands
are given in (160).
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(160) Rizzi (1990):
a. ?Che studente non sai come potri risolvere il problema?

which student not know-2sc how could solve the problem
'Which student don't you know how could solve the problem?'

b. ?Che problema non sai come potremo risolvere?
which problem not know-2SG how could-lPl- solve
'Which problem don't you know how we could solve?'

c. *Come non sai che problema potremo risolvere?
how not know-zsc which problem could-lPl- solve
'How don't you know which problem you could solve?'

Rizzi's identification requirement is partially semantic, since it makes a
distinction between moved elements that are associated with a referential e-role and
those that are not: only the identification of traces that do not bear a referential e-role
is sensitive to intervening elements such as w/r-phrases. The paradigm in (161),
taken from Szabolcsi & Zwarts (1993) reinforces the idea that the identification
requirement is semantic in nature. It turns out that the more likely a wh-phrase is
interpreted as linked to the discourse (D-linked), the easier it is to extract it from an
island. Next to adjuncts, which do not easily get a D-linked interpretation, also non-
D-linked arguments such as what and how many bool<s can hardly be extracted from
weak islands.26

(161) a.

b.
c.

d.

Which rlani do you regret that I saw I;?

?Who, do you regret that I saw /;?
??Whaq do you regret that I saw r,?
??How many books; do you regret that I saw [?
*How much paiq do you regret that I saw f;?
*Who the hell, do you regret that I saw ,,?

e.

f.

This is acknowledged in Szabolcsi & Zwarts' (1993) semantic approach to
weak islands, in which island sensitivity of wlr-phrases is reduced to the
impossibility to perform the necessary operations in the denotation domain of these
phrases. Let us assume that an analysis of "adjunct-argument" asymmetries along
these lines is essentially correct, and continue our investigation of the other class of
asymmetries, which is syntactic in nature.

3.3.2. Intervening complementizers

Whereas object movement from complements of factive verbs only leads to a
slightly degraded result, subject movement is fully ungrammatical in this context.
Irrespective of whether the complementizer is pronounced in (162a), the example is
unacceptable. A similar observation can be made for wh-extraction from embedded
interrogative clauses headed by if.

26 A w&-phrase is D-linked if it is replaced by a member of a pre-established set in the answer to the
quesuon that contains this w&-phrase (see Pesetsky, 1987).
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(162)
a.

b.

(163)

C HAPTER 4

Ztbiruneta ( 1982):
*Who do you regret (tha$ punished the children?
?Who do you regret ttrat Mary punished?

Vos (1994):
*Which student did John ask if knew Bill?
?What did John ask if Bill knew?

Before we go and analyze these asymmetries, let us first consider the distribution of
complementizers in clauses of different semantic types.

3.3.2.1. Semantic type

A remarkable property of clausal complements of factive verbs is that the
complementizer is obligatorily pronounced. The example in (164a), taken from
Melvold (1991), shows that in complements of factive verbs, that is obligatorily
present. The same holds for embedded yes-no interrogatives, in which ffcannot be
omitted.

(164) a. Bill revealed *(that) Jane voted for Reagan.
b. Bill wondered *(if) Jane voted for Reagan.

It seems that the impossibility of embedding IP should be blamed on the
failure to meet the selectional requirements of the main verb. However, this cannot
be a matter of c-selection, since c-selection does not distinguish between possible
realizations of an extended projection of the verbal category. In other words, the
ungrammaticality of the examples in (164) without complementizer must be due to
s-selection.27

Complements of factive verbs receive a semantic interpretation different from
those of, for instance, epistemic verbs (see Kiparsky & Kiparsky, l97l). The most
striking difference in semantic interpretation between the two examples in (165) is
that the truth of the embedded clause in (165a) is presupposed, whereas that of its
counterpart in (165b) is not.

(165) a. John discovered *(that) Jane voted for Reagan.
b. John thinks (that) Jane voted for Reagan.

Let us therefore assume that factive verbs take CP complements because the
complementizer contributes to the meaning of the clause in such a way that the
embedded verbal extended projection as a whole can be interpreted as a fact.

This is in line with Grimshaw's (1991) views on s-selection, according to
which heads like C and D can be type-changing.The presence of the complementizer
f leads to an interrogative interpretation of the clause. Verbs likewonder s-select
clauses of this type. Consequently, whenever a clause contains a complementizer
other than f (in the absence of a clause-initial wft-phrase), it will not be a legitimate
complement of wonder:

27 Notice that the hypothesis that c-selection can be reduced to s-selectlon is not contradicted rn this
book.

a.

b.
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(166) a. I wonder if Billy will make it as a rock singer.
b. *I wonder that Billy will make it as a rock singer.

Along the same lines, epistemic verbs s-select a proposition. Since clauses
containing if are interrogative, they will not be s-selected by a verb likethink:

(167) a. *I think if Billy will make it as a rock singer.
b. I think that Billy will make it as a rock singer.

The examples in (168) show that in the absence of a complementizer, a clause is
interpreted as a proposition, rather than as a fact or a question.

(168) a. *Bill revealed Jane voted for Reagan.
b. *Bill wondered Jane voted for Reagan.
c. Bill thought Jane voted for Reagan.

Because the complementizer that can be used in complements of both factive and
epistemic verbs, it is ambiguous between being a type-preserving and a type-
changing head. Type-preserving that contributes nothing to the semantics of the
clause. As a result, it is optional if the syntax does not require otherwise. Type-
changing that (henceforth that'),on the other hand, leads to a factive interpretation of
the clause, and can therefore not be omitted even if the synta( would allow this. In
chapter 5, we will propose that the distinction between type-changing and type-
preserving that is a structural, rather than a lexical matter.

The three structures in (169) are equivalent from a c-selectional point of
view. In English, two of these structures, viz. (169a-b), actually surface, which is
due to the ranking LE(VEP) o NOSTRUC.

(169) a. V [rp..]
b. V [cp Comp Lp ..]l
c. V [cp €omp trp ..1]

Particular instantiations of these two grammatical structures are given in
(170). Since (169a) does not contain a complementizer, it can only be interpreted as

a proposition. The type of the embedded clause in (169b), on the other hand, depends
on the choice of complementizer. If type-preserving that is inserted, the clause is
again interpreted as a proposition. If, on the other hand, the actual structure contains
the type-changing complementizers that' or if, it will be interpreted as a fact or a
question, respectively. The structure in (169c) necessarily involves deletion of type-
preserving tlrutbecatse its type-changing counterparts contain semantic features:

(170) a. V [p..] (proposition)
b. V [cp that [p ..]l (proposition)
b'. V [cp that' [1p ..]l (fact)

b". v [cp if [rp ..]l (Q)

c. V [cp that [rp ..JJ (proposition)

r37
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The choice between these complementizers is irrelevant from a syntactic
point of view. All four structures in (170) are composed of the same formal features.
Only features involved in feature checking qualify as formal (see chapter 2).
Although the three complementizers in (170b-b") are undoubtedly composed of
distinct semantic features, these features are not involved in feature checking and are,
therefore, irrelevant for candidate set membership.

This is illustrated in tableau (171), where the candidate set to which (166a)
belongs is evaluated. Only candidate (171e) violates both tied constraints, and is
therefore eliminated. The other four candidates violate only one of these constraints.
Hence, they are all optimal, and therefore syntactically well-formed. Nevertheless,
only (171d) actually surfaces, due to the s-selectional properties of the verbwonder.
This verb s-selects clauses of the Q (intenogative) type, which disqualifies (17Ia-c).

(171)

lish LE (VEP) NOSTR

a. I wonder [rp Billy will make it ..] 0s *1

b. I wonder [cp that [1p Billy will make it ..]l rs <*
c. I wonder [ep that' [rp Billy will make it ..]l rs <*
d. I wonder [cp if [1p Billy will make it ..]l rs <*
e. I wonder [sp that [1p Billy will make it ..]l *> 4*

It must be underlined that verbs do not s-select CPs. Rather, they s-select
clauses of a specific semantic type. If the required interpretation of the complement
clause depends on the presence of a complementizer, CP must be projected. In the
case of the wonder-type verbs, for instance, the complement clause must contain
some element which gives rise to an interrogative interpretation. There are two ways
to achieve this. First, the interrogative complementizer tf can be pronounced. Since

f must head a CP for syntactic reasons, this strategy will lead to CP-
complementation. Second, the interrogative interpretation can be brought about by
the presence of a wh-phrase. Since wh-phrases can be licensed in SpecIP, the
necessary interpretation can be obtained without projecting CP.

3.3.2.2. Evaluation precedes s-selection

We have implicitly assumed that evaluation precedes s-selection. Structures are first
evaluated. Subsequently, it is verified whether or not the optimal candidates violate
s-selectional requirements. However, it is possible that although the five structures
in (171) are equivalent in the sense that they are composed of identical formal
features, they will not compete. It could be that candidate sets only contain
structures that do not violate s-selectional requirements. If so, all candidates in
tableau (171), with the exception of candidate (d), would be excluded from
competition.

The question is therefore: does evaluation really precede s-selection? To find
the answer, we should examine situations in which s-selection and syntax have
conflicting needs. A good example is subject extraction from a clause containing a
complementizer which must be pronounced for s-selectional reasons. Let us return
to the sentences in (162) and (163), and begin with example (163a), repeated in
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(172d). The question is whether this sentence competes with the other four options
given in (172), which are all composed of identical formal features, and therefore in
principle in competition with each other. If s-selection precedes evaluation,, (772a-c)
and ( l72e) will not enter any candidate set because they violate the s-selectional
requirements of the verb asft. Whereas asfr s-selects complements of the type Q, the
embedded clauses in (172) are interpreted as propositions or facts. However, if these
structures do not compete, (172d) is predicted to be grammatical for lack of
competition, which is incorrect.

(172) a. Which student did John ask knew Bill?
b. Which student did John ask that knew Bill?
c. Which student did John ask that'knew Bill?
d. Which student did John ask if knew Bill?
e. Which student did John ask +hat knew Bill?

If we assume instead that evaluation precedes s-selection, the sentences in
(ll2) will be in one candidate set. The evaluation is given in tableau (173). Like in
tableau (138), the high-ranked Srey rules out the CP options (173b-e) because
these violate Sfey twice, whereas the IP candidate (173a) violates this constraint
only once. This means that the ungrammaticality of (173d) is due to the fact that
this structure is blocked by the optimal (173a). However, although (173a) is
optimal, it is uninterpretable because the complement clause it contains is not of
the Upe Q, and therefore violates the s-selectional requirements of the verbasft.

(173)

Enplish STAY LE ruEP) NOSTR

a. wh,.. ask [rp ,i ..] rs * rk

b. wfu.. ask [6,p t; that [rp ,i ..]l *xl *
c. wh,.. ask [cp Ii that' [rp ,, ..]I **l r*

d. wh,.. ask [cp I, if [rp ri ..]I **! *
e. whi.. ask [cp fi that tp r, ..]l **! * *

In sum, if s-selection has no influence on candidate set membership, this
accounts for the ineffability of structures in which a subject moves across an
interrogative complementizer. Tableau (174) shows that this effect is absent in the
case of object movement. Like in tableau (147), STAY is violated twice by all
candidates. Since (174a-d), contrary to (174e), violate only one of the two tied
constraints LE(VEP) and NOSTRUC, these four candidates are optimal. However,
(174a-c) violate the s-selectional requirements of the verbas/<. Hence, it is correctly
predicted that only candidate (17M) (= (163b)) surfaces.

139
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(174)

C HAPTER 4

lish STAY LE ruEP) NOSTR

a. whi.. ask [1p r, Bill knew t ] ra ** *>

b. wh,.. ask [6p t, that hp Bill knew 4]l cr {(rF 4*
c. whi.. ask [6.o r; that' [1p Bill knew (]l ler ** <*
d. whi.. ask [cp r, if hp Bill knew r,]] Ba +* <*
e. wh,.. ask lcp t, that [1p Bill knew r,]l ** *> <*

The subject-object asymmetry witnessed in the context of long w/r-
movement from complements of factive verbs can be explained along the same
lines. If the subject moves, the high-ranked STAY prefers (175a) over (175b).
However, this structure cannot be interpreted, since IPs cannot get the factive
interpretation required by the verb regret.

(175) a. who, do you regret [rp /, punished the children]
b. who; do you regret [cp r, that' [p t, punished the children]l

If the object is moved on the other hand, both the IP and the CP option are
optimal. From a semantic point of view, CPs containing that' are appropriate
complements of factive verbs. Hence, (176b) is correctly predicted to surface.

(176) a. whq do you regret [rp /, Mary punished t,]
b. who, do you regret [cp r, that' [yp Mary punished r,]l

As long as a particular instance of wh-extraction does not exclude the
presence of CP, this movement can cross complementizers of any type. In cases in
which the presence of CP is excluded, on the other hand, the movement in question
can only occur if the presence of the complementizer is not needed for s-selectional
reasons.

This makes an interesting crosslinguistic prediction. In languages lacking the
CTP, subject extraction is compatible with the presence of a complementizer. If
complementizers are licit, the s-selectional requirements of factive andwonder-type
verbs can be satisfied. In other words, the presence of factive or interrogative
complementizers are predicted only to create islands for subject movement in CTP
languages. This prediction is borne out. Spanish, being a pro-drop language, lacks
the CTP. The examples in (177) and (178) show that it also lacks subject-object
asymmetries in factive and interrogative contexts.

(177) Zubizaneta ( 1982):
a. ?;Qui6n lamentas que no haya llamado?

who regret-2sc that not has called
'Who do you regret (that) did not call?'

b. ?iA qui6n lamentas que Juan haya llamado?
who regret-2SG that Juan has called
'Who do you regret that Juan called?'
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(178) Vos (1994):
a. 6Qui6n no sabes si alquilS la casa?

who not know-2sc if rented the house
'Who don't you know if rented the house?'

b. rQu6 libro no sabes si comprd Juan?
which book not know-zSc if bought Juan
'Which book don't you know if Juan bought?'

A similar observation can be made for Dutch, which also lacks the CTP:28

(179) a. ?Wie betreur je dat ons niet gebeld heeft?
who regret you that us not called has
'Who do you regret that did not call us'

b. ?Wie betreur je dat hij niet gebeld heeft?
who regret you that he not called has
'Who do you regret that he did not call?'

(180) a. ?Wie weet je niet of ons zal waarschuwen?
who know you not if us will warn
'Who don't you know if will warn us?'

b. ?Wie weet je niet of hrj zal waarschuwen?
who know you not if he will warn
'Who don't you know if he will warn?'

French, on the other hand, being a CTP language, should behave like English. And
indeed, subject extraction is disallowed in the contexts in question:

(l8l) Ztbizarreta(1982):
a. *Qui regrettes-tu qui chitie les enfants?

who regret-you qai punishes the children
'who do you regret (tha$ punishes the children?'

b. ?Qui regrettes-tu que Marie chitie?
who regret-you that Marie punishes
'Who do you regret that Marie punishes?'

The degree of accepabiliry attributed to the examples in (179)-(180) are based on the author's
judgments, whrch are on the liberal side. For many speakers of Dutch, tlese examples will be
more degraded than suggested here, although no sub.;ect-object asymmetries are attested. Maybe,
the absence of subject-object asymmetries rn these examples is (partially) responsible for the fact
that object movement from weak islands is judged less acceptable in Dutch than in English or
French. Notice in thrs context that (i), an example of object extraction from a strong island, is
consrderably more degraded than the examples in (179)-(180).
(i) *Wie ging hij huilen omdat hij moest zoenen?

who went he cry because he had+o kiss?
'Who did he start to cry because he had to kiss?'

t4l

28
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(182) a. *Quel professeur ne sais-tu pas si aidera l'6tudiant?
which professor NEG know-you NEG if help-FUT the-student
'Which professor don't you know if will help the student?'

b. ?Quel dtudiant ne sais-tu pas si le professeur aidera?
which student NEG know-you NEG if the professor help-FUT
'Which student don't you know if the professor will help?'

Note, finally, that in an OT syntax in which members of a candidate set must
be semantic equivalents (see chapter 2), violation of s-selectional requirements will
not lead to absolute ungrammaticality because complementizers with semantic
content will obligatorily be contained in all members of the candidate set. As long
as alternative accounts of the phenomena under discussion compatible with a
semantic identity requirement are not available, the view on candidate set
membership we have adopted in chapter 2 is superior.

3.3.3. Intervening wft-phrases

Let us reconsider the examples in (152) repeated in (183). Although wft-movement
from an interrogative clause introduced by some other wft-phrase is marginal to
begin with, subject extraction leads to a worse result than object extraction.

(183) a. ??Which problem, do you wonder how, John could solve I; I,?
b. *How; do you wonder which problem, John could solve /, 4?

The examples in (183) contain two interrogative clauses, and two
interrogative phrases. As a result, it should be determined during the evaluation of
this construction which wlz-phrase moves to the higher clause, and which one stays
in the lower clause. For the example in (183a), the two options in (184) are
available. Either the wft-object moves to the higher clause, while the adjunct
occupies the SpecCP in the lower clause, as in (184a), or vice versa, as in (184b).
In both cases, brc,th which problem and how must undergo movement to reach their
scope position, and STAY will be irrelevant.

(184) a. Which problem, do you wonder [6p howi [p John cou]d solve ,, ,r ll
b. How, do you wonder [spwhich problem, [lpJohn could solve tst,])

For the example in (183b), the options are as given in (185). In addition to the
structures in (185a-b), which parallel (184a-b), it is possible to leave the subject in
SpecIP, where it can check the [+wh] feature of the lower interrogative clause, as in
(185c). The absence of subject movement to SpecCP leads to one less violation of
STAY. Hence, (185c) will be preferred over (185a-b).2e

29 Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear) speculate that the gradual acceptability judgements in (183) and
similar cases are the result of the linguist's ability to consciously ignore some princrple otherwise
operative rn Ger/C*,_.

Suppose that the marginal status of examples involving xrft-extraction from a clause
introduced by a wtr-phrase is caused by a principle in Gen/C* banning charns containrng
specifiers of rwo distinct [+wh] heads (e.g. the chain (wh' t' ri) in (i]).
(i) [w/r, [c [+wh]l [... wonder [*, r; wfti [* [+whll [... ,i... t ...]1ll
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(185) a. Which student, do you wonder [gphow, [pI could solve the problem tl]l
b. How, do you wonder [sp which studen! [rr ti could solve the problem

till
c. How, do you wonder [pwhich student could solve the problem r,]

The three structures in (184a-b) and (185c) are optimal. However, two of
them involve movement of a wft-adjunct across another wh-element. We have argued
in section 3.3.1, following Rizzi (1990) and in particular Szabolcsi &. Zwarls
(1993), that such movement leads to semantic uninterpretability. Consequently,
although they are optimal, (184b) and (185c) do not surface because they are
semantically ill-formed. Again, semantic ill-formedness leads to ineffability.

In pro-drop languages, in which subjects can be extracted from their thematic
position inside VP, subjects are as sensitive to intervening wlz-phrases as objects
are. The Italian paradigm given in (160) is partially repeated in (I86):

(186) a. ?Che studente non sai come potrlr risolvere il problema?
which student not know-2SG how could solve the problem
'Which student don't you know how could solve the problem?'

b. ?Che problema non sai come potremo risolvere?
which problem not know-2sc how could-lPl solve
'Which problem don't you know how we could solve?'

In Italian, subjects can be extracted in a more economic way than in English because
they do not have to move through SpecIP (see section 3.1 above). The relevant
candidates are given in (187). In (187a-b), the adjunct stays in the lower clause,
whereas the subject moves to the higher clause. The most economic way to move
the subject is by skipping SpecIP, as in (187b). This representation incurs the same
number of violations of STAY as (187c-d), and one less violation of this constraint
than (187e). Hence, (187b-d) are optimal.30 However, (187c-d) (as well as (187e))
are semantically ill-formed, since the adjunct is extracted from an interrogative
clause.

(187) a. Che studente, non sai [gp comer [p t, potri risolvere 4 il problema fll
b. Che studente, non sai [cp comer [1p potri risolvere r, il problema tilJ
c. Comel non sai [gpche studente, [1p potri risolvere r; il problema 4]l
d. Come, non sai [1p che studentel potre risolvere ri il problema ,,]
e. Come, non sai [6p che studente, [1pr; potri risolvere t, il problema r,]l

Dutch also lacks a subject-object asymmetry in this context.

This means that both sentences in (183) crash in Gen/C,rr. Let us rmagine Gen/Cs;-', which rs
identical to Gen/Cn, except for the fact that it does allow successrve cyclic wlr-extracflon from a
clause introduced by a wfi-phrase. Gen/Crr' would accept examples like the ones in (183). If
these structures are evaluated as indicated rn the main text, (183a) will be optimal, contrary to
(183b). In other words, (183a) only crashes in Gen/C,r1, while (183b) is, in addition, evaluated as
suboptimal.

Notice that ln the structures in this subsection, we have omitted the rntermediate traces in the
second specifier of the complement clause. These omrssions have no repercussions for the
evaluations in question.
If PURE-EP outranks STAY in ltalian, only (187b-c) wrll be optimal. Nothng depends on thrs.30
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(188) a. ??Wie vraagt Jan hoe ons gevonden heeft?
who asks Jan how us found has
'Who does Jan ask how have found us?'

b. ??Wie vraagl Jan hoe zij gevonden hebben?
who asks Jan how they found have
'Who does Jan ask how they have found?'

Given the high rank of PURE-EP, and our assumption that Dutch is a V-to-I
language, IP-complementation, as in (189c), is no option in this language. The two
alternative candidates in (189a-b) are equally economic, and therefore both optimal.
Option (189b) is again semantically uninterpretable.

(189) a. wie; vraagt Jan [sp hoe., [ln I ons /, gevonden heeft]l
b. hoe, vraagt Jan [6p wie, Ln ,r ons 4 gevonden heeft]]
c. hoe; waagt Jan [rp wie ons r, gevonden heeft]

French, on the other hand, patterns with English:

(190) a. ??Quel problEme as-tu demandd comment cet dtudiant rdsoudrait?
which problem have-you asked how this student solve-PAST-FtIT
'Which problem have you asked how this student would solve?'

b. *Quel dtudiant as-tu demandd comment r6soudrait ce problEme?
which student have-you asked how solve-PAST-FUT this problem
'Which student have you asked how would solve this problem?'

Although French is a V-to-I language, subordinate clauses can be IPs, due to the
low rank of PURE-EP (see section 2.2.1above, we will come back to this point in
chapter 5). As a result, (l9lc) will be optimal but semantically uninterpretable, just
like the English (185c).

(l9I) a. quel dtudiant, as-tu demandd [6p comment, [rn r, rdsoudrait ce problEme

tl1
b. commenq as-tu demandd [6p Quel €tudiant] [1p /, rdsoudrait ce problEme

4lI
c. commenq as-tu demand6 [p quel dnrdiantr6soudrait ce problEme 4]

In sum, subject-object asymmetries in the context of long movement across awh-
phrase can also be reduced to clause size. Subject extraction is blocked in this
context by alternative structures in which the subject does not undergo long
movement, but rather moves to the lower SpecIP. The latter option is less costly,
and therefore preferred by STAY. Like in the previous subsection, this leads to
absolute ungrammaticality if the candidate blocking long subject movement is
semantically uninterpretable. The subject-object asymmetries in question are
neutralized in pro-drop languages (because these allow subjects to be extracted from
postverbal position) and in V-to-I languages in which PURE-EP is high-ranked
(because these do not allow IP-complementation).
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4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented an economy analysis of subject-object
asymmetries found in the context of wh-extraction from epistemic, factive, and
interrogative complement cl auses.

Subject extraction from clausal complements creates a tension between
economy of movement (STAY) and the need to project CP (LE(VEP) and, if
applicable, PURE-EP). This tension is caused by the fact that if CP is absent,
subjects can be moved in one step from their Case position (SpecIP) to a higher
clause without violating successive cyclicity. If CP is present, on the other hand,
subject extraction leaves an additional trace in SpecCP to ensure that successive
cyclicity is respected. If LE(VEP) (or, if applicable, PTJRE-EP) outranks STAY, CP
is projected at the expense of an additional trace in SpecCP. If STAY outranks
LE(VEP) (and, if applicable, PURE-EP), CP is not projected. Consequently, subject
extraction takes place in one step. Thus, unlike the ECP and its predecessors, our
OT analysis predicts that the CTP is not universal, and that subject-object
asymmetries are neutralized if CP must be projected for independent reasons in a
CTP language. Both predictions are borne out. Furthernore, we have argued that
subject extraction from factive and interrogative complements leads to ineffability in
CTP languages because this creates a mismatch between syntactic and semantic
requirements.

Since objects and adjuncts are extracted from a lower position in the clause
than subjects, Iong objecUadjunct movement will always involve an intermediate
step into a left-peripheral specifier. If not, successive cyclicity is violated. As a
result, the presence or absence of CP is immaterial. In other words, objecUadjunct
movement has no influence on complementizer placement. In pro-drop languages,
subjects behave like objects and adjuncts because subjects can be extracted from
postverbal position. Consequently, the mutual ranking of LE(VEP), PURE-EP, and
STAY does not influence long #l-movement at all in these languages.

Thus, the analysis proposed in this chapter, Iike the analyses of related
phenomena in interrogative main clauses and relative clauses presented in chapters 1

and 3, fits into a generalized economy approach to subject-object asymmetries which
relates the marked syntactic behavior of subjects in a variety of syntactic contexts to
clause size.
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Appendix: Intervening whether

Let us briefly examine the subject asymmetry in (192) caused by awhether-island.
Larson (1985), among others, argues thatwhether should be analyzed as a maximal
projection. As such, it resembles a w/r-phrase, rather than the interrogative
complemendzer if.

(192) a. ??Which problemdid you wonder whetherJohn would solve?
b. *Which studentdid you wonder whetherwould solve this problem?

Larson (1985) proposes thatwhether also resembles a w/r-phrase in the sense that it
moves from a clause-internal base-position to its scope position. In his view,
whether is a scope indicator for disjunction. The example in (193) is ambiguous
between the two semantic interpretations in (19a). Both interpretations contain a
disjunction. However, the disjunction in (194a) is associated with B in (193), while
in (194b) the proposition denoted by u and its negation are disjoined. Within a
movement analysis, these two interpretations correspond to the two distinct
syntactic structures in (195). In (195a), whether is moved from inside B to its scope
position in o, which leads to the semantic interpretation in (194a). In the alternative
structure in (195b), whether originates from the higher clause, which results in the
interpretation given in (194b).

(193) I don't know [o whether Bill claimed [p that John resigned or went on
leavell

(1%) a. {p: p = true & p = [Bill claimed that John resigned]l v [[Bill claimed
that John went on leavel)

b. {p: p = true & p = [[Bill claimed that John resigned or went on leave] v

[-Bill claimed that John resigned or went on leave]l]

(195) a. I don't know [o whetheq Bill claimed [p that John 4 resigned or went on
Ieavell

b. I don't know [o whetheq Bill t, claimed [p that John resigned or went on
leavell

lf whether moves, it must be sensitive to weak islands. Consider the example
in (196). lf whether is extracted from p, as in (197a), it will have to cross awh-
phrase, and a wft-island violation is the result. No such violation occurs if whether
moves inside the higher clause, as we can see in (197b). This implies that
interpretation (198a) should at best be marginally available, while (198b) should be
fully acceptable. I-arson notes that this prediction is borne out.

(196) I know [o whether Bill wonders [B who resigned or retired]l

(197) a. I know [o whether, BiU wonders [p who t1 resigned or retired]l
b. I know [o whetheq Bill f; wonders [p who resigned or retired]l
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(198) a. {p: p = true & p = [[Bill wonders who resigned] v [Bill wonders who
retiredll)

b. {p: p = true & p = [[Bill wonders who resigned or retired] v [-Bill
wonders who resigned or retiredll)

The marginal status of (199a) (- (197a)) contrasts with the full
unacceptability of (199b). This is expected, since long movement of whether is
more economic due to the fact that it enables the interrogative subject to stay in
SpecIP, as shown in (200). Hence, (200a) (= (199a)) is the optimal candidate.

(199) a. ??I know whether, Bill wonders who /i resigned or retired.

b. *I know who Bill wonders whether r, resigned or retired.

(200) a. I know [sp1 whether, Bill wonders [p who t, resigned or retired]l
b. I know [sp1 who, Bill wonders [6p2 whether, r, /, resigned or retired]]

In sum, the assumption thatwhether moves leads us to the correct prediction
that in #r-islands contexts, this element behaves like a wft-object. As a result, r,rrft-

subjects cannot be extracted from a clause introduced by whether.





-5. Stylistic Inversion
On subjects and complementizers in French

0. Introduction

In previous chapters, we have shown that a diverse set of subject-object asymmetries
can uniformly be analyzed in terms of economy. Contrary to object or adjunct
operators, subject operators can be licensed in, or extracted from SpecIP.
Consequently, the presence of CP is dispreferred for reasons of economy, and
extended projections containing a subject operator will often be realized as IP. In
this chapter, it will be argued that for similar reasons, the French subject, which
normally appears in preverbal position, can appear in postverbal position in specific
syntactic contexts.

French is an SVO language. Nevertheless, in Stylistic Inversion, subjects
appear in postverbal position. Consider the examples in (1). Sentence (la) exhibits
the standard SVO order. The grammaticality of (1a) contrasts with the
ungrammaticality of (lb), in which the subject is in postverbal position. However,
the grammaticality of (1c) shows that we should not conclude that subjects are
banned from postverbal position altogether. As long as some other constituent
precedes the verbal cluster, like the interrogative adverb ort in (1c), inversion is
acceptable. In other words, the generalization in (2) holds for French.

(1) a. Mon ami est alld i New York pour trouver la paix.
my friend is gone to New York for find the peace
'My friend has gone to New York to have some peace and quiet.'

b. *Est all6 mon ami i New York pour trouver la paix.
c. On est all6 votre ami pour trouver la paix?

where is gone your friend for find the peace
(Kayne, 1972)

'Where has your friend gone to find some peace and quiet?'

(2) Generalization: the verbal cluster must be preceded by an XP.l

Note that no preverbal element is present in the following examples, taken from Jonare (1976):
(i) a. Arrivaient, enlac6s, le choeur hystirique des mouettes, le craquement de mAts,

amved entwined the choir hystencal of-the sea-gulls the creaking of masts
I'accent des voix mdndronales.
the-accent of voices southern
'A hysterical chorr of sea-gulls, entwined with the creaking of masts and voices wrth
southern accents, swelled'

b. Surt un article d'une rare violence contre la guerre au Vretnam qui, en posant
follows an article of-a rare violence agalnst the war in Vietnam qui en asking
des questions sur les mouvements de troupes et d'avions, d6voile er passant
INDEF questions on the movements of troops and of-airplanes uncovers in passrng
quelques secrets militaires.
several secretsmilitary
'Here follows an extraordinarily hostile artrcle against the Vietnam war whrch, rn
passing, uncovcrs several military secrets beca-use it asks questlons about the
movements of troops and airplanes.'
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The examples in (3)-(5) reinforce this generalization in several respects. First
of all, they show that it holds not only in interrogative main clauses, but also in
declarative main clauses, exclamative clauses, ffid a variety of subordinate clauses.
Second, XP may be of any category as long as it is not verbal (NP in (1a), (4), (5a);
AdvP in (lc), (3b), (5c); PP in (3a), (3c), (and (5b)); AP in (3d)). Third, the
syntactic function of XP is not restricted. Not only adjuncts (e.g. (1c), (3a-b), (5c)),
but also direct objects (e.9. (4), (5a)), indirect objects (e.9. (3c) (and (5b))), small
clause predicates (e.g. (3d)), and of course subjects (e.g. (la)) may be fronted in
accordance with (2).

(3) Declarative clauses (Jonare, 1976):
a. Dans les deux anndes qui suivent, se ddveloppent les tendances

in the two years qrzi follow REFL develop the tendencies
sexuelles normales.
sexual normal
'In the following years, normal sexual tendencies develop.'

b. Tout r6cemment sont appilrues les dditions comportant le texte
all recently are appeared the editions containing the text
allemand et la traduction frangaise.
German and the translation French
'Very recently, the editions containing the German text and the French
translation have appeared.'

c. A la diversitd gdographique corespond la diversitd des crus.
to the diversity geographic corresponds the diversity of-the wines
'The diversity of wines corresponds to the geographic diversity.'

d Tout autre fut la rdaction de Laurence.
all different was the reaction of l,aurence
'Laurence's reaction was totally different.'

(4) Exclamative clause (Kayne, 1972):
Quels beaux visages ont ces jeunes femmes!
what pretty faces have these young women
'What pretty faces these young women have!'

These and similar sentences can be used in a very hmited number of contexts. The proposition
they denote is firmly located rn the discourse (whrch mrght suggest that the XP should be identified
with an empty localizing element; see Pinto, 1997, for an analysis of subject-verb rnversron in
Italian along these hnes), and the subject rs often (but not necessarily) consrderably heavier than
in examples with XP-preposing; it often (but not necessarily) contains a coordination or rt is
modified by a long relative clause. We will ignore these examples here.
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(5) Subordinate clauses:
J'aime les villes que traversent les fleuves. (Fuchs, 1997b)
I-love the cities that flow-through the rivers
'I love cities through which rivers flow.'
Avec qui croit-elle qu'a soupd Marie? (Kayne & Pollock, 1978)
with whom thinks-she tharhas dined Marie
'Who does she think Marie dined with?'

c. Je me demande quand partira ton arni. (Kayne & Pollock, 1978)
I myself ask when leave-FUT your friend
'I wonder when your friend will leave.'

The main claim in this chapter will be that Stylistic Inversion should be
analyzed as IP in all clause types. This allows us to account for the general
properties of this construction, as well as for the properties that are specific for the
clause type it appears in. The chapter consists of the parts. The first part, a revision
of Dekkers (1997), is devoted to interrogative and declarative main clauses.
Differences between Stylistic Inversion in these two clause types will be reduced to
distinct motivations for the movement operations that have applied. In the second
part of the chapter, we will examine Stylistic Inversion in subordinate clauses.
Examples like (5a-b) seem to be incompatible with an IP analysis because they
contain the complementizer que. However, this incompatibility is only apparent if
the clitic status of que in these examples is taken into consideration.

l. Stylistic Inversion in interrogative and declarative main clauses

In this part of the chapter, we will focus on declarative and interrogative main
clauses. It will be shown in section 1.1 that French interrogatives can be formed in
several ways, and that this optionality partially disappears when the wft-element is a
sentential adverb. The three types of interrogative clauses we will be focusing on
(Stylistic Inversion, Complex Inversion, ild a construction containing esf-ce que)
each have a declarative counterpart. However, these three constructions turn out not
to have the same distribution in the two sentence types. An analysis of French
interrogatives will be presented in section 1.2. Finally, in section 1.3, it will be
argued that inversion is only licit in declarative clauses if the subject is focused. In
interrogative clauses, on the other hand, no such requirement has to be met.

1.1. Optionality

The French interrogative clause is charactenzed by a high degree of optionality. Next
to Stylistic Inversion, it is possible, in standard French, to parse the subject in
preverbal position, provided that either a subject clitic or the interrogative
complementizer est-ce que is inserted.2 This is shown in (6):

More generally, the interrogative clause has many variants, some of which can be attributed to
sociolingurstic variation. Here, we will make a drstinction between standard and colloquial
French. For all practical purposes, this distincnon suffices, although matters are undoubtedly more
subtle than this. Stylistic Inversion and Complex Inversron clearly belong to standard French. Hulk
(1996) pornts out that the est-ce que construction is found rn standard and, in particular, in
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(6) a. Stylistic Inversion:
On est all6 votre ami pour trouver la paix?
where is gone your friend for find the peace
'Where has your friend gone to find some peace and quiet?'

b. Est-ce que construction:
Ot est-ce que votre ami est alld pour trouver la paix?
where est-ce que your friend is gone for find the peace
'Where has your friend gone to find some peace and quiet?'

c. Complex Inversion:
On votre ami est-il all6 pour trouver la paix?
where your friend is-CL(3SG-MASC) gone for find the peace
'Where has your friend gone to find some peace and quiet?'

One problem we run into is the fact that the optionality in (6) partially
disappears when the sentenaal wh-adverb pourqaoi introduces the clause, as in (7).
Pourquoi does not license Stylistic Inversion.

(7) a. *Pourquoi est venu Jean?
why is come Jean
'Why did Jean come?'

b. Pourquoi Jean est-il venu?
c. Pourquoi est-ce que Jean est venu?

A similar observation can be made for declaratives. Just like pourquoi,
sentential adverbs like peut-Atre and sans doute are successfully used in Complex
Inversion and the construction containing an overt complementizer (which is que in
declaratives), but not in Stylistic Inversion. This is shown in (8).

(8) a. *Peut-0tre/sans doute sont comme cela toutes les femmes.
maybe without doubt are like that all the women
'Maybe/probably all women are like that.'

b. Peut-Otre/sans doute que toutes les femmes sont comme cela.
maybe without doubt that all the women are like that
'Maybe/probably all women are like that.'

c. Peut-Otre/sans doute toutes les femmes sont-elles comme cela.
maybe without doubt all the women are-CL(3SG-FEM) like that
'Maybe/probably all women are like that.'

However, when we substitute a VP adverb (e.g. an adverb of time or place) for peut-
Affe, as in (9), only Stylistic Inversion is licit.

colloquial French. It is further possible in colloquial French to leave the wh-phrase in situ or to
front rt without inversron, as rn (i). We will leave this asrde here, and focus on standard French.
(r) a. II est all6 ot?

he is gone where
'Where has he gone?'

b. OU il est alld?
where he is gone
'Where has he gone?'
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(9) a. Tout rdcemment sont apparues les 6ditions comportant le texte
all recently are appeared the editions containing the text
allemand et la traduction frangaise.
German and the translation French
'Very recently, the editions containing the German text and the French
ranslation have appeared.'

b. *Tout r6cemment que ces 6ditions sont apparues.

all recently that these editions are appeared
'Very recently, these editions have appeared.'

c. *Tout r6cemment ces dditions sont-elles apparues.

all recently these editions are{L(3SG-FEM) appeared
'Very recently, these editions have appeared.'

In sum, clause-initial adverbs allow either Complex Inversion and que-
insertion (sentential adverbs) or Stylistic Inversion (VP adverbs) in declaratives.3 In
this light, the adverb ainsi is exceptional, since it licenses both Stylistic Inversion
and Complex Inversion. However, as Blinkenberg (1928) remarks, ainsi followed by
Complex Inversion is interpreted as a sentential adverb, while it gets a manner
interpretation when it licenses Stylistic Inversion. This difference is in accordance
with what we have observed so far.

(10) Blinkenberg ( 1928):
a. Sentential:

Ainsi, le malentendu s'explique-t-il.
consequentl y the mi sunderstandi n g REFl-explai ns-l-Cl-(3 SG -MASC)
'Consequently, the misunderstanding can be explained.'

b. Manrwr:
Ainsi s'explique le malentendu.
this-way REFl-explains the misunderstanding
'The misunderstanding can be explained this way.'

Notice that we wrongly predict that sentential ainsi can also appear in the que-
construction. Ainsi as such may be followed by que, but whenever it is, the
complex ainsi que functions as a conjunction. The fact that ainsi differs from an
adverb like peut-Atre in this respect might be attributed to a blocking effect,
resulting in an avoidance shategy whenever the sequence adverbaue is independently
listed urs a complex conjunction in the lexicon.

In general, the normal SVO-order is also available:
(i) a. Peut-Otre/sans doute, toutes les femmes sont comme cela.

maybe without doubt all the women are like that
'Maybe/probably all women are like that.'

b. Tout rdcemment, ces dditions sont appanres.
all recently these editrons are appeared
'Very recently, these editrons have appeared.'

The objective of the present study is to discover in which contexts Stylistic Inversion, gze-
inserfion or Complex Inversion are not available. Hence, we will disregard the examples in (i),
although these should be explained in an overall analysts ofadverb placement m French.
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(11)
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Petit Robert:
Ainsi qu'on vient de le dire,...
ainsi that-we come of it say
'As we have just said, ...'

This hypothesis is corroborated by the behavior of the sentential adverb encore,
which is also interpreted as a complex conjunction when combined with que. Again,
an avoidance strategy seems to be used, with the result that only the option of
Complex Inversion is available:

(12) a. Et encore les plus avertis doivent-ils penser (...).
and still the most knowledgeable must{L(3PL-MASC) think

(Jonare, 1976)
'And still, the most knowledgeable people must think (...).'

b. Encore que la rdvolution puisse fausser le caractEre. (Petit Robert)
encore that the revolution may deform the character
'Although revolutions may deform one 's character.'

1.2. Stylistic Inversion in interrogative clauses

In this section, we will examine Stylistic Inversion in interrogative clauses in more
detail, and propose that these clauses should be analyzed as IPs.

1.2.1. Stylistic Inversion as IP

Stylistic Inversion is traditionally analyzed as involvingwh-movement to SpecCP
(or Comp), as in (13). Depending on the actual analysis, this movement licenses
rightward movement of the subject (Kayne, 1972; Kayne & Pollock, 1978), the
presence of an expletive pro in SpecIP (Deprez, 1990; Friedemann,l99T; Valois &
Dupuis, L992), or the absence of SpecIP altogether (De Wind, 1995):

(13) a. [s, [oiJ [s ti est all6 votre *,, r, pour trouver la paix]l
b. [6p [ot,l [p prg est alld votre amr; /, pour trouver la paix]l
c. [sp loir,J [1p @ est all6 votre ami ,, pour trouver la paix]]

All these analyses are based on the idea that the absence of a preverbal subject is
indirectly licensed by the presence of some other constituent in preverbal position:

(14) Hypothesis I:
The subject does not appear in SpecIP (the canonical subject position)
because some other constituent has moved to SpecCP (Comp).

However, it seems more natural to relate the possibility of Stylistic
Inversion to XP-preposing in a more direct way. Therefore, we will adopt the
alternative hypothesis given in (15).
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Hypothesis II:
The subject does not appear in SpecIP because some other constituent
has moved to SpecIP.

According to (15), either the subject (e,g. mon ami in (la)) or some other maximal
projection (e.9. oil in (1c)) must appear in SpecIP. This yields the structures in (16).
Let us assume, following most work written after the introduction of the VP-
internal subject hypothesis (Sportiche, 1988), that the postverbal subject in
Stylistic Inversion is stranded in its base position inside the VPJ

r55

(1s)

(16) a.

b.
[rp [votre amii] est alle I h New York pour trouver la paix]

[,, [o[,] est alld votre ami l, pour trouver la paix]

It has often been proposed that non-subjects can appear in SpecIP (see,

among others, Diesing, 1990; Holmberg, 19971' Hulk, 1993; Hulk & Van
Kemenade 1993, 1995; Kroch, 1997; Santorini, 1991, 1995). An often-heard
argument against such proposals is that SpecIP is a Case position, and is, therefore,
not able to host operators. This argument does not hold in D&E. Operator features
are in I. Therefore, operators can be licensed in SpecIP. We have shown in previous
chapters that there are good reasons to assume that subjects can check their operator
features in SpecIP. There are no principled reasons to assume that non-subjects
could not also check their operator features in SpecIP. If a non-subject operator
moves to SpecIP, the subject is forced to stay in its base position, and its formal
features will move in isolation and adjoin to I. This is illustrated in the structures in
(17), which correspond to those in (16). See chapter 2 for details on feature
movement.

(17) a. [p votre ami [r est] all6 h New York pour trouver la paixll
b. [p oi [r FF(votre ami), [1 est]l all6 votre ami, pour trouver la paixll

As a first piece of evidence in favor of the IP status of Stylistic Inversion, let
us consider the distribution of additional syntactic material such as adverbs and
fronted complements in the preverbal domain in Stylistic Inversion clauses. The
example in (18a) shows that (non-interrogative) complements can be fronted in
interrogative clauses as long as these complements precede the subject in SpecIP.
When the fronted complement follows the subject, as in (t8b), the sentence is
marginal. In other words, the fronted complement may not intervene between
SpecIP (underlined) and the verb in I.

Although the assumpton that the postverbal subject is parsed in its base-position rnside VP is
rather uncontroversral, the exact posiuon of the subject within VP remarns unclear. Some scholars
(Deprez, 1990; Valors & Dupuis, 1992; De Wrnd, 1995, 1998) argue that subjects are in a left-
branching SpecVP in Stylistic Inversion, whereas others (Friedemann, 1997; Roberts, 1993)
hypothesize that this specifier branches to the nght. Since both positions have therr merits, and this
rssue is not immediately relevant here, we will leave it aside. Eventually, the choice between
right-branching and left-branching specifier should follow from the prominence of alignment
constraints (see McCarthy & Prince, 1993) rcquinng that SpecXP be aligned with the left or right
edge of XP.
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(18) a. Je me demande quel parti, de cette situation, Luc [1 pourra] bien tirer.
I myself ask which party of this situation Luc can-FUT well pull
'I wonder how Luc will be able to exploit this situation.'

b. ??Je me demande quel parti tE, de cette situation, I pourra] bien tirer.

If fronted complements are not allowed to intervene between SpecIP and I in
interrogative clauses, we predict that they should not be able to follow the wh-
phrase in Stylistic Inversion if hypothesis II is correct. According to this
hypothesis, the w/r-phrase in Stylistic Inversion, like the subject in the SVO
clauses in (18), occupies SpecIP. Hence, we predict that (19) is degraded on a par
with (18b) because, again, the fronted complement interuenes between SpecIP and I.
This prediction is borne out.

(1e) ??Je me demande quel parti, de cette situation, [r pourra] bien tirer Luc.5

Preverbal adverbs, on the other hand, have a more liberal syntactic behavior.
The examples in (20) show that they may both precede SpecIP, and appear between
SpecIP and I.

(20) a. l'endroit oi, de temps en temps, mes amis I se sont] rencontrds
the-place where from time to time my friends REFL are met
'the place where my friends met from time to time'
I'endroit oi mes amis, de temps en temps, I se sont] renconff6s

All things being equal, this leads to the prediction that (21) should be grammatical
on a par with (20b), since ofi in (21),like mes amis in (20b), occupies SpecIP
according to hypothesis II. Also this prediction is borne out.6

b.

(21) I'endroit E[, de temps en temps, I se sont] rencontrds mes amis

Note that ff de cette sittmtion is not fronted, as in (i), the sentence is slightly marginal. This is due
to (sometimes very subtle) restrictions on the postverbal domarn in Stylistic Inversron.
(i) ?Je me demande quel parti pourra bien tirer Luc de cette situation.
The examples in (ii) show that Judgments generally improve when the offensive postverbal
matenal moves to the preverbal domain. If this carries over to (i) and (19), this would mean that
oprc frontingas such should tmprove judgments.
(ii) De Wind (1995):

a. *Quand a mang6 la pomme Paul?
when has eaten the apple Paul
'When drd Paul eat the apple?'

a'. *Quand a mang6 Paul la pomme?
b. Qu'a mangd Paul?

what-has eaten Paul
'What did Paul eat?'

c. ??Quand les lrra votre fils?
when them read-FUT your son
'When will your son read them?'

Although the pattern in (ii) itself is a central issue in any complete study of Stylistic Inversion, we
will ignore it because our focus of investigation is on the preverbal domarn. For possrble analyses,
see Deprez (1990), Friedemann (1997), Valois & Dupuis (1992), De Wind (1995, 1998), among
others.
Note that this contradicts the observation by Deprez (1990) that nothing may intervene between
the wh-phrase and the verb in Sryhstic Inversion.
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In sum, the distribution of fronted complements and adverbs in (18)-(21)
follows directly from hypothesis II, according to which preverbal subjects and
preverbal constituents that trigger Stylistic Inversion both occupy SpecIP. If one
adopts hypothesis I, on the other hand, the contrast between (18a) and (19) should
receive an independent explanation. We will return to intervention effects in the
preverbal domain in section 2.2 below.

1.2.2. Evaluating interrogative clauses

If the structures in (16) are correct, there should exist a constraint that requires that
SpecIP be filled, either by a subject or by some other maximal projection. This
constraint, EPP (Extended Projection Principle), is given in (22).In the eighties,
this principle required that all clauses have a subject. However, in recent years, it
has been proposed by several scholars (see Holmberg, L997; Kroch, l9n) that EFP

should receive a more general definition, along the Iines of the one proposed here.

Notice that (22) states that SpecIP must be filled with a category, rather than with
phonological features. Hence, EPP can also be satisfied by empty elements, such as

traces and deleted material. Evidence for this will be presented at several points in
this chapter.

(22) EPP: SpeclP must contain a category.

The subject is one of many potential fillers of SpecIP. It is, however, a
privileged one because when it moves to this position, it will be united with its
Case features, and satisfy the constraint PARSE-Case given in (23a) (see chapter 2).
Other relevant constraints are given in (23b-c). PARSE-wh forces interrogative
phrases to move to their scope position, and the by now familiar STAY prohibits
traces (see chapters l4).

(23) a. PARSE-Case: Pronounce constituents in the same position as their
Case feature.

b. PARSE-w/r: Pronounce constituents in the same position as their

c. Stey:
[+wh] feature.
Traces are prohibited.

[.et us return now to the three-way optionality in (6), and let us assume that
the corresponding structures are as given in (2a). Two matters are important here.
First, Stylistic Inversion is analyzed as IP, in accordance with hypothesis II given in
(15). Second, clauses containing est-ce que or a postverbal clitic are CPs. The fact
that both the subject and the dr-phrase are preverbal suggests that two specifiers are
present, i.e. SpecIP and SpecCP. Let us make the provisory assumption that est-ce
que in (24b) occupies C, while the clitic in (24c) is adjoined to I (see De Wind,
1995). It must be underlined that any alternative view on Complex Inversion or the
est-ce que construction is compatible with the conclusions drawn in this chapter as

long as it acknowledges that in these two constructions, the wft-phrase occupies a
higher specifier position than in Stylistic Inversion. We will briefly return to this
issue below.
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(24) a. [rp o[ [1 est] all6 votre ami pour trouver la paixl
b. [cp of [6 est-ce Que] [rp votre ami est all6 pour trouver la paix]l
c. [cp oi [p votre ami [est-il] Lp all6 pour trouver la paixll

The structures in (2a) suggest that there are two forces in play. On the one
hand, French prefers not to leave the subject in postverbal position when an operator
is moved to clause-initial position, while on the other, it does not want to deviate
from its basic SVO order. This can be expressed in terms of the interaction of the
constraints in (22)-(23). On the one hand, STAY prefers Stylistic Inversion, since
EPP is satisfied by the wlz-element which moves to clause-initial position for
independent reasons, i.e., to satisfy PARSE-w/r. On the other hand, PARSE-Case
prefers Complex Inversion and the est-ce qr,e construction, which both lead to an
SVO order. The optionality of subject movement to SpecIP indicates that PARSE-
Case and STAY are in a tie (see Drijkoningen,1994, and De Wind, 1995, who draw
similar conclusions in terms of feature strength), whereas the obligatoriness of wh-
fronting (in standard French) and the impossibility of leaving SpecIP empty
suggests that both PARSE-wlr and EPP outrank STAY. This gives the ranking in
Qil.7

(2s) {EPP, PARSE-#r} >> STRY + PARSE-Case

The evaluation of French interrogatives is given in tableau (26). It is
correctly predicted that est-ce que is incompatible with inversion: structure (269),
containing an empty SpecIP, is ruled out by EPP, whereas the tie between PARSE-
Case and STAY eliminates (260, in which a constituent other than the subject or the
w/r-phrase occupies SpecIP, and (26h), in which SpecIP is filled by a wh-trace.
Moreover, candidate (26a) is ruled out by EPP, and (26c-d) violate the high-ranked
PARSE-dr. This leaves us with candidates (26b) (Stylistic Inversion), (26e) (the esr-
ce que construction), and (26i) (Complex Inversion). All three of these candidates are
optimal. Hence, they are correctly predicted to be optimal.s

In tableau (26), EPP outranks PARSE-rryh, for which there is only circumstantral evrdence. Unhke
standard French, whrch we are describing here, colloquial French allows wh-rn-srtu (see section
1.2.3 below as well as footnote 2). This means that in this vanety of French, PARSE-wh is in a tie
with STAY. At the same time, Pnnsp-Case outranks STAY, srnce Stylistic Inversion is not
available. In short, colloquial French is characterized by one of the two rankings rn (r). Standard
French, on the other hand, corresponds to one of the two possible rankrngs rn (ri). The assumption
that varieties of one language are characterized by closely related constralnt rankrngs adds some
plausibility to the hypothesis that the colloquial French ranking is as given rn (ra), and the standard
French ranking as given in (iia), since these two rankings differ minimally from each other.
(i) Colloquial French:

a. EPP>> PnnSf-Case >> PARSE-w& + STAY
b. PARSE-Case >> EPP>> PARSE-wII + STAY

(ii) Standard French:
a. EPP >> PARSE-w& >> PARSE-Case + STAY
b. PARSE-Ph >> EPP>> PNNSE-CASE + STAY

In tableau (26), stnrctures involving I-to-C movement are omitted because tlese are ruled out by
STAY, which outranks OB-HD (see chapters 1, 3,4). The low rank of OB-HD is confirmed by the
fact that in (standard) French relative clauses, doubly filled Comps are banned (see chapter 3).
On the assumption that Comptex Inversion contains an empty C, OB-HD would prefer (26e) over
(26i), despite of its low rank (notice that Tel is irrelevant because est-ce que, being an
interrogafive complementizer, is a meaningful element). In one way or another, the clitic is
responsible for the fact that the wft-phrase is immediately adjacent to the preverbal subject in
Complex Inversion. In the literature on Complex Inversron (see De Wind, 1995, for a particularly
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(26)

What Complex Inversion and the est-ce que construction have in common is
that they can both be traceC back to Germanic-type inversion structures of older
varieties of the language. Est-ce qre stems from c'est que, which introduces cleft
constructions. In est-ce que,the pronoun ce and the copula est are inverted. It has
been proposed (see De Bakker, 1997, among others) that in the 14th/l5th century,
Complex Inversion arose from Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD) structures in which
the clitic and the inflected verb were invened. A Modern French example of CLLD
without inversion is given in (27).

(27) Mon ami, il est all6 e New York pour trouver la paix.

In this light, it is not surprising that, like inverted structures in English, Complex
Inversion and est-ce que do not appear in embedded interrogative clauses. Instead,
SVO without clitic or est-ce que insertion is available next to Stylistic Inversion:

(28) a. Je me demande o[ est all6 votre ami pour trouver Ia paix.
I myself ask where is gone your friend for find the peace
'I wonder where your friend has gone to have some peace and quiet.'

b. Je me demande oi votre ami est all6 pour trouver la paix.
c. *Je me demande of est-ce que votre ami est all6 pour trouver la paix.e
d. *Je me demande oir votre ami est-il all6 pour trouver la paix.

extensive overview), there is little consensus about the position of the nominal subject and the
poswerbal clitrc. The mere fact that in standard French, chtic doubling is a specific property of
Complex Inversion and not a general phenomenon, has led to various constructron-specific
proposals concerning the position of the clrtic and the nominal subject. Maybe, Complex Inversion
(as well as the est-ce gue construction) can only be fully understood in a historrcal perspectsve
(see the main text).
Est-ce que is not excluded from complement clauses in colloquial French. This can be considered
the final stage in the reinterpretation of est-ce que as a lnterrogative complementizer. See
kfebvre (1982) for a study of this phenomenon in Quebec French.

a. [rp 0 [r V][vp subj wft XP]l
b. [rp wh,lt V][vp subj r; XP]l ra
c. [rpXPi h V][vp subj wft r;]
d. [rp subj, [1 V][vp t, wh XPI)
e. [cp whi lc est-ce gue] lrp subji [1 V] [vp

tt,i XPIII !s
f. [cp wh,lc est-ce gue] [rpXPi [r V] [vp

subj li rilll
**> i .*

g. lcp wh,lcest-ce gue] [rp u [r V] [vp
i ,i XPIII

h. [cp wh,lc est-ce gue] lrp ,i [r V] [vp
subj t, XPI

i. [cp whifipsubj, [1 V-c[ [vn I, /; XP]ll
0e
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The fact that Stylistic Inversion is found in both main and subordinate
clauses means that if an IP analysis of this construction is on the right track, Sfay
and PARSE-Case must outrank PURE-EP. We have seen in chapters 3 and 4 that this
constraint prohibits verb movement to the highest head of the subordinate clause.
On the assumption that the embedded clause in (28a) is an IP, the verb has moved to
the head of the clause, resulting in a violation of PTJRE-EP. This does not mean that
violations of PURE-EP are allowed at any cost in French. It is not unlikely that the
contrast between (28a-b) and (28c-d) is caused by I-to-C in older varieties of the
language, which also leads to a violation of PURE-EP. If I-to-C movement is
triggered by the need to realize heads (to satisfy OB-HD, see chapter 1), and V-to-I
moyement is motivated by the need to unite the verb with its tense features in I (to
satisfy PARSE-T, see again chapter 1), the aforementioned contrast follows if
PARSE-T outranks PURE-EP, ild PURE-EP outranks OB-HD. The ungrammaticality
of (28c-d) can thus be related to properties of older varieties of French (see also
footnote 8).

1.2.3. Pourquoi

We observed in section 1.1 that the generalization in (2) is silent about the
ungrammaticality of examples like (7a) and (8a), which illustrate that preverbal
sentential adverbs do not license interrogative and declarative Stylistic Inversion.
Given the analysis of Stylistic Inversion in interrogatives presented in the previous
section, it seems that sentential adverbs are not allowed to appear in SpecIP. Rizzi
(1990) argues that these adverbs are base-generated in a position from which they c-
command the clause they modify (see also chapter 4). Lrt us identify the clause with
IP, the smallest maximal projection containing both V and I, which are the two
heads in the verbal extended projection that are endowed with features. In order to c-
command lP, pourqroi must be inserted in SpecCP (or any higher specifier position
in the functional domain of V). If so, it will not satisfy EFP, and Stylistic Inversion
is illicit.

There are at least two other properties of pourquoi which follow from the
assumption that it is base-generated in SpecCP. First, Rizzi (1990) observes that
pourquoi is allowed to appear in weak island contexts, contrary to an dr-adverb like
comment. This is illusEated by the examples in (29). It is, in general, very difficult
to have wft-adverbs in negative contexts (see chapter 4). Pourquoi, however, is not
sensitive at all to the negation in (29), contrary to the aforementioned comment.

(29) a. Pourquoi n'a-t-il pas ouvert Ia porte?
why NEG-has-r-he NEG opened the door
'Why didn't he open the door?'

b. *Comment n'a-t-il pas ouven Ia porte?
how NEG-has-r-he NEG opened the door
'How didn't he open the door?'

lf pourquai, contrary to comment,is base-generated in clause-initial position,
the pattern in (29) follows, since comment moves across the negative island,
whereas pourquoi does not. The example in (30) shows that comment licenses
Stylistic Inversion. This follows immediately from the negative correlation we have
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just established between the behavior of wh-elements in Stylistic Inversion on the
one hand, and in weak island contexts on the other.

(30) Comment sont partis les €tudiants?
how are left the students
'How did the students leave?'

Second, Rizzi (1990) remarks that pourquoi is not allowed to follow the
verbal cluster in colloquial French. This is telling, since in this variety of French,
wh-elements are generally allowed to be stranded in their base-position (see

footnotes 2and 7). Examples are given in (31). lf pourquoi is base-generated in
clause-initial position, it is simply misplaced in the postverbal position it occupies
in (3lb;.to

(31) a. Tu es all€ oi?
you are gone where
'Where did you go?'

b. *Tu es venu pourquoi?
you are come why
'Why did you come?'

c. Marie I'a tud comment?
Marie him-has killed how?
'How did Marie kill him?'

This analysis can be extended to yes-no questions. In chapter 1, we presented
an analysis of English main clause interrogatives based on the idea that subject-
auxiliary inversion only takes place in the presence of awh-element in SpecCP.
Thus, (32a) has the structure in (32b).

l6l

(32) a.

b.

(33) a.

b.

Example (33a) shows that subject-auxiliary inversion also takes place in yes-
no questions. If indeed inversion only occurs in the presence of some element in
SpecCP, (33a) must be analyzed as in (33b). In this structure, an null operator
occupies SpecCP.

Which books will he read?

[6p which books, 1" wil[ [p he [r t] [vp read r,]ll

Will he read those books?

[cp Op [s wiili] [rp he [r r,] [vp read those books]ll

It is not unlikely that this null operator must c-command IP because it
questions the whole clause, just like pourquoi modifies the whole clause. If so, it
will not be able to satisfy EPP. Hence, we predict that Stylistic Inversion is not
found in yes-no questions. Example (3aa) shows that this is borne out. Notice that
est-ce que andComplex Inversion do appear in yes-no questions.

l0 The judgments rn (31) are based on reason pourquoi and instrumental commenr. There is no
oonsensus among rnformants on the examples involvrng purposrvepourquoi and manner cornment.
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(34) a. *Est venu Jean?
is come Jean
'Did Jean come?'

b. Est-ce que Jean est venu?
est-ce qae Jean is come
'Did Jean come?'

c. Jean est-il venu?
Jean is-CL(3SG-MASC) come
'Did Jean come?'

In sum, preverbal elements which question or modify the entire clause do not allow
Stylistic Inversion. This follows if these elements are base-generated in a position
from which they c-command IP, which leads to a violation of EPP if the subject
does not move to SpecIP instead.

1.3. Stylistic Inversion in declarative clauses

We have observed in section 1.1 that preverbal adverbs in declarative clauses license
either Complex Inversion and the que-construction or Stylistic Inversion. The
relevant examples are repeated in (35)-(36).

(35) a. *Peut-€tre/sans doute sont comme cela toutes les femmes.
b. Peut-Otre/sans doute que toutes les femmes sont comme cela.
c. Peut-€tre/sans doute toutes les femmes sont-elles comme cela.

(36) a. Tout rdcemment sont apparues les 6ditions comportant le texte allemand
et la traduction franqaise.

b. *Tout r6cemment que ces dditions sont apparues.
c. *Tout rdcemment ces 6ditions sont-elles apparues.

The ungrammaticality of (35a) follows if peut-Ate and saas doute are base-generated
in SpecCP, on a par with pourquoi and the yes-no operator. However, the
ungrammaticality of (36b-c) is more mysterious, since the corresponding
interrogative constructions are grammatical: whereas awh-adverb like oil may appear
in all three constructions, tout ricemment licenses only Stylistic Inversion. This
raises the question of why there are no adverbs which are, like o*, allowed to appear
in all three declarative constructions like od does. In order to answer this question,
we should wonder why tout ricemment in (36) occupies its preverbal position in the
first place.

1.3.L. A genuinely stylistic phenomenon

In interrogatives, the wft-element moves to clause-initial position to be united with
its operator features, i.e., to satisfy PARSE-wh. The same might hold in
declaratives. It could be that tout ricemment has moved in (36a) to check a [+top]
feature on I, leading to the satisfaction of PARSE-rop. However, this would lead to
the prediction that preverbal tout ricemment either licenses all three constructions (if
PARSE-top, on a par with PARSE-w/I, outranks STAY, as in tableau (37)) or does
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not raise at all (if STAY outranks PARSE-rop, as in tableau (38)).11 Clearly, this is
false. This means that declarative Stylistic Inversion is licensed in another way.

(37)

(38)

In the more traditional literature, it has often been observed that postverbal
subjects in declaratives are focused and preferably heavy. Le Bidois (1952) identifies
the postverbal subject with the psychological predicate of the clause. Fournier

I I The remarks made in footnote 8 with respect to tableau (26) also hold for the evaluations in
tableaux (37), (3E), (40), the only difference being that unlike est-ce que, que is not a meaningful
element. As a result, pronunciahon of que vlolates TEL (TEL prohibits pronunciation of syntactic
unrts without semantic content, see chapter 3). If so, (37e) is also suboptimal. Maybe, examples
like (35b) should be analyzed as in (ib), rather than as tn (ia). In (ib), que toutes les femmcs sont
conune cela is contained in a subordinate clause, whlle peut-Ara belongs to a largely elided main
clause, which can be paraphrased as in (ib'). This would mean that que c,annot be deleted because
deletron would lead to an unnecessary violation of LE(VEP).
(i) a. [6p peut-€tre [que] [p toutes les femmes sont comme celall

b. [Xp... peut-€tre ... [Cp [que] [p toutes les femmes sont comme cela]]l
b'. 'It is possible that all women are like that'

Notrce that a re-analysis along these hnes does not affect the main conclusion drawn in this
section (VP adverbs appear in Stylistrc Inversion, but not in Complex Inversion or the que-
constructron because they only move to satisfy FP).

STAY P-
Case

a. lrp o [r VJ[vp subi ,ap XP]l
b. [rp top,h V][vp subj 4 XP]l
c. [rpXPr L V][yp subj

d. hp subji [r V][vp titopXP
rop, [que] [p lr V]lvp r, r, XPlll r

xP, [r v][vp subi 4 ri]JIf. [cpropi [que] [rpXP, [r V][vp subi , rr(> i <*,

B. [cprap; [que] hp@h Vllvp subj ,, XPIII
h. [ep lop, [que] [rp Ir [r V][ro subi r, XP]ll +*> i 4*
i. [cp top, frpsubi, [r V-cl] [vp /i l, XPl]] ?

STAY P-
Case

a. [rp o [r V][vp subj rop XP]l
b. [p top,fi V][vp subj /; XP]
c. [rpXP, [r V][vp subj rop 4]l
d. hp subj, [1 V][vp \ top XP]l

[r V][vp ri r, XP]ll
f. [cp/ap, [que] [roXP, [r V][vp subi r, ,,J]l *x€> i <*
g. [cprop, [que] hp@h Vllvp subj r, XPIII
h. [cp rop, [que] [rp t, [r V][vo subj ri XP]]l :F+> 1 4:tc

[p subj; [r V-cl] [vp /i
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(1997) notes that the postverbal is associated with the rheme of the clause. Baillard
(1981) makes the more precise observation that the subject is the source of the
unexpectedness brought about by the inversion. Let us, therefore, assume that
declarative Stylistic Inversion is caused by properties of the postverbal subject rather
than the preverbal element.

In chapter 2, we followed Grimshaw and Samek-Lodovici (1995), who argue
that focused constituents are preferably parsed at the right edge of the clause.
Whenever they are not, ALIGN-/oc, repeated in (39), is violated (see also Broekhuis,
1998; Costa, 1996, 1997,1998; Samek-Lodovici, 1996).

(3e) ALIGNy'oc: Align focused constituents with the right edge of the
verbal extended projection.

ALIGN-/oc outranks STAY (and PARSE-Case) because whenever a focused
subject is stranded, some other constituent is fronted. EPP, on the other hand,
outranks ALIGN-/oc, with the result that empty specifiers of IP are avoided in any
context (cf. footnote l).

The evaluation of sentences containing a focused subject is given in tableau
(40). This tableau expresses that in sentences like (36a), XP preposing takes place
in order to satisfy EPP, so that the focused subject may remain in situ and satisfy
the high-ranked ALIGN-/oc. This entails that preposing never occurs in Complex
Inversion (candidate (40g) = (36c)) or in the que-construction (candidate (40d) (=
(36b)), since in these constructions the subject has moved to SpecIP, with the result
that XP-preposing has lost its purpose. The tableau further shows thal que is
incompatible with inversion because candidates (40e-f) are harmonically bound by
candidate (40b). Candidates (40a) and (40c) are eliminated by EFP and ALIGN-/oc,
respectively. As a result, (40b) (= (36a)) is optimal, and therefore correctly predicted
to be grammatical.

(40)

In sum, wh-movement prevents violations of both PARSE-wh and EPP,
while the preverbal constituent that licenses Stylistic Inversion in declarative clauses
only raises to clause-initial position to satisfy EFP. As a result, the postverbal
subject must be focused in declarative clauses. If it is not, inversion leads to an
unnecessary violation of PARSE-Case. This is shown in tableau (41), in which the
subject is not focused. In this tableau, like in tableau (40), candidates (a) and (e)

STAY P-
Case

a. Lp @ hY) [vp subj

b. [rp XPi [r V][vp subjl*1o"1 f; ]l
c. [p subjl*1o"1, [r V] [vp ,, XP ]]
d. [cpXP1 [que] [1psubj1a1o.ri [r V] [vp r, rr]ll
e. [cpXP; [que] hp@ h Vl [vp subjl*so"1 (]ll
f. [cpxPi [que] [

lr V-cll [vp t, [i]l]
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incur a fatal violation of EPP. Unlike in tableau (40), however, all candidates
vacuously satisfy ALIGN-/oc. As a result, the tie between STAY and PARSE-Case
plays a decisive role in the evaluation. Candidate (alc) (the SVO option without4ze
or a clitic) is optimal because it is the only candidate that satisfies PARSE-Case and
violates STAY once.

(41)

In interrogative clauses, on the other hand, subjects need not be focused to
appear in postverbal position. In tableau (26),like in tableau (41), the subject is not
marked with [+foc]. Unlike in tableau (41), however, candidate (b) (Stylistic
Inversion) is optimal. This can be considered the source of the differences between
inversion in intenogative and declarative clauses observed here.

1.3.2. Definite versus indefinite subjects

If ALIGN-foc is responsible for Stylistic Inversion in declaratives, we expect that in
this sentence type, the postverbal subject may not be followed by any syntactic
material. Declaratives should differ from interrogatives on this point, since ALIGN-
/oc does not play a role in interrogative Stylistic Inversion. The examples in (42)
show that this prediction is borne out (see also (lc)).

(4?) a. Quand a dit Marie que Paul 6tait malade? (Valois and Dupuis, 1992)
when has said Marie that Paul was ill
'When did Marie say that Paul was ill?'

b. *Cet aprEs-midi a dit Marie que Paul 6tait malade.
this afternoon has said Marie that Paul was ill
'This afternoon, Marie said that Paul was ill.'

The declarative pattern is also found in subjunctive contexts. In the French
subjunctive clause, subjects may appear in postverbal position without there having
to be an XP in preverbal position. This suggests that subjunctive inflection may
license an empty (expletive) element that is visible to EPP, or that subjunctive
inflection itself satisfies this constraint, a problem which we leave for further
research. In this construction, postverbal subjects are also focused, as Kampers-
Manhe (1998) reports, which means that they should never be followed by any

STAY P-
Case

a. [rp @ hY] [yp subil-s,*r XP]l
b.[pxP,hv
c. [rp subjl-1o.1 [r V] [vp ,i XP ]l Dg

lr Vl [vp rr tiJ]l

XPi [que] [ o[rV][v
I [rp/, [r V] [vp subir-

[I-cl] [vp rr r,]]I
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syntactic material, just like in (42b). This is exactly what Kampers-Manhe
observes:

(43) Je veux que parte Paul (*aux Etats-Unis).
I want that leave Paul to-the United-States
'I want Paul to go to the United States.'

She further notes that this restriction only holds for definite subjects. The
counterpart of (43) involving an indefinite postverbal subject is acceptable, as
shown in ( a).

(M) J'exige que soient distribuds des/*ces prospectus par Ies enfants.
I-demand that be distributed INDEF/DEM prospectuses by the children
'I demand that (these) prospectuses be distributed by the children.'

The examples in (45) show that the same holds for Stylistic Inversion in
declaratives:

(45) a. Dans ce mus6e figuraient de/*les prdcieux manuscrits
In this museum figured INDEF/DEF precious manuscipts
avant Ia guerre.
before the war
'(The) precious manuscripts figured in this museum before the war.'

b. Durant I'hiver se sont pr6sent6s des/*les enfants affamds
During the-winter REFL are presented INDEF/DEF children stanring
i nos portes.
at our doors
'During the winter, (the) starving children showed up at our doors.'

This difference in syntactic behavior between definite and indefinite subjects
follows if indefinites, unlike definites, can be assigned Case inside VP.l2 As a

12 See Belletti (1988) and De Hoop (1992), among many others. Belleni argues that ergafive verbs
assign partitive Case to their complement if this complement is indefinrte. In this context, we
should note that although Stylistic Inversion in declaratives is usually attested in ergative contexts,
it sometimes appears in unergatrve constructions. This is shown in (ia). The same holds for the
impersonal construction in (ib), although such examples are not accepted by all speakers of
French.
(i) a. Au coin de la cheminde dormait un petit chat blanc.

on-the corner of the mantlepiece slept a little cat white
'On the corner of the mantlepiece, a little white cat was sleeping.'

b. Voll dormait un pettt chat blanc au coin de la cheminde.
EXPL slept a little cat white on-the corner of the mantlepiece
'On the corner of the mantlepiece, a linle white cat was sleeping.'

Apparently, external arguments can also (margrnally) be assigned Case within VP. See Hulk
(1989) for an analysis of (ib) in terms of accusative Case assignment, which can be carried over
to (ia). In many respects, declarative Stylistic Inversion containing an indefinite subject behaves
like the impersonal construction (see Pollock, 1986). An excepuon is the possibilrty of extracting
quantitative en from the poswerbal NP, which is only possible in the expletive constmction:
(i) a. *Dans cette prison en ont efi ex6cutds deux.

in this prison of-them have been execuied two
'In this prison, trro of them have been executed.'

b. n en a 6tE ex6cutd deux.
EXPL of-them has been executed two
'Two of them have been executed.'
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result, as we will see in tableau (46) below, indefinite subjects need not be focused
to appear in postverbal position. This means that ALIGN-foc is irrelevant, so that
constituents should be allowed to follow the postverbal indefinite subject. The
evaluation of sentences in which the subject is assigned Case inside VP is given in
tableau (46). Candidates (a6b-c) are optimal because they are the only
representations which violate STAY only once and do not violate EPP. Hence,
indefinite subjects may appear in postverbal position without being focused.l3

(46)

This suggests that there rs a link between the possibility of en-extraction and agreement.
Whenever the postverbal NP agrees with the verb, rts g-features have moved to I for checkrng
purposes. The absence of agreement in the impersonal construchon rndicates that such movement
has not taken place. [n this light, the impossibihry of en-extraction in (ia) seiems due to a freezing
effect, slnce en is extracted from an element whose formal features undergo movement to the
checking domain of I (see Kampers-Manhe, 1998, who argues that the impossibilrty of en-
extraction rn smilar contexts can be reduced to a violation of Principle B of the Binding Theory).
Interrogatrve Styhstic Inversion does not depend on the rank of ALIGN-/oc. Hence, the distribution
of indefinite postverbal sublect is not predicted to be more liberal than that of definite postverbal
subjects in this clause type. Even the opposite is true. De Cornulrer (1974) observes that
postverbal rndefinite subjects are only marginally available in interrogative clauses (see also
Kayne & Pollock, 1998).
(i) a. Qu'a mang6 Pierre?

what-has eaten Pierre
'What did Pierre eat?'

b. ?Qu'a mang6 quelqu'un?
what-has eaten someone
'What did someone eat?'

Example (iib) illustrates that more in general, indefinites are marglnal in rnterrogative Stylistic
Inversion.
(ii) a. Qu'a dit Pierre i Jean-Jacques?

what-has said Prerre to Jean-Jacques
'What did Pierre say to Jean-Jacques?'

b. ?Qu'a drt herre i quelqu'un?
what-has said Pierre to someone
'What did Pierre say to someone?'

See De Cornulier (1914) for a semantic analysis of these facts which is compatible wrt}r our
account of Stylistic Inversron. Notice that similar facts are found in, for lnstance, Dutch and
English:
(iii) a. Wat heeft Piet gegeten?

a'. What did Pete eat?
b. ?Wat heeft iemand gegeten?
b'. ?What did someone eat?

(iv) a. Wat heeft Piet tegen Jan-Jaap gezegd?
a'. What did Pete say to Jack?'
b. ?Wat heeft Piet tegen iemand gezegd?
b'. ?What did Pete say to someone?

l3

a hY) [vp subja. [rp A hY) [yp subjl-6un XP,]J

VJ [vp ,i XP]l
d. [cp XP; [que] [1p subj [r V] [vp r, ri

XR [que] hpa h Vl [vp
f. [cpxPi [que] [r V] [vp subjr-a"n ,i]ll

XPi [psubjl-a.6; [r V-cU lvp rr ri]l]
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In sum, the distribution of indefinite subjects is syntactically less constrained
than that of definite subjects, which follows if indefinite subjects can get Case
within VP, while their definite counterparts cannot.

2. Stylistic Inversion and complementizer pronunciation

In the previous section, we have argued that Stylistic Inversion clauses should be
analyzed as IPs. This might lead us to expect that Stylistic Inversion is
incompatible with the presence of a complementizer. This prediction is not borne
out. In section 2.1, we will see that our analysis forces us to analyze
complementizers in the context of Stylistic Inversion as clitics adjoined to I. It will
be shown in section 2-Z that this accounts for several remarkable properties of
Stylistic Inversion.

2.1. An economic construction

Consider the embedded interrogative clauses in @l).In accordance with the analysis
presented above, the w/r-phrase in (a7{ cannot be in SpecCP because this would
lead to a structure in which SpecIP is either empty or filled with an intermediate
wh-aacn.

(47) a. (Je sais trbs bien) i quelle heure partira ce girgon. (Kayne, l97Z)
I know very well at which hour leave-FuT that boy
'I know very well at what time that boy will leave.'

b. (Je sais trEs bien) i quelle heure ce gargon partira.

Tableau (48) shows that these CP structures (candidates (b)-(c)) are
harmonically bound by the winning IP option (candidate (a)). The third CP option,
candidate (48d), is grammatical, on the other hand because the subject has been
moved to SpecIP, preventing a violation of EFP and PARSE-Case. This goes at the
expense of an additional violation of STAY. However, this violation is innocent,
since STAY is in a tie with PARSE-Case, which is not violated by candidate (48d).

(48)

In other words, if Stylistic Inversion is possible next to the basic SVO order, the
two statements in (49) must be true.

Vllv, subj ... ti ...1I

c. lcp wh; hp @ [r V][vp subj ... lr ...]ll
d. [cp wh,lw subji [r V][vp ,i ... ,; ...]l] 0s
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Stylistic Inversion leads to fewer violations of STAy than the SVO-
alternative.

b. Some constituent fills SpecIP.

Also in relative clauses, Stylistic Inversion is attested next to the SVO
order, as the examples in (50) show.

(50) a. Friedernann ( 1997):
n a visit6 l'endroit oir se sont rencontrds ses parents.
he has visited the-place where REFL are met his parents
'He has visited the place where his parents met.'

b. Il a visit6l'endroit ori ses parents se sont rencontrds.

These examples are evaluated in tableau (51). Candidates (51b-c), in which inversion
takes place in a CP, are harmonically bound by the IP candidate (5la). The
remaining two candidates, viz. (51a) and (5ld), are both optimal because the former
violates PARSE-Case, whereas the latter incurs an additional violation of Sfny.
Again, Stylistic Inversion is available because it leads to fewer violations of Sfey.

(sl)

The analysis of the relative clauses in (52), on the other hand, is less
straightforward. The presence of the complementizer que might suggest that CP has
projected.

(52) Friedemann ( 1997):
a. Le cadea\ qu'a regu ta fille est amusant.

the present that-has received your daughter is amusing
'The present your daughter got is amusing.'

b. Ir cadeau que tafille a regu est amusant.

However, if this were indeed the case, then Stylistic Inversion could not possibly
meet both requirements in (a9). Tableau (53) shows that if the clause given in
italics in (52a) is a CP, it either incurs as much violations of SrRy as the SVO-
option (compare candidate (a) with candidate (c)) or it violates EPP (candidate (b)).t4

14 Recall that we established rn chapter 3 that French uses the unmarked quias a relative pronoun.
Because this pronoun is unmarked, it can be deleted as long as it heads an A'-charn. Since both rn
SpecIP in (54a) and in SpecCP in (54b), only operator features are checked, these two positions
qualify as A'-positrons. Consequently,qui can be deleted.

STAY P-
Case

a. [rp ou, h V][vp ses parents ... ,i...]] !s
[rp t, [r V][ **> I <*

ou, [rp O [l V][vp sesc. [cp ou, [rp @ [l V][vp ses parents ... ,, ...]l]

d. [cp oui [rp ses parents, [r V][vp ,, ... ,, ...]]l cr
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In order to save our analysis, we are forced to assume that the relative
pronoun is in SpecIP. If so, CP is absent, which means that que cannot head this
projection. On the assumption that que is a head, the only alternative consistent
with the observed word order is to adjoin que to the verb in I. Hence, Stylistic
Inversion corresponds to structure (54a), and the SVO-option to (54b).

(54) a. [rp qur, qu'-a regu ta fille rs]

b. [gp qpr, 9ue [rp ta fille, a regu ,j ,i]

In (54), que is ambiguous between a projecting and a non-projecting head.
This is exactly what we would expect in a syntactic framework such as D&E, which
is based on extended X-bar theory. Ideally, projectional or selectional properties of
lexical items do not determine the presence or absence of functional structure.
Rather, functional structure is present if and only if this is required by the constraint
ranking of the language. Hence, the question of whether a head such as que should
be realized as a projecting or an adjoined element is answered during the evaluation.

In the French relative clause, two syntactic domains we have been addressing
in this book come together. On the one hand, the constraints LE(VEP) and
NOSTRUC (see chapters 3 and 4) play a role in determining the position of the
complementizer, while on the other, EPP, PARSE-Case and STAY are relevant for
word order (see section l). The rankings we have so far established for French are
given in (55).

(55) a. EPP >> STAY + PARSE-Case (this chapter)
b. LE(VEP) >> NOSTRUC (chapters 3 and 4)

Of course, these two sets of constraints are bound to interact with each other.
Tableau (57) below will show that NOSTRUC must have a lower rank than STAY
and PARSE-Case in order to prevent that only Stylistic Inversion is available in the
French relative clause. Furthermore, we will observe in section 2.2 that
pronouncing the complementizer at the left edge of the clause takes precedence over
the possibility of having Stylistic Inversion next to the basic SVO order, which
indicates that LE(VEP) outranks the tie between STAY and PARSE-Case. This leads
us to the ranking in (56), in which only the mutual ranking of EFP and LE(VEP) is
immaterial.

(s6) {EPP, LE(VEP)} >> STAY o PARSE-Case >> NOSTRUC

The evaluation of the examples in (52) is given in tableau (57). Candidates
(57g-h) and (57m-n) are filtered out by the high-ranked EFP. The remaining

STAY P-
Case

p /i [r v][vp ta fille ... ,, ...]ll
b. [cp qui, que hp o b V][vp ta fille ... ,, ...]lI
c. [cp qui, que [pta fillei [r V][vp r, ... ,i ...]]l r€
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candidates in which qui is pronounced and/or que is left unpronounced ((57b-d),
(57f), (57j-l), (57o-p)) incur a fatal violation of LE(VEP). Among the three
remaining candidates, there is only one (candidate (57e)) that does not survive the tie
between STAY and PRRSE-Case. Due to the irrelevance of NOSTRUC, the two other
options ((57a) = (52a) and (57i) (= (52b)) are optimal, and therefore correctly
predicted to be grammatical. Notice that if NOSTRUC had a higher rank, only
candidate (57a) would have been optimal.

In sum, if the complementizer que is free to appear in any head position in
the verbal extended projection, it is predicted on the basis of the interaction of the
pertinent constraints that Stylistic Inversion is allowed in relative clauses provided
that que is adjoined to I. In the SVO alternative, on the other hand, qae heads its
own projection.

2.2. Evidence for the clitic status of que in Stylistic Inversion

One would expect that complementizers should, in principle, be able to adjoin to I
in any language, In languages such as Dutch and English, they will not actually
appear in this position because I is always preceded by other material, with the
result that I is not left-most in the clause, and the adjoined complementizer will give
rise to a violation of LE(VEP). However, in an VSO-language like Irish (see chapter
2for a brief discussion of word order in Welsh, a closely related language), the verb-
first character of the language allows for adjunction to the verb without violation of
LE(VEP). In this light, it is not surprising that the complementizer and the verb

t7t

STAY P-
Case

a. [,o etri, ou'-a recu ta fille nl !s
ta fille tl

c. [p qui, a regu ta fille 4]
d. [p qui, a requ ta fille 11]

+*> I <*e. [cp qui, que [rp ,, a requ ta fille /;]
f. [cp qui, que [rp li a reQu ta fille ri]l

, Que Lp @ a requ ta fille r;]

h. [cp qui, que Ltp @ a requ ta fille riJ]

i. [cp qui, que [pta fille, a reQu /; {]l G
ue [rpta fil a requ ,i ,,]]

k. [cp guii qtre [rp Ii a reQu ta fille ti]l
l. [co qui, gue [rp fr a requ ta fille r,]I

o a reQu ta fille r,ll
@ a reQu ta fille all

o. [cp qui, que [1p ta fille, a regu ,r ,
qui; que Lp ta fillei a regu /; r
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form a "word-like unit" in this language, as Pesetsky (1998) reports. An example is
given in (58).

(s8) Irish (Pesetslry, I 998) :
Duirt Se.in go-Dhfuil Cathal ag rince.
said Sei4n that-is Cathal dancing
'Sefn said that Cathal is dancing.'

In this section, it will be shown that in Stylistic Inversion clauses, the French
complementizer qne forms a similar word-like unit with the verb.

2.2.1. Relative clauses

Given our hypothesis that que is adjoined to I in Stylistic Inversion, it is predicted
that que and the verb behave like a syntactic unit: no constituents should be able to
intervene. This prediction is borne out in relative clauses (see also Deprez, 1990). It
is not possible to have, for instance, an adverb intemrpt the sequenceque-verb.ls

(se) *l'homme que, de temps en temps, a rencontrd Jean
the-man that from time to time has met Jean
'the man who met Jean from time to time'

This is remarkable because in SVO clauses, preverbal adverbs can appear
between the complementizer and the verb, as well as between the subject and the
verb (see also section 1.2.1):

(60) a.

b.

(61) a.

l'homme que, de temps en temps, Jean a rencontrd
l'homme que Jean, de temps en temps, a rencontrd

Je crois que, de temps en temps, Marie t6l6phone aux enfants.
I think that from time to time Marie phones to-the children
'I think that Marie calls up the children from time to time.'
Je crois que Marie, de temps en temps, tdldphone aux enfants.b.

l5 The same holds for the homophonous rnterrogauve pronoun gue. No constituent may intervene
between interrogative gue and the inflected verb:
(i) a. Que voiril?

what sees-he
'What does he see?'

b. Que voit Ie photographe?
what sees the photographer
'What does the photographer see?'

c. *Que le photographe voit-il?
what the photographer sees-CL(3SG-MASC)
'What does the photographer see?'

Obenauer (1976) argues that interrogilive que should be analyzed as a complemenuzer, whereas
Bellier (1989) analyzes this element as a pronominal clitic adjoined to the verb in I. It seems
promising to rnvestigate whether D&E could synthesize these two ideas. Given the complexity of
the syntactic behavior of que, we have to leave thrs for future research.

(Obenauer, 1976)

(Obenauer, 1976)
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If the subject in (60) and (61) is in SpecIP, the verb occupies I, and the

complementizer heads CP, then de temps en temps can be adjoined to either IP or I'.
Given the liberal syntactic behavior of preverbal adverbs, the ungrammaticality of
(59) only follows if que is merged with the verb in I.

The evaluation of object relative clauses containing a preverbal adverb is
given in tableau (62). The only difference between tableaux (62) and (57) is that, due
to the presence of the adverb in tableau (62), candidate (62a) (= (59)) violates
LE(VEP), whereas candidate (57a) does not. As a result, only candidate (62i) (=
(60a)) is optimal. Hence, it is predicted that the presence of preverbal adverbs
excludes the possibility of Stylistic Inversion in object relatives. Notice that if
LE(VEP) had a lower rank, also (62a) would have been optimal.



(62)

French STAY P-
Case

a. [lp de temps en temps [1p qur, qu'-a
rencontrd Jean

b. hp de temps en temps Lp guii qu'-a
rencontrd Jean ri]]

c. hp de temps en temps [1p qtri, a

rencontrd Jean All
d. [rp de temps en temps [p qui; a

rencontr6 Jean f;]]

[cp etni gue hp de temps en temps

[rp t, a rencontrd Jean r,]]]
f. [cp quil que [rp de temps en temps

lrp 4 a rencontr€ Jean A]ll
g. [cp quli que [rp de temps en temps

frp @ a rencontrd Jean tllll
h. [cp qui, que [rp de temps en temps

@ arencontrd Jean t,]]]

[6p Qtr; que [lp de temps en temps

[rpJean, a rencontrd r, ,,]ll ra
[cp Qui, gue [rp de temps en temps

[1p Jean, a rencontrd ri r,]]]
k. [cp quri que [rp de temps en temps

a rencontr6 Jean tilll
l. [cp qui; que [rp de temps en temps

a rencontrd Jean ril]I
[6p gur; gue [rp de temps en temps

o a rencontr6 Jean rr]l]

[cp gui, que [1p de temps en temps
a arencontr6 Jean l,lll

o. [cp qui, rye [rp de temps en temps

p. [cp qui; que hp de temps en temps
Jean; a rencontr6 r, ,i]]]
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Notice that only cases of IP adjunction ,ue included in this tableau. This is
harmless because each candidate in the tableau incurs the same constraint violations
as its counterpart in which the adverb is adjoined to I'. Hence, among the I'
adjunction candidates, the structure given in (63b) will be optimal at the expense of
the Stylistic Inversion candidates. This structure is identicd to (63a) (= the optimal
candidate (62i)), except for the fact that the adverb is adjoined to I', rather than IP.
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(63) a. [sp qpt, gue [rp de temps en temps [rpJeanr a rencontrd rj ,,]ll
b. [cp guri que [lpJemr [l'de temps en temPs [' a rencontr€ I r,JlJ

(6s) a.

b.

175

In conclusion, example (59) is ungrammatical because it is blocked by the
grammatical examples in (60), which correspond to the optimal structures in (63).
This explains why only the SVO order is allowed in relative clauses in which
syntactic material intervenes between the complementizer and the subject, i.e., why
que behaves like a clitic which must appear leftmost in relative clauses in which
Stylistic Inversion has applied.

2.2.2. Stylistic Inversion triggered by long movement

Further evidence for the hypothesis that que ts adjoined to I in Stylistic Inversion
comes from complement clauses in which successive cyclic movement licenses the
postverbal subject.

Kayne & Pollock (1978) note that there is a contrast between examples such
as the ones given in (64). In (64a), in which the wft-phrase is the subject of the
higher clause, Stylistic Inversion in the lower clause is illicit. In (64b), on the other
hand, the wft-phrase in the higher clause is interpreted as the object of the lower
clause, and Stylistic Inversion is grammatical. The SVO alternatives in (65) are
both grammatical.

(64) a. *Qui a dit que pleure Paul?
who has said that cries Paul
'Who has said that Paul is crying?'
Qui a-t-elle dit que rencontrerait Paul?
who has-r-she said that meet-FUT-PAST Paul
'Who did she say that Paul would meet?'

Qui a dit que Paul pleure?

Qui a-t-elle dit que Paul rencontrerait?

On the assumption that movement applies successive cyclically (see chapters
2 and 4), the embedded clause in (6ab) starts with a trace, whereas its counterpart in
(64a) does not. Kayne & Pollock argue that this intermediate trace licenses Stylistic
Inversion as if it \ryere a wft-phrase itself. In other words, the configuration in (66b)
is sufficiently similar to that in (66a), so that in both contexts, Stylistic Inversion
is allowed.

(66) a. [cprs, ]arlr, Que [rprs .. ,, ..]l
b. lcprs' [i9ue hprs .. ri ..]l

Formulated along the lines of the present analysis: EFP can be satisfied by an
intermediate trace in SpecIP. However, this raises the same problem as in relative
clauses. lf que necessarily projects, (65b) will be optimal at the expense of (6ab).
The evaluation of these examples in given in tableau (67).Candidate (67b) is
eliminated because it violates the high-ranked EPP, whereas candidate (67a) is
predicted to be ungrammatical because it is harmonically bound by candidate (67c).

b.
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Frerrch EPP STAY P-Case

a. [cp I; Que [1p Ii rencontrerait Paul f,]] *** *l

b. [cp rr que [1p O rencontrerait Paul r,]] ,kl ** rF

c. [cp { QUe [p Paul; rencontrerait f, t,]] Bs !t**

If, on the other hand, que is free to appear in any head-position, Stylistic
Inversion will not be blocked. In tableau (68), the high-ranked F,FP filters out
candidates (d) and (e). Candidates (68b), (680, and (68h), which lack a pronounced
complementizer, incur fatal violations of LE(VEP). Finally, candidate (68c) is
harmonically bound by candidates (68a) and (68e). This means that candidates (68a)
and (68e) are optimal because they both survive the tie between STAY and PARSE-
Case, and NOSTRUC is irrelevant.

(68)

Hence, the embedded clauses in (64b) and (65b) should be analyzed as in (69).

(69) a. [1p t, que-rencontrerait Paul r,]
b. [6p t, que [1p Paul; rencontrerait t, r,l

Like for relative clauses, we predict that the sequenc.eque-verb in (69a) cannot
be interrupted by syntactic material. Again, this is borne out:

(70) a. *Qui a-t-elle dit que, de temps en temps, rencontrerait Paul?
b. Qui a-t-elle dit que, de temps en temps, Paul rencontrerait?

STAY P-
Case

a. hp rr que-rencontrerait Paul 11]

rcr
,, rencontrerait Paul f;

c. [cp r, que [yp /, rencontrerait ***> i <*

d. [cp f; eue [1p @ rencontrerait

e. [cp Ii eue [1p Pauli renconterait

f. [cp r, gue [1p li rencontrerait

B. [cp /i eue [p @ rencontrerait

h. [cp r, que [p Pau\
rencontrerait rt ,rl]
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Recall that we argued in chapter 4 that IPs are not allowed to appear as

complements of factive verbs for reasons of s-selection. On the assumption that IPs
are interpreted as propositions, a (type-changing) complementizer is needed to ensure
that the complement clause receives a factive interpretation. In this light, the
contrast between (71) and (72), taken from Adams (1985), is interesting. Adams
observes that long wh-movement does not license Stylistic Inversion in
complements of factive verbs. If Stylistic Inversion is analyzed as IP, the
ungrammaticality of (72a) follows from our assumption that factive verbs select
CPs.16

(71) a. le livre que Jean croit qu'aime Marie
the book that Jean thinks that-loves Marie
'the book that Jean thinks that Marie loves'

b. le livre que Jean croit que Marie aime

(72) a. *le livre que Jean regrette qu'aime Marie
the book that Jean regrets thatJoves Marie
'the book that Jean regrets that Marie loves'

b. le livre que Jean regrette que Marie aime

lf que, on a par with English that, can be both a type-changing and a type-
preserving complementizer, the ungrammaticality of (72a) suggests that type-
changing que necessarily projects. This could mean that only one complementizer is
listed in the lexicon, and that the structures it appears in is responsible for it being
type-changing or not. Let us suppose that the embedded clauses in (73) correspond
to the structure in (75a), in which the complementizer is adjoined to the head of XP,
the highest node in the clause.lT If so, the complementizer is type-preserving. If the
embedded clauses in (74), on the other hand, have the structure in (75b), in which
the complementizer does project, que and tlmt are type-changing.

(73) a.

b.

(74) a.

(75) a. [xp [x [. que/thatl Ix @]l trp...ll
b. [cp [c que/that] [rp ...]I

Je crois que Marie a tu6 Jean.
I think that Marie has killed Jean
'I think Marie killed Jean.'
I think (that) Mary killed John.

Je regreffe que Marie ait tu6 Jean.
I regret that Marie have-SUBJ killed Jean
'I regret that Marie killed Jean.'

b. I regret that Mary killed John.

+ type-preserung
+ type-changing

t6

17

There rs disagreement among speakers of French wrth respect to the ungrammahcalrty of (72a.),
for which we have no explanation.
XP is an empty functional projection. Empty funcuonal projections are freely available in D&E
(see chapters I and 2).
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2.2.3. Stylistic inversion in subjunctive clauses

In subjunctive clauses, postverbal subjects need not be licensed by a preverbal
constituent, as we have seen in section 1.3.2. Examples are given in (76). The
corresponding SVo-clauses are given in (77).

(76) a. J'exige que soient faits ces travaux.
I-demand that be-SI.JBJ done these duties
'I demand that these duties be carried out.'

b. Je souhaite que disparaisse ce dossier.
I wish that disappear-SUBJ this file
'I wish this file disappeared.'

a. J'exige que ces travaux soient faits.
b. Je souhaite que ce dossier disparaisse.

(77)

Yet again, whenever the subject is in postverbal position, the
complementizer behaves like a clitic. The examples in (78) show that adverbs are
not allowed to intervene between the complementizer and the verb. In SVO-clauses,
on the other hand, such preverbal material can freely appear in preverbal position.

(78) a. *J'exige que, demain, soient faits ces travaux.
I-demand that tomorrow be-SUBJ done these duties
'I demand that tomorrow, these duties be caried out.'

b. *Je souhaite que, demain, disparaisse ce dossier.
I wish that tomorrow disappear-SUBJ this file
'I wish that tomorrow, this file disappeared.'

(79) a. J'exige que, demain, ces travaux soient faits.
b. Je souhaite que, demain, ce dossier disparaisse.

lf que in subjunctive Stylistic Inversion is indeed a clitic, the embedded
clauses in (76) are IPs, which leads to the prediction that they cannot be used as

complements of factive verbs. This prediction is borne out. Kampers-Manhe (1998)
observes that although a factive verb such as regretter selects a subjunctive
complement, inversion is illicit.

(80) a. Je regrette que Paul vienne.
I regret that Paul come-SUBJ
'I regret that Paul is coming.'

b. *Je regrette que vienne Paul.

For a more detailed analysis of (the restrictions on) inversion in subjunctive
complements, see Kampers-Manhe ( I 998).

In sum, our analysis forces us to assume that even in the presence of a
complementizer, Stylistic Inversion clauses are IPs. This leads to the prediction that
complementizers behave like clitics in Stylistic Inversion in relative clauses,
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subjunctive clauses and long movement contexts, and that Stylistic Inversion is
banned from factive complements. Both predictions are borne out.

3. Conclusion

We have argued in this chapter that Stylistic Inversion structures in French should
be analyzed as IPs. This establishes a direct relation between constituent preposing
and the possibility of parsing the subject in postverbal position. If the subject does
not appear in preverbal position, some other constituent must do so in order to
prevent a violation of the constraint EPP, which requires that some constituent
occupy SpecIP.

In most cases, constituent preposing takes place for independent reasons. In
interrogatives, for instance, wh-elements move to clause-initial position to satisfy
the constraint PARSE-wft. Sometimes, however, preposing only occurs to ensure
that the subject can stay in its postverbal base position without violating EPP. In
Stylistic Inversion in declarative clauses, for instance, constituents are preposed
merely to prevent a violation of EPP so that focused subjects can be parsed at the
right edge of the clause. This explains some remarkable differences in syntactic
behavior between interrogative and declarative Stylistic Inversion, such as the fact
that the postverbal subject in the declarative clause, contrary to its counterpart in the
interrogative clause, may not be followed by syntactic material. This restriction
only holds for definite postverbal subjects, suggesting that these cannot be assigned
Case in their base position, while their indefinite counterparts can.

When Stylistic Inversion is analyzed as IP, it follows, given the conclusions
drawn in chapter 4, that it does not appear in complements of factive verbs, which is
correct. Furthermore, our IP analysis correctly predicts that there are restrictions on
the occurrence of preverbal material which are specific for Stylistic Inversion. We
have also seen that the interaction between constraints responsible for subject
placement and those regulating complementizer pronunciation explains why que
behaves Iike a clitic in Stylistic Inversion, whereas it acts like a projecting head in
other contexts.

We have learned that the analysis of the syntactic behavior of
complementizers and subjects developed in previous chapters allows us to get a
better understanding of the left-periphery of Stylistic Inversion clauses. Whereas
most literature written within the generative paradigm focuses on Stylistic Inversion
in interrogative clauses, we have studied several clause types. It turned out that our
analysis predicts Stylistic Inversion to have clause-specific properties that escaped
notice in earlier work. At the same time, we have largely ignored aspects of
Stylistic Inversion that relate to the postverbal domain of the clause, such as the
exact hierarchical position of the postverbal subject and the non-finite verb, and the
intricate conditions on the distribution of other postverbal constituents. Future
research should examine whether the analysis presented here can be extended to these
in general thoroughly examined properties of Stylistic Inversion.
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Appendix: The Comp-trace phenomenon revisited

In chapter 4, we observed that in French, the complementizer que is replaced by the
element qui in the context of long subject movement. The relevant examples are
repeated in (81).

(81) a. *Qui crois-tu que lira la lettre?
who think-you that read-FUT the letter
'Who do you think will read the letter?'

a'. Qui crois-tu qui lira la lettre?
who think-youqui read-FUT the letter

b. Que crois-tu que Jean fera?
what think-you that Jean do-FUT
'What do you think that Jean will do?'

In the light of what we have seen in this chapter, the ungrammaticality of
(81a) might seem mysterious. If the complementizer que calr. be adjoined to I, one
could argue that (8la) has the structure in (82). Recall, however, that we argued in
chapter 3 that Case-marked traces count as pronounced material. If so, alignment
constraints are likely to be sensitive to this type of traces. Consequently, (82)
violates LE(VEP).

(82) Violation of LE(VEP):
Qui crois-tu [p 4 queJira la lettre]

Nevertheless, the generalization that subject extraction leads to IP-
complementation in CTP Ianguages is confirmed by the unacceptability of (83a).
Zlbizarreta (1982) reports that subjects cannot be extracted from complements of
factive verbs in French. If the embedded clause in (83a) is an IP, it cannot be
interpreted as a fact. As a result, (83a) is ruled out in the semantic component.

(83) a. *Qui regrettes-tu qui chdtie les enfants?
who regret-you gni punishes the children
'Who do you regret that punishes the children?'

b. ?Qui regrettes-tu que Marie chfltie?
who regret-you that Marie punishes
'Who do you regret that Marie punishes?'

Let us therefore assume that because que cannot cliticize onto the verb
without violating LE(VEP) in the context of a subject extracti on, que cliticizes onto
a minimal pronunciation of the subject trace in SpecIP. More precisely, let us
assume that the element qui behaves as if it were composed of the complementizer
que and the (resumptive) pronoun i(/J (see Rooryck, 1997, for a similar proposal).
This hypothesis is not implausible from a diachronic point of view.

In 16th century French, both qui and qu'i(lz) could be used in the context of
long subject movement. Gougenheim (1974) illustrates this with the following
examples:
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(84) a. un des gentilz hommes de la Beausse, que I'on dit qu'ilz
one of-the noble men de la Beausse that /-one says that-they
sont deux h un cheval quand ilz vont par palz
are two on a horse when they go through country
'one of the gentlemen de la Beausse about whom people say that they
ride with two people on a horse when they go across the country'

b. Peult estre celle que vous pensez qui en debvoit estre la plus
can be the-one that you think qui of-them had-to be the most
marry auroit bien de quoy se recompenser s'il luy plaisoit.
sad have-FUT-PAST well of what REFL indemnify if-he her pleased.
'Maybe the one you think had to be the saddest one would have
something compensatory if he pleased her.'

Gougenheim further notes that in relatives, qui is sometimes confused with qu'il.
An example is given in (8a). It seems that in this example, the otherwise masculine
(and singular) i/ is not marked for q*features, since it has a feminine antecedent
(mort) which licenses the feminine agreement suffix -e on ais€e.

(8s) Vous ne luy sgauriez donner mort qu'il ne luy fust plus aisde
you not him could give death qu'ilne him was more easy-FEM-SG
i porter.
to bear
'You could not give him any death that would be easier to bear.'

If, from a historical perspective, qui is indeed composed of the
complementizer que and the unmarked resumptive pronoun i(l), the complex is
likely to qualify as both a complementizer and a nominative trace. This leads to the
evaluation in tableau (86), in which candidate (a) is optimal because it is the only
candidate that does not violate EFP and LE(VEP) and incurs only two violations of
STAY. Note that the second-best option (86c) 1= (81a)) is eliminated because it
contains one more trace than (86a) 1= (81a')).

The distribution of preposed complements provides us with additional
evidence for the IP status of the embedded clause in (81a'). In the context of wh-
movemenq antx enfants can only appear in between the complementizer and the

STAY P-
Case

u-i; Iira [yp r; la lettre]l
b. [rp t, lira [yp ( la lettre]I

r lira [vp r, la lettre]ll <***>
alira [vp 4la lettre]ll

e. lcp 4 qn€ [1p 4 lira [yp 4la lettre]ll
f. [cp I; cpe [p o lira [yp ri la lettre]l]
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subject (see section also 1.2.1 above). Whenever it follows the subject, as in (87b),
marginality is the result.l8 SpecIP is underlined.

(87) a. Quelles histoires crois-tu qu'aux enfants, Marie [1 racontait]
which stories think-you that-to-the children Marie told
souvent?
often
'Which stories do you think that Marie often told to the children?'

b. *?Quelles histoires crois-tu que Marie, aux enfants, I racontait] souvent?

lf qui in (81a'), like the subject in (87b), occupies SpecIP we also predict that
in this construction, antx enfants can only marginally appear between qui and the
verb. Example (88a) illustrates that this is correct (SpecIP is again underlined).le

(88) ??Qui crois-tu g[, aux enfants, [1 racontait] souvent de vieilles
who think-you qui to-the children told often INDEF old
histoires?
stories
'Who do you think told the children often old stories?'

In Modern French, the element qui which appears in the context of long subject
movement behaves much like its homonym found in the relative clause. The
relative clause in (89) is degraded on a piu with (88):

(89) ??l'homme gi, aux enfants, [1 racontait] souvent de vieilles
the-man qui to-the children told often INDEF old
histoires?
stories
'the man who told the children often old stories'

Recall that we established in section 1.2.1 that adverbs may intervene
between SpecIP and I. This leads to the prediction that if we substitute an adverb
such as hier ('yesterday') for aux enfants in (88), the result should be grammatical.
This prediction is borne out:

(e0) Qui crois-tu qgi, hier, [1 racontait] de vieilles histoires?
who think-yot qui yesterday told INDEF old stories
'Who do you think told the children old stories yesterday?'

Again, long subject movement qui behaves on a par with relative qui. This is
shown in (91):

In the abseuce of wft-movement, contrasts are less sharp. We leave thrs for further research.
(i) a. Je crois qu'aux enfants, Marie racontait souvent de vieilles histoires.

I think that-to-the children Marie told often INDEF old stories
'I think that Marie often told old stories to the children.'

b. ?Je crois que Marie, aux enfants, racontait souvent de vieilles hstoires.
In (87a), aw enfants must be constrastively focused (Christine Tellier, p.c.). This is irrelevant for
the pornt made here.

l8

r9
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(91) I'homme ggi, hier, I racontait] de vieilles histoires?

the-man qui yesterday told INDEF old stories
'the man who told the children old stories yesterday'

Notice, finally, that the syntactic behavior of both instances of qui differs from that
of subject pronouns:

(92) *Il, hier, [1 racontait] de vieilles histoires.
he hier told INDEF old stories
'He told the children old stories yesterday.'

This suggests that long subject movement qui has not inherited the clitic status of
the pronoun f/ it is composed of from a historical point of view. Rather, it behaves
like an autonomous pronominal complex of a complementizer and a subject trace.





6 Conclusion

The model of syntax developed in Chomsky's (1995) Minimalist Program has a
limited empirical scope because it relies on feature strength, which can be held
responsible for some, but not all aspects of syntactic parametrization. This has led
us to argue that feature strength should be replaced by constraint interaction.
Constraint interaction allows us to deal with a wider range of syntactic phenomena.
These include the prime topic of investigation in this book: the syntactic behavior
of subjects and complementizers.

The Derivations & Evaluations model of syntax, originally proposed by
Broekhuis & Dekkers (to appear) and funher developed in this book, consists of rwo
components: a generator and an evaluator. The generator is identified with
Chomsky's (1995) computational system (C*), which contains the operations
Select, Merge, and Move, and acknowledges feature checking as a motivation for
movement. The evaluator functions like in any OT syntax: it evaluates syntactic
structures delivered by the generator with respect to constraint rankings. The
evaluator can only function if the generator overgenerates. Since Chomsky's Q.,, is
not originally designed to do so, we have modified it in three respects. Each of these
modifications has proven to be fruitful in the analysis of subjects and
complementizers.

First and foremost, syntactic structure is freely available in Crt. By
incorporating Grimshaw's Extended X-bar Theory into D&E, syntactic phenomena
can be related to clause size. Throughout this book, we have argued that whenever
subject movement is marked in comparison to object movement, this is caused by
the absence of CP. Other phenomena that can be analyzed along these lines are
deletion patterns in English prepositional relative clauses, complementizer
placement in clausal complements, and in particular French Stylistic Inversion.

Second, Cs1 disposes of the operation Delete. This operation deletes elements
without semantic content in an arbitrary fashion so that the evaluator can choose
between a range of possible pronunciation patterns. Thus, the distribution of
pronounced and empty relative pronouns and complementizers within and across
languages can be reduced to the interaction of a small number of violable
constraints.

And third, movement need not be feature-driven. The operation Move applies
freely in Cr1 as long as subjacency is respected. Excessive movement is filtered out
by the economy constraint STAY during the evaluation. Examples of non-feature-
driven movement include: intermediate steps to prevent subjacency violations, short
movement of deleted relative pronouns, and movement of non*subjects to SpecIP in
French declarative clauses.

The division of labor between the generator and the evaluator is partially an
empirical matter. We have assumed that recoverability and subjacency are operative
in Cs1. However, as soon as these principles turn out not to be surface-true in
individual languages, they should be reforrnulated as violable consraints. Similarly,
syntactic principles are only allowed to be members of the set of violable
constraints if there are contexts in which they are not surface-true. Constraints
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which are always surface-true should be reformulated as properties of the generator.
Also computational issues play a role in determining the optimal shape of the
generator. It should be investigated if algorithms can be constructed which ensure
that the model of syntax proposed in this book can be successfully embedded in a
theory of linguistic performance. Particular attention should be paid to the
evaluation of infinite candidate sets. If insurmountable problems arise, the generator
should be modified in such a way that it produces finite candidate sets.

Another possible object of future inquiry is the constraint inventory. In this
book, we have (often implicitly) assumed that constraints should receive simple
definitions, that constraint inventories lead to typological predictions that should be
borne out as much as possible, and that entailment relations between constraints
should be avoided. In addition, membership of a family of constraints could be
required, which means that constraints should be defined in accordance with the
schema that characterizes one of a small number of well-established families of
constraints. In this book, the majority of constraints belong to the economy, parse,
alignment, or no-empty-structure families. A possible next step is to require that
constraint families be grounded (motivated extra-syntactically), where the conflict
between ease of articulation (economy constraints) and ease of perception (parse and
alignment constraints, constraints banning empty structure) could play a central
role.
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Constraints

The following list contains the thirteen constraints that have been adopted in this
book.

1. Economy constraints:

NOSTRUC Maximal projections are prohibited.
NOWORD Words are prohibited.
STAY Traces are prohibited. (Do not move syntactic material.)

2. Parse constraints:

PARSE-F Pronounce constituents in the same position as their formal feature
F. (generaldcfinition)

PARSE-Case Pronounce constituents in the same position as their Case feature.
PARSE-re/ Pronounce constituents in the same position as their [+rel] feature.
PARSE-T Pronounce constituents in the same position as their Tense features.
PARSE-#r Pronounce constituents in the same position as their [+wh] feature.

3. Alignment constraints:

ALIGN-/ac Align focused constituents with the right edge of the verbal extended
projection.

LE(VEP) The first pronounced word in a full verbal extended projection is one
of its functional extended heads.

4. Constraints banning empty structure:

EPP SpecIP must contain a category.
OB-HD A projection has a head.

5. Other constraints:

PURE-EP No adjunction to the highest node in a subordinate extended
projection; No movement into the highest head of a subordinate
extended projection.

TEL A syntactic unit without semantic content must be deleted.

The following constraints have been rejected:

LE(CP) The first pronounced word in CP is a function word related to the
main verb of the CP.
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PARSE-rop Pronounce constituents in the same position as their [+top] feature.
REC A syntactic unit with sernantic content must be pronounced.
T-GOV Trace is governed.
T-LE(-GOV Trace is lexically governed.



Abbreviations

A adjective

[aac] accusative
Agr agreement
AgrOP object agreement phrase
AP adjectival phrase
A-P articulatory-perceptual
C complementizer
Crt the computational system of human language
C-I conceptual-intentional
C&L Chomsky & Lasnik (1977)
CLLD Clitic Left Dislocation
Comp complementizer
Con the constraint inventory
CP complementizer phrase
CTF Complementizer-Trace Filter
CTP Complementizer-Trace Phenomenon
CV consonant-vowel
D determiner
D&E Derivations & Evaluations
tdefl indefinite
DFCF Doubly Filled COMP Filter
DP determiner phrase
e empty category
ECM exceptional Case marking
ECP Empty Category Principle
EP extended projection
Eval the evaluator
F* functional heads
FDC Free Deletion in Comp
FF(o) formal features of a
foc; l+focl focus

[-foc] not focus
FocP focus phrase
Gen the generator
Gen/Cs, the generator (in Derivations & Evaluations)
I inflection
IP inflection phrase
LF Logical Form
N numeration; noun
NIC Nominative Island Condition
[nom]; [+nom] nominative
[-nom] not nominative
NP noun phrase
Op empty operator
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orl
P
PF
Pol
PolP
PP
P&P
R
rel;f+relf
s
S'
Spec
subj
svo
t
T
top; [+top]
a
v
VP
w/r; [+wh]; WH

Abbreviations

1

2
3

CL
Dtr
DEM
E(PL
FEM
FUT
IhIDf
MASC
NM
PAST

PERF

PL
REFL
SG

SUBJ

Abbreviations

AL-frc
EPP
LE(CP;VEP)

ABBREVIATIONS

Optimality Theory
preposition
Phonetic Form
head of PolP
polarity phrase
prepositional phrase
Principles & Parameters
representation
relative
sentence (clause)
sentence (clause) containing a Comp position
specifier
subject
subject-verb-object
t"ce
Tense
topic
interrogati ve interpretation
verb
verb phrase
interrogative

used in glosses:

first person
second person
third person
clitic
definite
demonstrative
expletive
feminine
future
indefinite
masculine
negation
past
perfective
plural
reflexive
singular
subjunctive

of constraint names

AUGN-/oc
EXIENDED PROJECTION PRINCIPI.E
LEFTEDGE(CP;VEP)



ABBREVIATIONS

NOSTR; NOSTRUC NOSTRUCTI.JRE
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OB-HD
P-Case

OBUGATORY HEADS
PARSE-Case

P-rel
P-T
P-top
P-wh
REC

P-EP; PURE.EP PUR]TY OF DffENDED PROJECTION
PARSE-re/
PARSE-T
PARSE-rop
PARSE-#r
RECOVERABIUTY
TELEGRAPH
T-GOV

T-L-G T-LE(-GOV

Unusual tableau conventions

rr marks candidates which are incorrectly evaluated as optimal.

The following symbol are used in tableaux containing two tied constraints:

rc> fatal violation if the tie is read from left to right.
<* fatal violation if the tie is read from right to left.
'Fl fatal violation in both directions.

TEL
T-G





Samenvatting

Generatieve grammatici hebben doorgaans een tamelijk rigide opvatting over de
syntactische structuur van zinnen: aan zinnen wordt zoveel mogelijk een
gelijksoortige structuur toegekend. Wanneer bijvoorbeeld een deel van de structuur in
de ene waagzin niet meteen zichtbaar is in de andere waagzin, wordt aangenomen dat
deze structuur "onzichtbaar" aanwezig is. Dit proefschrift gaat in tegen deze visie op
zinsstructuur. Centraal staat de hypothese dat een reeks van syntactische
verschijnselen veroorzaakt wordt door de afwezigheid van structuur die normaal
gesproken wel aanwezig is.

Een voorbeeld uit hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift zal dit verduidelijken. De
Engelse vraagzin begint met een vraagwoord. In afwezigheid van andere
hulpwerkwoorden zoals will ('zal') of have ('hebben') wordt dit vraagwoord gevolgd
door een vorm van het hulpwerkwoord do ('doen') en het onderwerp. Voorbeelden
worden gegeven in (la) en (1b). Opvallend is dat do niet opduikt wanneer het
vraagwoord het onderwerp van de zin is, zoals in voorbeeld (1c).

(1) a. Who did he meet yesterday?
''Wie ontmoette hij gisteren?'

b. When did he meet him?
'Wanneer ontmoette hij hem?'

c. Who met him yesterday?
'Wie ontmoette hem gisteren?'

Laten we deze vraagzinnen eerst eens vergelijken met de corresponderende
mededelende zin in (2). De volgorde van de zinsdelen in deze voorbeeldzin is als
volgt: onderwerp (he) - hoofdwerkwoord (met) - lijdend voorwerp (him) -
bijwoordelijke bepal ing $ e sterday).

@ He met him yesterday.
'Hij ontmoette hem gisteren.'

In het schema in (3) zijn deze zinsdelen genummerd. Het onderwerp staat op positie
1, het hoofdwerkwoord op positie 2, het lijdend voorwerp op positie 3 en de
bdwoordelijke bepaling op positie 4.

(3)

he met him vesterdav

I 2 3 4

Zoals het schema in (3) correspondeert met zin (2), komt het schema in (4) overeen
met zin (1a). Het schema in (a) is zoveel mogelijk in overeenstemming gebracht
met schema (3): het onderwerp staat nog steeds op positie l, het hoofdwerkwoord
(dat veranderd is van een persoonsvorrn in een infinitief) op positie 2 en de
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bijwoordelijke bepaling op positie 4. Positie 3 is ongevuld. Dit wordt veroorzaakt
door het feit dat het lijdend voorwerp is gerealiseerd als een vraagwoord.
Vraagwoorden staan in het Engels, zoals we reeds opgemerkt hebben, op de eerste
positie in de zin. In schema (a) is dit positie X. Jarenlang onderzoek naar een
verscheidenheid van syntactische verschijnselen heeft aannemelijk gemaakt dat de
aanwezigheid van een positie als positie X leidt tot de verwezenlijking van een
tweede positie, hier positie Y genoemd. Deze positie wordt in schema (4) door did
bezet. l-aten we aannemen dat did opduikt, omdat positie Y anders onbezet zou zijn.

who dd he meet yesterdav

x Y I 2 3 4

Dit verklaart meteen waarom didniet gebruikt wordt in mededelende zinnen zoals die
in (2). In het corresponderende schema in (3) zien we dat positie X afwezig is bij
gebrek aan een vraagwoord dat deze positie afdwingt. Als gevolg hiervan is ook
positie Y afwezig. Deze positie wordt immers alleen gerealiseerd als positie X dat
ook is. In structuren zonder positie Y is did nutteloos en zal daarom niet
uitgesproken worden.

Zin (1b) correspondeert met het schema in (5). Dit schema lijkt sterk op dat
in (a). Dit keer is positie 4 onbezet, omdat het vraagwoord de functie van
bijwoordelijke bepaling heeft. Net als in (a) verschijnt het vraagwoord op positie X
en did op positie Y.

(s)

when dd he meet him

x Y 1 2 3 4

We kunnen de voorlopige conclusie trekken dat vraagzinnen twee posities meer
bevatten dan mededelende zinnen.

De vraag is nu hoe zin (1c) geanalyseerd zou moeten worden. Als we
zinsstructuur op een rigide manier benaderen, dan zouden alle vraagzinnen twee
posities meer hebben dan de corresponderende mededelende zin. Dit zou betekenen
dat, zoals doorgaans wordt aangenomen, zin (lc) de structuur in (6) heeft. Het
vraagwoord staat wederom op positie X, het hoofdwerkwoord op positie 2, het
Iijdend voorwerp op positie 3 en de bijwoordelijke bepaling op positie 4. Positie 1

is leeg, omdat het onderwerp een vraagwoord is. Tot zover is alles zoals we zouden
verwachten. Positie Y stelt ons echter voor problemen. In eerdere schema's werd
deze positie gevuld door het hulpwerkwoord did.heciezer: we hebben gesteld datdid
verschijnt om te voorkomen dat positie Y ongevuld blijft. Als gevolg hiervan pleit
de afwezigheid van didvoor de afwezigheid van positie Y.

(6)

who met him vesterdav

x Y I 2 3 4
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Een alternatieve structuur voor zin (lc) is gegeven in (7). Deze structuur
komt volledig overeen met die van mededelende zinnen gegeven in schema (3): het
onderwerp staat op positie 1, het hoofdwerkwoord op positie 2, het lijdend voorwerp
op positie 3 en de bijwoordelijke bepaling op positie 4. Als deze structuur correct is,
dan is het duidelijk waarom did niet gebruikt wordt in combinatie met een
vraagwoord dat de functie van onderwerp heeft: er is geen positie aanwezig wunrop
dit hulpwerkwoord zou kunnen staan.

(7)

who met him yesterdav

I 2 3 4

De vraag blijft natuurlijk waarom de posities X en Y afwezig zouden zijn in
structuur (7). Het voor de hand liggende antwoord is dat de posities X en Y alleen
aanwezig zijn als dit nodig is om het vraagwoord op de eerste positie in de zin te
laten staan. We zien in schema (7) dat positie 1, de positie waarop het onderwerp
gewoonlijk staat, in afwezigheid van de posities X en Y de eerste positie in de zin
is. Een vraagwoord in deze positie zal daarom, zoals in schema (7), het eerste
element in de zin zijn. Dit is precies wat het Engels vereist.

Indien het vraagwoord een andere functie dan die van ondenrerp bekleedt, dan
zijn de posities X en Y wel noodzakelijk om het waagwoord als eerste element in de
zin te laten verschijnen. Als de posities X en Y niet aanwezig waren in structuur (4),
dan zou alleen positie 3 beschikbaar zijn voor het vraagwoord, zoals in structuur (8).
Positie 3 is echter duidelijk niet de eerste positie in de zin.

he met who yesterday

I 2 3 4

Hetzelfde geldt voor structuur (5). In afwezigheid van positie X zal het vraagwoord
when uitgesproken moeten worden op positie 4, zoals in schema (9). Ook deze
positie is duidelijk niet zinsinitieel.

(e)

he met him when

I 2 3 4

Kortom, een flexibele kijk op de structuur van vraagzinnen leidt tot een natuurlijke
verklaring voor de distributie van het hulpwerkwoord do, terrrijl een rigide aanpak
eerder vragen oproept.

Ook in andere contexten en andere talen gedraagt het onderwerp zich vaak
anders dan andere zinsdelen. Een reeks voorbeelden hiervan wordt besproken en
geanalyseerd in dit proefschrift. [,aten we hier eerst kort ingaan op 66n van deze
voorbeelden. Het betreft wederom een Engels verschijnsel. Voorbeeld (10) is een
wazgzin die bestaat uit een hoofd- en een bijzin. Het wonderlijke aan deze specifieke
zin is dat het vraagwoord in de hoofdzin geihterpreteerd moet worden als het lijdend

(8)
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voorwerp in de bijzin. In dit geval mag het voegwoord that titgesproken worden,
maar het hoeft niet.

(10) Who do you think (tha$ he will meet tomorrow?
'Wie denk je dat hij morgen zal ontmoeten?'

Dit laatste is niet zo vreemd, omdat ook in de corresponderende mededelende zin het
voegwoord that optioneel is:

(11) I think (tha$ he will meet him tomorrow.
'Ik denk dat hij hem morgenzal ontmoeten.'

Opmerkelijk genoeg sluiten complexe vraagzinnen waarin het vraagwoord in de
hoofdzin geihterpreteerd moet worden als het onderwerp van de bijzin, het gebruik
van het voegwoord that uit. De voorbeeldzinnen in (12) illustreren dit. De asterisk
geeft aan dat zin(l?a) ongrzrmmaticaal is.

(12) a. *Who do you think that will meet him tomorrow?
b. Who do you think will meet him tomorrow?

'Wie denk je dat hem morgen zal ontmoeten?'

Stel nu dat de bijzin over meer posities beschikt wanneer het wel een voegwoord
bevat dan wanneer dit niet het geval is. Dit stelt ons in staat de verplichte
afwezigheid van het voegwoord in (12) te wijten aan het feit dat de extra structuur die
nodig is om dit voegwoord te kunnen huisvesten niet te verenigen is met het feit dat
het vraagwoord in de hoofdzin geihterpreteerd dient te worden als onderwerp in de
bijzin. De precieze uitwerking van dit idee is te vinden in hoofdstuk 4 van dit
proefschrift. Hier is het voldoende om op te merken dat een vraagwoord met de
functie van onderwerp wederom leidt tot een kleinere structuur dan normaal. In
kleinere structuren is er minder plaats voor woorden dan in grotere, wat ten koste
gaat van elementen als het hulpwerkwoorddo of het voegwoord that.

Niet alleen waagwoorden, maar ook betrekkelijke voornaamwoorden gedragen
zich opmerkelijk als ze de functie van onderwerp vervullen. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt
hier in detail op ingegaan. Wederom kan een kleinere zinsstructuur hiervoor
verantwoordelijk worden gehouden. Verder wordt in hoofdstuk 3 een algemene
analyse gegeven van de linkerperiferie van de betrekkelijke bijzin. Ingegaan wordt
bijvoorbeeld op het feit dat betrekkelijke bijzinnen soms geintroduceerd worden door
een betrekkelijk voornaamwoord, zoals in het Nederlandse voorbeeld in (13a). In
andere gevallen begint de betrekkelijke bijzin met een voegwoord, zoals in het
Franse voorbeeld in (13b) (let op: zoals reeds in de jaren zeventig door Richard
Kayne is opgemerkt, dient het element que in (l3b) niet als betrekkelijk
voornaamwoord geanalyseerd te worden). Tenslotte zijn soms ook beide elementen te
vinden aan het beg,, van de betrekkelijke bijzin. Voorbeelden van dit laatste treffen
we aan in variEteiten van het Nederlands zoals het dialect van Aarschot en het
Middelnederlands. In het Aarschots en het Middelnederlands mag het betrekkelijk
voornzumwoord gevolgd worden door het voegwoord, hoewel dit niet veqplicht is.
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(13) a. de man die ik heb gezien.
b. I'homme que j'ai vu.

(standaardnederlands)
(standaardfians)

c. de man die (dat) ik heb gezien. (Aarschots, Middelnederlands)

Eerder hebben we opgemerkt dat, indien nodig, de posities X en Y beschikbaar zijn
voor syntactisch materiaal in het domein dat voorafgaat aan positie I (de
onderwerpspositie). Laten we aannemen dat het betrekkelijk voornaamwoord, net als
het waagwoord in de schema's (4) en (5), op positie X staat. Dan houden we positie
Y over voor het andere element: het voegwoord. Zoals we in schema (1a) duidelijk
zien, worden de elementen op de posities X en Y niet altijd uitgesproken.

(14)

Standaardnederlands: die d* ik heb sezien
Frans: sltr otE i'ai vu
Aarschots. Mi ddelnederlands : die (daO ik heb sezien

x Y positie I en hoser

Het feit dat het voegwoord dat in het Nederlands niet uitgesproken wordt, is
opmerkelijk, omdat we tijdens de bespreking van Engelse vraagzinnen hebben gezien
dat positie Y juist uitgesproken dient te worden. Echter, in tegenstelling tot het
Engelse hulpwerkwoord do, dat tijdsinformatie bevat (onvoltooid verleden tijd in het
geval van de vorrn did), draagt het voegwoord dat niets bij aan de betekenis van de
betrekkelijke bijzin. Daarom kan dit element als overtollig beschouwd worden.
Overtolligheid blijkt een grond voor deletie. Ook betrekkelijke voornaamwoorden
kunnen overtollig zijn, namelijk als ze geen geslachts- of getalsinformatie bevatten,
zoals het Franse qui. Het Nederlandse die, daarentegen, bevat deze informatie wel.
Dit blijkt als we ons realiseren dat het alleen gebruikt kan worden als het antecedent
niet-onzijdig en/of meervoudig is (ter illustratie: het kind die ik heb gezien is
ongrammaticaal). Kortom, het Nederlandse betrekkelijke voornaamwoord die is niet
overtollig en moet daarom uitgesproken worden.

Tot zover hebben we de volgende twee syntactische principes ontdekt:

PRINCIPE A: Posities moeten uitgesproken worden (in het bijzonder
positie Y).

PRINCIPE B: Overtollig materiaal mag niet uitgesproken worden.

Deze principes blijken actief te zijn in een verscheidenheid aan talen, mogelijkerwijs
in alle talen. Ze hebben echter niet in elke taal een even grote invloed. In het
standaardnederlands, bijvoorbeeld, is PRINCIPE B belangrijker dan PRINCIPE A,
getuige de deletie van het voegwoord dat.ln het Aarschots en het Middelnederlands,
daarentegen, duidt de optionaliteit van het voegwoord in de betrekkelijke bijzin erop
dat beide principes even belangrijk zijn.

Het Frans is nog steeds mysterieus: waarom wordt het voegwoord 4ue niet
net als het voornaamwoord qui weggelaten? Que draagt immers niets bij aan de
betekenis van de bijzin en is daarom overtollig. Het zou kunnen dat dat dit ligt aan
het feit dat PRJNCIPE A belangrijker is in deze taal dan PRINCIPE B. In hoofdstuk 3
wordt echter betoogd dat er iets complexers aan de hand is. Het Franse patroon in
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(14) is eerder te wijten aan het feit dat het hieronder gegeven PRINCIPE C
belangrijker is dan PRINCIPE B.

PRINCIPE C: Bijzinnen beginnen met een voegwoord.

Een voorbeeld als (15) illustreert het bestaansrecht van PRINCIPE C. In dit voorbeeld
gaat het betrekkelijk voornaamwoord qui vergezeld van het voorzetsel avec ('met').

(15) la femme avec qui j'ai dansd
'de vrouw met wie ik heb gedanst'

De structuur van dit voorbeeld is gegeven in schema (16). Vergelijk deze structuur
met die van voorbeeld (13b), ook gegeven in het schema. Omdat het voorzetsel avec
bijdraagt aan de interpretatie van de bijzin, kan avec qui niet worden weggelaten.
Dientengevolge is het onmogelijk om te voldoen aan PRINCIPE C. Avec qui staat
immers op de eerste positie in de zin. Stel nu dat een principe genegeerd mag worden
als het onmogelijk is om het te bevredigen. Als we, omdat het niet anders kan,
PRINCIPE C mogen negeren, dan is het mogelijk om het voegwoord weg te laten.
Het feit dat dit ook werkelijk gebeurt in het Frans, toont aan dat PRINCIPE B
belangdjker is dan PRINCIPEA in deze taal, net als in het standaardnederlands,

(16)

avec oui qJe i'ai dansd

slx qtE i'ai vu

x Y positie I en hoser

I-angzamerhand wordt het duidelijk dat de syntaxis van een taal gezien kan
worden als een samenspel van principes die elkaar kunnen tegenwerken. De
belangrijkheid die aan de individuele principes wordt toegekend, bepaalt of
bijvoorbeeld een voegwoord wel of niet uitgesproken dient te worden in een bepaalde
context. Het aantrekkelijke is dat we kunnen aannemen dat talen over dezelfde
principes beschikken en dat het verschil tussen talen geweten kan worden aan de
belangrijkheid die per raal aan elk van deze principes wordt gehecht. Elke denkbare
hiErarchie van de aangenomen principes definieert een mogelijke taal. Aldus doet een
analyse van een individuele taal voorspellingen omtrent de mogelijke eigenschappen
van andere talen. Als we de hi€rarchie van bijvoorbeeld het Engels nemen en
veranderen, dan defineert deze nieuwe hiErarchie een andere tanl dan het Engels. De
voorspelling is nu dat deze taal een mogelijke natuurlijke taal is. Het is ondoenlijk
om, zelfs als we elke taal zouden kennen die op dit moment ergens in de wereld
gesproken wordt, te controleren of elke voorspelde taal ook een mogelijke taal is.
Het ligt namelijk voor de hand dat slechts een klein deel van de mogelijke talen ook
een op dit moment daadwerkelijk gesproken taal is. Wel kunnen we het een en ander
aannemelijk maken door onze theorie te testen aan de hand van de talen die
daadwerkelijk bestaan of bestaan hebben. Vandaar dat dit proefschrift een
taalvergelijkend karakter heeft.

De gedachte dat talen zich laten beschrijven in terrnen van hiErarchisch
geordende principes is de kern van de Optimaliteitstheorie. Deze door Paul
Smolensky en Alan Prince aan het begin van de jaren negentig geintroduceerde
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theorie wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 1. De naam Optimaliteitstheorie is te danken
aan het feit dat steeds een verzrrmeling mogelijke structuren wordt bekeken om de
beste structuur eruit te halen. Het Franse voorbeeld in (13b), bijvoorbeeld, is
grammaticaal omdat structuur 3 in schema (17) het meest in overeenstemming is
met de aanname dat PRINCIPE C belangrijker is dan PRINCIPE B en PRINCIPE B
belangrijker is dan PRINCIPE A in het Frans. Structuur 3 is de enige van de vier
gegeven mogelijkheden die PRINCIPE C niet schendt. Dat structuur 3 evenwel
PRINCIPE B schendt, is irrelevant, omdat PRINCIPE B minder belangrijk is dan
PRINCIPE C. Kortom, structuren mogen principes schenden zolang ze dat maar zo
minimaal mogelijk doen.

(17)

Structuur 1 oul $E i'ai vu PRJNCIPE C

Structuur 2: our (tJc i'ai vu PRINCIPE C

Stnrctuur 3: eui que i'ai vu PR.INCIPE B
Structuur 4: €i flJC i'ai vu PRINCIPE C

x Y oos. I en hoser belaneri ikste seschonden orincioe

Hoofdstuk 2 bevat een onderzoek naar de precieze eigenschappen die
toegekend moeten worden aan een model van de syntaxis van natuurlijke taal dat
gebaseerd is op de Optimaliteitstheorie. Op een reeks van vragen wordt nader
ingegaan. Hoe worden de structuren gevormd die met elkaar vergeleken worden? Hoe
flexibel is zinsstructuur? Bestaan er syntactische principes die nooit geschonden
mogen worden? Welke structuren mogen met elkaar vergeleken worden? Hoe groot
is de potentiele beschrijvende kracht van het optimaliteitssysteem? Deze en andere
vragen leiden uiteindelijk tot de introductie van het Derivaties & Evaluaties model,
een syntactisch model waarin niet alleen op de evaluatie van structuren (zoals in
(17)) wordt ingegaan, maar ook op de herkomst (de afleiding, de derivatie) van deze
structuren.

De werking van dit model wordt verder geillustreerd, getest en iumgepast in
de hoofdstukken 3-5 op basis van een studie naar het syntactische gedrag van het
onderwerp en het voegwoord in verschillende contexten en verschillende talen.
Illustraties van het soort verschijnselen dat wordt behandeld in de hoofdstukken 3 en
4 zijn hierboven gegeven, Laten we daarom eindigen met een voorbeeld uit het tot
nog toe onbesproken hoofdstuk 5.

Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan een aantal eigenschappen van Stilistische Inversie,
een Franse constructie die zich kenmerkt door het feit dat het onderwerp volgt op het
werkwoordscluster, terwijl het normaal gesproken eraan voorafgaat. Deze constructie
komt in allerlei zinstypen voor. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt ingegaan op Stilistische
Inversie in de meeste van deze zinstypen. Hier zullen we ons concentreren op
betrekkelijke bijzinnen. Een voorbeeld van Stilistische Inversie is gegeven in (18a).
Vergelijk de positie van het onderwerp in (18a) met die van zijn tegenhanger in
(l8b). Voor het gemak is het onderwerp onderstreept in deze en volgende
voorbeelden.

(18) a. Il a visitd I'endroit o[ se sont rencontr6s ses parents.

b. Il a visit6 I'endroit oir ses parents se sont rencontrds.
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'Hij heeft de plek bezocht waar zijn ouders elkaar hebben ontmoet.'

Het voorbeeld in (19a), dat ongrammaticaal is, illustreert dat het onderwerp niet mag
volgen op het werkwoordscluster als er geen ander zinsdeel aanwezig is dat
voorafgaat aan dit cluster. De voorbeeldzin in (19b), daarentegen, waarin het
onderwerp netjes voorafgaat aan het werkwoordscluster, is wel grammaticaal.

(19) a. *Se sont rencontrds ses parents i Paris.
b. Ses parents se sont rencontrds i Paris.

'Zijn ouders hebben elkaar in Parijs ontmoet.'

Het is gebruikelijk om aan voorbeeldzin (18b) de structuur toe te kennen die is
gegeven in schema (20). Evenals in schema (16) (bovenste regel) staat het
betrekkelijk voornaamwoord oi op positie X, positie Y is leeg en de rest van de
bijzin staat op de posities I en hoger.

(20)

ou ses oarents se sont rencontrds

x Y I oositie 2 en hoser

Een rigide visie op zinsstructuur zou leiden tot de aanname dat befiekkelijke
voornaamwoorden in alle gevallen op positie X staan. Als gevolg hiervan moeten
we aan voorbeeldzin (18a) de structuur in schema (21) toekennen.

(21)

ou se sont rencontrds ses parents

x Y I positie 2 en hoser

In schema (21) is positie 1 leeg. Dit is onverwacht, omdat in het normale geval deze
positie niet leeg mag zijn. In schema (22) wordt de structuur van de voorbeeldzinnen
in (19) gegeven. De ongrammaticaliteit van voorbeeld (l9a) (structuur I in schema
(22)) is duidelijk te wijten aan het feit dat positie I ongevuld is.

(22)

Als we toch willen volhouden dat voorbeeld (l8a) de structuur in (21) heeft, dan
moeten we het volgende principe aannemen:

Als positie X gevuld is met syntactisch materiaal, dan
mag positie 1 leeg blijven.

Structuur I (on

Structuur 2 (grammaticaal):

Principe:
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Dit principe, dat door de jaren heen in tal van taalkundige publicaties is

iumgenomen, is in zekere zin vreemd. We verbinden nu eigenschappen van de ene
positie aan eigenschappen van een andere positie. Het is zou veel eenvoudiger zijn
als we simpelweg zouden kunnen stellen dat positie 1 gevuld moet zijn.

PRINCIPE D: Positie I moet gevuld zijn.

In de bespreking van Engelse vraagzinnen hierboven stelden we dat waagwoorden op
de meest linkse positie in de (bij)zin moeten staan. Dat kan positie X zijn, maar ook
positie 1. In het laatste geval moeten de posities X en Y afwezig zijn. Laten we
Eurnnemen dat hetzelfde geldt voor betrekkelijke voornaamwoorden. Aldus is het
mogelijk dat oil in (18a) op positie 1 staat, zoals in schema (23).Deze structuur is
in overeenstemming met PRINCIPE D en daarom grammaticaal. Structuur I in
schema (22), daarentegen, bevat een lege positie 1. Als gevolg hiervan schendt deze

structuur PRINCIPE D en is zij ongmmmaticaal. Structuur 2 in hetzelfde schema
bevat een onderwerp op positie l, bevredigt zo PRINCIPE D en is daarom
grammaticaal. Kortom, we doen de juiste voorspellingen.

(23)

ou se sont rencontrds ses parents

I uositie 2 en hoser

We hebben nu aan voorbeeld (18a) een kleinere structuur toegekend dan aan

voorbeeld (18b). In deze kleinere structuur ontbreken de posities X en Y. In
hoofdstuk 5 wordt deze hypothese bevestigd door een reeks van observaties. Laten
we hier 66n van deze observaties kort bespreken.

Een van de voorspellingen die we doen is dat wanneer Stilistische Inversie
optreedt in een bijzin die geintroduceerd wordt door een voegwoord, zoals in (24a),
het voegwoord zich moet gedragen als een eenheid met de persoonsvorm. Waarom
we deze voorspelling doen, wordt precies geformuleerd in hoofdstuk 5. Hier is het
voldoende in te zien dat dit zo is omdat de positie Y niet aanwezig is in de kleinere
zinsstructuur die Stilistische Inversie kenmerkt. Het enige alternatief voor het
voegwoord is dan om op het werkwoord 'geplakt' te worden. Dit is niet uniek voor
Stilistische Inversie in het Frans. Ook in een taal als het Iers vormen voegwoorden
een eenheid met de persoonsvorn. In voorbeeld (24b), daarentegen, is het voegwoord
autonoom en staat het op positie Y, zoals weergegeven in de schema's (14), (16) en
(17).

(24) a. I'homme qu'a rencontrdAndrd
b. I'homme qu'A!@ a rencontrd

'de man die Andr6 heeft ontmoet'

Dit leidt tot de nog toe niet eerder gedane voorspelling dat het onmogelijk zou
moeten zijn om elementen te plaatsen tussen het voegwoord en de persoonsvorm in
(24a), omdat deze twee elementen een eenheid vormen. In (Ub) kan dit wel, zoals de

voorbeelden in (25) aantonen. Een adverbiale bepaling als de temps en temps ('af en

toe') is wij om ergens tussen het voegwoordque en de persoonsvorn a te staan.
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(25) a. I'homme que, de temps en temps, Andrd a rencontr6
b. I'homme qu'AS@, de temps en temps, a rencontrd

'de man die Andrd af en toe heeft onEnoet.'

Tnals gezegd zou dit niet moeten kunnen in het geval van Stilistische Inversie. De
ongrammaticaliteit van voorbeeld (26), waarin de ternps en temps tussen het
voegwoord en het werkwoord staat, illustreert dat deze voorspelling uitkomt.

(26) *l'homme que, de temps en temps, a rencontrd Andr6
'de man die Andr6 af en toe heeft ontmoet.'

Het voegwoord que yotmt dus inderdaad een eenheid met de persoonsvorm in
Stilistische Inversie. Zo blijkt wederom dat in een kleinere zinsstructuur doorgaans
minder plaats is voor extra woorden of woordgroepen, hetgeen de juistheid van een
flexibeler kijk op zinsstructuur des te aannemelijker maakt.


